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PREFACE
THE fact that Prior has never before been given a full-

length biography might be urged as proof that such a

book was unnecessary ;
nor can it be maintained that he

was of those a knowledge of whose careers is essential.

But although he was really great neither as a poet nor as a

diplomatist nor as a statesman, the sum of his achieve

ment in his various activities was considerable, and his

life was full of interest. Above all he had a complex
and in some ways fascinating personality, which is

reflected in his letters. The fine series of his corre

spondence published in recent years by the Historical

MSS. Commission from the Marquess of Bath's collection

at Longleat, made it worth while and, it may even be

suggested, desirable that this book should be written.

My thanks are due to his Majesty's Stationery Office

for permission to quote from the reports of the Historical

MSS. Commission, and to his Grace the Duke of Port

land and the Most Honourable the Marquess of Bath for

permission to examine and make use of unpublished

papers in their possession.
1 The debt to Mr. Austin

Dobson of anyone who would write on Prior is almost

too obvious to mention. His article in the Dictionary of

National Biography and the introduction and notes to

1 In referring to the published and unpublished papers of the

Marquess of Bath, I have designated them as "
Longleat MSS., iii,"

and "
Prior Papers (Longleat)

"
respectively.

v
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his Selected Poems of Matthew Prior (in the Parchment

Library) are invaluable. But I must specially acknow

ledge the courtesy with which he has allowed me to use

his important unpublished material. My thanks are also

due to Mr. T. J. Wise for allowing me to see his

remarkable collection of early editions.

The many sources on which the following pages

are based are referred to in foot-notes. Mr. A. R.

Waller's Cambridge edition of Prior's writings, which

contains so much hitherto unprinted matter and so many
valuable bibliographical details, calls for a more

particularised gratitude.

F. B.
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THE LIFE

OF MATTHEW PRIOR

CHAPTER I

EARLY YEARS

THAN Matthew Prior, destined to become the crony of

statesmen and a recognised leader of literature, to jest

with the proudest king in Europe and to give his name
to a famous treaty, no English poet has been of humbler

origin. For long his very parentage was uncertain, and
even now there is nothing to be told of his grandfather

beyond the place of his abode.

This was Godmanstone in Dorset, a little village lying
five miles north of Dorchester in a valley of unenclosed

arable surrounded by pastoral uplands.
1 Old Prior's

exact position there does not appear, though it was

obviously not one of importance ; he may have been a

small copyholder. Godmanstone, at any rate, was too

tiny a place to support more than one of the half-dozen

children born to him by his wife Mary. His daughter,

1 "
Farther along the road [from Cerne to Dorchester] is the unso

phisticated village of Godmanstone, where by the side of the stream
is the smallest place of entertainment I have knowledge of. This is

the Smith's Arms inn, a building of such humble stature that it is

possible to touch the roof of thatch. By the side of the door is a
window, about one foot high and a yard wide. This constitutes the
facade or elevation of the tavern. On the side away from the road the
little building is apparently saved from tumbling into the brook by a

large willow tree. There is a post-office in Godmanstone, but as it

projected too much into the road, a corner has been chipped off it, a

procedure that seems to have been simpler than the widening of the

highway." TREVES, Highways and Byways in Dorset (1906), p. 339.

1
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called after her mother, was married to
"
one Hunt of

Lighe," presumably Leigh in the Melbury district, famous
for its maze. In after years her son, a seaman, appealed
to his distinguished cousin for assistance, with unsatis

factory results.
"
Mr. Prior put him off with some

ready money and some guineas to his aunt, but told him
he was not married, nor should be, and when he died

he would leave what he had amongst his relations."

Prior was never a rich man, and it is possible that he

wished to conceal from his humble kinsman the pecuniary
embarrassments which he did not hesitate to bring to

the notice of those in a position to relieve them. It is

possible, also, that he actually intended at the time to

will his money in the manner indicated. But the sailor, if

he survived the poet, must have found the rule de mortuis

a little hard to observe.

Of Granfer Prior's five sons, Christopher was the only
one who stayed at Godmanstone. His marriage is the

first recorded in the extant parish register, and his

descendants were still there within living memory. It

was his son, and namesake, from whose account most of

these family details are drawn, l and the name of Christo

pher occurs constantly in the registers for nearly 200

years. Two of old Prior's sons, Thomas and George,
1
Reported in a long letter dated at Dorchester, 7th December, 1730,

from Conyers Place, master of the Dorchester Grammar School, to his

kinsman, Conyers Middleton, the celebrated latitudinarian divine.

Middleton, for what reason does not appear, had requested Place to
make inquiries into Prior's origin [Welbeck MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.),
vi, 33]. Attention seems first to have been called to this letter,
which was published in 1901, by the Rev. J. M. J. Fletcher, vicar of
Wimborne Minster, in the Dorset Nat. Hist, and Antiq. Field Club,
vol. xxxi (1910), 71-84, and Notes and Queries, llth Ser., iv, 161 (Aug.,
191 1). The present writer, not then being aware of Mr. Fletcher's arti

cles, used it in an article in the Quarterly Review, Jan., 1913. Hutchins,
the historian of Dorset, also talked with Christopher Prior, but got
little from him except vague reminiscence. Place's letter is given
as an appendix to this chapter.
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were bound apprentice to carpenters at Fordington,

whence, when their term was expired, they removed to

Wimborne Minster. Arthur became a vintner in London

and had much to do with his nephew's destiny. The

identity of the fifth brother is not so certain ;
but he

was possibly the Samuel Prior who also supplied the

Restoration wits with stimulant and refreshment.

It is George the carpenter who is our immediate

concern. Established at Wimborne, he took to himself

a wife, and 21st July, 1664, became the father of a son,

whom he chose to call Matthew. No record of this event

was made in the Wimborne registers, presumably because

the parents were Nonconformists ;

l but both date and

locality are now fully established. Two houses only
one of which was standing in 1884 were traditionally

connected with the Priors, and a passage
"
leading from

the East Boro' to the West
"
was known as Prior's Walk,

a name which, after falling into desuetude, has recently

been revived. 2 Some years ago the following inscription

was placed in Wimborne Minster :

TO MATTHEW PRIOR, POET AND SCHOLAR,
BORN AT EASTBROOK IN THIS TOWN

ANNO 1664, DIED SEPTEMBER 18TH, 1721,
IN THE FIFTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF HIS AGE.

WELD TAYLOR, ESQ., HAS PLACED THIS BRASS
TO HIS MEMORY.

Perennis et fragrans.

There is at present a family in Wimborne which claims

kinship with the poet.
As he rose in the world, Matthew grew very reticent

about his beginnings. It is difficult, indeed, as will be

1 They were Presbyterians until 1662, when they became
Nonconformists [Seccombe, Camb. Hist. Lit., ix, 146].

1 See Weld Taylor, Longman's Mag.. Oct., 1884, p. 616 ;
and

Fletcher,
" The Birthplace of Matthew Prior," in Dorset Nat. Hist, and

Antiq. Field Club, vol. xxxi (1910).
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seen later, to acquit him of deliberate falsehood. But

having, with all his sophistication, a measure of the true

poet's sincerity, he sometimes revealed in verse what in

prose moments he preferred to conceal. It is in his

poetry, therefore, that one must look for light on his

childhood ; though little enough will be found, when
all is said. There is, for instance, a passage in the

fable of The Mice, written in 1709, which is meaningless
unless taken as autobiographical. It is a parenthetical

apostrophe to the poet's mother, and its grave decasyl
labics are in sharp contrast with the easy hudibrastics of

the rest of the poem.

Mother, dear mother, that endearing thought
Has thousand, and ten thousand, fancies brought ;

Tell me, O I tell me (thou art now above)
How to describe thy true maternal love,

Thy early pangs, thy growing anxious cares,

Thy flattering hopes, thy fervent pious prayers,

Thy doleful days and melancholy nights,
Cloistered from common joys and just delights ;

How thou didst constantly in private mourn
And wash with daily tears thy spouse's urn ;

How it employed your thoughts and lucid time,
That your young offspring might to honour climb ;

How your first care, by numerous griefs opprest,
Under the burthen sunk, and went to rest

;

How your dear darling, by consumption's waste,
Breathed her last piety into your breast ;

How you, alas 1 tired with your pilgrimage,
Bowed down your head, and died in good old age,

Though not inspired O ! may I never be

Forgetful of my pedigree or thee !

Ungrateful howso'er, mayn't I forget
To pay this small yet tributary debt,
And when we meet at God's tribunal throne,
Own me, I pray thee, for a pious son.

If this is sincere (and why doubt it ?) the sentiments

do Prior credit. The chief biographical significance of

the passage, however, lies in the lines referring to a
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sister not elsewhere mentioned and to the malady of

which she died. For the poet himself was notably thin

and hollow-cheeked, coughed all his life, and invariably

concluded a bout of hard work with a bout of illness.

He was well known to have weak lungs,
1 and it seems

extremely probable that he had a congenital tendency to

consumption.
As for the fable itself, which is addressed to the poet's

friend and secretary, Adrian Drift, its meaning is obscured

by the slipshod phrasing which Prior often permitted
himself when writing in undress. But the opening lines,

at any rate, tally, and, as biographical evidence, must

stand or fall with the apostrophe just quoted.
Two mice, dear boy, of genteel fashion,
And (what is more) good education,
Frolic and gay in infant years,

Equally shared their parent's cares.

The sire of these two babes (poor creature !)

Paid his last debt to human nature,
A wealthy widow left behind,
Four babes, three males, one female kind.

Of this offspring, one was the girl who died of consump
tion, and another the

"
first care," who sank under

" numerous griefs." The "
two [surviving] mice were

brought up in one cradle
"
and bred,

"
one for the gown,

one for the court." As one of these proves to have been

Matt himself, it is only reasonable to suppose that the

other was his blood brother.
" One "

Matt
"
went to

Holland, where they huff folk, T'other to vent his wares

in Suffolk." In the course of time, they meet again at the

Three Cranes in Poultry and, after greetings and gossip,
the Suffolk parson the elder

"
in years, though (God

knows) not in sense
"

proposes that as they are the last

1 William Stratford to Lord Harley, 30th September, 1721 [Welbeck
MSS., vii, 304] ; lines written In a Window in Lord Villiers' House,
1696 : and elsewhere.
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of their name, one of them should provide for its con

tinuance by marriage. He suggests Matt for this office,

undertaking to do what he can for the
"
olive-branches."

Matt, however, prefers freedom, though he also is ready to

promise avuncular generosity, and "
Suffolk," apparently

accepting a decision by dice, gives way. In due course

a son is born and, at Matt's suggestion, called Adrian,
after Drift. By this wile, one gathers, the duty of

providing for the infant is shifted from the uncle to his

friend. The historicity of this careless tale, scribbled

at 10 o'clock one night perhaps after a convivial

evening need not be taken too seriously. But the

probability that Matthew had brothers and a sister is

not without interest, for it gives the imagination further

material scanty enough at the best from which to

reconstruct his childhood. 1

That childhood was probably quite uneventful. There
is a tradition that the boy attended the Wimborne free

grammar school, and he would sometimes visit his rela

tions at Godmanstone. His grandfather had died many
years before he was born, but his grandmother was alive

probably she was the
" Widdow Pryor

"
buried at God

manstone in 1674 and would takehim with her to the local

conventicle, as related in the Epistle to Fleetwood Shephard:
So at pure barn of loud Non-Con,
Where with my granam I have gone,
When Lobb 2 had sifted all his text,
And I well hoped the pudding next.

1 On 25th September, 1748, died " Mr. Matthew Prior, nephew to

the famous poet, skilful in the oriental languages
"

[Gents. Mag.,
xviii, 476], The existence of a nephew would seem to imply a brother,
but the Gents. Mag. is not invariably accurate in such details.

2
Stephen Lobb was a Nonconformist divine of some note. He does

not seem to have been connected with Wimborne or Godmanstone ;

but he happened to be rather before the public eye when the Epistle
was written, and Prior may have used his name as that of a typical"
Non-con." preacher.
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The last line gives the statement actuality, and helps

to date the reference.

During these visits to Godmanstone, Matthew used

to sleep with his cousin Christopher. This boy, when
he grew up, was a labourer in the fields ;

doubtless his

father was the same before him ; and young Matt must

have seen a good deal of agricultural life. In The Old

Gentry unpublished, be it rioted, until after his death

he makes an unique reference to his connection with

the soil :

Kingsale, eight hundred years have rolled,

Since thy forefathers held the plow,
When this shall be in story told,

Add, that my kindred do so now.

It is curious, if not very profitable, to speculate as to

what would have become of his poetic talent if he had

stayed on the land. What sort of figure, one wonders,

would he have cut beside Burns ? The question may
at first sight appear absurd, but there is more than one

point of resemblance. Prior unquestionably had the

singing voice, which was at its best and freshest before

it had been turned to the uses of diplomacy ; though of

course we have, and in the nature of things can have,
no evidence of its quality innocent of Westminster and

Cambridge. He must have had a living and abundant
folk-poetry for his inspiration, for he came from one of

the counties wherein the labours of Mr. Cecil Sharp have
been so fruitful. He had the roving love of women.
The whimsical, self-pitying humour of Hadrian to his

Soul
"
Poor little, pretty, fluttering thing

"
(character

istic although an imitation) is not very dissimilar from
that of

"
Wee, sleekit, cow'rin', tim'rous beastie," and

the ensuing moral. All this Prior possessed in common
with the Scot. The question is whether he had that
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indescribable something more which is the difference

between genius and a pretty talent. Thinking of the

squandered fire of Burns, and of the glib courtier into

whom Prior developed, a negative answer comes most

>^.readily. Genius is not so easily tamed. Yet there are

(Mhidications in Prior's poetry that had he not been born

into the most sterile and sophisticated age of English

poetry, and led by circumstances into one of the most
artificial of professions, he might have won a place among
our most lovable, if not among our greatest lyrists.

Whether his first efforts date from Wimborne or from

on cannot be determined
;
but we know that he

felt the urgency to rhyme at an early age. "As to my
own part," he says in his Essay upon Learning,

"
I found

this impulse very soon, and shall continue to feel it as

long as I can think. I remember nothing further in life

than that I made verses : I chose Guy of Warwick for my
first hero, and killed Colborn the Giant before I was

big enough for Westminster School." The theme

suggests the chap-book ;
but the inspiring pamphlet

may as well have been bought of a London hawker as

of a country pedlar ; and if, as he says, he knew the Earl

of Dorset when he was ten years old, he cannot have

been far advanced in the art of composition when his

father carried him to the metropolis. There is, however,
one anecdote connected with Wimborne, which, though
a proven myth, should never be omitted from any
account of Prior. In the chained library of the Minster

there is a copy of Raleigh's History of the World, through

many pages of which a hole has been burnt. The tradi

tion is, or was, that young Matthew, falling asleep in

the pursuit of knowledge, had tumbled his candle on to

the stately volume. But there are two hard facts in the

face of which this pretty tale cannot hope for credence :
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first, that the damage was obviously done by the deliberate

application of a heated iron ; secondly, that the chained

library was not placed in the Minster until 1686, when

Prior, a newly admitted graduate of Cambridge, had

long said good-bye to his native town.

It was on the advice of his brother Arthur, who was

doing well in the wine trade, that George Prior decidedlM
to go to London. He set up as a joiner in Stephen's

Alley, near King Street, Westminster, and succeeded

so well that,
"
being of a generous temper," he was able

to send his son to Westminster School. Then he died,

his widow far from being wealthy, as was the mother
in The Mice could no longer pay the fees, and it seemed
as if Matthew's education had come to a premature
conclusion. l It must have been a bitter disappointment
to a clever and ambitious boy, who, as we know, found

public school life much to his liking.

Matthew was found a berth in his uncle's wine-house.

The question of the identity both of house and proprietor
has given rise to quite a little literature. The difficulty

was that whereas Samuel Humphreys, writing in 1733,

said that the poet had been brought up at the Rummer
Tavern, Charing Cross and a Samuel Prior is known
to have kept the Rummer both in 1685 and in 1688

Sir James Montagu, the friend of Matthew's boyhood,
states that the uncle's name was Arthur, and his house

the Rhenish Wine House in Channel (now Cannon) Row.

Montagu's authority is better than Humphrey's. In the

question of the uncle, Christopher, whose evidence has

only recently come to light, supports Montagu ; and the

1

According to Christopher Prior, Matthew's mother had died and
was buried at Wimborne. The evidence of Sir James Montagu, who
gives the facts as above, is probably more reliable on this point, and, if

the passage from The Mice quoted on p. 4 is really autobiographical,
it is put beyond question.
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final certainty is given by the will of an Arthur Prior,

who, as is shown by the correspondence of names and

relationships, must have been Christopher's Arthur.

This was proved in 1687,
1 and we know that the bene

ficent uncle was alive in 1685, when Matthew wrote to

him, and dead in 1689, when Matthew penned the lines :

My uncle, rest his soul, when living,

iT- Might have contrived me ways of thriving,

Taught me with cider to replenish

My vats or ebbing tide of Rhenish, etc.

The contending evidence as to the tavern is more

equally matdied.Jf Here Christopher supports Humphreys
and names the Rummer, and although Samuel Prior

was there in 1685, Arthur might well have had it before

him. 2
Further, in aTpopular ballad of the time of the

Treaty of Utrecht, Matthew is referred to as
"
Plenipo

Rummer." In favour of the Rhenish is the superior

weight of Sir James Montagu's word
; the fact that the

Duchess of Marlborough, who hated Prior, calls him,
as early as 1710,

"
a boy who waited at the Rhenish

wine house, whom the late Lord Dorset put to school

out of charity
"

; and Prior's own reference, in a letter

of 1694, to
"
our friends in Channel Row." What really

settles the matter is that the Montagus were themselves

brought up hi Channel Row, at Manchester House, which
stood opposite the Rhenish, and that, according to Sir

James, it was this proximity which led to their intimacy
with their humbler schoolfellow. This circumstantial

statement admits of no doubt.

Indeed it would be scarcely worth while to treat the

point at such length were it not that the double error

1 It was first mentioned by Mr. G. A. Aitken in the Contemporary
Review of May, 1890 ; who, however, not knowing of Christopher's
statement, did not realise its full significance.

2 But a Prior had the Rhenish as early as 1660, when Pepys used to

frequent it.
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had arisen even before Prior's death, and has given
modern historians more bother than its actual signifi

cance warranted. The explanation of the ambiguity is

probably that Matthew, though living at the Rhenish

under the care of his uncle Arthur, was a frequent visitor

at the Rummer, the proprietor whereof was probably
also his uncle. Christopher mentions five brothers

and names only four. Very likely Samuel,|landlord of

the Rummer, was the fifth. Moreover, the distance

between the two houses was small : precisely the distance

between Scotland Yard and the Admiralty. Docu

mentary evidence that Prior knew both taverns may be

found, perhaps, in the lines :

What wretch would nibble on a hanging shelf,

When at Pontack's he may regale himself ?

Or to the house of cleanly Rhenish go ;

Or that at Charing Cross, or that in Channel Row ?

But he was probably acquainted with many taverns /
with which he had no permanent connection. f

Lying so near Whitehall, the Rhenish was largely ^/

patronised by the members of Charles IFs convivial

court.
"
Persons of the greatest figure

"
were constantly

in and out of the bar. Here would come Sedley and

Dorset, protagonists in many a scandalous frolic ; more
or less settled down by Prior's time, and taking a serious

part in affairs, but merry gentlemen enough ; and

Rochester, perhaps, more brilliant and more profligate
than any a burnt-out candle, very near his end ; and
less distinguished persons, hangers-on and wits of the

second magnitude, such as the ambiguous Fleetwood

Shephard. There must have been good talk when the

house was full and the bottle on its rounds.

The three essentials of conviviality, wine, woman and

song, were all to be found at Arthur Prior'i. Wine, of
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course. The second element was embodied in the

vintner's own daughter, Catherine, though she was not

long in the shop after she had grown to womanhood.
Her father, fearing disaster (as well he might), sent her

down to Dorchester, where he had many friends, and
where Catherine was for a time

"
a blazing star." But

paternal solicitude had come too late.
" One Guy of

Yorkshire," known as
"
the Great Guy," drove into the

county town with a coach and six and carried her off.

It seems probable that this ravisher was Henry Guy, a

friend of the King's and an unscrupulous person in affairs

other than amatory. During a long term as secretary
to the Treasury he amassed a huge fortune, and his

advice to Henry St. John, when the future Tory leader

first came to Court, was fully in accord with his own

practice.
l Catherine's subsequent career was apparently

varied. Deserted, no doubt, by the Great Guy, she is

supposed to have become the wife of
"
a French Marquis

or Count called Beloe or some such name "
;

but it is

clear from Arthur Prior's will that she had, at the time

of its making, recently received pecuniary assistance from

an indulgent father. Conyers Place suggests that she

was that
"
well-beloved and dear cousin, Catherine

Harrison," who was the only relative to benefit under

Matthew's will. Perhaps the poet, himself no saint,

felt a kindness for this errant lady, which his other

kinsfolk, earning honest bread in the fields or on the seas,

utterly failed to arouse in his breast. The supposition

gives us another item for our comparison with Burns.

But to return to the Rhenish, and the third component
of the convivial life. Customers such as the authors of
"

Phillis is my only joy
"
and

" To all you ladies now
on land," had little need to go to others for song ; yet

1 Swift, Corr. (cd. Ball), iii, 110.
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it was on tap, so to speak, in this excellent tavern. For

Matthew, while keeping his uncle's books in admirable

order, was not neglecting his talent. At the age of twelve

or so he wrote a poem as a New Year's gift to his uncle,

in which he employed the trite image of the Nile to

illustrate the vintner's generosity,
"
and was heartily

ashamed of it a year after." Evidently the critical

faculty, as well as the creative, was in process of develop
ment. His term at Westminster, brief as it must have

been, had given him a taste for the classics, and especially

for the poet who was to be his life-long master. In after

years a feeling of gratitude may well have been mingled
with his affection for Horace. For it was to him that

he owed the friendship of the Earl of Dorset, and all

that it entailed.
"

It happened that this noble lord, coming into the

bar of this house to inquire if Mr. Fleetwood Shephard,
his constant companion, was come, he surprised this

youth, Matthew Prior, with a Horace in his hand, which

taking from him to see what book he had got, he asked

him what he did with it. Young Matthew answered

he was looking upon it. How, said Lord Dorset, do you
understand Latin ? He replied, a little, upon saying
which the noble lord tried if he could construe a place
or two, and finding he did, Lord Dorset turned to one of

the odes, and bid him put it into English, which Mat-
did in English metre, and brought it up to the company
before they broke up, and the company was so well

pleased with the performance, and the address of the

thing, that they all liberally rewarded him with money ;

and whenever that company met there, it was certainly

part of their entertainment to give Odes out of Horace,
and verses out of Ovid to translate." 1

1

Montagu's memorandum.
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Charles Sackville known as Lord Buckhurst in the

days when he was Nell Gwynne's
"
Charles I

"
and the

scandal of respectable cits but Earl of Middlesex by
creation in 1675, and Earl of Dorset by succession in

1677, was a poet and the generous patron of poets. The
sketch of his life and character which Prior inserted in

his dedication of the Poems on Several Occasions to the

Earl's son, though heightened by a sense of gratitude
and the requirements of the occasion, bears at any rate

the stamp of proportion, and there is evidence in support
of its essential truth. Dorset was undoubtedly a keen

lover of letters and a man of kindly nature. He not

only enjoyed Matt's performances, but decided to reward

them more effectively than by an occasional tip.

One day, when Dr. Sprat, then Dean of Westminster,
and Mr. Knipe, the second master of the school, were

at the Rhenish, Dorset asked the boy whether he would
like to return to his studies. Matthew eagerly answered
'

Yes
"

;
his uncle gave a willing consent ; and the matter

was arranged. Dorset was to pay the lad's schooling
and provide him with

"
other necessaries of linen."

Arthur Prior and his wife were to be responsible for the

rest of his clothing and for his board and lodging as

before. x

1 For the events leading up to Matthew's re-admission to West
minster, Sir James Montagu's memorandum has been followed as the
most reliable authority. Samuel Humphreys gives a more elaborate
version : "It happened fortunately for Mr. Prior that the late Earl of

Dorset, that prodigy of polite wit and generosity, frequently passed
some agreeable hours with his friends at this tavern ; and being one

day there with several gentlemen of rank, the discourse turned upon
one of the Odes of Horace ;

and the company being divided in their

sentiments of a passage in that elegant poet, one of the gentlemen was
pleased to say, / find we are not like to agree in our criticisms ; but if

I am not mistaken there is a young fellow in the house who is able to set

us all right ; upon which he named Mr. Prior, who was immediately
sent for and desired to give his opinion of Horace's meaning in the ode
under debate. Mr. Prior, very genteely, intreated them to let his
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Although he was there under the Spartan rule of

Busby, Prior always cherished affectionate memories of

Westminster. Writing in 1694 to Knipe, who was still

second master, and recommending Lord Dursley's son

to his care, he says :

"It is at Westminster he must take that tincture of

the ancients, and make those improvements in his own

language which no other place can give him .... I

assure you only that he has wit enough to answer to the

great genius of the school I recommend him to ....
and we doubt not in the least but that in two years under

your hands he will have solid learning enough to come
abroad again, and give strangers an idea of the greatest
school in his own country, and possibly of any other

through which he shall travel." *

incapacity be his excuse for not presuming to offer any imperfect thoughts
on what they did him the honour to propose to him ; but that not availing,
he at last, with an engaging modesty, gave such an explanation of the

passage in dispute as was very agreeable to his polite audience ; and
the Earl of Dorset from that moment determined Mr. Prior should pass
from the station he was then in, to one more suitable to his promising
abilities." [Preface to Prior's Poems (3rded., 1733), vol. iii, pp. ii-iii.]
As Mr. Austin Dobson says [Selected Poems of Matthew Prior, p. 210,]

Montagu's story is
" much more probable than the unauthenticated,

and obviously
'

arranged
'

narrative of Humphreys," who, as already
shown, is by no means trustworthy. Burnet says simply that

"
Prior

had been taken as a boy, out of a tavern, by the Earl of Dorset, who
accidentally found him reading Horace

; and he, being very generous,
gave him an education in literature." Swift's laconic comment on
this is

"
Malice," though it is not clear whether he is referring to the

bishop's unnecessarily contemptuous tone, or to the statement itself,
which is substantially accurate ; Swift only knew Prior in middle age,
and may have been ignorant or misled as to his friend's early life.

Prior says that Dorset had favoured his affairs since he was ten

years old [Longleat MSS., iii, 32], He probably knew the frequenters
of the Rhenish even during his father's lifetime ;

and Dorset may well
have given the little boy sweets or pennies. But it seems improbable
that the momentous reading of Horace should have been so early.
Indeed, if the patron was Earl of Dorset when it took place, Matthew
must have been at least thirteen.

1
Longleat MSS., iii. 23.
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Again, in a letter from Paris to young Lord Buckhurst,

his first patron's son :

"
Here is no school half so big as Westminster, when

the curtain is drawn ; everybody learns in a gazette,

without being whipped or fighting with one another,

which is a very effeminate way, and I believe is the rea

son that one English boy can either construe or box

with three French boys/'
l

Prior has the typical public school man's sentimental

loyalty. He even approves, in the retrospect, of the

methods of the redoubtable Busby ; though one cannot

imagine that their present application had much charm
for a delicate and comfort-loving boy.

His return to Westminster brought him into contact

with the sons of the big house opposite the wine shop,
Charles (the future Earl of Halifax) and James Montagu.
The three boys used to walk the short distance to school

together, and commenced a friendship which was to last,

with one interval of estrangement, until death ended it.

Another schoolfellow was Thomas Dibben, who came
from Prior's native county and was afterwards to translate

the poet's Carmen Seculare into Latin.

As was to be expected, Matthew did well at his lessons,

was in due course elected a King's scholar. Shortly
afterwards he took a step which might have spoilt his

prospects, and did, in fact, for a time alienate Lord

Dorset. It was Busby's intention,
"

for the grace of

his school," to keep his promising pupil there a year

longer and then to send him to Oxford, the usual destina

tion of King's scholars. Charles Montagu, however,
who was three years older than Prior, was already at

Trinity College, Cambridge, and James was soon to

follow him. Matthew disliked the notion of being
1

Ibid., 306.
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separated from his friends. He was unwilling either to

remain at school after James had left, or to go to a

different university. When, therefore, one of the Duchess

of Somerset's scholarships at St. John's, Cambridge, fell

opportunely vacant, he applied for it, and was given it

on condition that he should be prepared to go into

residence within a fortnight. He actually entered the

university before the younger Montagu, to the latter's

disgust.

This step naturally annoyed Dorset, who had intended

to have his protege elected to Christchurch, and had an

undoubted right to be at any rate consulted in the mutter.

But neither threats nor entreaties availed to dissuade

Prior,
"

for he longed then more to be from school than

for anything else they could do to him." So the earl

decided to let him go to the devil his own way, and was

not reconciled to him until the publication of The Country
Mouse and the City Mouse had shown him that the boy
whom he had rescued from bar-tending was after all

likely to do him credit. Nevertheless Matt's choice of

college and university was a lucky shot. According to

Sir James Montagu the fact that he was the only West
minster boy of his time at St. John's, gave him from

the first a distinction which would not have been his

either at Trinity or Christchurch, where scholars from

the great school were more common. The head of the

college, Dr. Gower,
"
did cast his eye upon him from

the beginning."
The official records of Prior's relations with the univer

sity provide another of those contradictions which his

biographers have found so confusing. The president's

entry, made on his admission to St. John's as pensioner,
2nd April, 1683, runs :

"
Matthaeus Prior, Dorcestr

[altered by a later hand to Middlesexiensis] films Georg.
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Prior generosi, natus infra Winburne in praedicto com-

itatu, etc." On the following day Prior made oath on

being chosen scholar in these words :

"
Ego, Matthaeus

Prior, Dorcestriensis, juratus et admissus sum in discip.

hujus collegii pro Dna Sara Ducissa Somersettiensi,

ex ipsius nominatione, die 3 Aprilis, 1683." In the

entry recording his admission to a fellowship, 5th April,

1688, he is styled as of Middlesex. When the poet's

Dorset birth was supported by tradition only, these

discrepancies were more misleading than they are now.

Johnson, for instance, gave his preference to Middlesex,

though admitting that no Winburne, or Wimborne, was

to be found in that county. The discovery of the letter

reporting Christopher Prior's narrative has settled the

question for ever, but the documents still keep a certain

significance. Their ambiguities have still to be explained.

Why was the first entry deliberately falsified ? Was
it to bring it into agreement with the fellowship admissions

list ? And why was the entry in that list made incor

rectly ? Prior's ingenuousness is seriously in question.

The description of his father as a gentleman in the first

entry if, indeed, he was responsible for it is nothing
more than a characteristic piece of schoolboy snobbery.
But in the next five years he had learned the elements of

worldly wisdom, and seems to have determined to forget

the ploughshare and the plane. Nowhere in his letters

or in his poetry, with the exception of the lines already

quoted from the posthumous Old Gentry, is there any
reference to his rural connections. The tavern was less

easily obliterated. Too many people knew of it : Dorset,

the Montagus, Fleetwood Shephard ; and after his political

conversion there would always be enemies, such as the

uncompromising Duchess of Marlborough, to mention

it on inconvenient occasions. He had been dead barely
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a dozen years when Humphreys's circumstantial account

appeared ; and Burnet's second volume, containing the

reference which annoyed Swift, was published a year
or two later.

Nevertheless, in his Tory days Prior was probably as

reticent about Channel Row as about Wimborne. It is

noticeable that the First Epistle to Fleetwood Shephard

containing the well-known reference to his uncle, though

printed several times in his lifetime, occurs in neither

of the authorised collections ; whereas the less committal

companion piece is included in both. In the short

account which he is said to have drawn up with his own

hand, 1 his life before his return to Westminster school is

condensed into the statement that he was
"
the son of

Mr. George Prior, citizen of London ; who dying while

he was very young, left him to the care of an uncle,

which proved paternal." John Bancks, who in 1740

produced, as the first volume of Prior's posthumous works,

The History of his Own Time, compiled from papers in

the hands of the poet's executor, went much further

than this.
"
Being to write only of Mr. Prior's public,

or political life," he says,
"

it would be needless to take

any notice of his family and education, were it not to

obviate an erroneous opinion, which has been industri

ously propagated by some people, who have represented
him as raised from the bar of a tavern. How and whence
this story had its rise, and in what fallacious dress it has

been handed down, may be easily discovered by those

who are acquainted with the virulence of party prejudice,"
a hit not altogether unwarranted, though the instance is

unfortunate, at Bishop Burnet.
"
This excellent poet,

1 Published in Giles Jacob's Lives of the English Poets (1720), p. 152,
and reprinted, after revision, with Prior's Last Will and Testament in

1722.
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industrious and able statesman, and, what in his opinion
was the most valuable of all characters, this truly honest

man," proceeds the righteous Bancks,
"
was the son

of a respectable citizen of London, where he was born

21st July, 1664. He was instituted into literature at

the royal foundation of Westminster," and so on. Whether
Bancks lied wilfully or in ignorance, he may be curtly
dismissed as the senseless and uncritical panegyrist
who has in every age too often done duty for the

biographer. As for Prior himself, his omissions and small

adaptations are very venial matters. Clever and ambitious,

he knew, or soon learned, that unnecessary insistence on

his humble extraction would in no wise assist his career.

No halo belonged in those days to the man who had
"
fought his way up." That Prior was low born,

though the precise depth might be unplumbed, was
universal knowledge ; and the fact was more
than once urged against his appointment to high
office. Only the most uncompromising moralist can

blame him if he practised a silence which was advan

tageous to himself and could do no possible harm to

anyone else. 1

Meanwhile, Matthew was pursuing his studies at St.

John's. Since the master of his college looked upon
him with a friendly eye, it is clear that he was tolerably
industrious in the ordinary work of the schools

;
but he

was also cultivating his poetic talent with assiduity.

He does not seem, however, to have set much store by
these early pieces, for few of them were printed during
his lifetime. Yet, judged by modern standards, they are

1 Prior is described in his epitaph as
"
esquire," but a lower style

could scarcely have been given to one who had filled such distinguished
offices. Horace Walpole believed, or professed to believe, that he
was the son of his patron, Dorset [Letters, ed. Toynbee, ii, 381].
The suggestion has no significance, unless as evidence somewhat
superfluous of Walpole's zeal for scandal.
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among his most admirable work. Prior's significance

in the history of English poetry lies in the fact that he

represents, more completely than any other poet, the

transition from the seventeenth to the eighteenth cen

tury. His earliest poems, written, it may be, under the

conscious influence of Cowley and Waller, are pure
seventeenth century. The Restoration lyrists were very

degenerate descendants of the Elizabethans, but they
were none the less in the legitimate line and had retained

some spark of that mystical element which to us is

poetry itself. Among their successors that spark was

utterly extinguished. In Prior its last flicker, perhaps

only its reflection, was visible. He kept a faint glow of

it all his days, but in his Cambridge years it was at its

brightest. That he was young and untroubled by affairs

is, of course, a natural explanation of this fact. But that

he had crossed the border line between two centuries of

widely divergent ideals must also be accounted a con

stituent of the difference between his earlier and later

poetry.

Pope knew of these unpublished juvenilia, and thought

very highly of them.
"
Prior kept everything by him,"

he said,
"
even to his school exercises. There is a manu

script collection of this kind in his servant Drift's hands,

which contain at least half as much as all his published
works. And there are nine or ten copies of verses among
them, which I thought much better than several things
he himself published. In particular, I remember there

was a dialogue of about 200 verses, between Apollo and

Daphne, which pleased me as much as anything of his

I ever read." From the manuscripts left in Drift's

possession a collection, including Daphne and Apollo
a delightful imitation of Ovid was published in 1740,

as a companion volume to The History of his own Time ;
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but many pieces lay unprinted until a few years ago.
l

A special interest attaches to these new discoveries in

that they include the only verses, except the Satire on

Modern Translators, which certainly date from their

author's undergraduate days. The Pindaric and the

pastoral dialogue are the prevailing forms. There is,

for example, an ode for the coronation of James II,

which is noticeable in view of the fervour with which

the poet was soon to welcome the Revolution. Advice

to the Painter upon the Defeat of the Rebels in the West

and the Execution of the late Duke of Monmouth, breathes

equal loyalty to the House of Stuart. Other pieces are

of more private interest, and the virtues of the Dorset

family come in for celebration. A pastoral on the

earl's second marriage, which took place 7th March, 1685,

suggests that Sir James Montagu was wrong in saying
that Dorset was not reconciled to his protege until after

the publication of The Country Mouse and the City Mouse ;

unless, indeed, the poem were in the nature of a
"
petition

piece." The countess walking in her garden and the

birth of a son to the noble pair, who appear as Daphnis
and Dorinda, are also themes for song. The recipient of

two poems, To Madam K. P.
t
a Pastoral Dialogue, and

Not Writing to K. P., was the poet's aunt, Katherine,

wife of Arthur Prior. The second of these can be

accurately dated. It is obviously the
" bad verse

"

referred to in the following letter, which Prior wrote to

his aunt in August, 1685 :

"
My neglect, Madam, is but a new occasion for you to

exercise your goodness on. You, like heaven, can as

often return a pardon as I give up my repentance ; the

1 See The Writings of Matthew Prior, ed. A. R. Waller, vol. ii :

"
Dialogues of the Dead and Other Worki in Prose and Verse," pp. 271

et seqq.
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truth of which, Madam, be pleased to accept as well in

honest prose as in bad verse : though, Madam, this

afflicts my zeal, that the oracle never answers. My
religion depends much upon faith, and I can tell no more
news from my heaven than the astrologers from theirs,

unless like them I fairly guess at it. I should really be

afraid to write did I imagine your silence proceeded from

your anger. I am extremely willing to attribute it to

your hatred which you said you had to writing. That

was in your last letter dated a considerable time ago.
I'll swear to show both how your Ladyship abhors pen
and paper, and what reason I have to complain. If

your goodness will allow me one letter a year, after the

great satisfaction of hearing how you do, let me know if

Jenny does fill out grains in silver pails ; if Mrs. Wilson

be not still out of humour because the house is not

burnt
;

if Mrs. Watson thinks her windpipe secured by
this time, and that cribbage of a Sunday night is not

Popish doctrine. Now to be serious, Madam, with ten

thousand thanks for all your favours and as many
prayers that you would renew them by a letter, wishing

you as much health as a country parson in the dedication

of his sermon to his patron, I am, etc." *

This letter, and one written three weeks earlier to his

uncle, are the only two from Prior to his kinsfolk which

have survived. They testify to the excellent relations

which existed between the young man and these kindly
taverners. To his uncle he had written :

"
If my necessity, Sir, encourages my boldness, I know

your goodness sufficient to excuse one and relieve t'other.

I am very sensible what expenses my education puts you
to, and must confess my repeated petitions might have

wearied any charity but yours ; but since I have no
1
Longleat MSB., iii, 1.
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advocate, no patron, no father but yourself, pardon
that importunity which makes me seek the kindness of

all these in you, which throws me at your feet to beg
at once your blessing and assistance, and that, since your

indulgence has set me safe from shore, you would not let

me perish in the ocean." *

The exclusive eulogy is a little unjust to Dorset, but

an undergraduate in need of ready cash cannot be too

scrupulous, and Prior probably thought that he had seen

the last of the earl's generosity, of which he afterwards

made ample acknowledgment.
Arthur Prior died, as already mentioned, about 1687.

He left Matthew 100, a respectable legacy considering
that he had several children of his own. His widow
survived until the spring of 1699, when she died of

apoplexy. She may not have been a good correspondent
she makes the same complaint against her nephew

but she was undoubtedly a good aunt. While Matthew
was abroad she acted as his banker, and seems sometimes
to have suffered from his tendency to overdraw.

There is a third letter belonging to 1685, after which
there is a gap of more than seven years in Prior's extant

correspondence. It is addressed to Dr. Gower, and

presents several points of particular interest.
" The great Richelieu," it runs,

"
is confessed not only

to have pardoned but encouraged Boileau's muse, whilst

she [as] boldly showed as happily prevented the barbarity
of their language : and a Prelate of our Church, in worth
and excellence scare inferior to the then famous Cardinal,
is known to have endeavoured the like kindness to ours.

These eminent examples have given me this present

presumption ; made me without blushing bring poetry
to the most religious man and satire to the best natured.

1 ibid.
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However unlike this attempt may prove to those excellent

pieces, 'tis written with as honest a design and has as

great a patron, I hope, to protect it : it may discover the

disease it cannot cure ; let our translators know that

Rome and Athens are our territories ; that our Laureate

might in good manners have left the version of Latin

authors to those who had the happiness to understand

them ; that we accuse not others but defend ourselves,

and would only show that these corruptions of our

tongue proceed from him and his tribe, which he unjustly
casts upon the clergy. Thus, Sir, I humbly throw this

trifle at your feet, hoping the product of my vacant hours

may prove the diversion of yours, and too well assured

of the greatness of your kindness to fear the severity of

your judgment."
1

Under the same cover Prior enclosed a copy of the

Satire on Modern Translators. His authorship of a poem
which he afterwards saw fit to disown is thus put beyond
question ; a point to which further reference will be made
in due course. The antipathy to Dryden, which was soon

to take notable shape, is already strong. The phrase,"
Let our translators know that Rome and Athens are

our territories," and what follows, seem to indicate an
intention on Prior's part to take holy orders ; at least it

is difficult to understand this exclusiveness in any other

sense, for Dryden, as well as he, had been educated at

Westminster and Cambridge. Years later, a rumour
that Prior was to enter the Church appeared in Dyer's
Newsletter and made the Bishop of Winchester tremble

on his throne.

In 1686 Matthew graduated B.A., and in 1688 he was
elected to a fellowship of St. John's, which with great

prudence he kept through all the vicissitudes of his varied
1

Ibid.. 2.
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life. Between these two events, he had made his first

excursion into print. The genesis of The Country Mouse
and the City Mouse is best described in the words of Sir

James Montagu. After relating how Prior, on his coming
to Cambridge, had renewed his friendship with the writer's

elder brother Charles, he proceeds :

" And the first fruit

of this intimacy was no less beneficial to the public
than to themselves, for about this time came out the

celebrated poem of The Hind and the Panther, written

by Mr. Dryden, who had then professed himself of the

Romish religion, and that poem being very much cried

up for a masterpiece of that great poet, it created great
dissatisfaction to all who opposed the bringing in of

popery by King James, and it was the wish of many
that the same should be answered by some ingenious pen,
but it is not certain that either Mr. Montagu or Mr. Prior

at first resolved to undertake the doing it, but the book

which came afterwards out by the name of The City
Mouse and the Country Mouse, which was allowed by
all persons to be the most effectual answer to that poem
of Mr. Dryden's, and which was composed by Mr. Montagu
and Mr. Prior jointly together, happened to owe its birth

more to accident than design ; for The Hind and the

Panther, being at that time in everybody's hands, Mr. Prior

accidentally came one morning to make Mr. Montagu
a visit at his brother's chambers in the Middle Temple,
London, where the said Mr. Montagu lodged when he

was in London, and the poem lying upon the table Mr.

Montagu took it up, and read the first four lines in the

poem of The Hind and the Panther, which are these :

A milk white hind immortal and unchanged
Fed on the lawns, and o'er the forest ranged,
Without unspotted, innocent within,

She feared no danger for she knew no sin
;
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Where stopping, he took notice how foolish it was to

commend a four-footed beast for not being guilty of sin,

and said the best way of answering that poem would

be to ridicule it by telling Horace's fable of The City
Mouse and the Country Mouse in the same manner, which

being agreed to, Mr. Prior took the book out of Mr.

Montagu's hands, and in a short time after repeated the

four first lines, which were afterwards printed in The City
Mouse and Country Mouse, viz. :

A milk white mouse, immortal and unchanged
Fed on soft cheese, and o'er the dairy ranged,
Without unspotted, innocent within,
She feared no danger for she knew no gin.

The repeating these lines set the company in laughter,
and Mr. Montagu took up the pen by him, and wrote on
a loose piece of paper, and both of them making several

essays to transverse, in like manner, other parts of the

poem gave a beginning to that work, which was afterwards

published to the great satisfaction of many people, and

though no name was set to the book yet it was quickly
known who were the authors of it, and as the reputation
Mr. Montagu got thereby was the foundation of his

being taken notice of, so it contributed not less to the

credit of Mr. Prior, who became thereby reconciled to

his first patron, the Earl of Dorset."

Lord Peterborough, on being asked whether Montagu
had not written the satire with Prior, replied,

"
Yes,

just as if I was in a fine chaise with Mr. Cheselden here,

drawn by his fine horse, and should say, Lord, how
finely we draw this chaise !

" * But Sir James, in whose
chambers the game was begun, was evidently present
at the time, and gives his brother credit not only for

a considerable share in the performance but for the
1 Spence, Anecdotes. 102. '
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original suggestion. The Hind and the Panther was a

fair target for the satirist ; and this joint retort, the

machinery of which was borrowed from Buckingham's
Rehearsal, is an amusing travesty enough, though most

of its vitality has evaporated with the controversies

which produced it. When fresh from the press, however,

it made a hit ; and Dryden is said to have wept over

the ingratitude of two young fellows whom he had always
treated with civility. This anecdote, as Mr. Austin

Dobson observes, is
"
one of those which are the despair

of the biographer."
Whatever this attack on the old laureate may have

done for Charles Montagu and the fact that he was
a Montagu probably did more his collaborator at any
rate reaped no immediate advantage from it. His

sense of injustice is vented in the Epistle to Fleetwood

Shephard, where, after accusing that gentleman, who
seems to have been the administrator of Dorset's patron

age, of seducing him from his uncle's business or the law

to follow

That sneaking whey-faced god, Apollo,

he concludes :

My friend Charles Montagu's preferred
Nor would I have it long observed,
That one mouse eats, while t'other's starved.

Prior's first employment was of a private nature.

It was a custom of St. John's to send an annual copy
of verses to the Earl of Exeter in acknowledgment of

his benefactions to the college. In 1688, the year of

his fellowship, Prior was chosen to pay this tribute,

which took the form of the exercise on the third chapter
of Exodus subsequently printed first among the Poems
on Several Occasions. Shortly afterwards, the Earl was

requiring a tutor for his sons, and Dr. Gower recommended
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the poet. So Prior went to Burleigh and stayed there

about a year.

Thence he sent Shephard another epistle the tribute,

indeed, like that of St. John's to Lord Exeter, would

seem for a time to have been annual which contains

some characteristic details of his daily life.
l

For me, whom wandering Fortune threw
From what I loved, the town and you :

Let me just tell you how my time is

Past in a country life Imprimis,
As soon as Phoebus' rays inspect us,

First, Sir, I read, and then I breakfast ;

So on, till foresaid god does set,

I sometimes study, sometimes eat.

Thus of your heroes and brave boys,
With whom old Homer makes such noise,

The greatest actions I can find,

Are that they did their work and dined.

The books of which I'm chiefly fond
Are such as you have whilom conned ;

That treat of China's civil law,
And subjects' rights in Golconda ;

Of highway-elephants at Ceylan,
That rob in clans, like men o' th* Highland ;

Of apes that storm, or keep a town,
As well almost as Count Lauzun ;

Of unicorns and alligators,

Elks, mermaids, mummies, witches, satyrs,
And twenty other stranger matters ;

Which, though they're things I've no concern in,

Make all our grooms admire my learning.

Critiques I read on other men,
And hypers upon them again ;

From whose remarks I give opinion
On twenty books, yet ne'er looked in one.

1 He has elsewhere recorded a not very brilliant repartee of which
he was the author in the early days of his tutorship.

" To the old
Earl of Westmoreland at Burleigh, he not knowing me nor I him :

I was just then come thither to be governor to the young Lord Burghley.
Ea. :

"
Pray, Sir, don't you belong to the Lord Burghley ?

" Answer
"
No, Sir, I have made but a sorry bargain of it, if he does not belong

to me !

"
[Prior Papers at Longleat, xxi, f 136d.]
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Then all your wits, that fleer and sham,
Down from Don Quixote to Tom Tram ;

From whom I jests and puns purloin,
And slily put 'em off for mine :

Fond to be thought a country wit :

The rest, when Fate and you think fit.

Sometimes I climb my mare, and kick her
To bottled ale and neighbouring vicar ;

Sometimes at Stamford take a quart,

Squire Shephard's health with all my heart.

The poem ends with a reference to the time when Matt
shall return to town as the successor of Shadwell, who
had himself recently superseded Dryden, in the

laureateship.

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER I.

CONYERS PLACE TO CONYERS MIDDLETON

DORCHESTER, December 7th, 1730.

Cousin Middleton, pursuant to your request, I send you here
an account of Mr. Prior's parentage, from his father's brother's

son, Christopher Prior. Mr. Prior's grandfather lived at God-
minston, a small village three miles from this town, he had five

sons and one daughter, called Mary, married to one Hunt of Lighe,
a village eight miles hence. Thomas and George, two of the

brothers, were bound apprentice to carpenters at Fordington
joined to this town ; whence they removed to Wimborne about

eighteen miles hence eastward where Thomas lived and died,
and where George the father of Mr. Prior married, but how long
he lived there I cannot find, only his wife, Mr. Prior's mother,
lies buried at Wimborne or by it, with whom I have heard that
Mr. Prior desired to be buried before Westminster Abbey was in

his eye. That Mr. Prior was born at or by Wimborne I find

because Christopher said he remembers his cousin Matthew
coming over to Godminston when a boy and lying with him.

George, his father, after his wife's death, I suppose, moved to

London, encouraged by his brother Arthur, who had succeeded
in the world and kept the Rummer Tavern by Charing Cross,
the great resort of wits in the latter end of King Charles the
Second's reign and in my remembrance ; who took in his nephew
Matthew to wait in the tavern, from which time you know his

history. Arthur had much acquaintance in this town, whither
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he used each summer to come down, to see his native country.
He had one son named Matthew, I believe long since dead, and a

daughter named Catherine, whom her father sent down to
this town, where she was a blazing star some time, to secure
her virtue from some of his great guests, but it proved too late :

one Guy of Yorkshire, called then I remember the Great Guy,
followed her and attended her here with his coach and six,

whence he carried her off.

Christopher says he heard that Catherine married first a
French Marquis or Count called Beloe or some such name, whom
I take to be that cousin Catherine Harrison mentioned in Mr.
Prior's will, if she is an old woman ; otherwise it is likely her

daughter. A son of his aunt Hunt made application to Mr. Prior,
when in his glory, for something to be done for him, being a
seaman ; but Mr. Prior put him off with some ready money
and some guineas to his aunt, but told him he was not married,
nor should be, and when he died he would leave what he had
amongst his relations.

Christopher, who gives me the greatest part of this account,
lives as his father Christopher did before him in the mansion-

cottage of the family at Godminston ; he is an honest labouring
man, had nine children but now only six

; within this few months
last past it has pleased God to afflict him with the loss of both
his eyes sunk quite into his head, which has thrown him a charge
on the parish. He and his family have much of Mr. Prior's face
and complexion, large cheek bones, a deep red in their cheeks,
for such had Mr. Prior when young ; this family are now the only
relations ot the name that I hear of, and if my acquainting my
Lord of Oxford with it might prove an occasion to him to exercise
some of that generosity for which he is so renowned towards
these poor remains of the name and blood, he would through
these parts raise living monuments of his regard to Mr. Prior's

memory at an easy rate, with brasses more to the life than that
of Coriveaux ; and if that last part of human vanity

l had been
mixed with some little regard to this branch of his name and
blood, I think Mr. Prior would have discharged but a natural

duty.
*

1 A reference to Prior's will.

Welbeck MSS., vi, 33.



CHAPTER II

AT THE HAGUE

WHEN Prior wrote the Second Epistle to Fleetwood

Shephard, the Revolution which set William of Orange
on the throne of the Stuarts was already accomplished.
A minor result of that event was to terminate the poet's

engagement in Exeter's service. The earl was no friend

of the new order, and his household offered little prospect
of advancement to an ambitious young man. Moreover,
he had made up his mind to retire into Italy, where, in

the accumulation of those works of art which were his

chief delight, he could forget the discomforts of his

faction-ridden country.
Matt's sojourn at Burleigh, however, although short,

was of considerable service to him. It taught him the

usages of good society and the elements of art-criticism.

Its direct poetic results were the lines To the Countess of

Exeter playing on the Lute, and those on the Picture of

Seneca dying in a Bath, a work by Jordaens which adorned

the earl's gallery.

Prior was for a time out of employment. But he had
his fellowship, and the fact that there is a college exercise

of his dated 1690 seems to indicate that he returned to

Cambridge. About this time he is said to have been

paying his addresses to Elizabeth Singer, who, as Mrs.

Rowe, became celebrated as a moral and devotional

poetess.
x He subsequently printed her pastoral of Love

and Friendship among his own works as the text of a

fervent poetical address to its author. According to

Sir James Montagu, it was now that he wrote the epistle
1 Poetical Works, ed. Mitford, i, vii.

32
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to Shephard asking for employment. This may well

be so
;
for although the rhymed letter dated from Stamford

is called the Second Epistle, and it would therefore appear
that the companion piece was written earlier, this numeri

cal distinction only occurs in the unauthorised collection

of 1707 and is quite likely to be inaccurate. The point
is unimportant. At any rate

"
t'other mouse

"
was not

left to starve. In 1690, through the influence of Dorset,

now fully appeased, Prior was appointed secretary to

Lord Dursley, the new English minister at the Hague,
and took the first step in a long and useful career in the

diplomatic service. He was at first unwilling to accept
this post, partly on account of his insufficient knowledge
of French, and partly, maybe, from a fear that a subor

dinate position abroad, entered upon before his name
had become familiar to the bestowers of office at home,

might spell premature oblivion. But, whatever his

scruples, to the Hague he went. That city was destined

to be his home for many years.

For a time, however, there is little news of him. He
was, of course, present at the magnificent congress of

1691, when the princes of Germany and the ambassadors

of Europe assembled at The Hague to meet William III

and discuss a plan of campaign against Louis XIV. As

secretary to the British embassy, he would naturally

play a considerable if humble part on such an occasion,

and Lord Dursley's gout increased his responsibility.
He came into frequent contact with William, who con

ceived an enduring liking for him and subsequently

appointed him a gentleman of his bedchamber. Prior,

on his side, was ever ready to express, in prose or in

verse, his unbounded admiration for his sovereign. The

major events of William's reign rarely failed to inspire
him. A Hymn to the Sun, for which Purcell wrote the
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music, was sung before the King and Queen on New
Year's day, 1694. The death of Mary and the Assassina

tion Plot received their tribute of grief and indignation,
and the turn of the century produced a lengthy and
elaborate Carmen Seculare. More readable than any of

these is the piece in which, to celebrate the retaking of

Namur in 1695, Prior with merciless and brilliant wit,

burlesques, stanza by stanza, Boileau's pompous ode on

the capture of that city by the French in 1692. The

poem appeared anonymously, for, as its author wrote to

his publisher, Jacob Tonson,
"
a secretary at thirty is

hardly allowed the privilege of burlesque." His friend,

Sir William Trumbull, at that time Secretary of State,

undertook the arrangements for its printing.
"
Care will be taken here of the poetry," he wrote to

Prior,
" and that it do not suffer in the printing, as it is

pity it should. I see no reason why the author should

be ashamed of battering B[oileau]'s poem, and reducing
it, any more than we the castle, since it is our honour
that everything that concerns Namur be on our side.

However, I have enjoined T[onson] silence, as is desired,

though it is not possible to keep it long a secret. I will

add but one circumstance to that purpose, which is that

Fleet [wood] Shephard knows it." x

It seems that Shephard had as poor a reputation for

discretion as for the virtues which are accounted of

greater importance.
Earlier in that year a more melancholy occasion had

exercised Prior's pen. The death of Queen Mary, so

genuinely mourned both by the King and by his subjects,

evoked what Johnson calls an
"
emulation of elegy."

Almost every writer of note with the conspicuous

exception of Dryden produced his funeral ode. Prior

1

Longleat MSS., iii, 64, 17th September, 1695.
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made one of the chorus ;
but Johnson misrepresents him

when he says that he
" was too diligent to miss this

opportunity of respect." It would be idle to deny that

he sometimes hymned authority in the hope of material

reward. He frankly dubbed himself
"
a professed

panegyric poet." In the present case, however, he

showed no undue anxiety to profit by his master's sorrow.

As a matter of fact, his own grief for the amiable

Queen though sharpened, on his own confession, by
fear of pecuniary loss was too sincere to be calculating.
"

fallaces nostras spes et brevent fiduciam humanam !
"

he writes to James Vernon.
" What have we to say

but our prayers for the preservation of the King's life ?
"

And to Charles Montagu :

"
Pallida mors aequo has

struck us all here more than an earthquake. I suppose
it has had the same effect on your side, but my dear

master has read the philosophers from Epictetus to

Lucian, so we are not so much to deplore our loss as to

strive to make the best on't." The scraps of Latin, the

reference to the philosophers, sound artificial to modern

ears, but they came spontaneously enough 200 years

ago, and are certainly not to be read as evidence of

insincerity. There is indeed something artificial, some

thing too deliberately
"
plain

"
English, in our shyness

of intellectual consolations. Our professed reverence for

the sages is of little worth if we refuse to admit their

virtue in the crises of life. Nor is there anything to

cavil at in Prior's statement that the melancholy occasion

dazed him into a colic. On a man of his physical constitu

tion, strong emotions would very likely have some such

effect. The fullest expression of his feelings is in a letter

addressed to his friends, Lord and Lady Lexington :

"
Since the horrid loss of her Majesty, at naming of

which my Lord will sigh and my Lady will cry, I protest
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I have written nothing but nonsense, which is a present I

humbly offer to some of my correspondents, but it is

not very proper for you. Upon this occasion I have

lost my senses and 100 a year,
l which is something for

a philosopher of my circumstances ;
but Deus providebit,

which being interpreted is (to my Lady) God will provide,
is my motto (and for it I hope Mrs. Davers will have a

good opinion of me, for it is taken from the Scripture).
I have given notice of this cruel change to the States

and Ministers here, in a long trailing cloak and a huge
band, the one quite dirty with this thaw, the other really

slubbered with my tears. I am so much in earnest in

this sad affair that people think I am something very
considerable in England, that have such a regard to the

public, and it makes me cry afresh when they ask me in

what county my lands are. Whether this proceeds from

loyalty or interest God knows, but I have truly cried a

basin full. Je ne puis plus; 'tis impossible for me to

tell you the sorrow that reigns universally in Holland :

these people, who never had any passions before, are now
touched, and marble weeps. . . ." 2

In another letter to the same correspondents, with

whom he was on terms of great intimacy, he says that

the Queen's death had left a platonic void in his heart.

At any rate, he had no heart for poetry.
" We have

nothing but the dismal sound of bells, and more dismal

chime of many bad poems on too good a subject," he

writes just after the event ; and two months later :

" We have had nothing new here for some months but

volumes of bad poetry upon a blessed Queen. I have

1 "Prior held a small appointment in the establishment of Queen
Mary

"
[Editor's note]. This was worth 100 a year, which, after all,

he does not appear to have lost at her death. See Longleat MSS.,
iii, 69 ; Cal. State Papers Dom., 1694-5, p. 501.

8
Lexington Papers, p. 46.
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not put my mite into this treasury of nonsense, having
been too truly afflicted by the subject to say anything

upon it." To Lord and Lady Lexington he wrote : "I
am as yet so afflicted for the death of our dear mistress,

that I cannot express it in bad verse, as all the world

here does ; all that I have done was to-day on Scheveling

sands, with the point of my sword :

Number the sands extended here ;

So many Mary's virtues were :

Number the drops that yonder roll ;

So many griefs press William's soul."

He had plenty to do, also ; for at this time he was England's
sole representative at the Hague. There were visits to

pay and "
melancholy letters

"
to write. The etiquette

of the occasion bothered him, for he was in a peculiar

position, being secretary in name but a minister in effect.

Was he to wear
"
a long trailing cloak

"
or only ordinary

mourning ? It was decided that he should wear a band
and long cloak when he delivered the letters to the

President of the States and the various ministers at the

Hague, keep very strict mourning and his band until

the funeral, and thenceforth appear as other men. These

details, he wrote to Dorset, were
"
great incumbrances

on an English Muse who in her perfect liberty was but

indifferent." So while poets with more leisure or lighter
hearts poured out their Pindaric woe, the secretary at

the Hague was mute.

But his voice was missed. His reputation as a poet,

though his published works were few as yet,
l was already

high. His silence was the talk of the coffee-houses.

On April 19th, when Mary had been in the Abbey for

nearly two months, Vernon wrote to him :

"
I could only tell you by the last post that I had

received your medals, and I can now satisfy you they are
1

They had appeared chiefly in Dryden's Miscellanies.
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distributed ; and must further acquaint you, if you
think this will acquit you from the expectations people
have of a poem from you, you will be mistaken, for they

say you are not to come off with a posey and a shred of

Horace ; and they further desire, if you write anything
in memory of the Queen, that you will take a little more
notice of her than you do in her stamp, where she is

neither represented by the effigies or the motto. I know
not how you will like it, I should tell you what the critics

say ; but they say some poets and painters have placed
themselves behind a curtain on purpose to lie perdu for

censures." 1

Perhaps this last remark stung Prior. In any case,

he had his poem ready to offer to the King
"
by whom,"

observes Johnson,
"

it was not likely to be ever read
"

on his arrival in Holland a fortnight later.

Vernon's reference to the medals, which are also

mentioned by other correspondents, is interesting. Prior,

it seems, like Pope and Gay, had some turn for draughts

manship, or at any rate for designing. Writing to

Bolingbroke from Paris in regard to a medal which was
to be struck in celebration of the Peace of Utrecht, he

says : "I dislike your medal with the motto Compositis
venerantur armis I will have one of my own design ;

the Queen's bust, surrounded with laurel, and with this

motto, Annae Aug. felici Pacificae, Peace in a triumphal
car, and the words Pax missa per orbem, this is ancient,

this is simple, this is sense. Rosier shall execute it in

a manner not seen in England since Simon's time." 2

1
Longleat MSS., iii, 50.

* Poetical Works, ed. Mitford, i, xxiv n. A medal, or/ather a pattern
piece for a farthing, very similar to this, is described by Hawkins,
Medallic Illustrations of British History (Anne, No. 260). Among the
medals struck to commemorate Mary's death Hawkins mentions one
(William III and Mary, No. 361) which had a motto from Horace and
no portrait of the Queen.
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Many years earlier, at the beginning of 1696, he had

written to Keppel from the Hague :

" On dit qu'a Paris

on a frappe une mddaille avec 1'effigie de sa Majeste* et

des paroles bien outrageantes ; si cela se trouve vrai j'en

ferai frapper bien d'autres ici, et par ma foi et ma con

science, comme auroit dit en pareil cas Mons. Jour, je

les ferai distribuer de la Hollande jusques a Japon."
1

He also apparently designed initials for the 1718 edition

of his own poems.
2

To his early years at the Hague must belong a good
deal of Prior's unofficial poetry. He more than once

complained, inaccurately, that the man of affairs had

killed the poet in him ; but until 1694 his responsibilities

were not heavy. He praised his chief's wife, Lady Dursley,
as he had formerly praised the Countesses of Dorset and

Exeter, and he has left a record of his holiday hours which

is one of his masterpieces.

While with labour assiduous due pleasure I mix,
And in one day atone for the business of six,

In a little Dutch chaise on a Saturday night,
On my left hand my Horace, a nymph on my right :

No mtmoire to compose, and no Post-Boy to move,
That on Sunday may hinder the softness of love,

For her, neither visits, nor parties of tea,
Nor the long-winded cant of a dull refugee.
This night and the next shall be hers, shall be mine,
To good or ill fortune the third we resign :

Thus scorning the world, and superior to fate,
I drive on my car in professional state.

So with Phia through Athens Pisistratus rode ;

Men thought her Minerva, and him a new god.
But why should I stories of Athens rehearse,
Where people knew love, and were partial to verse ;

Since none can with justice my pleasures oppose,
In Holland half drowned in interest and prose ?

By Greece and past ages what need I be tried,

When the Hague and the present are both on my side ?

1
Longleat MSS., iii, 76.

1
Swift, Corr., iii, 8,
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And is it enough for the joys of the day,
To think what Anacreon or Sappho would say ?

When good Vandergoes, and his provident Vrow,
As they gaze on my triumph, do freely allow,

That, search all the province, you'll find no man dar is

So blest as the Englishen Heer Secretaris.

In these inimitable lines Prior sums up his pleasures.

His soberer activities are recorded in more appropriate

prose ; though his letters, which have been preserved
in great numbers for this period, and are the main source

of his biography, can by no means be called prosaic in

the derogatory sense.

Prior's real career as a diplomatist began when Lord

Dursley retired at the end of 1693.
"
My Lord Dursley

has asked and obtained his conge to quit Holland entirely/'

he wrote to the Earl of Pembroke in October. "
I know

not how Fortune may dispose of me, or if she takes any
care at all of such little people as I am. I am sure of

your Lordship's favour if anything should be proposed
for me, and beg the continuance of your goodness."

1

To Dorset he wrote :

" We have at present no minister

at either of the Northern Crowns, Vienna, Berlin or

Ratisbon .... My having had the honour to be bred

by your Lordship, and trailed a pen here onward of four

years, makes some people flatter me that I may not be

forgot in this great harvest with few labourers, since

Aglionby, Cresset and Stepney, who are already working,
are journeymen as I am, have about the same estates at

home, and are sent to preach politics as the apostles

were on a better errand, without purse or scrip. I take

it for granted that your Lordship will mention me to

Mr. Secretary Trenchard, if you think anything of this

kind proper for me. I wish I may part with these

chimeras for the solid blessing of being near my patron
1
Longleat MSS. t iii, 8.
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and protector in England. ... I should like that

climate or employment preferably to any other, in which

I might tend my thoughts and studies so to my dear

Lord Buckhurst's future improvement, as by it ever to

testify to all the world the mighty obligation I owe his

father." 1

However gratified he may have been by these senti

ments, the earl obtained for his friend neither a legation

nor a berth at home. Prior, in fact, remained where he

was ; and remained under conditions which one cannot

be surprised that he found trying. Lord Falkland was
in due course appointed to succeed Dursley ; but until

he should take up his appointment, the secretary must
do the minister's work. The latter was apparently in

no hurry.
"

I have only a verbal order to stay here till

my Lord Falkland comes over," Prior wrote to Dorset

more than seven months after his old chief's resignation,
"
so they have made me a minister without one syllable

of a commission to act by ;
and ordered me to receive all

their letters without one penny of money to pay their

postage."
2 When these words were written Falkland

already lay dead of the small-pox, and a new vista of

underpaid work and responsibility opened before the

unfortunate poet.
Later on, to stray a little from the chronological

sequence of events, Prior was reported to have stepped
into a more intimate office vacated by the deceased

diplomatist. One summer's day in 1699, when he and
the dowager viscountess both happened to be in Paris,

The Post-Boy newsheet contained the following announce
ment :

" We hear Mr. Prior, who is secretary to the

embassy in France, is married to my Lady Faulkland,

1
Ibid., 14.

Ibid., 21.

4 (1718)
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who is said to be worth 500,000 sterling." Prior's

comments on this report were more characteristic than

polite. Nevertheless, the story spread, and the lady
took offence.

"
I had forgot to tell you," Matt wrote to

Lord Jersey,
"
that my widow was scandalized at her

being married to me by all the gazettes in Europe. She

is gone for England rude as a bear, and mad as hot

weather can make her."
"
My widow is run away like

Medea in Thesee in great violence and heat," he told

the same correspondent a few days later. The incensed

dame made her way to London, where she quickly found

consolation in the criticism of Lady Jersey's wardrobe.
' Your widow is come," wrote Jersey,

" and I believe

has ventured her pretty person in the dust of London,
for I hear that some of the women have seen her. She

says my Lady Jersey is not dressed in the fashion, but
'

I am right,' she cries, meaning her own person. Pray
desire my Lady Sandwich to make haste over to befriend

my Lady Jersey, for your widow says she has neither

mantoue, petticoat, commode, nor anything in fashion.

Judge what a mortification that is for a lady so newly
come from France." 1

But to return to graver matters. After Falkland's

death, Prior's position at the Hague remained much
what it had been since Dursley's resignation. It was,

however, officially recognised.
"
His Majesty thinks

fit," wrote William Blathwayt, Secretary at War and the

King's personal friend, to the Duke of Shrewsbury,

principal Secretary of State,
"
that Mr. Prior, my Lord

Dursley's secretary, who has been always very careful

in that station, may be continued as the English secretary,

with the usual allowance of 20s. per diem, he having,
besides other business, the trouble of giving out passports

1
Ibid., 342, 348, 351, 358, cf. 354, 363.
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and examining all unknown persons that desire to go
for England."

1

Prior was destined to be in charge of English affairs

at the Hague for rather more than a year. For the

holder of such an office, 1 a day was not a liberal salary.

He was, it is true, to have a further allowance for
"
reason

able extraordinaries
"

;
but this was an unsatisfactory

concession, for such supplementary payments were,

owing to the embarrassment of the Treasury, only too

liable to indefinite postponement. Meanwhile current

expenses had to be met from the secretary's own pocket.

Postage alone cost him from 8 to 10 weekly : in one

exceptionally heavy morning he spent 136 guilders. The
authorities at home, he complained,

"
wonder that a

secretary should be obliged to pay the same postage as

an envoy." When he received his appointment he had
about 200 in hand, with no immediate prospect of any
more. It is hardly surprising if his letters have an

importunate note.
' You are sure to be again plagued with me," he writes

to Vernon,
"
because you obliged me yesterday, as with

a common beggar, because you relieved him last time

you met him in the street. Mr. Blachwayt has (you

know) recommended me by letter to the Pensioner ;
I

have recourse to the States as his Majesty's secretary,
and as such pay sometimes above a hundred guilders a

week for letters. So far all is well, but you remember
what Isaac said : Here is the fire and the wood, but where

is the ram for the offering ? Pray don't give me Abraham's

repartee ;
but be pleased to advise me, if I may not justly

desire some money may be advanced, since in all these

affairs Mr. Blathwayt turns me over to you.
' You will guess how far my stock will reach in theie

1 Bucclfuch MSS. (Monttgu Hous$), ii, 77.
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matters, it being (as you, my father, ought to know)
about two hundred pounds, a sum which being lent the

public will do his Majesty a world of service.
"

I must desire you to advise and assist me in procuring
a privy seal for my appointments from the 1st November,

N.S., that I may dun the Treasury and bring in my
extraordinaries already disbursed in form and manner
as my forefathers." l

Matthew had an extraordinary faculty for acquiring
"

fathers." Indeed, one of the causes of his success in

life was undoubtedly his knack of taking a parental

feeling for granted in men who were merely his official

superiors. The assumption, made by a master of suave

and witty compliment, was hard to resist. James Vernon,
now as Under-Secretary of State and later as Chief Secre

tary, invariably did his duty by his soi-disant son. In

the present instance he saw that his allowance was made

retrospective, so that he should not lose the money which

he had been spending since Lord Dursley left the Hague.
But this did not satisfy Prior. He wanted an increase

of his regular salary, and when William was at the Hague
he made a bold bid for it.

"
Whilst the Court was here," he told Shrewsbury,

"
I took the boldness to represent to my Lord Portland

and Mr. Blathwayt that whenever his Majesty pleased
to supply the ministry here, I had no other pretension
than that of throwing myself in the packet-boat and

making the best of my way for England ; that, if I was
to be left here, it was no way proper for me in this post
to scramble at ordinaries with Switzers or French

Protestants ; that a little house this winter would be

convenient in so cold a country as Holland ; that it

was not handsome for me to go to the Pensioner or

1
Longleat MSS., iii, 25.
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Secretaries on foot, whilst they sent their clerks back

again in coaches
;
and that myself and servants could

not subsist with any tolerable credit upon twenty shillings

a day, which tallies and the change of money hardly

bring beyond eighteen : that the public ministers, owning
me with regard to the title I was commanded to take of

the King of England's secretary, came to visit me, and
that I could not go to them or to Court when I was
too dirty."

1

Portland admitted that Prior's claims
"
were rather

founded on reason than vanity," and assured him that

he would speak to the King while they were still at the

Hague. But when the Court embarked for England,
the expectant poet had heard nothing more of the matter,

and was fain to lay his
"
inconsiderable business

"
before

the Duke of Shrewsbury in the characteristic letter

just given.

Prior's eloquence was not altogether in vain. Shrews

bury, Portland, Vernon and Blathwayt held solemn

consultations over this important affair of state. They
came to the conclusion that it would be easier to add the

cost of a carriage and other such necessaries to the

secretary's extraordinaries, than to apply for an increase

of salary. The King would pass such extra expenditure,

provided it were not excessive, while he would probably
refuse a formal application for a regular increment.

After all,
"

100 by a bill of extraordinaries is very like

100 by a privy seal."

The poet was disappointed ; although, as he told Vernon,
he had read Seneca too often to be discouraged.

"
I

am too old to cry for a coach, and too young to have a

real want of one."
"
Quando id quod velis non possis, velis id quod possis,"

1
Ibid., 34.
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he goes on : "to show you I am not out of humour, I

remember that 100 in a bill of extraordinaries is very
like 100 by a privy seal. I hope, therefore, a coach, to

be hired when I have business, may be allowed ; else, take

five gilders from ten gilders and there remain but five,

and consequently I must fast those days in which I give
in memorials or pay visits. The small equipage of three

rascals may come in likewise, and the house-rent for

reasons not unlike the former." 1

In a letter to Sir William Trumbull, at this time a

Commissioner of the Treasury, and soon to be Secretary
of State, he paints a telling, perhaps a heightened,

picture of his condition.
"
Necessity, Sir, has as little manners as it has law ;

and when one is really starving, 'tis in vain to be told

one is impertinent. Hitherto I have borrowed and
done pretty well : those who lent me money and are

not yet paid have had the trouble on't, but for want of

more such civil persons I begin to be a little troubled

myself. There is a great correspondence between the

stomach and the heart : one is out of humour commonly
when one is hungry ; and it is time to think what friends

I have at Whitehall when Famine sits triumphant on
the cheeks of my two footmen and the ribs of my two
horses. You will be pleased to take this into your
consideration, when Mr. Powys presents your Lordship

my extraordinaries." 2

Trumbull was a man of kindly temper and a friend

of poets. He was in a measure responsible both for

Dryden's translation of Virgil and for Pope's of Homer.
But he was not able to do much for Prior in the trouble

some matter of his extraordinaries, payment whereof

1
Ibid., 36.

e
Ibid., 39.
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was delayed in a manner more than annoying to an

impecunious civil servant. For money was scarce, and

ministers inclined to be parsimonious in all but military

expenditure. Even Vernon, well disposed as he was,

cavilled at the sum, 196 5s., which the secretary had

spent on putting himself, his servants, his house and his

coach into mourning for the Queen. He caused the

item to be struck out of the bill wherein Matt had inserted

it, and to be held over until the next quarter. Still,

before the end of the previous year, Prior, as he confessed

to Lord Lexington, had had enough from the Treasury
to keep him from starvation until towards April ; upon
which he made so good a figure that everybody took

him for a resident minister, and two or three holders

of that rank were
"
dupes enough

"
to invite him to

dinner.

The subject of ways and means is sometimes considered

a sordid one ; but its treatment can hardly be avoided

here, for it touched Prior closely all his life and had an

unmistakable effect on his character. The poet's private

life, with its financial troubles and obscure amours, is

a subject almost worthy of Balzac.

One other letter, concerned to some extent with money,
must be given at length for the invaluable revelation it

affords of the writer's personality, his tastes and ambitions

and points of view. Prior's letters, however official their

theme, rarely lack a personal touch, and he was on

familiar terms with the greatest ministers of state. But
his apparent frankness was hardly ever quite ingenuous.
It was nearly always meant to serve the immediate end
of flattering his influential correspondents and the

ultimate end of benefiting himself. He had, however,
a certain number of friends nearer his own rank, to

whom he could reveal his thoughts and relieve his mind
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without ulterior motive. One of these was George

Stepney, the recipient of the following letter
;

a man
whose career was not dissimilar to Prior's. They had
been contemporaries at Westminster and Cambridge.
In connection with their friendship at the university
Matt tells a characteristic story.

"
Many years ago,

to Mrs. Stepney when I paid her a visit and had left her

son at Cambridge, she asking me how he did and if he

did not drink, I said he was very well and drank sometimes

moderately. She urged, and desired me to tell truth.
'

Mr. Prior, you are constantly with him, and I can

believe you, did you never see him drunk in your life ?
'

Answer :

'

No, indeed, madam, for I was always drunk

before him/
" l

Stepney called himself a poet, though
without much justification. As a diplomatist he was
more evenly matched with his friend, who was on more
than one occasion his rival. When Prior wrote to him
in December, 1694, he was, though accredited to a

German Court, for the moment in London.
"

I have yours of this day sennight," the letters goes,
"
and am admiring that people who talk of 5 a day, then

4, now 400 equipage, and now nothing, in your case,

should be so regularly resolved in mine as not to help me
because they want a precedent : they have all sorts of

weapons, I see, and keep us, as you advised me to keep my
virago, at arm's length : and we must e'en arm ourselves

in the apostle's magazine with the helmet of patience and

the sword of faith. There is certainly nothing more

irregular than the last proposal of 200 in a lump : but

that is an objection that I ought not to start, but that we
are talking only of examples and precedents ;

and I think

Mr. Blathwayt's advice may be our pis-aller, though I

see no harm in t'other, as Fascio said of his pupils going
1 Prior Papers (Longleat), xxi, f. 136d.
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to church. Believe me Shephard knows no more of

my Lord Dorset's mind than he does of your negotiation,

and would offer the 100 a year as liberally to Ben

Conway, whom he never saw but once, as to me whom he

has known this eighteen year. The gravity of his follies

is insufferable, and he wants a tutor more than my Lord

Buckhurst. I thought you were not such a stranger in

Israel as to fancy he expects to be believed : but I forget

you have been in a country where all the beaux have

such faces and mines, and the privy councillors are all

drunk by three after dinner.
"

I am well enough affected to a seat in the office,

i.e., in case our projects abroad fail, to have it promised
that I may have the offer, rather than, having no provision
here if a minister should be sent, to be obliged to make
the campaign with Mr. B

;
but I had much

rather have Ratisbon, and consequently be in state to

join Lord Lexington en cas de besoin, which you know
answers to the plan we propose to ourselves of making
our forces joined so formidable in the Empire. However,
I say, from a seat in the office one may leap abroad after

having learnt the routine, and we have precedents of

this matter from my Lord Arlington to father Vernon.
"
Shwinfort is in the right of it to fancy himself fit

for an employment of which he wants the emoluments.

Hughes, you will find, has just the same sentiments ;

'tis all a game, Catt, and we that are partners are rather

to hold up our cards than blame our adversaries for

peeping into our hands, or endeavouring to trump the

cards we hope to make our tricks by. I do not find that

we are drawing near a peace, so possibly they will not

leave me a year only upon the questions an ? and quo-
modo ? at Ratisbon. You do well to stop interlopers,

however, and I see you distinguish my interests no
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otherwise from your own than by embracing them with

more zeal. Pray take your leave of our friends in Channel
Row and of Lord Dorset. Maybe he may send me
something to begin housekeeping. See Lady Orrery, too,

and desire to know if I may be serviceable to her in any
thing here. Ollinda is miraculously recovered from

folly, and (if one may believe her scrawl) resolves to be

resndbel. I am perfectly friends with her : how easily
we pardon those we love ! and count that for certain

which we have a mind to hope ! and if it were not for

the dear deceit, who would desire life and brigue foreign

employments, when at home one may find twenty ready
ways of dying ? or who would be vexed about extra-

ordinaries, whilst arsenic is but ninepence an ounce,
and a rope costs but three halfpence ?

" x

The tone of cynicism in which Prior often spoke of

his duties did not prevent his performing them with

industry and ability. Trumbull told him that he had
"
found the secret of joining two things generally thought

incompatible, poetry and business, and both in perfection."
William III was not given to making pretty phrases,
but he was consistently satisfied with the secretary's
services. At the Hague he must conduct any business

which was on foot between his government and the

Grand Pensionary of Holland, and report such useful

intelligence as came his way. He had to sign and ex

amine passports, and to frustrate those who tried to sail

for England without them. In those days of war and

intrigue, the place swarmed with doubtful characters,

and Prior was constantly on the trail of Jacobite plots,

examining spies, endeavouring to unravel cyphers and
to coax invisible ink to legibility. His letters on these

matters make curious reading, but serve the ends of

1
Longleat MSS., iii, 37.
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history rather than of biography. Whoever would tell

the intimate story of Jacobitism must take account

of them.

In May, 1695, William III was at the Hague, and

Prior, debts amounting to 400 notwithstanding, was

able to
"
saunter at Court like other mortals, and meet

the King in the Forehant in my own coach to show him

something for his money." Lord Villiers was at this

time appointed envoy extraordinary to the States General

and plenipotentiary at the congress of allies at the Hague.
Ever since the Queen's death Prior had expected this

event, and had once more grown anxious as to his own
future. He wrote to Charles Montagu, now Chancellor

of the Exchequer and one of the most eminent men hi

England, gracefully reminding him of old days.
" We

must have a vigilant eye," he says.
"

I call it
'

we/ for

you, sir, have always regarded my interest as if it were

your own
; and when I consider that you have taken

your poor neighbour and made a friend of him, and
solicited for that friend as if he had been your brother,

I doubt not but you will have the reward you deserve

(though a good while hence) in the Court of Heaven ;

and I the credentials I do not deserve to some court or

republic a little nearer." 1 He also wrote to Portland

and Dorset. He wanted a residency, either at Ratisbon

or else at Florence, Venice or one of the northern courts.
" Omne solum forti patria est." To Ratisbon, indeed,

there seemed considerable prospect of his being sent.

The King, however, decided that he was to stay where
he was, at any rate until Lord Villiers was settled. Mean
while there came a rumour that Stepney was perhaps

going to Ratisbon, in which case Prior would be
"

le

ministre de la fortune, et le tres humble serviteur des

1
ibid., 47.
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evenements." He was ready to apply for Berlin, or to

purchase Veneroni's Grammar and perfect his Italian

with a view to Florence.

It must be understood that in some of these places

England had, at the moment, no representative at all.

Nor was it certain that any was to be sent. Ratisbon

itself was a case in point. The chances of Stepney and
Prior depended not only on their own suitability to the

post, but on whether the post itself should be filled. As
a matter of fact, William decided that it should remain

empty.
"
After having hoped, feared, been promised,

and (which is worst) congratulated for Ratisbon, the King
thinks there is not enough for a minister to do there,"

the poet wrote to Keppel, with due apologies for bothering
a man who was engaged on the task of helping to retake

Namur from the French. Then he enlarged on William's

virtues and his own requirements and potentialities.
'

Tis true his Majesty knows best, for he is as evidently
the most experienced man of our age as he is the best

prince ; and if he had been born a private man, he would

have made a greater ambassador than any state ever

employed ; yet I have one objection that could puzzle

him, which is that though Ratisbon may not want a

resident, his secretary at the Hague will soon want a

residence ; and though his Majesty have small use for a

scribbling servant, I have great occasion for the bounty
of a royal master. Wherever he pleases to send me,
I am ready to go ; where, if there be not much business,

I shall apply myself to those studies that may make me
capable of doing his business when there is any ; and
when there is nothing to be written for his service in

prose, I will write his conquests and glories in verse.

A resident or envoy may in some small time be sent to

Venice, another to Florence : be it at either of these two
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places, at Ratisbon, Berlin (where, may be, his Majesty

may send rather a resident than an envoy), at Stockholm,

Copenhagen or even Moscow, it is well, provided I may
serve my King, my hero and my master ; but it is a sad

reflection for me to think of going home as if I were

disgraced, after having served him five years with some

credit, and spent my little all in order to my being fit

for something hereafter
;
and I take the boldness to

protest to you I cannot think of returning to my college,

and being useless to my country, to make declarations

and theses to doting divines there, having drawn up
memorials to the States General in the name of the

greatest king in Europe. You will be pleased to pardon
the freedom of this letter, and to help me in this

conjuncture of my fortune." 1

What attention Keppel paid to this petition is not

recorded ; but that he was the poet's very good friend

Prior subsequently acknowledged.

Although one sentence of Matt's letter proved pro

phetical, and he was soon celebrating William's
"
con

quests and glories
"

in the brilliant burlesque Ballad on

the Taking of Namur showing thereby that anxiety had
not affected his wit he was neither to represent his

sovereign in one of the lesser Courts of Europe nor to

be laid on the shelf at home. His life at the Hague,
on the other hand, was about to enter a new phase. So

agreeable and indispensable had he made himself to the

new envoy, that at Lord Villiers's request, the termination

of his secretaryship was indefinitely postponed ;

"
which

I take to be much better," he told Vernon,
"
than to

saunter in the Court of Request and interpret votes to

Blancard, or be squired by that mirror of knighthood,
Sir Fleetwood, through every tavern from Fish Street

1
Ibid., 60, 61.
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Hill to the Cockpit." The matter was decided, however,
in the sportive month^of October, and he had to wait

for his official appointment until the Secretaries of State

could spare time from their racehorses and hunters.

But he and George Stepney, who happened to be at the

Hague and was also expecting instructions, amused
themselves together by walking

"
as gravely all day as

if they had business
"
and drinking healths at night.

Another great effort was also made to get his salary
of 1 a day doubled, but once more the King proved
inexorable. The shadowy

"
extraordinaries

"
were,

however, given the more definite form of an additional

allowance not exceeding twenty shillings daily.

Prior was soon to find that the nominal amount of his

allowance, whether ordinary or extraordinary, was
immaterial. In 1696 Charles Montagu, to whose financial

genius we owe the Bank of England and the National

Debt, began a most necessary and beneficial work,
the reform of the currency. Like most drastic remedies,

however excellent their results, this was extremely

painful in its uncompleted stages. As the bad old coin

was called in, and the new mintage found its gradual

way into circulation, there was literally a money famine.

Coin of the realm was not be had. No one would suffer

more keenly than a minor servant of the Crown, who
was not even in a position to dun the Treasury in person.

Prior, embarrassed already, nearly starved. His ex

chequer tallies could only be negotiated at a loss of 30

or even 45 per cent. His aunt could not help him. At
one time his worldly possessions amounted to two pistoles.

He had to pawn the chain and medal which the States

had given him. His tradesmen, as is the way of their

kind, got wind of his straits.
"

I have every morning,"
he told Montagu, the author of his misfortunes,

"
a levee
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(God be thanked for the respite of Sunday) of postmen,
stationers, tailors, cooks and wine-menchants who have

not been paid since last December." This was in Sep
tember. But he was philosophical as ever, ready to

console himself with
"
a scrap or two of Horace," his

never-failing friend.
" Some miracle may possibly

mollify the hearts of the Treasury that we may get a

little ready money," he suggested hopefully to Richard

Powys, a minor official of that department, who had
direct charge of his affairs.

"
It must be a miracle

indeed," replied Powys.
Meanwhile there was public business afoot which

would give Prior something to think about besides his

personal discomforts.



CHAPTER III

THE TREATY OF RYSWICK. IMPRESSIONS IN PARIS

PRIOR was undoubtedly a good civil servant. Sir William

Trumbull's compliments may have been exaggerated,
but Pope's verdict of

"
nothing out of verse

" was totally

untrue. He was esteemed by a King who was not

prone to enthusiasm, and by a number of very able

politicians. A few years later he was to win equal
confidence from men whose ideas were the antithesis

of those of Vernon and Montagu. This may not say
much for Matthew's political stability, but it says a

good deal for his efficiency. Personal charm and a

persuasive pen may have helped him, but the work he

was given to do required more practical qualities. Nor
did he fail his employers. His capacity is manifest.

He was keen as well as capable. His constant requests
for a residency were not urged by the desire of gain alone.
"
Fortune may starve my body if she pleases, but shall

never lessen my ambition," he told Shrewsbury.
"

I

had rather be thought a good Englishman than the best

poet or greatest scholar that ever wrote," was another

of his sayings. Perhaps he was too much the child of

his time to have been quite sincere in this pious sentiment.

Nevertheless, he liked to earn what his country gave

him, even though it were an irregular and insufficient

wage. After the arrival of Lord Villiers at the Hague,
the secretary's labours became too light for him. He
had time to go to Amsterdam with Charles Berkeley, the

son of Lord Dursley, his old chief
;

to make inquiries,

for the gratification of his friends' curiosity, about the

Princess of Brandenburg, whom William III was supposed
56
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to be going to marry ;
and doubtless for even less profitable

occupations.
"

I have my appointments and lie fallow,"

he said. He was discontented, and began once more
to build castles in Ratisbon. When, therefore, a treaty
between the warring powers was in prospect, and there

was talk of the appointment of delegates and of a secretary
to the delegates, he once more grew importunate for

employment.

By the autumn of 1696 everybody was weary of the

war. The loss of Namur had been a terrible blow to Louis,

while the defection of Savoy had seriously weakened
the Allies. The treasuries of England and France were

equally empty. Louis had said that he who held the

last gold piece would win, but the game of
"
beggar

my neighbour
"

had proved too expensive for either

player.

In September
"
guesses and wagers concerning a peace

"

were rife at the Hague, where preliminary conversations

were being held between Caillieres, the French envoy,
and the representatives of the Allies, with a view to

determining a basis for the negotiations. The great

stumbling-block was the refusal of Louis to recognise
William III as King of England. The French king was
still hoping for a Jacobite reaction. But the firmness

displayed by the Commons in the great debate of 20th

October, so glowingly described by Macaulay, disabused

him of that illusion ; and Caillieres was at length instructed

to concede the essential point. As Villiers's secretary,
it was the privilege of Matthew Prior to send the glad

tidings of this concession into England. On 1st December
he wrote to Dorset, Vernon and Trumbull. Vernon's

answer, dated a week later, describes the great effect

which the news had on the Commons.
"

I received yesterday your letter of the 1-11 inst.

5 (1718)
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It could not have come more a propos, for I received it

just before the House went into a committee upon the

state of the nation. I happened to tell my next neigh
bour the good news it brought, and it ran round the House
like fire in stubble, and had a very good influence in

restraining people from running into the peevish proposi
tions that some had prepared for that day. It was so

well received and so little expected that the gentlemen
who suspected they should be disappointed by it would
have had it pass for a contrivance started up to serve

a turn, but your name and credit passed for authentic

among them, and I think it is owing to you that we
avoided a good deal of peevishness at that time ; but

after all I find we must not so depend upon a treaty as

not to be upon our guard against what the enemy is

designing both by sea and land." x

This last remark was occasioned by Prior's warning that

France was making preparations on the coasts of Nor

mandy and Brittany, and sending troops into Burgundy
and Lorraine and along the Rhine. The preliminaries
in fact were far from being settled. Many points of

discord, which it is unnecessary to particularise here,

had to be resolved before the plenipotentiaries could

get to the main business. Still, Louis' concession had ad
vanced matters considerably. Its immediate sequel was
the nomination of the three plenipotentiaries. They were
the Earl of Pembroke, Lord Villiers and Sir Joseph
Williamson. Early in the new year Matthew Prior was

appointed their secretary.
Before this happy event, he had lived through four

months of uncertainty. He had written betimes to the

Duke of Shrewsbury, urging his claims. His first letter

on the subject, dated 25th August, has an additional

1
Longleat AfSS., iii, 97.
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interest as exemplifying the scepticism which six years
of diplomatic business had taught the poet, and the

rather brutal hostility which in his earlier years was his

habitual attitude towards the Grand Monarque.
"
My Lord Villiers informs your Grace what passed

yesterday at the Congress. Our small German ministers

are, I think, in their hearts angry at this overture, for

they love subsidies better than treaties, and would

prolong the war as long as we can pay for it. The

Imperial ministers, how great a mind soever they may
have for a peace, are willing to seem to be courted to it.

" We have news these two last posts that the King
of France has been very ill

; the French post this morning
confirms it. He has had a swelling in his neck, which

is a kind of pestilential sore, for which he has been

blistered and scarified, and is not yet out of danger. We
pray very heartily for his going off, and have a great
mind to have our treaty signed by Louis the 15th.

"
Since everybody is thinking of his own pretensions

and interests in this conjuncture, I hope your Grace will

pardon me troubling you even with mine. I have been

six years here, and from the title of his Majesty's secretary
I seem to have a kind of right by prescription to be

secretary of the embassy when it shall be named, which
in all probability will be very suddenly. For this I must
recommend myself to your Grace's goodness ; and I

hope to the obligations you have been pleased already to

lay on me, your Grace will add this one more of naming
me to his Majesty on this occasion, that I may go on with

credit to receive your Grace's commands, and continue

to own my happiness to your favour." 1

The Duke thought Prior's claim a just one, and
wrote to Blathwayt to put it before the King, who seemed

1 BuceUuch MSS. (Montagu House), ii, 391.
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equally well disposed. William was now at Loo
;

so

was the poet,
"
briguing and flattering/' as he told

Lexington, and hunting all day. From Loo he went in

the royal train to Cleves on a visit to the Elector of

Brandenburg, whose daughter William was perhaps to

marry. The occasion provoked Matt's malicious wit.
" We are just come from our Cleves journey," he told

Shrewsbury.
' Your Grace will give me leave to trouble

you with my remarks ;
'tis a privilege all travellers take,

from Bishop Burnett to myself. The Elector received

the King very respectfully at the river-side, and they
two came back in one coach, the Duke of Zell and the

Electoral Prince in another. These two last had doubtless

very proper discourse, since one of them is seven years

old, and the t'other is seventy-two. In the Electrice's

apartment, after they had talked about an hour standing,
the King, the Electrice, and the Duke of Zell went to

ombre for five good hours ; the King had an armed chair,

the Duke of Zell an ordinary one, and she sat upon the

bed.
" The Electrice has a face not unlike our poor Queen,

upon Queen Dowager's body. She loves to talk, and is

civil to all the world. Few of the women are handsome,
and all ill-dressed, in old-fashioned, stiff-bodied gowns,
too big for them, with their breasts and shoulders naked.

The Princess is not ugly, but disagreeable ; a tall miss at

a boarding school, with a scraggy, lean neck ; very pale,

and a great lover, I fancy, of chalk and tobacco-pipes ;

nobody can tell if it will be a match or no, but as much
as one could guess he does not much dislike her. She
seems very good and humble, but God knows if that

proceeds from her virtue or her ignorance.
"
The King supped and dined next day with the

Electrice and Princess. The Elector had a table on his
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own side, where were as many of the best English as it

would hold. There was a great deal of good meat and
ill wine for everybody else, but they filled it in such mighty
glasses, and it came about so fast, that people grew
drunk before they had half dined.

" Our two favourites have had a quarrel ;
in coming

home Kappel (sic), being heated with wine and heedless,

made his coachman drive before my Lord Portland,

who was in one of the Duke of Zell's coaches ; upon which

Lord Portland said he would beat the coachman, who

excusing himself upon his orders, my Lord Portland said

whoever gave those orders was an impertinent puppy, or

some such words. The ground of the quarrel began, I

believe, at Cleves
; my Lord Portland was most of the

time with the Elector and the ministers, and Mons.

Keppel sat by the King, which was a distinction which

I believe fretted the t'other's heart." l

It is rather curious that whereas in September Prior con

sidered his secretaryship a settled thing, as time went on

he grew far less confident. Much depended on who the

plenipotentiaries were to be. Someone might be appointed
who knew not the poet but had a friend or dependent
of his own to advance. Lord Lexington was mentioned,
but he would probably have been for Prior. Sir William

Trumbull, however, was thought to favour John Ellis,

an understrapper at Whitehall, while Lord Romney would

probably have wanted Daniel Pulteney. The appoint
ments actually made were fortunate for Prior. Pem
broke had always been his friend. Villiers, already his

chief, liked and trusted him and was regarded by the

poet with a warm and sincere affection. Sir Joseph
Williamson was a stranger ; but Prior wrote promptly
to secure his interest, and the veteran diplomatist could

1
Ibid., 401.
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scarcely have objected to one who was so highly esteemed

not only by his two colleagues, but by the principal

Secretary of State and the King himself.

So Prior was made secretary, his appointment dating
from 27th February, 1697. The next point to be decided

was the scene of his labours. Maastricht, Nimeguen and
Breda were the places suggested by the Allies. The

King's house at Ryswick, as all the world knows, was

finally chosen. The representatives of the Allies lay at

the Hague, those of France at Delft. So Prior did not

have to move himself or his belongings. Before business

began, however, he paid a short visit to England (his

first since he had left it with Lord Dursley), arriving
12th January and leaving 6th March.

One of the things he did there was apparently to order

plate,
"

six large candlesticks, a snuffer-pan and snuffers,

and a silver standish," for the embassy. Back at the

Hague, he was very busy with preparations. In April
he was ill,

"
one eye being civilly put out by a defluxion,

and the other weeping till it comes again, and the arm in

a scarf, having let blood for abatement of salt humours." 1

He was better in time for the congress ; though
"

I cannot

boast of my eyes," he wrote.
"

I have a great respect
for the god of love, but am not aspiring to divinity :

a blind boy may turn Cupid ;
but at thirty, if the mis

chance falls on one, I know nothing but singing psalms

upon Fleet Bridge that remains for one." 2

On 28th April, the day on which the proceedings

opened, Villiers kissed the King's hand as one of the three

Lords Justices of Ireland. He took the opportunity of

recommending Prior for the office of chief secretary to

himself and his colleagues. Three weeks or so later,

1 Lexington Papers, p. 253.

Ibid., 264.
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after the usual canvassing among influential friends, the

appointment was made. But the story of the Irish

secretaryship must be told in another place.
"
Half way between Delft and the Hague," writes

Macaulay,
"

is a village named Ryswick ; and near it

then stood, in a rectangular garden, which was bounded

by straight canals, and divided into formal woods, flower

beds, and melon beds, a seat of the Princes of Orange.
The house seemed to have been built expressly for the

accommodation of such a set of diplomatists as were to

meet there. In the centre was a large hall painted by
Honthorst. On the right hand and on the left were

wings exactly corresponding to each other. Each wing
was accessible by its own bridge, its own gate, and its

own avenue. One wing was assigned to the Allies,

the other to the French, the hall in the centre to the

mediator."

Such was the house at which the ambassadors assembled

for the first time on that May afternoon, Mr. Secretary

Prior arriving in the second English coach. It was to

be the scene of their deliberations for four months.

An account of those deliberations does not appertain
to this narrative ;

for after all Prior was only a minor

participant therein, with no influence on their course.

His duty was to record the decisions of his masters, to

submit their suggestions to the mediator, and to keep
the authorities at home informed of their progress. All

this he found very absorbing and performed with admir

able industry. His letters, and the journal which he

kept throughout the negotiations, testify to his secretarial

efficiency ;
but as personal documents they are unusually

dull. Prior had little time for those flights in which he

was accustomed to indulge even in his official corre

spondence, and except for occasional gibes at the
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protracted chicanery of the diplomatists, he kept
himself discreetly in the background.
On 9th September, or rather in the small hours of the

following morning, the treaties between France on the

one hand, and England, Spain and the United Provinces

on the other were signed at Ryswick. Prior was already
on his way to England in a vessel he had hired for the pur

pose. On the afternoon of the 12th he landed at Lowestoft
"
Lastof

"
he calls it in his journal and twenty-four

hours later was at Whitehall. 1 He delivered the ambassa
dors' letter and a copy of the treaty to Vernon, and then

went a-visiting. The King, of course, was away, for there

had been no cessation of hostilities during the congress.

England was under the care of the usual bevy of Lords

Justices, and it was to these, or such of them as were

in town, that Matthew paid his respects. The news he

brought was received with enthusiasm, for a peace was

sadly needed, and the peace arranged at Ryswick was
on the whole a victory for England.

"
That noble nation

from whence I came are so overjoyed at the peace that

they are all fit for Bedlam," Prior told Lexington, adding
that the Dutch were

" more soberly joyful." He received

a present of 200 guineas from the secret service money,
and on 15th September was sent back to Holland in the

Centurion man-of-war. Business at the Hague was not

quite finished
; the treaty as between France and the

1 On 14th September Henry Guy (of whom we have heard before
in connection with Prior) somewhat tardily wrote to Robert Harley :

"
Mr. Prior, secretary to the embassy of England, is on the road, and

expected every minute with the treaty sent to the Lords Justices to

prepare the instrument of ratification
"

[Portland MSS., iii, 587]. On
23rd September someone else wrote to Harley :

"
It is said here that

Mr. Prior has gone back to rectify an error and to bring with him the

original treaty instead of a copy, but others say the omission of the
warrant hindered the Broad Seal from ratifying

"
[Ibid., 588]. These

rumours are not confirmed by Prior's journal. He was, however,
blamed for coming to England with an incomplete copy of the treaty
[Vernon Papers, i, 439].
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Empire had still to be signed, and though this did not

directly concern the English, there were various supple

mentary points to be settled. Then complimentary visits

had to be exchanged with the French plenipotentiaries ;

functions which Prior professed to find more wearisome

than the negotiations themselves.

By the end of October, however, the secretary was

free, and prepared to leave the Hague for good. The

etiquette of his departure gave him some anxiety. He
was always sensitive about such details.

"
By a letter from you to the Pensioner in his Majesty's

name, dated the 16th of June, 1694," he wrote to William

Blathwayt,
"

I was recommended to the States as his

Majesty's secretary, and have ever since been used by
them with all kindness : the favour I desire of you is

to move his Majesty that you may by his order write

a like letter to the Pensioner or President of the week,

when his Majesty pleases that I should leave Holland,

that I may have occasion to take leave and thank them
for their favours ; which is but just to go off as I came

on, and would let the States see I am not wholly forgotten

by my master, and entitle me to a medal." l

At the beginning of November Villiers, who had been

created Earl of Jersey for his share in the peace negotia

tions, went to meet William III at Zuylestein. Matt

waited at the Hague till the King should arrive there,

intending to sail home with his masters. Meanwhile he

wrote a letter to Lord Townshend, which shows that

he was recovering from the oppressive solemnity of

Ryswick.
" What a cursed thing, my Lord, is this ! a secretary

to be writing till midnight without having time to say
one word to those whom he respects most or loves best.

1
Longleat MSS., Hi, 183.
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No matter ; I shall see you within this fortnight, and
in that thought adieu all the melancholy reflections

that can be inspired by a huge bundle of papers without

any method, or an ambassador without anything but

method !

Who would (says Dryden) drink this draught of life

Blended with bitter woes and tedious strife,

But that an angel in some lucky hour
Does healing drops into the goblet pour ?

When wearied I would spill the baleful cup,
Some sparkling bubble of delight springs up.

My sovereign or my friend was heard to tell

I served him faithfully, or loved him well :

Then easy hope deceives my flattered taste,

One joy atones ten thousand evils past ;

New scenes of thought I from this model frame,
Consent to live that I my part may claim
In Townshend's friendship or in William's fame.

"
I bronche [stumble], i' faith, and can no more rise in

poetry than B in prose. I hope the Hoop in Fish

Street will give me some spirits, and cure an ill habit of

mind contracted by a thick air of conversation. Dr.

Sherrard, you know, said I had no need of anti-scorbutics

to help my eyes : may be he will think I have no occasion

for good company to cure my ideas. I'll try so good a

dose of it by his favour as soon as I get to England as

may set me right for a year or two at least. In the

meantime I thank you for Dr. English's letter to me
and will not say one word how very much I love you, or

which is rarer, how very much you deserve to be loved,

till I see you. Amo te: fac me amas. Vale." *

So Prior left the Dutch town which had been his home
for so many years.

" Good Vandergoes and his provident
Vrow "

would no longer have the pleasure of envying
" the Englishen Heer Secretaris

"
as he drove through

1
Ibid., 185.
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their streets with his Chloe up beside him. Nor was
London and its congenial society to know him for many
weeks. Naturally he expected to be sent to Dublin,
where he had been secretary by deputy for half a year.
But another and more amusing fate was in store for him.

William had decided to celebrate the peace by sending
his old friend, the Earl of Portland, to Versailles. The

embassy was one of special magnificence, worthy of its

occasion and destination. It was worthy also of the

descriptive powers of Macaulay.
"
Twelve men of

honourable birth and ample fortune, some of whom
afterwards filled high offices in the State, attended the

mission at their own charge. Each of them had his

own carriage, his own horses, and his own train of servants.

Two less wealthy persons, who, in different ways, attained

great note in literature, were of the company. Rapin,
whose history of England might have been found, a

century ago, in every library, was the preceptor of the

ambassador's eldest son, Lord Woodstock. Prior was

Secretary of Legation."
The great historian then proceeds to relate a story

for which he disdains to give his authority. Prior's
"
quick parts, his industry, his politeness, and his perfect

knowledge of the French language, marked him out as

eminently fitted for diplomatic employment." So much
we knew.

" He had, however, found much difficulty
in overcoming an odd prejudice which his chief had
conceived against him. Portland, with good natural

abilities and great expertness in business, was no scholar.

He had probably never read an English book
; but he

had a general notion, unhappily but too well founded,
that the wits and poets who congregated at Will's were
a most profane and licentious set

; and, being himself

a man of orthodox opinions and regular life, he was
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not disposed to give his confidence to one whom he

supposed to be a ribald scoffer. Prior, with much address,

and perhaps with the help of a little hypocrisy, completely
removed this unfavourable impression. He talked on

serious subjects, quoted the New Testament appositely,

vindicated Hammond from the charge of popery, and,

by way of a decisive blow, gave the definition of a true

Church from the nineteenth Article. Portland stared

at him.
'

I am glad, Mr. Prior, to find you so good a

Christian. I was afraid that you were an atheist.'
' An

atheist, my good lord !

'

cried Prior.
' What could lead

your lordship to entertain such a suspicion ?
' '

Why/
said Portland,

'

I knew that you were a poet ; and I

took it for granted that you did not believe in God.'
'

My lord/ said the wit,
'

you do us poets the greatest

injustice. Of all people we are the farthest from atheism.

For the atheists do not even worship the true God, whom
the rest of mankind acknowledge ;

and we are always

invoking and hymning false gods whom everybody else has

renounced.' This jest will be perfectly intelligible to all

who remember the eternally recurring allusions to Venus

and Minerva, Mars, Cupid and Apollo, which were meant
to be the ornaments, and are the blemishes, of Prior's

compositions. But Portland was much puzzled. How
ever, he declared himself satisfied ; and the young
diplomatist withdrew, laughing to think with how little

learning a man might shine in courts, lead armies, negoti
ate treaties, obtain a coronet and a garter, and leave a

fortune of half a million." This story is given for what
it is worth. It is at any rate ben trovato.

The ceremonial character of the earl's embassy
afforded Prior plenty of opportunity or rather obliged him

to study French society at close quarters. As, more

over, many of Portland's engagements were of too private
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a nature to admit of the presence even of his trusted

secretary, the latter had a good deal of time to spend in

his own way.
"

I have little more to do," he wrote,
"
than to make a leg thrice a day for my chocolate, my

dinner, and my supper, and run about the rest of my
time as fast as two lean nags can carry me like Bartholo

mew Coates to gape or to buy, and pay my respects to

rare company, monks, poets, tailors, academicians, nuns,

seamstresses, booksellers and players."
"
In my gallooned

coats and the hurry that attends my noble post I hardly
know myself." He lived in the full swing of pleasure,

as his friend Powys of the Treasury surmised. When
he arrived in Paris, indeed, he was ill :

"
at death's door,"

by his own account. But he was soon well enough
"
to

look after the ladies," though whether the nuns or the

seamstresses, to quote from his own catalogue, claimed

most of his attention does not appear. The religieuse

defroquee, who "
supplanted the nut-brown maid," was

a later episode.

Prior, of course, was made for Paris. Its gaiety and

culture alike appealed to him. He talked with Conde

and Bossuet ; he corresponded with the aged St. Evre-

mond ; and even the great Boileau, viceroy of the Muses,

was gracious to his parodist. Nor is this surprising :

for the Englishman was both witty and well-read, with

a tongue apt alike for satire and for flattery. To Louis

himself he proved persona grata. In an old note-book

the poet has jotted down some of his answers to the king's

gracious remarks
;

and though these have sadly lost

their savour, for nothing is more evanescent than the

savour of conversation, they serve to show on what

easy terms the joiner's son stood with the proudest
monarch in Christendom. Prior, however, was in no

wise dazzled by this condescension. He was not even
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moved by the common dictates of gratitude, and he is

at his wittiest and most malicious in describing the

grandeurs of Versailles and its master.
"
Nous revinmes hier de Versailles," he wrote to Keppel

(now Earl of Albemarle) towards the end of Portland's

embassy,
"

et fumes 1'autre jour dans les jardins avec

le Roy, qui promena my Lord par tout. Si c'etoit un

compliment fait a my Lord par sa Majeste ou une

ostentation de sa propre grandeur, qu'importe il ? Elle

fit scavoir a son Excellence qu'elle avoit invente et ordonne*

tout, qu'elle en avoit dresse les plans, mis en diverses

rencontres les architectes a la raison, et a force de dire

cecy souvent sans avoir ete contredit, a la fin je pense

qu'elle commence a le croire. Monsieur etoit oblig de

confirmer tout ce que son grand fr&re disoit, et une demi-

douzaine de cordons-bleu y faisoit le chorus, et faisoit

remarquer a nous autres combien gracieux etoit leur Roy
chaque fois qu'il fit a quelqu'un de nous autres la moindre

inclination de tete. Gracieux, par parenthese, est le

mot la mode : un homme est gracieux, c'est a dire,

bonnete ; une femme est gracieuse, belle ; on chante,

on mange et on joue gracieusement."
8

However pleasant he might find the coffee-houses,

Prior was bored, though amused, by the adulation, the

buckram etiquette and the assertive piety at Court.
"
Le Roy a beaucoup de sante pour un homme de

soixante ans, et plus de vanite* qu'une fille de seize," he

had written in an earlier letter to Albemarle
;
to whom

he always wrote in French, and the language gave

sparkle and edge to his pen.
" On n'a qu'a voir sa

maison pour en mepriser souverainement le maitre :

bas-relief, fresco, tableaux, tout represente Louis le

Grand, et cela d'une maniere si grossiere que le Czar
8
Longleat MSS., iii, 212.
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y trouveroit a redire. II ne s^auroit cracher dans aucun

coin de ses appartements sans voir sa propre figure ou

celle de son lieutenant le Soleil, et sans se trouver He"ros

et Demidieu en peinture. ..."
A familiar anecdote may here be interjected. Being

shown the series of pictures in which Le Brun and

Vandermuhlen had celebrated Louis' victories, and

being asked whether the like were to be seen at Ken

sington, Matt replied
"
with spirit and propriety,"

says Macaulay
" The monuments of my master's actions

are to be seen everywhere but in his own house." Prior

himself has recorded a similar episode, or perhaps a more
accurate version of the same story.

" When at Marly

they showed me the King's sieges and conquests painted

by Vandermule : and amongst others Mons, taken in

1691, 1 asked if they had not the other part to that picture.
' Which ?

'

said they.
'

That,' I answered,
'

[in] which

King William retook that place in 1695.'
" l In the letter

to Albemarle last quoted, having disposed of the King
and his foibles, he proceeds to the rest of the royal house.

" Le Dauphin est a peu pres notre Prince George,
hormis que 1'un ne baise que la Princesse, et 1'autre

toutes les filles de 1'opera sans distinction. Monsieur est

une petite marionette d'une voix casse*e, qui cause beaucoup
et ne dit rien. Toute la cour est sombre et triste ; la

bigoterie et le manage y regne a un point que les filles

a genoux disent leur Paternoster dans les galeries comme
dans un couvent, et les gardes du corps, mettant leurs

armes a part, nouent des franges comme les filles en

Angleterre. . . ." 2

'

The Court is so melancholy and bigot that the news
of it is hardly worth sending," he told Lord Manchester.

1 Prior Papers (Longleat), xxi, f. 13S.
1
Longleat MSS., iii, 195.
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"
That which makes most noise in it, and which would

make more noise in any other court of Christendom, is the

marriage of Madame Maintenon's niece with the eldest son

of the Duke de Noailles. Madam Maintenon received the

compliments of the princesses and ladies on this occasion

in a very extraordinary manner. She was in her bed ;

the Duchess of Burgundy came into her chamber, had a

chair set for her, but did not sit
; all which mummery

was concerted beforehand
; and consequently the other

ladies could not sit whilst the Duchess stood. Thus,

my Lord, this woman is je ne s$ay quoy, which everybody
reasons of as he thinks good, and of whom nobody can

determine what character she really has." 3

Prior was very much impressed with the power of

Madame de Maintenon, who had of course been the

King's unacknowledged wife for many years.
"

C'est

prodigieux que le pouvoir de cette vieille gouvernante
sur 1'esprit de son pupil royal de soixante. II n'ose rien

faire sans elle, ni luy refuser tout ce qu'elle veut." She

is of more importance than Diana was at Ephesus.
She governs Louis

"
as absolutely as Roxalana did

Solyman" ; while the King
"

lives at Marly like an eastern

monarch, making waterworks and planting melons, and

leaves his bashas to ruin the land, provided they are

constant in bringing in their tribute." Fortunately
this powerful woman was England's friend, and, according
to Matthew, the true author of the recent peace. Care

for the King's health, rather than any special kindness

for his enemies, dictated her attitude there is a poem
on this theme attributed variously to Prior and to

Dryden but the cause need not be criticised when the

results were the advantageous terms which William's

ambassadors had obtained at Ryswick.

Ibid., 203.
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As for the rest of the French who came under the

secretary's observation, they masked implacable enmity
behind a show of civility.

"
These people are all the

same, civil in appearance and hating us to hell at the

bottom of their heart : they assure us one day of the

continuance of their friendship, and tell King James
next they will never forsake him or let him go further

off than St. Germains. They have a great eye to their

naval preparations, as well at Toulon as at Brest. There

will be a review made at Compiegne this summer of

about forty battalions of foot and 130 squadrons of horse

and dragoons. They are constantly informed of the

King of Spain's estate by extraordinary couriers, and,

according to the best accounts we have, that prince
cannot live many months." 1

It was some time before the poet got sight of the

royal exiles. Portland, of course, did not meet them,
and found the French King's habit of entertaining them

very embarrassing. Not infrequently he was obliged
to absent himself from some function because he had
learned that James was to be of the company. The
manoeuvres of William's ambassador and William's

predecessor furnish an exalted parallel to those of

Box and Cox. Left in sole charge of English affairs at

Paris, however, Prior became less discreet. In August,
1698, he went, though apparently not without qualms
of conscience, to the christening of the Duke de Chartres'

daughter at St. Cloud, where his old sovereign was also

to be present.
"

I saw King James and his Queen," he

wrote to Vernon,
"
(pray do not hang me for so doing),

and there was nothing so odd as to see the Duke of

Berwick and Lord Middleton traversing the gallery on
one side, and I [sic] and Lord Reay, of the good Mackay

1
Ibid., 204.
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brood, on the other side, each looking on the other with
an air of civility mixed with contempt. The gentlemen
belonging to the Duke d'Orteans and Chartres were
embarrassed enough to call him one moment le Roy
d'Angleterre to them, and speak to me the next of le

Roy Jacques : it was, as most human things are, a farce

ridiculous enough.
r *

King James looks mighty old and worn, and stoops
in his shoulders ; the Queen looks ill and melancholy ;*

their equipage is mighty ragged, and their horses are all

as lean as Sancho's." *

He wrote in the same strain, accompanied by the

same supplication, to Portland, who replied in his matter
of fact way :

"
Je ne sgay si vous coures risque de la vie

pour avoir veu le Roy Jaques, mais bien que j'ay ry de
tout mon coeur de votre recit ; c'est la plus sotte chose

du monde d'estre oblige de changer de ton et de style
d'un bout de la chambre a 1'autre." 2 In a letter to Charles

Montagu, Prior develops, on rather brutal lines, his

description of James's appearance.
"
Vive Guillaume !

you never saw such a strange figure as the old bully is,

lean, worn and riv'led, not unlike Neal the projector ;

the Queen looks very melancholy, but otherwise well

enough ; their equipages are all very ragged and con

temptible."
3 It is not uninteresting to recall that these

words were written by one who had composed a fulsome

coronation poem in 1685 and was ere long to be suspected
of Jacobitism. In 1698, however, he was proud to be

one of
"
Bentinck's crew," as James called the friends

of the Revolution.

After the arrival of a new ambassador in Paris, the

secretary became duly careful not to compromise the
1

Ibid., 257.

Ibid. t 264.
3 Ibid. t 259.
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dignity of his government. But he received accounts,

vivid enough for transmission to England, of Louis'

attentions to his guests. The satirist in him was amused,
the civil servant annoyed, by the state of affairs.

" Our
friends at St. Germains shine extremely at Fontainebleau :

all the court is made to Queen Mary ; everybody is at

her toilette in the morning, from whence the King of

France leads her to chapel : the two Kings and the

Queen in the midst sit at the head of the table at dinner

with equal marks of distinction and of sovereignty, and
'

d boire pour le Roi d'A ngleterre !
'

ou '

pour la Reine
'

is

spoke as loud and with the same ceremony as
'

pour le

Roi
'

when they mean their own King. It is really not

a right figure which we make, being here at Paris whilst

all the other ministers are at Court ; and on the other

side, I know not what we should do there, or how behave

ourselves in a place where the two Courts are

inseparable."
1

On one occasion when the Stuarts were at Versailles

Prior had the curiosity to loiter for a view of the young
Prince of Wales, the boy who in a few years would be

known as James III by his friends, and as the Pretender

by his enemies. The poet found him not handsome, but

very lively, and took care to show him no respect, though
he had the satisfaction of observing that he was himself

pointed out to the prince.

But if there was flattery for James, there was real

admiration, the fruit of painful experience, for William

the Deliverer.
"
For all the caresses this Court, in imita

tion of their master, make to King James, it is incredible

what true respect and veneration they bear to King
William (as they call him) and his merit, and how the

soldiers particularly speak of him.
'

Le premier homme
1

Ibid., 277.
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de son metier !
' '

Le plus beau prince du monde !
'

are

the least things they say of him
; and when they are

free and in company where they dare venture to call

things by their own names, they downright talk of their

monarch much at the rate we did of King James a little

before he left us.
'

These are only some and really some of the best,

but the generality of the nation are empty, superficial,

ill people, just fit to be oppressed and misused as they
are." 1 When one reads that last sentence, one can no

longer doubt the sincerity of Prior's assertion that his

most ardent desire was to be thought a good Englishman.
1

Ibid,, 278.



CHAPTER IV

" AN EXPERIENCED SUBALTERN MINISTER
"

IN April, 1698, Portland was recalled to England, and

Prior ordered to remain at the embassy until further

notice. The elaborate visits and receptions with which

the mission had been inaugurated had all to be repeated.

Indeed, the two series of ceremonies practically over

lapped. May was well advanced before the earl could

get away.
The work which he left in his secretary's hands was

not of a very arduous nature. The question of the day
was : who should inherit the Spanish dominions when
the miserable life of the imbecile and diseased Charles II

should have come to its long expected end ? On this com

plicated question, which diplomacy could not prevent
from at last plunging Europe into a new war, Portland

and the French ministers, Torcy and Pomponne, had held

many private conversations, the trend of which they

divulged to no one but their royal masters. On the

understanding thus informally arrived at was based the

First Partition Treaty, which was negotiated by William

himself and secretly signed in the summer of 1698. Its

terms, reduced to their simplest, provided that the

Electoral Prince of Bavaria should succeed to Spam ;

while of the other two claimants, whose actual prospects
or possessions were obviously too great to be substantially
increased with comfort to the rest of Europe, the Dauphin
was to be given the Two Sicilies and the Emperor the

Milanese.

With the departure of Portland, Paris ceased to be

the centre of the discussion of these high matters. Prior,

77
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therefore, had little part in their settlement, and can

only have had a very general notion of what was forward.

He was charged, however, to keep his masters informed

of the temper of France, a duty for which his gifts

peculiarly fitted him. His keen powers of observation

were not likely to pass over, nor his mordant intelligence
to minimise, the distrust and nervousness with which
Paris looked towards Loo. His letters of this date, and

especially those addressed to Portland, must have proved

extremely valuable, and not least so for the gloss of

criticism which illuminates the record of fact.

At this point Prior's own necessities once more claim

our attention. Just as at the Hague, the secretary no

sooner found himself in the situation of charge d'affaires,

than he also found himself in a position of acute financial

embarrassment. His allowance, it is true, was now
40s. a day, or exactly double what it had been three

years earlier. He also had his Irish appointment, though
that was proving less profitable than he had been led

to expect. But life in Paris was far more expensive
than at the Dutch town, where the English secretary had
been able to dazzle the sober citizens by the figure he

cut. Here he was afraid of compromising his country's

dignity : he could not afford to play loo at 6d. a dozen.

Gravest symptom of all, even his best friend failed to

comfort him.
"
Dear Horace ! I have a sentence of

him upon most occasions, but I find nothing in him

applicable to staying at Paris upon 40s. a day, when
one's coach costs one louis and one's lodging another,

before I or mine have eat or drink." To Albemarle, as

ever, he explained his position at large.
'

Je dois rester icy apres my Lord Portland jusques
a I'arriv6e d'un autre ministre. C'est un grand honneur,

je 1'avoue, d'estre icy, si ce n'etoit que pour vingt-quatre
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heures, de la part de sa Majest6 ; mais quand ce successeur

seroit nomme demain au matin, il ne pourra venir en

moins de trois mois. En attendant, votre ministre par
interim fera trs mauvais figure, si 1'intercession de my
Lord Albemarle ne lui procure quelque augmentation a son

40s. par jour. Jusques icy j'ay fait une defense honnete

en e*gard & la dignite* de la commission du Roy, mais il

me sera impossible d'en user de meme quand je ne

pourrai plus recourir a la table de Milord Portland, et

il ne sera pas comme il faut de chercher mon diner a

1'auberge, ni d'aller a pied aux ministres : et il ne sera

ni pour 1'honneur du Roy ni pour ma propre satisfaction

de faire voir a tout le monde icy que cette grande ambassade

de 80 lacque*s s'est de'ge'ne'ree tout d'un coup dans un

secretariat qui a peine en pouvoit soutenir deux. Je
ne plaide pas icy ma propre cause, my Lord, car cecy ne

sera pas pour long terns, et je suis assez philosophe de

me contenter de fort peu, mais la grandeur du Roy, et

les habitudes que j'ay contracted icy demandent que je

sois un peu en tat de declarer que je n'e"tois pas secre

taire de Milord Portland mais de son maitre. Voicy
1'affaire, my Lord. Vous vous interesserez si vous le

jugez raisonnable. Stepney a Dresden avoit 4 par

jour sans le caractre d'envoye* ;
il en a cinq a 1'heure

qu'il est en Prusse. Cresset et d'Hervert en ont autant

a Zell et en Suisse. Je ne dis plus mot. Je suis tout

a sa Majeste*, et croyray toujours cela plus eligible qu'elle
ordonne plus facilement. My Lord Portland est con-

vaincu de 1'impossibility de faire la chose bien sur le

pied ou elle est : il me promet meme d'en e"crire au Roy,
d'en parler, de le faire, et tout ce qu'on voudra, mais on
oublie quelque fois les choses ou on n'est pas visiblement

int6resse\ . . ."

1
Longleat MSS., iii, 211.
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This last reference to Portland is rather ungenerous,
but Prior did not forget that he was writing to Portland's

rival. He ends his letter, part of which has been given

elsewhere, with a compliment in his neatest manner.
" Cest aujourd

J

huy le jour de Saint George, nous avons

tous nos croix rouges aux chapeaux ; et quand je boiray
le soir a la sante" du souverain de cet ordre, vous permettrez

que j'y ajoste la vostre, et d'esperer de vous voir bientot

revetu de cet habit a la Chapelle de Windsor."

The result of all this importunity was that Prior's

allowance was doubled. The increased rate was to be

paid as from his arrival in France, but, as at the Hague,
there was a difficulty over the method of paying it.

The Treasury, fearing to create a precedent, would not

credit the secretary with 4 a day on their books. They
decided instead to send him lump sums at irregular

intervals. In the autumn he received 500 as of the King's

bounty ;
in the following February part of the secret

service money was assigned to him. He regarded these

tortuous methods with his customary fatalism. Whatever

happened, he would leave France a beggar, he said.

No doubt Prior's total lack of private fortune was a

real disadvantage to him in a position which brought
him into daily contact with men of wealth and influence.

Nevertheless, one cannot help referring his continual

solicitude for his pocket to an innate materialism ;

and although, as already suggested, an honourable

ambition was an element in his desire for advancement,
he cannot by any stretch of indulgence be called dis

interested. Nor was he any more prone to unprofitable

generosity in his public capacity than in his private.
The lex talionis, an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth,

was his creed in international politics.
"
The lex talionis

is the best law I know upon earth, and I am sure it is the
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most convenient for us whilst we have to do with these

people," the French. The release of prisoners, who lay
in great quantities on both sides of the channel as victims

of the late war, was a matter with which he had much
to do

;
and he is tireless in urging that the tally of the

liberated must be exact. It is the same with regard
to captures made by privateers after the cessation of

hostilities. Let England beware lest France snatch

any advantage in the rectification of such indiscretions.

Not that these were appropriate occasions for charity ;

but Prior's suspicious insistence on the uttermost farthing
is a little strident.

On the vexed question of Mary of Modena's jointure
of 50,000 a year,

* his opinion changed. At first he was
in favour of withholding it unless the Stuarts should

leave St. Germains. Later, however, he came to the

conclusion that it ought to be paid. He considered that

his government was committed to it, and that it would

purchase William III a reputation for generosity. If

it were not to be paid, he begged
"
to be furnished with

chicaning answers
"

for use when pressed on the point.
As a matter of fact, Prior was quite capable of

inventing his own "
chicaning answers." For instance,

political opinion in England was at this time sharply
divided on the question of the army, which William, to

the anger of the Tories, wished to keep standing in

numbers sufficient to meet emergencies. The point was
one which naturally excited the keenest interest in France,
and Marshal Villeroi questioned Prior closely thereon.
"

I gave our desiring to keep up some troops this turn,"
Prior told Portland,

"
that it was rather that we would

1 For this point see Macaulay. The question was whether it had
been promised unconditionally in the Treaty of Ryswick. It was not
paid until near the end of Anne's reign.
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be grateful to the officers and soldiers that had served

so well than that we should have any real necessity for

them, that as far as I could judge from England, as

everybody was entirely satisfied with the peace, so my
Lord Portland and the English that have been here since

the making it might see by everything that his Most

Christian Majesty designed absolutely the maintaining it.

This pleased him ;

'

vous parlez avec raison, monsieur,

me dit il.' But I thought just the contrary."
x

Matt was at great pains to get into Villeroi's good

graces. He had many conversations with the marshal,

to whom he referred as his
"
tutor

"
or

"
governor."

Really, he had a very hearty contempt for him, would

send Portland the lampoons which he inspired, and
announced his intention of adding to their number. He
considered him a better courtier than politician ; than

soldier either, he might have added
;

for Villeroi had

proved himself a very unworthy successor of Conde*

and Turenne, and had shared the pillory with Boufflers

in Prior's own Ballad on the Taking of Namur. It is

improbable that the foppish marshal was acquainted
with that jeu d'esprit : he would scarcely have relished

its humour or have been so tolerant as Boileau.

Another matter on which he sought information was
the strength and quality of the English militia.

"
I

augmented their number to 200,000, and told him they
were stout fellows well fed, and that had for 400 years

past had such a notion of liberty that they would die

for their cause, good or bad, provided they thought it

good. I said that in the Revolution, these men being

generally for the King (then Prince of Orange), we might
have expected a battle or two with King James's forces

in case they had not forsook him
;
but by the lieutenants'

1
Longleat MSS., iii, 230.
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putting the militia in good order, we should have had no

reason to have doubted of the liberty of the nations
;

and let him know what Cromwell's troops, who were only
these a little taught, had done at home, what Morgan's
had done before Dunkirk, and what the English new-

raised troops, who were actually the same men as the

militia, had done in this war in Flanders." 1 On which

brilliant flight Portland passed the dry comment :

" Vous

avez fort bien re"pondu, monsieur, a vostre gouverneur,
mais si vous faites des gasconnades trop grandes, et

que qu'ils entendent d'ailleurs le contraire, Ton ne vous

croiraplus."
2 Portland was no poet. Dorset or Montagu

would, or should, have been a more sympathetic recipient

of these recitals.

In fooling Villeroi, keeping a look-out for breaches of

the treaty and an eye on the movements of the Jacobites,

trying to get at the truth about the Assassination Plot

and reporting the results of all these activities to England,
the secretary had a good deal to do. Grumble as he

might, there is no doubt that he relished these intervals of

responsibility. It was, however, with great pleasure
that he learned that the Earl of Jersey was on his way
to Paris as Portland's successor. John Macky in his

Memoirs writes of Jersey as one who had "
gone through

all the great offices of the kingdom with a very ordinary

understanding ;
was employed by one of the greatest

kings that ever was, in affairs of the greatest consequence.
He makes a very good figure in his person, being tall,

well-shaped, handsome and dresses clean." This is not

the description, one would have thought, of a man likely

to inspire enthusiastic devotion. Yet it is certain that

Prior went as far towards enthusiasm in his regard for

1
Ibid., 235.

Ibid., 238.
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Jersey as it was in him or his age to go. Neither the

Montagus of his early nor the Harleys of his later years
could claim to have won such affection from their protege.

To quote Macky again, Prior was the earl's
"

entire

creature
"
as well as his adviser ; and their correspondence

displays an unconstrained intimacy which is unique as

between the poet and a social superior.

In a short paper, entitled
"
Things relative to myself

about and after the treaty of Ryswick," written in a

note-book and never before printed, Matt displays the

same sense of special obligation to Jersey and Albemarle

which pervades his letters to those noblemen.

That this document was apparently written for his own

eyes alone, corroborates one's impression that, however

guilty of flattery he may have been hi other quarters,

his gratitude in these two cases was genuine. The light

that the paper throws on Prior's relations with William

III is also interesting ; and Johnson would have enjoyed
the confirmation of his surmise that the monarch was
deaf to the poet's metrical tributes. Lastly, one may note

the characteristic philosophy with which he accepted
the courtier's lot.

"
After the treaty of [Rysjwick it was very evid[ent]

that my Lord Villiers [w]as highly in the K's. favour,

my having been for some years Secretary from the K.

of England to the States Gen : and Secretary to the

Embassy at the treaty had given Me frequent oppertu-
nities of speaking to his Maj

ty*

I had written 3 or 4

copyes of verses in his praise, w h
sort of trade tho'

he seemed either not to understand or to neglect I found

he was far f being displeased with : and when ever I

addrest to him in any business, I did it in the shortest

Phrase I could frame, that he might see I studied his

Ease : thus I was as well with him as a person in my
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Station could be Imagined, but the friendsp of my Lord

Villiers and Mr. Keppel soon after E. of Albemarle made
Me much better.

" A private Man who depends upon his own merit

in a court will hardly sustain himself there long, and it

must be the support of friends that must bear up and

confirm his feet, for soon I learned that private merit

would not long keep a Man in Court without the assistance

and countenance of Men in favour." l

Jersey had actually been appointed to the embassy
before Portland left Paris

;
but in June he was down

with a fever, and one thing and another delayed his

arrival until the end of August. Meanwhile Prior had

to find and furnish a house for him. The one on which

he fixed, faute de mieux, was admirable in itself, but

situated in the worst quarter of the town, the Marais,

and he felt that he must justify his choice by making it

charming,
"
pour divertir la petite cottre de Madame"

So he became
"

mirier, blanchisseur, menuisier, tout."

For himself he took
"
une maisonette forte propre

"
hard

by. Later on, a more suitable residence was found for

the ambassador hi the Faubourg St. Germain, but Jersey
was recalled before the arrangements for his removal

thither were complete.
At his first arrival, made in a post-chaise with a secre

tary and two domestics, Jersey stayed incognito with

Prior. A few days later he was followed by the countess,

went into his own house, and was officially in Paris.

His reception, however, was very different from Portland's.

There was little feting or flattery, and less trouble than

ever taken to insure against awkward meetings between

the Stuarts ^and William's representative. When he

went the round of the King's houses, only deputy officers

1 MS. in possession of the Duke of Portland.
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waited on him, the waterworks did not play, and there

was
"
not a drop of wine or coffee offered to us in the

whole two days."

Jersey repaid coolness with coolness, avoided the Court

when King James was likely to be there, and, when
summoned to attend William at Loo in November,

only took his formal leave of Louis at the eleventh hour.

This journey to Loo, indeed, aroused no little suspicion
in Paris.

" The least people will have/' Prior told the

Marquess of Winchester,
"

is either that we are beginning
the war again, or that the business of Spain is adjusted
between us and France, and that my Lord has this

King's sentiments to declare at his arrival at Loo to the

King of England ;
both these opinions are in extremes ;

according to my little judgment, it is not to be expected
that we should be asleep in a time when we see France

not disband any troops, and draw good part of those

they have towards the confines of Spain ;
and there is

nothing mighty extraordinary for a man of my Lord

Jersey's quality and character to be sent for by his

master to be particularly instructed how he should behave

himself in his embassy ; especially since these people
make our conduct here extremely hard to manage, and

such instructions very necessary by their behaviour in

everything to those of St. Germains." 1

Jersey returned to Paris about Christmas time, and

the next two months were uneventful. Prior's comment
on the visit to Loo is undoubtedly a true reflection of

the state of affairs. There was some suspicion on both

sides, but no real danger of a rupture of the peace.

The First Partition Treaty, though still a secret to the

world at large, had been signed and seemed likely to

prelude a peaceful settlement of the Spanish question.
*
Longkat MSS., iii, 289.
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There was nothing to do but wait for the death of the

unhappy king.
But Charles was not the first pawn to be swept from

the European chess-board. In December, 1698, Prior

had been complaining that there was not enough news

to furnish a letter to Lord Dorset once in six months
;

and by way of diversion he had sought, though without

success, to be sent to Nancy on a mission of congratulation
to the young Duke and Duchess of Lorraine. Early in

February, 1699, he had news of the highest importance
for his masters : the young Electoral Prince of Bavaria,

chosen heir to the Spanish throne, was dead
"
of a fever

and convulsions," and the First Partition Treaty, fruit

of so much whispering, was not worth the paper on

which it was written.

Before its place had been taken by another, Prior's

diplomatic career had come temporarily to an end. The
events which led up to the most radical change which his

career had known since he left England as Dursley's

secretary will be described in due course, but something
must first be said of the unofficial activities which

occupied his leisure hours in Paris. At first he was no

doubt well enough occupied in seeing (and criticising) the

monuments of France's fame, and making the acquaint
ance of the survivors of the Grand Sicle. As time

went on, however, his pursuits more and more bore

reference to his native land. One has the feeling that

he took a sentimental pleasure in doing little commissions

for his friends in London
;

in obtaining medals and prints
for them ; in trying to make Rigaud finish Portland's

portrait, of which he had bespoken a copy to add to his

collection of portraits of the ministers he had served ; even
in sending Jersey a model of "a little size dish for porridge."
Of poetry we do not hear much at this time ; though that
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it was not altogether out of his thoughts is shown by the

postscript to the following letter, written, with something
of the Walpolean humour and a touch of the Shandean,
to three young men who were all destined to a measure
of distinction. 1

"
I am glad, my good friends Boyle and Coddrington,

that you stand so near each other that a man may take

aim at you at once. I wish Compton had subscribed too,

that one letter might have served you all three ;
for

though I bustle about and pass for a man of business,

I am as idle as the best of you. I must write to my
correspondents, but for my friends I only trouble them
when I have occasion for their help ; these are my
principles ; you may act with me accordingly. I thank

you, my dear Mr. Boyle (if you are so, but they say your
brother is dead and you are an earl), for your hospitality
to my ladies ; some, you know, have received angels
in the shape of strangers, but mine, I think, are flesh

and blood, at least they pass for such at Paris ; they are

of that number that my Lord Hastings calls succulent

ladies. What they came to do in England, God knows,
if to plot, or upon some more innocent design. My
Lord Portland, however, is obliged to you for your care

and kindness, in observing and visiting them, and so

is his secretary.
"
Colonel Coddrington, your father is dead, and if

you have not philosophy to sustain the loss, burn your
Malebranche and wet your pocket handkerchief ; but

if you are a true heir, come again to the Marais, where

I have a little house and will receive you as I love you.
Your Toriano is a little under the dominion of the moon ;

1 Charles Boyle, Bentley's opponent in the Phalaris controversy ;

Christopher Codrington, a distinguished soldier, Governor of the

Leeward Islands, 1697-1703 ; Spencer Compton, Speaker of the House
of Commons, 1715-27.
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he will go to Montpellier because four doctors send him
;

he says he intends to be cured of a consumption here,

because he recovered of it last summer in England ;
the

man, indeed, is whimsical, it is pity ;
he is gone forward,

God speed him. I laughed at him as little as I could,

which was all, I think, you could in reason expect from me.
" And thou, though last, not least in my affections,

Spencer Compton, where dost thou live, or what dost

thou do ? Pray bid Robin resolve me this question.

Hopkins is here and going to Italy. We remember you
when we think of our friends in England. Adieu.

Postscript.
"
My services to the Fish against he prints

a new miscellany. I will, as I have promised him, look

up some bad verses to hinder the sale of the book. Do

they translate Lucan ? or how do the Muses go
forward?

" J

" The Fish
"
must be Dryden, to whose Miscellanies

Prior contributed several poems. Another poet to whom
he refers in his letters of this period is John Dennis.
"

I am going to give my three shillings," he told Dr.

William Aglionby,
"
to a poor poet who has made us a

fine entertainment of Rinaldo and Armida : 'tis Mr.

Dennis, who from being a critic has been pleased to come
under the lash of criticism. The Grand Jury presented
him some days ago, and 'tis fit we should do so too to

enable him to answer them." Dennis was an unsuccessful

author and a disagreeable man, in one of whose frequent

quarrels, Prior, playing once more a beneficent part,
became involved a few months before his death. The
author of Rinaldo and Armida is mainly remembered
as a victim of the Dunciad.

While in London at the beginning of 1698, Prior had
been proposed as a Fellow of the Royal Society. He

1
Longleat MSS., iii, 275.

7 (1718)
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had, however, been hurried away in Portland's train

before all the necessary steps had been taken, and in

November he was still doubtful whether he belonged
to that learned body. This is curious, as his election

had actually taken place on 23rd March. His interest in

scholarship is shown by the trouble he took to obtain

permission for Cambridge University to make use of the

Greek type employed in the Louvre editions of the classics.

In spite of or, more accurately perhaps, because of

these dealings with England, Prior suffered from an

increasing nostalgia. As soon as the novelty of Paris

had worn off, he wished himself in London. The appoint
ment of Jersey to the embassy did much to reconcile him
to his exile, but from the first it was understood that

Jersey's stay in Paris would not be a long one, and after

his visit to Loo he was constantly spoken of as the next

Secretary of State.

These rumours made Matt very restless.
"

I have

played the minister here in my Lord Jersey's absence

[at Loo]," he told Dorset,
"
and, now he is returned, we

are preparing for his entry, so I am to appear with him
as I did with my Lord Portland, in a new gaudy coat

and with an expensive equipage. I must own to your

Lordship I am weary of this dancing on the high rope
in spangled breeches, and if my Lord Jersey be Secretary
of State (as it is thought he may be in some time), I will

endeavour to get home and seat myself in a desk in his

office, for I had rather be Matt Prior near my dear Lord
Dorset (your Lordship must pardon me the familiarity
of the expression) than Monsieur l'Envoy6 in any Court

in Christendom ; and I know not how it is, life runs away
before one is aware of it, and I shall hardly have time

enough in that part of it which is to come, to testify the

obligations I have to your Lordship for so many years
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past."
1 When the news came at the end of March,

1699, that Jersey had actually been recalled, and that

the Earl of Manchester was to succeed him in Paris,

Prior wrote to Charles Montagu in a similar strain, even

repeating his simile of the tight-rope ; but, since Montagu
was First Lord of the Treasury, he tagged a financial

supplement on to his complaints.
"
By the last post we hear that my Lord Jersey is

recalled, my Lord Manchester named to succeed him,

and I ordered to stay here till the newest of these Excel

lencies arrives here. I know not what my Lord Jersey
is designing for in England ;

but if it be to be Secretary
of State, I presume I may be his Ellis,

a which is descending
from the high rope to tumble more safely upon the ground,
and it is time for me so to do after what I have seen in

foreign employments, and as far as I can see by my being
ordered to stay only my Lord Manchester's coming,

something of this kind is designed for me. I have written

to my Lord Manchester, and upon his answer shall be

ready to serve him with all the zeal and ardour which

I owe to the blood of the Montagus. For God's sake

will you think of a little money for me, for I have fluttered

away the Devil and all in this monkey country, where
the air is infected with vanity, and extravagance is as

epidemical as the itch in Scotland. My bounty money
from the King is now due, five hundred pounds ; if one

could get a warrant signed for it till you thought a little

of my arrears ;
for to be pawned in France and lose my

hopes in England at one time is too much for any man
to bear who was not born under the star of Colonel

Powers. I beg you to help me in these whimsical circum

stances under which I lie at present, though God knows

1
Ibid., 305.

1
John Ellis was under-secretary to Sir William
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all the return I can make you is promising to continue

forever with the greatest truth and respect, etc." l

Politeness due to his friend's kinsman for Manchester

was also a Montagu could not suppress the poet's

keenness to be home. The powers, however, had already
decided that he must stay at all events until the new
ambassador's arrival. There was sure to be the usual

gap ; ambassadors seem never to have hurried to their

duties ; and it would be necessary for Prior to fill it,

for he alone had a thorough knowledge of how matters

stood at the embassy.
"
While we have not an ambassa

dor there," as Vernon put it,
" we should at least have an

experienced subaltern minister, and not send a perfect

stranger with a diminutive character." There were

delicate negotiations afoot, discreet gropings towards a

new partition treaty ; business too confidential for

paper, so that of Prior's part in it nothing more definite

can be known than that it was important and responsible.

The ripeness of his experience in diplomacy comes out

in the advice which, together with his congratulations,
he offered Lord Manchester.

" .... I know not when your Lordship designs to

be at Paris, but I take it for granted it will not be long

first, if you determine your coaches and equipage to be

made here, since they may be making and your house

furnishing, you being here
;

since you are not obliged
to see anybody except privately, and you please yourself

till you have had your public audience, and your Lordship

knows, your appointments commence from your taking
leave of his Majesty ; but this is a consideration your

Lordship will best judge of, and I will only say upon this

head that the beauty of one's coaches and the bel air of

one's liveries are things essential to a man's reputation
1

Ibid., 326.
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in France. I presume Mr. Stanyan will come out again
with your Lordship ;

if so, it would not be amiss that

he were here before your Lordship, that I might remit

to him the state of our affairs, and your Lordship might
find things in a method

;
and if a house-steward or some

such servant were here, your Lordship would find the

advantage of it at your arrival, provided you do not

decide to be here soon yourself. You can hardly imagine
how different [should be difficult] it is to get a house fit

for your quality and character in the Fauxbourg St.

Germains. My Lord Jersey was for want of a house in

that quarter obliged to take up with one at the other

end of the town, which is a most intolerable inconvenience.

He had just remedied it by taking a new house in the

Fauxbourg at Easter next, and in my opinion your

Lordship cannot do better than to take his bail and
continue it

; the house is perfectly fit for you, and in

the best part and wholesomest air of the town, not far

from where my Lord Portland] lived, and by conse

quence near the Tuilleries, the Cours, the Comedy,
convenient for Versailles, and for the foreign ministers

and the English to come to you."
The writer then proceeds to details of rent, and of

the furniture and horses which Jersey would be prepared
to make over to his successor

;
and ends with renewed

offers of service : "I hope you will command me as you
would do one of your own domestics." 1

He was none the less determined that his departure
from Paris should be as nearly as possible coincident with

Manchester's arrival. There was little idea of his being

reappointed to the secretaryship, though Montagu
rather wished it. Manchester had his eye on a man of

his own, the Stanyan referred to in the letter just quoted ;

1
Ibid., 327.
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and as for Prior himself, he said flatly that only the King's
command would keep him in Paris ;

"
and in that case,

if it were to live in the Highlands of Scotland (which
with respect to my Lord Selkirk's better judgment is

not the happiest place upon earth), I shall be very
far from disputing it, or murmuring."

Jersey left Paris about the end of April, having pro
mised to do what he could for his devoted subordinate.

Directly after his arrival he received the Secretary's seals

and on 15th May addressed his first letter from White
hall to Matthew. The seat in the office was thus assured ;

for the King was agreeable, and suggested no bleak

mission among the clans. Nevertheless, more than one

of Prior's friends advised him against the step which he

was determined to take. Montagu considered it a step
downwards. Richard Powys discoursed of small

profits and uncertainty of tenure. Ellis had never made
500 a year from the office, and the time was hazardous

for ministers and their underlings. Jersey himself,

though he wanted him, thought that Matt had earned
"
something better than a desk to write at in the office

"
;

while admitting that there was little advantage in staying

abroad, and that if he wanted to settle in England, his

best course was first to get there.

At all this advice Prior lost patience. Replying to

Jersey, he stated his unalterable position in terms which

cannot but have flattered his correspondent.
"

I grow very peevish with my friends' sentiments,

envoyships, strange stuff, to go hern-hawking with a

Duke of Zell or succeed Stepney when he is weary
of soliciting for Dankleman's pardon. I will live with

you, my Lord, with a desk or without one. I lived with

you at the Hague, I returned with you into England,
I was to have gone with you into Ireland, I stayed for
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you in France, I long to come to you in England, and I

will never go from thence till you send me. My obliga

tions to you are unspeakable, and so is my zeal for your
service. What would people have ? This is my case, I

will print it, and shew it to mankind, and I will be happy
in receiving your commands, whether they will or no.

So the Horse need not neigh any longer or his man be

discreet in a coffee-house (as I hear he is) upon that

subject."
1

The rare fervour of these words contrasts vividly
with the smooth and clever adulation of which Prior was

an habitual spendthrift.
" The Horse," it may be

observed, was the designation by which Prior and Jersey

always referred to Manchester. His man was Abraham

Stanyan.
The next thing was to get

"
the Horse

"
quickly to

Paris ; and in this matter Prior's friends seem to have

done all they could to further his wishes. Meanwhile

he was himself looking out for some employment to

supplement the office of his choice ;
for though the

expenses of an under-secretary were small compared
with those of a diplomatist, the drop from 4 a day to

less than 500 a year was considerable. But in whatever

he asked for, he found himself forestalled. The secretary

ship to the Lords Justices, who governed England during
the King's absences, was found to be the perquisite of

one Mr. Yard. An extraordinary clerkship to the

Council, which Prior thought might be vacant, proved

equally elusive. These disappointments made him bitter,

and in a letter to Jersey he vented his spleen against
his more successful brother place-hunters.

' What I wrote to you last post about being clerk of

the Council was, I see, pure speculation, and like those

1
Ibid., 356.
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houses one sometimes builds without ever removing one

stone, for brother Stanyan has it, so I have only to beg

your pardon for having troubled you with an impertinence.

Stanyan thinks it reasonable that he should be assured

of an employment at home before he condescends to

relieve me. Yard thinks it madness for me to return

till towards Michaelmas, because he may be secretary of

the Regents in the meantime ; and Stepney has a thousand

pounds a year at home for playing at one-and-thirty-
bone-ace with the Electress at Berlin, and wonders

what makes me think of going into England at all. This

is the world, and makes one laugh. . . ."*

He was particularly exasperated against certain people
whom he calls the Puggies, who had presumed to pity
him. They appear to have been relations, perhaps a

sister and brother-in-law, of George Stepney's.
A tributary or perhaps the main cause of Prior's

irritation, was his position in regard to that unreal and

unsatisfactory office of his, the secretaryship to the Irish

Lord Justices. It will be remembered that he had
received this appointment on the eve of the negotiations
at Ryswick. He still held it when he was moving heaven

and earth for a similar office in London. By this time

he seems quite to have abandoned the idea of ever going
to Dublin. But the idea of resigning his position there

was equally remote. It is a typical and amusing example
of the pluralism of the day.
The three Lords Justices who were to have had the

poet's services were the Earl of Galway, the Marquess
of Winchester and the Earl of Jersey, who in April, 1697,

when the appointment was made, was still Lord Villiers.

The last-named had recommended Prior for the post,

and the success of his recommendation appears to have
1

Ibid., 351.
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been in some measure due to the support of Lord Albe-

marle. His colleagues, however, were both perfectly

ready to employ Prior.

At first the appointment was taken quite seriously by
all concerned. That the Justices must wait for their

secretary until the treaty had been signed, was under

stood.
"

It will be a great consolation to your wandering
dove, when he comes with the olive-branch in his mouth,
to find a place prepared where he may set footing," Prior

wrote to Montagu with reference to his new office. Until

that happy consummation, his duties were to be per
formed by the under-secretary, Mr. May ;

and he was

pleased to retain the services of the two clerks who had
formed his predecessor's staff.

For a time this arrangement worked very well. Prior

maintained an amicable correspondence with his inferiors

and superiors alike. Galway reduced certain fees, which

were the secretary's perquisites, but courteously explained
his reasons. May and the clerks kept their absent

chief in touch with the business of the office. Prior,

on his side, was full of regrets for his detention, and

acquiescence in his masters' policy ; though to resist an

occasional flippant aside was not in his nature.
"

I have

letters from Ireland," he wrote to Dr. William Aglionby,
"
that only tell me one of my masters [Winchester]

is married and the other [Galway] rules like Titus with

great virtue and without a Berenice. Your reflection

upon their speech is too severe ; men of their quality
are not obliged to be wits, and people have not chosen

kings for being so since the reign of Fleckno. I wish

the third of my masters [Villiers] were in his dominions,
and so does he too. Most wise governors are of opinion

things go best when they are present : the Czar perhaps

may be of another mind."
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When the peace had been made, and Prior, instead of

setting out for Dublin, made preparations for Paris,

Galway was disappointed but resigned to the King's will.

He was prepared to keep the secretaryship open until

the end of Portland's mission and expressed his sentiments

in a letter, which Prior endorsed,
"
Ld. Gallway, Dec. 7,

1697, by which he consents to my going into France."

When Portland's secretary became Jersey's, Lord Galway
was equally complaisant.
The first signs of trouble were of a financial nature.

Prior had understood that the office was worth 1,000 a

year. In this he very soon found himself mistaken,

the reason of his disappointment being the reduction of

fees to which reference has already been made. These

fees, which were the fines paid for military commissions

and licences of absence from the army, formed the

main bulk of the secretary's profits. A statement sent

to Prior in August, 1697, shows to what an extent he

was made to suffer for the benefit of his country's
defenders.

A list of the military fees in the chief secretary's office

and reduced by the Earl of Galway :

Ancient fees Reduced to
s. d. s. d.

For licence of absence to an officer

of the army in the kingdom . . 136 10

To an officer out of the kingdom . . 1 60 150
To a non-commissioned officer in the

kingdom 76 26
To a non-commissioned officer out

of the kingdom 13 6 50
For a licence to sue any officer of the

army or attending the state . . 136 50
Fees of commissions signed in England and taken by

the chief secretary in Ireland :
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Ancient fees Reduced to

Horse and dragoons s. d. s. d.

Colonel . 650 2 12

Lieutenant-colonel

Major
Captain
Cornet
Staff officers, each

5 15 200
4 15 200326 1 10

1 12 6 10

1 12 6 10

Ancient fees Reduced to

Foot field officers or horse / s. d. s. d.

Captain ** .. .. .. 260 100
Lieutenant .*' .. .. 1 15 10

Ensign ..126 76
Staff officers, each ... 1 2 6 76
No very deep calculations are required to ascertain

that this revision meant a very serious reduction of the

secretary's profits. The sum of 666 13s. 6d., which

was due to Prior after rather less than a year, was really

better than might have been expected. At the end of

seventeen months the total was 1,385 19s.

This would have been a very pleasant addition to

the income which Matt was earning more strenuously in

Paris. There was, however, Mr. May to be considered.

As he was doing the work, it was only fair that he should

have a share of the profits. To Prior's amazement he

claimed the whole. In the latter part of 1698 a triangular

correspondence took place on the subject, the third party

being John Tucker, a mutual friend. He it was who
had recommended May to Prior, and he doubtless felt

a responsibility.

It is unnecessary to analyse this correspondence in

any detail. An air more of sorrow than of anger sits

equally upon the letters of May and of Prior ;
while

Tucker played his part of peacemaker with no little tact.

The result was on the whole satisfactory to Matthew.

Two-thirds of the profits were to accrue to him, and

May, plaintive but submissive, was to have the remainder.
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This quarrel was arranged without reference to higher

authorities, but it had a certain bearing on the pro

ceedings whereby Prior finally lost the job altogether.
His case against May had been that the latter was merely

acting as his deputy. May, on the other hand, claimed

that he held the secretaryship absolutely pending Prior's

arrival. This was the view which Lord Galway also

took when he decided to dispense with the secretary's

too theoretical services.

Prior fully realised that he stood in danger of dismissal

as early as May, 1699. The tone of Galway's letters had
for some time been growing stiffer. It may, therefore,

have been literally true, but it was scarcely candid to

assert, as he did in a letter to Portland of 3rd July, that

Galway had "
neither by word or warning said once that

this storm was coming." This letter, although long,

is worth quoting as a statement of the poet's view of

his situation. The candour of his indignation, ill founded

as it seems by modern standards, is at any rate beyond

question.
"

I have dared to speak so much to you in relation

to a thing infinitely above me, and for which I now see

no remedy [the political crisis, of which later], that I will

only trouble your Lordship at present upon the subject
to tell you that I wish all things should succeed as you
would have them, and that you are safe arrived in

Holland, where I hope in my way home to assure you
of the sense I have of your favour to me. I wait my
Lord Manchester's coming, and I believe may do so this

month yet ; after which I am ready to put off these plumes
with which I flutter about Paris, and to return home to

labour under the protection of my good friend and patron,

my Lord Jersey, in an employment of less noise and

figure, and though my inclination did not oblige me to
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this choice, the hard usage which my Lord Gallway
threatens me with would force me to it, for though I

am yet actually in France, and by the King's order

intimated to the Lords Justices upon my coming abroad

that my pretences should be safe in Ireland, my Lord

Gallway writes me word that they have thought fit to

dispose of the secretaryship to Mr. May, who is second

secretary and acted as deputy from me in the employ
ment of first secretary as long as his Majesty was pleased
to dispense with my service. His Majesty does as yet
most certainly dispense with it, for I am where his orders

retain me, and where your Lordship's goodness and choice

brought me, that is, at Paris ; my Lord Gallway is but

one of the three governors, and the three conjointly have

not the power of making the secretary, but only of

recommending him to his Majesty, who chooses him, and

who dispenses with that service as with any other as his

pleasure is. Mr. Poultney is clerk of the Council in

Ireland, yet has lived constantly since my Lord Rumney's
time in England. Mr. Stepney, Mr. Blathwayt (and
almost everybody else that has any employ) are excused

from the functions of it when his Majesty's service and
orders retain them in a foreign country ; yet I alone

am destined by my Lord Gallway to be a sacrifice that

Mr. May may be first secretary and Mr. Bouhereau (who
is my Lord Gallway's countryman and secretary) may be

made second secretary of the kingdom.
"
My Lord Gallway has neither by word or warning

said once that this storm was coming, but it is easy to

know that he did not think good to endeavour to undo
what my Lord Portland thought good to do, whilst my
Lord Portland was in the Court

;
but immediately upon

my Lord Portland's retiring, down with Mr. Prior ;
so

when the pillar is removed the ivy that depended upon
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it falls. I know not if his Majesty has yet heard ot

this thing, in which my Lord Gallway so absolutely

determines, but I believe I can intercede with your

Lordship (for all what my Lord Gallway thinks to the

contrary), that this storm may not fall upon me till I

come into England, and may have the liberty to plead

my own cause, and that therefore till then the thing may
be upon the foot it now is, Mr. May acting as my deputy ;

and this can be no prejudice to his Majesty's service,

unless it can be imagined that Mr. May has more sense

when he acts for himself and without my deputation
than when he acts with it ; or else, if my Lord Gallway
will actually have any other person for first secretary,
Mr. May or that other may be obliged out of the profits

of the office to allow me some compensation for the

validity of my pretensions till his Majesty shall be

pleased to order otherwise, in which case there will remain

a fair income for Mr. May, or any other, and his Majesty's
business will be as well done as if his poor secretary at

Paris were sacrificed to the humour and arbitrary will

of my Lord Gallway. I throw myself wholly upon his

Majesty's goodness and stand wholly to his decision ;

he is too just to let me lose, and I am too happy if he

pleases to take my cause in hand. I will only add to

your Lordship that I have endeavoured to live in France

as becomes the character with which I am honoured,
which without Ireland I could not have done, notwith

standing his Majesty's extraordinary goodness to me
by your Lordship's intercession. No man can wish

better to another's affairs than I do to those of your

Lordship, and in what place or circumstances soever you
are, no man living is more devoted to your service." x

It will be observed that Prior here ascribes Galway's
i LongUat MSS., iii, 366.
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action to Portland's recent retirement. Doubtless

another contributory cause was that Jersey was no longer
one of the Irish governors. As Secretary of State and

a Lord Justice of England, he had no time for duties

which, indeed, he had neglected as completely as his

secretary ;
in which connection, it is a little curious that

neither of them seems to have considered that what was

just for the master was equally just for the man.

But Galway was quite capable of acting without

reference to either Portland or Jersey. He had no

personal attachment to Prior ; he stood very well with

the King ; and he had the austerity and sense of duty
which was characteristic of the Huguenots. Moreover,

with one colleague an absentee and the other a nonentity,
he had long been paramount in Irish affairs.

On 13th June he wrote briefly to Prior that since the

Lords Justices could no longer hope to see him when he

left France, they felt obliged to appoint someone else

to the post which he should have filled, and could find

none better for that purpose than Mr. May.
"
Je vous

assure, monsieur, que c'est avec beaucoup de regret que

je me vois prive* du plaisir, et du secours, que je m'etois

promis, quand nous vous aurions aupres de nous
;
mais

j'espere au moins que nous entretendrions correspond
ence .

' '

Prior endorsed this ,

"
My Lord Gallway

'

s sentenc

ing letter." He was in no mood to respond to its polite

overtures.
"

I thank God I can hate and love, and the

objects of my different passions are the Earls of Gallway
and Jersey. I wish I may vex the one as heartily as

I shall always endeavour to obey the other." It is

unnecessary to state to the object of which passion these

words were addressed.

His answer to Galway's ultimatum does not seem to

have survived, but the recipient expressed astonishment
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at its tone. Prior's argument, however, was not unrea

sonable. He had been appointed to the secretaryship

by the King ;
it was at the King's command, and through

no fault of his own, that his going to Ireland had
been repeatedly deferred ; and only the King could

remove him. To this Galway replied that the King had,
in effect, removed him, and quoted a letter from Lord

Albemarle, written by William's authority as early as

29th April, stating that Prior's acceptance of the English

under-secretaryship would cancel his Irish appointment.
He further denied that May had been Prior's deputy :

he had, Galway maintained, actually fulfilled the office

of both first and second secretaries pending Prior's arrival
;

moreover, the first secretaryship had long been promised
him. -

Faced with Albemarle's letter, a less persistent place-
hunter than Matt would have been daunted. He,

however, was determined to fight the matter through.
William was at Loo, but Albemarle himself, who was
with him, would be a ready advocate. Jersey wrote to

the Dutch favourite on behalf of their common friend.

Between Prior and Jersey there was a frequent corre

spondence, in which Galway figures in no favourable

light. Nothing is more significant of the intimacy which

existed between these two than their habit of referring

by nicknames to men who were the peers and colleagues
of the one and the social and official superiors of the

other. Just as Manchester figures as the Horse in their

letters, the offensive Governor of Ireland appears as Crop ;

while Portland, being Jersey's brother-in-law, is Swager.
At first it seemed as though Prior would win his case.

Of the other Lords J ustices, Winchester, who had lately

succeeded his father as Duke of Bolton, was an amiable

nonentity who accepted his colleague's decisions as a
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matter of course. The Earl of Berkeley, who had taken

Jersey's place on the commission, had, as Lord Dursley,
been Prior's first master in diplomacy. He was well

enough disposed, but found himself unable to be of much
assistance. May's appointment had been made before

his arrival in Dublin. Prior's hopes, therefore, rested

mainly on Albemarle's influence with the King.
William displayed an unusual vacillation in this

matter. Doubtless his mind was preoccupied with more

important concerns ;
for affairs both at home and abroad

were looking very black for him. Be that as it may,

having in April sanctioned Prior's supersession, in August
he ordered his reinstatement. Galway promptly pro
tested and, had it not been for the counter-arguments of

Blathwayt and Albemarle, would have at once gained his

point. Rather meanly, and against the desire of Lord

Berkeley (" who thinks it a cruel thing to endeavour

to cut any man's throat with his own pen"), he had sent

the King the intemperate letter which Prior had written

in the first flush of his anger. A compromise was arranged,

however, whereby the whole business was to be put
back into its original state until the King should

otherwise decree. It is difficult to see in what way
this arrangement differed from a complete victory for

the secretary. Their Excellencies expressed obedience, but

Galway was far from satisfied. He held a trump-card,
and he played it. He sent in his resignation.

l

Now, although the King was quite sincerely Prior's

well-wisher, he was not prepared to sacrifice on his account

a man who had served him so well as Galway. For the

earl whom Macaulay calls
"
the hereditary chief of

the refugees," the French protestants who had fled to
1 See an interesting letter to the Duke of Shrewsbury, dated llth

Nov., 1699 [Buccleuch MSS. at Montagu House, ii, 628]. This episode
has not been noticed by Galway'* biographers.
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England on the revocation of the Edict of Nantes had

fought bravely for the Orange cause on many a field,

and for several years past had governed Ireland with

no little success. So, after all, Prior lost the office for

which he had fought so hard, and Galway retained his

until a few months later he fell before the onslaught of

Toryism. At that time there was a rumour that Jersey

was to be sent into Ireland, and a natural hypothesis that

Matt would accompany him. But neither rumour nor

hypothesis became anything more substantial ;
and

Prior never saw the city which is so intimately connected

with the eminent friend of his later years, the greatest

man with whom he ever came into close contact,

Jonathan Swift.



CHAPTER V

POLITICS

DURING the earlier stages of the Irish controversy Prior

was performing those inter-ambassadorial duties with

which he was all too familiar, and the Postboy was

marrying him to Lady Falkland. No amount of urgency
could get Manchester to Paris before August. Even
then it was decreed that the secretary should see him

fairly settled ; a task which he performed to the admira

tion of the ambassador, whose good opinion of him was

strengthened by the praises of Monsieur de Torcy. Not
until the beginning of September was he free to leave

France.

He did not come straight to England, but went first

to Loo, where he had
"
a long and particular audience

"

with the King, and thence to the Hague, where he had
to wait until he had received instructions from William.

By the middle of October he was in London
; and on the

21st of that month Manchester wrote from Paris : "I
shall now begin to trouble you often, believing you are

settled in the office, which will be another sort of life

than that in France." He proceeds to commendations
of Jersey, and expressions of regret for his own loss,

which he hopes will be compensated by frequent letters.
"

I cannot finish this without my wishes that you may
succeed in all things for your advantage,"

1 he ends

kindly.
" The Horse

"
had his good points, and so long

as he was ambassador and Prior under-secretary of State,

a friendly and copious flow of correspondence passed
between them.

This first letter, however, had hardly been posted
1
Cole, Memoirs of Affairs of State, p. 64.
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when the two men met in the flesh. While it was a-

writing, Prior was already on his way to Paris. The

object of his return was to talk over the Second Partition

Treaty, which was now on foot, with Manchester ; to

attend the earl at his first audience with Louis XIV
;

and to carry back an authoritative account of what

passed on that occasion. It shows in what consideration

he was held, not only that he should have been entrusted

with so confidential a mission, but that his presence

actually raised Manchester's prestige in Paris, and at St.

Germains gave rise to a rumour that the ambassador had
been superseded by Matt.

Immediately after the audience he left Paris, and on

3rd November he wrote to Manchester from London :

"
I arrived here on Friday night, and everybody

confesses that only Roger is fitter than I to be sent

express ; on Saturday morning my Lord Jersey carried

me to the King. I first read to his Majesty what your

Lordship said to the King of France, and what the King
answered thereupon ; and then I explained to his Majesty
the substance of the whole that had passed during my
being in France. His Majesty is satisfied with every

step your Excellency made ; and, in one word, we did

as we ought to do. His Majesty asked me a great many
questions about your entry. You will easily believe I was

glad upon that occasion to do you justice. His Majesty
asked me about the rank which Mons. de Torcy's coach

had ; and in all this affair, I can assure your Excellence,

he is very well satisfied. ... I contracted a cold in the

voyage, and wisely increased it by running about these

two last days. I am blooded, and kept my chamber to

day, which is the reason of my using another hand ;

I hope your Excellence will excuse it. . . ."
l

1
Ibid., p. 76.
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Prior was almost invariably ill after a journey, and

on this occasion he contrived to lay in a store of ill-health

to last him the winter. When he had been in town a

month he still had to employ an amanuensis, and at the

beginning of January he reports himself as being on the

strictest diet. The letter to Abraham Stanyan which

contains this information, however, shows that he was

in the thick of that life of literary London for which he

had been pining. It is dated from Whitehall, 8th

January, 1700.
" On Saturday morning we had three posts from

France, the 2nd, 6th and 9th, and yesterday we had a

fourth of the 13th. [These dates are
"
new style."] I am

looking over all these from you, and I think I have little

more to do than to acknowledge them.
"

I hope you have all the pictures by this time in your
own hands ; here are my verses, which, let me tell you,

everybody here says are admirable. Davenant's book

is highly saucy, but I think it has done no real mischief

to our friend in particular, though in general it was and
is a hint to show everybody where they should be

angry.
"

I hear nothing of young Davenant's marriage, but I

know him so well that I expect the worst things of that

kind from his conduct.
" As good verses might have been made by a true

Maroquin as those you sent me, I thank you for them,

however, since, if you had had better I presume you would
have been equally liberal of them

;
I had them, too,

from Abbe du Bois, from whence I infer that he thought
them good. Pray send me Jonathan as soon as he is

printed, and indeed all dramatic poetry. Pray ask me
for no more poetry either sublime or burlesque, for

henceforth I will write no more verses.
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"
Exceptions to the foregoing rule :

"
To-morrow night Batterton [sic] acts Falstaff, and to

encourage that poor house the Kit Katters have taken

one side-box, and the Knights of the Toast have taken

the other. We have made up a prologue for Sir John
in favour of eating and drinking, and to rally your Toasts,

and I have on this occasion four lines upon Jacob. We
will send you the whole prologue when we have it together.

"
N.B. My Lord Dorset is at the head of us, and Lord

Carbury is general of the enemy's forces, and that we dine

at my Lord Dorset's, and go from thence in a body. How
my health will answer to this, if you should ask, since I

came from the Gravelpits but on Saturday, I answer

that I only sit down to table when the dessert comes,

eat nothing but roasted apples, and drink sack and water.
"

I will think of the books, and of everything else in

which I may serve my Lord Manchester, as soon as my
health lets me tumble a little more freely amongst my
papers than I can do at present.

" The Savoy ambassador makes his entry to-day, as

Mr. Yard will tell you more at large in the Gazette next

Thursday ; this is a return or, as we call it, an equivalent
for what you say of the Portuguese ambassador having
a mind to make his exit." 1

This letter requires annotation. The pictures referred

to are certain pieces which were being painted for Prior

in Paris : on behalf of the Duke of Somerset and Jacob

Tonson, the great publisher, as it appears from letters

of Stanyan's ; though Prior himself was a collector on

a small scale.
"
Davenant's book

"
was the Discourse

upon Grants and Resumptions, by Dr. Charles Davenant,

a tract on the burning topic which was so great a factor

in the downfall of the Whig Junto.
"
Henceforth I will

1
Longleat MSS., iii, 393.
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write no more verses
"

calls for no comment. The

poet's farewell to poesy is usually about as final as the

actor's farewell to the stage. No trace seems to have

survived of the prologue, or of Prior's four lines upon

Jacob Tonson, the founder of the Kit-cat club.

The verses which he mentions having sent to Stanyan
were the Carmen Seculare for the Year 1700, which had

just been published by Tonson. This poem, the last

that Prior dedicated to William III, is a long and elaborate

production of a kind which makes very difficult reading

to-day. When fresh from the press, however, it was
much admired, and a Latin version, which Prior himself

thought
"
the best thing in that kind that has been

written since Buchanan," was made by his old school

fellow Doctor Thomas Dibben, of Trinity College, Cam
bridge, referred to casually twenty years later in one of

the poet's letters to Lord Harley as
"
duly Dibben of

Dorsetshire."

By this time Prior had settled down to the routine

of the office ; and it must have tickled his sense of humour
to find himself penning official remonstrances to Abraham

Stanyan on the extravagance of the latter's extraordinary

expenses. The letters which passed between Manchester

and Stanyan on the one side and Jersey and Prior on

the other are of considerable importance, but concern

the history of Europe rather than any one man's biogra

phy. They are of immediate interest, however, as

evidence of the intimacy with which the poet moved

among the most secret affairs of state.

In June, 1700, Jersey gave up the seals of his secretary

ship and accepted the Lord Chamberlain's gold key.
Prior also left the office.

"
I suppose you have long

foreseen this," Manchester wrote,
"
and cannot but have

taken care of yourself, being upon the place ; for you
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often said, men were forgot abroad." The provision
made for the poet was a seat at the Board of Trade and

Plantations, where he succeeded a man of even greater
renown than himself, John Locke. He held this appoint
ment until he lost it for political reasons at the end of

1706 or the beginning of 1707.

In September there was some talk of his going into

Holland, where Lord Jersey was with the King ; but,

as the King's assent was something less than lukewarm,
the project was abandoned. Prior himself did not

press it. He had other preoccupations. For some time

past he had taken an increasing interest in domestic

affairs, and he decided to seek a seat in Parliament.

His first idea was to represent Cambridge University.
It may excusably have been forgotten that this busy

diplomatist, under-secretary of State, and commissioner

of trade was also a fellow of his college. Through all

the vicissitudes of his fortune, and in spite of criticism,

he had clung to his fellowship, as he was to cling to it

through even greater vicissitudes and to the end of his

days. Sometimes, when his affairs were harassing, he

had thoughts of retiring into the quiet life thus open to

him
;
but it was little more than a whim of dejection and

never held him for long. Nevertheless, there was a

considerable element of the scholar in his composition
and he was constantly in touch with Cambridge life.

A little before he left Paris he had exerted himself to

establish a sort of typographical entente cordiale. The

University was to be allowed to use the Greek type from

which the Louvre editions of the classics had been

printed, which could only be disposed of with the King's
consent. This favour was to be acknowledged in the

first volume printed from the type at Cambridge ; the

price of the type was to be paid in books from England ;
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the recipe for the ink used in certain Essays upon Horace

and Virgil recently issued from the University Press was

to be disclosed ; and a
"
kind of communication

" "
prop-

ter bonum ac commodum reipublicae literariae
"
was to

be established between the University and the French

royal library. These desirable arrangements were not

complete when Prior came to England, but he left them
in the hands of Lord Manchester, and did all he could

to advance them on this side of the Channel. On 1st April,

1700, nearly a year after his first extant letter on the

subject, he wrote to announce that the Duke of Somerset,

as Chancellor of the University, was sending a Cambridge
Horace for the bibliotheque, and to beg Manchester's

furtherance of the purchase of the Greek type, which

still hung fire. It had been demanded that the title-page

of every book printed therefrom should bear the mag
niloquent legend, Cantabrigiae Typis Academicis, Car-

acteribus Graecis Regis Christianissimi. This was too

much in the Louis Quatorze manner to be stomached by
an English university, and the less assertive phrase

Typographeio Regio Parisiensi was eventually substituted.

It was doubtless as a recognition of these services that

the degree of M.A. was conferred on Prior in the same year.
There is no reason to suppose that he had deliberately

performed them with a view to anything more sub

stantial. Nevertheless he may very well have hoped
that they would be remembered in his favour when he

came seeking election as Parliament man.

Immediately after his return to England, or as soon

as his health would let him, he got into touch with his

Cambridge friends. On the same day that saw the Kit-

catters cheering Betterton's Falstaff, he wrote to Doctor

Humphrey Gower, who was still Master of St. John's

College and had, one gathers, preserved the absentee's
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fellowship against some who would have taken it from

him. The letter evidently enclosed a copy of the Carmen

Seculare.
"

I will not so much as endeavour to make any excuse

for my long absence from the college ;
it is easier to confess

the fault and throw myself wholly upon your goodness.
I have long intended to come in person to Cambridge
to ask your pardon there, but since my return to England
a very ill state of health and a very great deal of business

have withheld me. I hope, however, in some time to

beg a week or ten days to wait on you and to assure you
that, as I have great obligations to the college, and most

particularly to the master of it, so I shall always endeavour

to show myself not wholly unworthy of them by bearing
an entire affection to the society, and a very true respect
to him who governs it. Your pupil, my Lord Jersey,

has been pleased to accept of me in his office, from which

place I ought rather to send you good prose than in

different verse. I will promise you that this is the only

folly of this kind that you shall ever have from me, and

that I am a little ashamed of playing the child at thirty-

three, though my friends at Court buoy me up (too

partially, I am afraid) in the frolic ; whatever I write,

sir, you have a right to it, and in what condition soever

I am you must command me." x

The member whom Prior hoped to depose was Ham
mond, a high Tory, who was shortly to forfeit both his

reputation and his seat by supping with the French

ambassador immediately after Louis XIV had torn up
the peace of Europe by his recognition of the Pretender.

It was not Prior, however, who succeeded the indiscreet

banqueter. The poet, indeed, never came to the poll.

1
Longleat MSS., iii, 394. It may be noted that Prior was

thirty-five, not thirty-three.
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In the spring he was at Cambridge, where he found many
friends ready to support him, though Hammond's

position was even then believed to be a strong one. By
October there were misunderstandings. Reports were

being circulated that he intended to withdraw. He
was annoyed, and wrote James Talbot, fellow of Trinity

College and his principal Cambridge correspondent, a

letter which is not only a protest but reads like an election

address in embryo.
" .... I hear it said as from some of my acquaintance

as if I were resolved not to serve the University in a

future parliament. I neither said or wrote anything of

this kind to anybody but yourself, and to everybody
that had spoke to me of it here I have thought
fit to give no other answer but such a one as might
shew the great respect I had for the University and
the true desire I had to serve that body upon all

occasions, and yet might leave me a liberty of retiring

and not exposing my friends and myself in case I thought
I might meet a repulse in this undertaking. To put
the thing in its right light and give you my real senti

ments of it, it will be necessary to recapitulate that,

whilst I was in France, some of my friends from the

University wrote me word that I was looked upon by
them and others as a person fit to represent them in

Parliament. In saying this, I presume they had an eye to

[my] having been from the age of sixteen and to my con

tinuing till that of thirty-four a member of that com

munity, not a pensioner or fellow-commoner, but scholar

of the house and fellow of a college, my name constantly
in the books and my correspondence with my friends

kept up, as well as to my having acted abroad in several

stations so as to capacitate me in all probability to

represent so illustrious a body. To this I add that I
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understood they would have some person whose principle
it was to represent, as occasion might require, their

steadiness to support the true rights of the English

monarchy and the real preservation of theirs and the

nation's liberty. On these considerations I was induced

to think that they did me a great deal of honour when
some of the heads had me in their thoughts, and as they

please to continue that favourable opinion of me, I shall

always most readily obey any summons they may have

for me, be it to promote anything here for the interest

of any peculiar person or society, or in general to assert

their right in the great council of the nation, as they

may judge me worthy. This is the sentiments I was in

when I was last at Cambridge, and in which I think I

shall always persevere. I would no more plead my merit

to be a Parliament man than Coriolanus would shew his

wounds to be Consul, and my proceeding in and desisting

from my first intention will be wholly governed by the

encouragement or coldness which I may receive from the

University. In one word I desire with all my soul to

serve them whenever it is proposed to me, so as that the

thing may seem practicable. But I should be very sorry
if from that desire I should only make a foolish figure,

and come back again to show my friends at Court that

I had not enow of that kind in the University to sustain

my interest. . . ." 1

From this lengthy apology it appears that, however

anxious Prior might be to serve his University, fear of

defeat at the poll was a deterrent which he did not

blush to acknowledge. On this point Talbot sent him
a vast epistle which shows that, in the opinion of one

on the spot, the candidate had by no means over-estimated

his hazards. The difficulty was that Prior was not on
1 Ibid., p. 423,
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the spot. Hammond, on the other hand, frequently
resided at Cambridge and was a sedulous cultivator of

his popularity, which was very considerable, especially

among the younger Masters of Arts. Several heads of

colleges were for the poet ;
but the fact that the Chancellor

only recognised the candidature of Henry Boyle, the

other sitting member, rather restrained the authorities

from a vigorous canvass on Prior's behalf.

Talbot's earnest advice was that Prior should come to

Cambridge, pitch his tent at St. John's and be his own
advocate

; and that he should also have a professed

agent at the college to carry on business during his

absence. Only thus could he hope to defeat the re

doubtable Tory. But for some reason or other, from

lack either of zeal or of leisure, Matt would not go to this

trouble. A fact which possibly weighed with him was

that he was denied the support of the master of his own

college. On 1 1th December Dr. Gower wrote him a letter

which, almost as long as Talbot's of October, is worth

reading as a dignified and beautiful piece of epistolary

prose. After complimenting his correspondent (" the

first buddings of those hopes, which have since so spread
and flourished with universal praise, passed not unob
served by me "), he repeats the advice which he had

already given in conversation : that Prior should with

draw. His chances of success were remote, and little

was being done to improve them.
" You speak of

friends that manage your interest here
; you best know

who they are, but I wonder we hear nothing of the

success of their management. I do not find that the

interest of either of our present representatives lessens

in the least, nor that your name has been set up, or

much solicitation used ; but that perhaps will not

appear till the nearer occasion of it. That is not my
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business." For his own part, the writer goes on, he is

bound to Mr. Hammond, also a member of St. John's,
whom he speaks of in terms very different from those

employed by more Whiggish writers, from Talbot to

Macaulay.
"
His conduct in the House of Commons

has been generally approved by the University, which

has had several occasions to observe his conduct and to

experience his zeal for the interests of it. He is repre
sented to us as one steady and unbiassed, led blindfold

by no interest, party or popularity, but acting and voting
whether with these or those as becomes an Englishman,
faithful to the establishment in Church and State as it

now stands. As thus, I doubt not, would you steer if

in such a capacity. But, my friend, I know you will

not desire me causelessly to desert my friend, nor change

lightly, or discover levity and inconstancy." Good
wishes and the assurance that his influence shall not

wittingly deprive Prior of a single vote, are all that the

venerable doctor can offer. 1

Eight days later, and in partial if not complete con

sequence of Gower's letter, the poet threw up the contest.

"It is time, my good friend," he wrote to Talbot,
" that I should answer yours of the 16th hist., which I

will do very briefly : by telling you I have laid aside the

thoughts of appearing at Cambridge, and wish very
well to the University in the choice of their burgesses.
You might easily have comprehended this to have been

my resolution from my last letters to you, but, may be,

it was not very proper for me to say so sooner. I will

not trouble you with any reasonings on this occasion,

since I suppose my letters may be opened and read

in a combination room or two before they come to your
hands. Pray assure my true friends of my hearty respects

1
Ibid., 430-31.
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and let them know that on all occasions I am ready
to serve the University in general and them in particular ;

and when I have the happiness to talk with you at the

corner of a good fire, we will make our reflections upon
these great adventures, and you shall see me much of

the same temper as I used to be." l

This is the last of the few letters to have survived

out of what was evidently a voluminous correspondence.
The decision which it expresses was final, and when the

elections were held a little later Prior was not among the

candidates. Dr. Gower had hinted at the possibility of

a future attempt. But it was nearly twenty years
before the poet made his second appeal with equally

unsatisfactory results to the suffrages of his University.
Prior sat in the Parliament that met 6th February,

1701, as member for East Grinstead. On the circumstances

of his election the records are silent ; there is no official

return ; while his extant correspondence, hitherto so

copious, comes to an abrupt termination at the end of

1700, and is not resumed with anything like continuity
until 1710, the year of that Tory revival with which,
outside poetry, he has been chiefly associated. All we
know is that he was elected by the interest of Lord

Dorset, and that he voted for the impeachment of the

lords whom Parliament held responsible for the Partition

Treaty.
2

The unexpected nature of the poet's one recorded

participation in a division brings us face to face with the

question of his politics. Not that in themselves they
amounted to much. But they carried implications
which it is not always easy to read. In his earlier letters,

indeed, he appears almost totally unconcerned with

party matters. The Whig Junto, the constitutional
1 Stowe MS. 755, fo. 39.
1 The History of His Own Time, p. 185 ; Montagu's memorandum.
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expression of the King's will, was in power. Its members
were his employers, and one of the most important,
Charles Montagu, was his personal friend. All his

diplomatic work was the carrying out of Whig policy.

He seems to have been a Whig as a matter of course.

After the Treaty of Ryswick had been signed and he

had been sent to Paris, however, he gave more attention

to the state of affairs at Westminster. Some time after

the Earl of Portland left the French capital he began to

receive long political dissertations from his former

secretary. The question of party was bothering Prior,

as it has bothered so many literary men whose intellect

politics have attracted, but whose taste and sense of

reality the machinery of politics has offended. Among
some miscellaneous and undated notes from the poet's

hand occurs the following passage :

" One does not

know a party when one thinks one is master of it, their

interests private their minds governed by the love of a

woman, their subdivisions and thereupon their anger
to each other greater than to any of the opposite party
in general. Distractions that happen upon such mis

understandings and what the Italians call comedia in

comedia." 1 This may be supplemented by his severe

character-sketch of the party man in his Essay upon

Opinion.
" A party manr indeed, and such most of

us are, or must be, js an animal that no commentator

upon human nature can sufficiently explain. He has

not his opinion, how sorry a world so ever it may be,

in his own keeping. Quo ad hoc he is mad, must speak
without believing what he understands, without enquiring
he acts as implicitly^according to the word of command

given out by the heads of his faction.as a Carthusian or

a Jesuit does to the will of his Superior. The lie of the

1 Prior Papers (Longleat), xxi, fo. 158.
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day is the rule of his life, and as his judgment depends

upon that of other men, he must justify everything that

his party acts with the greatest injustice, till from the

degrees of warm and violent, he comes up to furious and

wicked. Foenum habet in cornu, and everybody is obliged

to yield or run from him."

In his letters to Portland, Prior is more specific. He
had a definite text in the state of his country, and his

experience in Holland and France had unquestionably

given him a broader view than could be boasted by many
a stay-at-home politician. What he wrote on 1st March,

1699, anticipates, as has been pointed out,
1 the ideas

put forth in a famous pamphlet by a distinguished
statesman who was also Prior's familiar friend :

Bolingbroke's Idea of a Patriot King.
"... I have intimated to your Lordship what sudden

joy some people here had upon the opiniatrity of the

Parliament in England, but that joy cools a great deal.

The address of the House of Commons to the King to

remove Papists and discontented persons about London
I have, and shall make good use of, by letting the Court

of Versailles see that the peevishness of the House is very
far from favouring our friends at St. Germains, and

that, whilst we have such laws against King James and

his adherents, and such addresses from our Parliament

to put them in force, we are likely enough to preserve
our liberties under his Majesty's reign and government
without other strength than the united obedience and

loyalty of all his subjects. This I say is the turn that

must be given to our affairs here, to have them bettered

in England. If I were there, I would venture to say at large
to your Lordship what I just set down the ebauche of here.

'

The people of England are wild, at ease, and separate
1 By Mr. J. M. Rigg, in his introduction to Longleat MSS., iii.
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from the commerce and knowledge of the affairs of

Europe ; some that have a good deal of wit think too

speculatively, for want of experience in relation to things
abroad ; many are personally malicious at the Court

because they are not in it
; the ministers therefore should

give his Majesty at once a plain, direct and honest

account how this general bent of the nation is at present,
and not tell his Majesty things by halves, letting him see

the worst side of them when it is too late
;
but if some

of the ministers be too deep in their parties' interest

to do this, his Majesty's business suffers from their

partiality, and, as the Scripture says, no man can serve

two masters, so no man, I am confident, can serve a

King of England who ought to be master of all parties
and persons in the kingdom, who is too much a slave

to any party wherein he is engaged.
" With this his Majesty will be pleased to say the

kindest things imaginable to the Parliament when he

grants a thing, and the most like a king when he refuses
;

thus did Henry VII and Henry VIII and Elizabeth,

who refused more things than any other of our princes,

and yet governed us best : and every word and syllable

that the King speaks bears a great weight through all

Europe, particularly in this Court.

"As to this project of an Act to restrain the number
of officers in the customs, excise, etc., that shall sit in

the House, it will limit the King's power more than

any of his predecessors have been, and may have a worse

effect in future parliaments than can be seen at present.
Men of good learning and experience should be a little

encouraged to take notice and talk of this in their con

versations in Westminster Hall, in coffee-houses, etc. ;

the ministers and great men about the King should find

out such persons for this service.
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' And it should be intimated that some of these men
who are most violent in this matter are breaking into our

constitution as much as those who in former reigns were

for repealing the penal laws and tests, it being the same

thing to the nation if we are hurt by bad subjects or by
a bad king, and that we suffered as much by popular rage
in '45 as by arbitrary power in '88.

" The Archbishop and those bishops who have power
should hint this to the clergy, and this may be said of

the Tory clergy preferably to the other, that if they are

in the King's interest, they will most heartily espouse
his cause. The others, though they have been active

for the King, were so because they were against Popery,
and thought King James most against them ;

but they
were bred in latitudinarian principles, and are no great
friends at bottom to monarchy, though in the hands of

the most righteous prince that ever reigned. This will

be found true by all those brought up in Bishop Burnet's

sentiments ;
for my Lord himself, you will find that he

will give teste baiss&e into everything that may please
the Princess, that he may have the Duke of Gloucester

more entirely his own.
"

I will only observe further on this head that the

King's speech as soon almost as he was on the throne,

in which he said he would sustain the greatness of the

monarchy, did him more service than any speech he has

made since, and that the body and commonalty of the

people of England love the glory of monarchy in general,
and will keep up that of the King in particular who has

done such great things for us, if they are rightly managed.
' Your Lordship sees with what nakedness and sim

plicity I dare open my mind to you ; I dare affirm a

good deal of what I say is truth, and I believe most of it

practicable. I beg your Lordship not to show it to
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anybody, neither to my friend Montague or to Mr.

Secretary. If any improvement may be made of what
I say to his Majesty's service and interest I shall account

myself very happy, and I hope your Lordship knows
me well enough to think that I do not write this out

of a saucy desire to show myself a politician, or an

opinion of my own knowledge, but in the duty, zeal and

respect that becomes the least of the King's subjects
and the most humble and obedient of your Lordship's
servants. . . ." 1

A week later Prior takes up the tale.
'

Your Lordship will have the goodness to pardon

my last letter, and take the freedom with which it was
written to proceed from its right motive. I would not

be ruined or hanged for my sentiments, so I dare only
tell them to your Lordship and beg you to burn them.

His Majesty, upon the many occupations he has, must

(according to my wise politics) e'en take one other trouble

upon him
; he must be his own minister, and direct his

Council, or at least some of them, what he would have

done, rather than rely upon their advice as to what he

should do. The Whigs have given him good words,

and seem to do their best in Parliament for his interest
;

but if they do their best or no, or only (as I say) seem
to do it is the question, since it is evident that most of

those members who have not been in former parliaments,
and who do in this compose that body which they call

the country party, are those who have obstructed the

King's business, and yet most of them are and have been

always Whigs ; on t'other side the Tories in these last

affairs have voted against their principle, because the

chief of their party are peevish, and the multitude of

them follow their example, whilst these leading men are

1
Longleat MSS., iii, 319.
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against the Court, right or wrong, because they are not

of it : the remedy that is to be found to this evil is that

in one and the other party some should be gained by his

Majesty's goodness and kindness, and others made
sensible of his displeasure ; this was practised by King

Henry VII and Queen Elizabeth with success, who, as

I observed to your Lordship, were our best princes and

ruled us best. . . ."

Prior here diverges to more particular matters, mainly
connected with St. Germains, but in his concluding

paragraph returns once more to his preoccupation.
"
The peevishness of our friends at St. Stephen's Chapel

is sufficient to make any man wish for a cloister, but I

hope in God your Lordship is above all such thoughts,
for 'tis from such men as you that the tide must be

stemmed and the waves broken : and great and good
men are most necessary to the preservation of the State

in the most troublesome times, so that I hope, my Lord,
for all your being weary of the world, we shall long enjoy

you as our patron and friend, and good men continue to

be obliged to you."
1

Portland did not obey Prior's request that no one

but himself should see these letters. He did not, it is

true, show them to Montagu or any other minister
;

but, in his answer of 16th March, he wrote :

" Vos lettres

ne sont veues que d'un seul, la ou ils font du bien."
"
By that un seul de mes amis that saw my letters,"

Prior replied,
"
your Lordship either means yourself

alone or one other who had the greatest right and reason

in the world to see them." Portland continued to deal

in circumlocution,
"
Je vous ay tSmoigne* dans ma

pre*ce*dente la satisfaction que Ton a eu des sentiments

que vous aves marquez sur les affaires de ce pais, qui
1

Ibid., 324, 325.
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n'ont estez veus que de celui seul qui a le droit de les

voir." In two words, the sole participant with him of

Matt's wisdom was King William III.

Prior can hardly have been anything but pleased by
this violation of his confidence. Portland had expressed

approval of his ideas, but the stiff commendation of that

very frigid Dutchman was a poor response to the appeal
of enthusiasm. William would certainly like the tone

of the letters. At the beginning of his reign the King
had tried to govern through a ministry constructed

without regard to parties. After a few years he found

himself forced to rely exclusively on the Whigs because

they alone would help to carry on the war, which was
his chief, indeed his only, concern. In theory though
William was little prone to theorise he was, as a King
with a full appreciation of the rights of monarchy, far

more in sympathy with Toryism than with the doctrinaire

Whiggism which crowned and shackled him. Now if it

were necessary to label Prior's political creed as expressed
in the letters to Portland, we should be as nearly accurate

as possible in calling it philosophic Toryism.
1

There was no inconsistency between this creed and its

exponent's attitude on particular questions. He believed

in beneficent monarchy in general, and in William as

an actual and present beneficent monarch. But, roughly

speaking, the men who furthered the King's policy were

Whigs, those who thwarted it Tories. During the debates

of 1699 and 1700 therefore, for practical purposes, he

was Whig. On the two great questions which helped
the fall of the Junto, the reduction of the army

2 and the
1 " We may, therefore, fairly suppose that these letters were not

without their influence on the royal counsels as evinced in the subse

quent reconstruction of the administration upon a broader bottom."
[J. M. Rigg, he. cit.]

8 See A New Answer to an Argument Against a Standing Army
[Dialogues of the Dead, p. 317]
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resumption of the Irish grants, he was staunch to his early

friends
;
and he hotly resented the violent attacks which

were being made on ministers in the House of Commons.
"

I must congratulate your happiness," he told Manchester

in February, 1700,
"
that you are out of this noise and

tumult, where we are tearing and destroying every man
his neighbour. To-morrow is the great day, when we

expect that my Lord Chancellor [Somers] will be fallen

upon, though God knows what crime he is guilty of,

but that of being a very great man, and a wise and upright

judge. Lord Bellemont, you will read in the votes, was

fallen upon to-day ;
thus every day a minister, till at

last we reach the King. By the next post, I shall, I

presume, be able to write to you what relates to matters

on your side. I am heartily tired with them on our

side." 1

Prior drew a clear distinction between the old ministers

and those new Whig members of Parliament who were as

hostile to William's policy as the
"
peevish

"
Tories

themselves. 2 But by the beginning of 1700 Montagu
had left the Treasury and Orford the Admiralty, and

Somers, beaten by the fury of the Commons, was soon

to surrender the Great Seal. The experiment of a

composite ministry was again tried and again failed.

Prior, with his monarchical ideal, longed for a strong

and solid government : no matter the party label it

bore so long as it worked efficiently under William's

direction.
"
For God's sake," he wrote to Jersey in

October,
"

let somebody or other be ordained to rule us,

for at present your Godolphins and Montagus equally

deny that they have anything to do with us, and I think

1
Cole, Memoirs, p. 103.

For his opinion of the parties see the lines headed A Fable

[Dialogues of the Dead, p. 316]. The attribution of these lines is,

however, uncertain.
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we are likely to fall between two, though we might crush

them both if we would act with vigour."
l This impatience

with Montagu is significant. Prior was getting clear

of old associations. His colleague of the Town Mouse
and Country Mouse had developed into an extremely
able but inordinately pompous official, and had little

in common with the Bohemian free-lance who happened to

have disguised himself in court dress. Not that this

alienation was the cause of Prior's political development.
But it made such development possible. On the other

hand, his friendship with Jersey, who was a Tory and as

such had been Secretary of State in the reconstructed

ministry of 1699, was probably not without its influence.

A letter written to Manchester hi December, 1700,

on the eve of his entry into Parliament shows very clearly

the position at which he had arrived.
"

. . . It would be unreasonable if I did not take

the opportunity of Mr. Chetwynd's return to tell your

Lordship what I know of the state of things here. That
we shall have a new parliament is (I think) certain (at

least, as far as I can see into the matter). What sort of

parliament it may prove, I cannot any ways foresee,

but sure there never was so much work, as at present,
in securing parties and bribing elections : Whig and

Tory are railing on both sides, so violent, that the Govern
ment may easily be overturned by the madness of either

faction. We take it to be our play to do nothing against
common sense or common law, and to be for those that

will support the Crown rather than oblige their party ;

and in order to this, men are preferred who are looked

upon to be honest and moderate. In this number

(whether with reason or not time must decide) we com

prehend our Lord Keeper and our new Secretary. Lord
1

Longleat MSS., iii, 422.
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Rochester and Lord Godolphin are in the Cabinet Council ;

the latter is at the head of the Treasury, the former

(we take it for granted) is to go Lord Lieutenant of Ireland,

though it be yet a secret. The two companies are to be

brought to an agreement (if possible) and Mr. Montagu's

being made a peer (we take for granted) may contribute

to this union, since being in the House of Commons he

would make an ill figure if he either declined to support
the new or should find too great an opposition in his

endeavouring so to do. As to the great affair, I presume
the King will wholly defer it to the Parliament and

act conjointly with their consent, which I take to be the

only method. All that I can say more on this head is

that I take it to be happy for the King that the will

is preferred by the French at a time when everybody
was peevish against the Court (though with what reason

God knows) about the treaty. . . ."*
" The great affair

"
to which Prior refers was the

question of the Spanish Succession, now more urgent
than ever. Charles II was lately dead, and had left his

dominions by will to Philip, Louis XIV's grandson.
Louis had accepted this will ; and the Second Partition

Treaty, which settled the Spanish crown on the

Archduke Charles, had gone the way of the first.

None the less was the new House of Commons, which

met in February with a Tory majority and Mr. Prior

as member for East Grinstead, intent on punishing those

responsible, or believed to be responsible, for the frustrate

partition. By the second treaty, it was held, Louis

would have been made predominant in Europe. The

impeachment of Somers, Portland, Orford and Montagu,
who was now Lord Halifax, was therefore voted.

Why Prior voted in the majority is reasonably
1
Cole, Memoirs, p. 269.
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explained by Sir James Montagu, who, seeing that his

brother was a victim of the motion, is to be commended
for harbouring no resentment. The negotiations for

the treaty, he says, were in the main conducted by word

of mouth, with Prior as intermediary between two kings
who would neither of them commit themselves in writing.

This was while Prior was alone in Paris after Jersey's

departure and before Manchester's arrival. The whole

truth of the matter was known, therefore, to few people
besides the two kings and the secretary : so that when
the Commons decided to impeach the ministers, they
were attacking four men of whom three had been in

entire ignorance of the treaty until long after it was

signed and had disapproved of it when they had learned

its purport. Portland alone was in the secret. Neverthe

less the king decided to let his old servants take the blame

for a measure of which he himself was the author, and

which he already regretted.
" And upon this conjunction

of affairs Mr. Prior has often owned that he was more

embarrassed, and less knew what to do than in any
transaction that happened to concern him either before

or afterwards, for upon the one hand he had been en

trusted by two very great princes with the management
of a secret transaction, which was not only disavowed

by the French king when there appeared a will more in

his favour, but was in a great measure disowned by his

master, King William, when he saw the English nation

were dissatisfied with it, so, on the other hand, he saw
the blame of the management laid upon those who
he was certain had had no share in the negotiation,
and such who were of the number of his greatest friends

and well-wishers." In this dilemma he decided that

the King must be shielded at all costs. Sir James
Montagu, though he does not commit himself to approval
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of this step, admits that
"
very many honest gentlemen

who were well-wishers to King William and his govern
ment were of opinion that it was much better for the

servants to have taken upon themselves the blame

(though in strictness they were not deserving of it) than

to have it rest wholly upon the person of the King by

making it known that he, with the assistance of a very
few of his subjects, had entered upon and negotiated
an affair of the utmost consequence, not only to England
but to all Europe, without imparting his thoughts to

those who were entrusted with the management of all

public affairs." 1 What Sir James did not, of course,

know, was that Prior was not deciding on a mere momen

tary expediency, but found himself faced with a problem

implicit in ideas which he had long been excogitating.

We can well believe he found his position embarrassing.
It was not a fair test of his theory of kingship. Many
elements weighed in his decision. But political principle,

expediency and self-interest the innate desire to stand

well with both king and majority proved heavier than

common honesty and the ties of friendship.

The couplet from The Conversation,

Matthew, who knew the whole intrigue,
Ne'er much approved that mystic league,

which is usually quoted in this connection, is really beside

the mark. Prior's opinion of the treaty itself had little

influence on his vote. He may have intended the lines

to justify his conduct to a world which did not hold all

the clues ;
but it should be remembered that he put

them into the mouth of an ignorant know-all.

This affair naturally provoked a rupture with Lord

Halifax. To his credit, however, the statesman never

1 See Dobson, Selected Poems of Matthew Prior, pp. 217 seqq.

quoting Montagu's memorandum.
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sought revenge. Although estranged, he remained Prior's

well-wisher, and many years later a complete reconciliation

took place.

A word may here be said of the poet's relations with

Portland. They were complicated by his relations with

Albemarle. For between those two Dutch bearers of

English titles there was hostile rivalry.

For many years Portland had his master's undivided

affection and confidence. He advised his policy and put
it into practice. To all intents and purposes, he was
chief minister of the Crown. Then came Keppel, his

younger and more attractive compatriot, who with

none of Portland's ability won an equal measure of the

royal favour. Portland was furiously jealous. He would
not share his position, and, for all the efforts of William,

who really loved him, eventually retired from the Court.

A hard and ungracious man, he refused the King's

advances, and the friendship of a lifetime was broken.

In this unhappy business Prior took Albemarle's side. l

He confessed frankly that he preferred to follow the

rising star ; but we know that he considered himself

Albemarle's debtor. To Portland he ever professed great

regard, offered him the best fruits of his wisdom and

observation, and condoled with him on his annoyances
in the sincerest terms. It is difficult to believe that his

letter of sympathy when he learned of the earl's retire

ment is not honest ;
but he certainly wrote less respect

fully of
"
Swager

"
than to him. If they ever came

into contact after the impeachment division is not certain ;

for shortly afterwards Portland disappeared from English

history.
1
Macaulay, v, 187 : the historian reports a conversation (as

usual without references) which reads much more like Macaulay' s

diction than Prior's.



CHAPTER VI

THE POET AND THE MARLBOROUGHS

PUBLIC events moved swiftly in 1701. The impeach
ment voted by the Commons was quashed by the Lords.

Then came news that James II was dead and that Louis

XIV had acknowledged his son to be King of England.
The war which had been simmering since Louis had

accepted the Spanish king's will was now inevitable.

Parliament was dissolved in July, and a new one sum
moned. The returns showed a slight Whig majority,
but there was little to chose between Whig and Tory
on the score of martial ardour. In the midst of his

preparations to take the field William died. Anne
ascended the throne and Marlborough took command
of the army.

It does not appear that Prior sought election either to

the last parliament of William or the first of his successor.

Possibly he felt his position too ambiguous. Unfor

tunately, for the next few years our news of him is very

scanty. The flood of his epistolary outpourings ceased

with the necessity of writing. Although he rarely failed

to enliven an official letter with some pleasant excursion,

or at any rate to flavour it with witty comment, he did

not cultivate the art for its own sake.

Some time before 1706 he bought himself a house in

Duke Street, Westminster, which was later to become
a meeting-place for intriguing Tories. Thence he sallied

forth to the duties of the Board of Trade l or the pleasures
1 With much the same reward as he had got at the Hague and in

Paris. In April, 1703, the commissioners were six quarters in arrear for

salary. Their complaint was laconically endorsed,
"
They have as

much in proportion as the other officers
"

%Treasi4ry Papers, 1702-7,

p. 136].
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of the town. His life at this date was one of very minor

eventfulness.

In face of Marlborough' s astonishing generalship, the

vow of abstinence from verse which he had made after

writing the Carmen Seculare was soon broken. He turned

once more to worship the rising star. Blenheim inspired

him to A Letter to Monsieur Boileau-Despreaux, whom,

remembering their intercourse in Paris, he addresses as

old friend, old foe (for such we are

Alternate, as the chance of peace and war).

Just as in the Ballad on the Taking of Namur, he employs
the light weapon of banter ; but while in the earlier poem
the banter is for France alone, in the later he turns it

also on himself, and does not altogether spare the heroic

muse. It is here that the famous lines occur :

I ne'er was master of the tuneful trade.

Or the small genius which my youth could boast,
In prose and business lies extinct and lost.

Nevertheless, two years later he celebrated Ramillies

in strains proper to a
"
professed panegyric poet," as he

had once called himself. This time, abandoning the

couplet, he turned to the ode, taking Horace for his

pattern and adapting the Spenserian stanza to his re

quirements. He even,
"
to make the colouring look more

like Spenser's," made use of a few of the more or less

obsolete words which had struck him in the Fairy Queen.
Needless to say, the thirty-five pompous stanzas

"
humbly

inscribed to the Queen
"
have about as little of the great

Elizabethan's quality as verse could well have.

These poems were duly sent out to Marlborough and

duly appreciated. Their author was not left unrewarded.

Dr. Gower, acknowledging a copy of the Ramillies poem
from Thriplow near Cambridge, concludes :
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"
It continues still to be the most agreeable enter

tainment I meet with in this pleasant place, which affords

me the best I enjoy anywhere. I offer the same to my
visitants too, who accept it as such, for though they come
no strangers to your ode, it is fresh entertainment to

read it again, repeat out of it, and discourse concerning
it. The particular interest I have always claimed in

the author, and my having it from his own hands seem

to allow me a more than ordinary concern in the applause
and praises that are paid him on this occasion. It would

be strange if such a performance should not meet with

more than praise expressed by words, or not procure
to its author something else besides honour and

immortality."
1

This final prognostication proved correct. Writing
to congratulate the Duke on his victory in May, 1706,

Prior addresses him in fulsome terms as his
"
patron

and protector
"

and thanks him for mentioning
"
an

affair so small as my fortune
"

to the Lord Treasurer. 2

To this Marlborough despatched a brief and business-like

reply, dated from Aerzeele, 14th June (new style).
" Your letter of congratulation on a late victory,

which I meet in my way to the Hague, afforded me a

very agreeable entertainment, for which I return you
thanks, and pray you will believe me always with truth

your most humble servant." 8

When his poem was ready Prior acknowledged this

note in a covering letter.
"
The inclosed contains the best answer I can make

to your Grace's letter from Arzele, and to all your favours

while you were in England. I own to your Grace that

'tis time for me to quit poetry, but my zeal for her
1
Longleat MSS.. iii, 435.

1 Coxc, Memoirs of the Duke of Marlborotigh, ii, 358.

Longleat MSS., iii, 434.
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Majesty's glory, and my obligations to you, my
Lord, are eternal. I assure myself, that your Grace

will find this written from the heart, and I tell every

body in my preface when I intend to write again
in verse. As to prose, I always attend your Grace's

order." 1

Prior concluded his original preface to the poem as

follows :

" And hereupon I declare that if the reader will

be good enough to pardon me this excursion, I will neither

trouble him with poem or preface any more, till my Lord

Duke of Marlborough gets another victory, greater
than those of Blenheim and Ramillies." Subsequently,
for obvious reasons, he made a considerable alteration

in this peroration ; and the reference in his letter to

Marlborough would not be understood by one who only
knew the final version.

If any man is to be judged by his friends, Prior certainly

was ; and with Marlborough recommending him to

Godolphin in the year 1706, it may safely be assumed
that he was now definitely identified with the moderate

Tories. In spite of his intellectual distaste for party,
he was not one who could breathe long in the ratified

air of political idealism. He needed personal alliances

and concrete issues. It was inevitable that, having
broken with the Whigs, he should sooner or later adhere

to one of the Tory factions. Even more significant than

his connection with the two leaders, both of whom were

far from being strict party men, was his friendship with

Sir Thomas Hanmer, who was destined to become a

leading spirit in that powerful Tory organisation, the

October Club, and eventually head of the Hanoverian

Tories, Bolingbroke's
"
Whimsicals," in the House of

Commons. Of the poet's old Whig acquaintances, little

1
Coxe, ii, 359 n.
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more is heard. Pope says that he
"
did not care to

converse with any Whigs after
"

his conversion.

It is from his few letters to Hanmer that we get almost

all the light that can be thrown on his private life during
the first half of the reign of Queen Anne. One, written

8th August, 1706, is invaluably characteristic. Prior

had sent Hanmer a copy of the Ramillies ode, and

the baronet had responded by inviting him to

Euston, which was his home by virtue of his marriage
with the Dowager Duchess of Grafton. To which the

poet :

" The very reason of my not answering you letter

sooner is, that I was out of town when it arrived here, so

all the excuses I can take for not coming to Euston from

my attendance at the board, or my care of the plantations,
will be found frivolous and scandalous

;
about a fortnight

hence, therefore, all fourberie apart, I will certainly mount

my terrestrial steed, and you shall see a gentle squire
come pricking o'er the plain. A fortnight hence ! if

Mrs. Ramsay makes the calculation, she will find that this

falls into Bartholomew-fair-time, and consequently my
passion for her is very boiling, since I can leave the

rope-dancers' booth, my dear Betty in the city, and pig
and pork, for her, an arbour and a Suffolk dumpling :

so pray, sir, desire her to be patient and discreet, and on
this condition my person is at her service. I am not

master of eloquence enough to thank you for the kindness

of your invitation, at least I will lose no merit I can have
to Mrs. Ramsay, by confessing I have a mind to come on

any other account than that of my laying myself at her

feet. I think that last sentence was gallant. I have no
news to tell you. The west winds have driven our

descent back, and we do not know if we shall first hear

of a battle in Spain, Italy or Flanders. God send us
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success, and keep me long in your good graces, which

next and immediately under those of the above-mentioned

Mrs. Ramsay, I shall always strive to improve."
1

A fortnight passed, and Prior not having redeemed his

promise of a visit to Euston, Hanmer remonstrated in a

tone of banter to match the poet's.
If it were his work on the commission of trade and

plantations which detained him, Prior was soon to be

relieved of that hindrance to his amusements. After

1705, when a new parliament with a Whig majority had
been elected, the complexion of the Government gradually

changed. Godolphin and Marlborough were still at the

head of it, and still called themselves Tories
;
but they

had found, as William had found before them, that they

got a great deal more support for a war policy from the

opposite party than from their own. They therefore

entered into friendly relations with the leaders of the

former, and ousted the more extreme Tories from office.

This change proved unfortunate for Prior. His brief

appearance in Parliament was remembered against him,
and when a new commission of trade and plantations was

appointed, his name was omitted.
"
Things change,

and times change, and men change," Godolphin told

him when he dismissed him. 2

The poet's case was serious. He had now only his

1 Hanmer Corr., p. 101. The editor, Sir Henry Bunbury, appends
the following note : "I imagine that Mrs. Ramsay, mentioned in this
and in many other letters addressed to Sir T. Hanmer, was a friend and
very frequently the companion of the Duchess of Grafton ; and that
she is the lady whom Swift notices in his Journal, 30th December, 1712.
He says,

' Duke of Ormond, Lord Arran, and I, dined privately to-day
at an old servant's house of his. One Mrs. Ramsay dined with us ;

an old lady of about fifty-five, that we are all very fond of.'
"

* Authorities vary as to whether he lost his berth in 1706 or 1707.
He was certainly on the board at the end of August, 1706, and off it

by the end of April, 1707, when the names of the new commissioners
were published in the Gazette.
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fellowship, an unconsidered trifle, on which to depend.
In his straits he was offered and very nearly accepted
a post which strikes one as curiously incongruous. The

story is best told in his own words, for he was a master

of such narration. Writing to Hanmer, 24th June, 1707,

after apologising for his lack of news
"
my own ugly

affairs having taken up my thoughts, and an ill state of

health having brought me to a great deal of indifference
"

he proceeds :

"
By Dyer's leave, the Bishop of Winchester very

kindly offered me the name of secretary to him and his

diocese, which I was told was a kind of sinecure, would

be of some value to me, and still left me the entire liberty

of life : in a few days the good nature of the town, at least

that part of it that wished me no good, carried a glorious

story, that I had a provision of six hundred pounds a

year settled on me, was to live at Farnham with the bishop,
had abandoned all thoughts of ever serving or depending
on the Court, had turned my thoughts wholly towards

orders, was to have all the ecclesiastical preferment the

prelate could heap upon me, and in the meantime, was
to set up High Church, and cut down all the bishop's
woods into faggots to burn dissenters : this civil turn

might on one hand very easily have ruined me at Court,

from whence I had very good reason to expect some

present favour, and might have hindered my return

into business hereafter
; and, on the other hand, upon

a nearer view of the thing I found it not considerable,

and such as neither could or ought to be managed
by deputation ; it comprehended the business of a

whole diocese, and was to be managed by some person
who should wholly apply himself to it ; and, however

great my Lord Bishop's intended kindness and com

plaisance might be to me, it was pretty reasonable his
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secretary should always be near him : upon these views

and reflexions I declined the offer, which (to tell the

truth) I had too suddenly embraced : but I think I

have done it in such a manner as lets him know that

I have a real obligation to him, and a great zeal for his

service, and I think the business will terminate so as that

I may keep his friendship, and Mr. Skelton [? Shelton]

be his secretary : which I think will be very proper for

his lordship's affairs, as well as my own
;

and if an

ingenious man and a good friend finds his advantage

(to which indeed I had an eye in the beginning of my
project), I find no harm in the whole matter : in the

meanwhile I have expedited all his seals and affairs in

the offices at Court, have waited on him to Windsor at

his paying his homage and receiving his prelacy of the

Garter, as I will likewise do to Farnham, and endeavour

to carry the matter so as not to lose his friendship,

nor engage in an employment which I find not

proper for me. You cannot imagine, sir, the noise

this thing has made, the various talk and censure

that have been raised upon it, and the secret

trouble it has given me : but so it was ;
too inconsider

ately, perhaps, begun, and therefore very soon to be

brought off. .../'*
ParIons d'autres choses a favourite phrase of his

Prior goes on, and turns to literary matters. But the

story that he was to take orders enjoyed, thanks to

Dyer's News-Letters, a few weeks of life. It had been

in circulation more than a month before it came to the

ears of the Bishop of Winchester, who promptly wrote

in mock alarm to accuse the poet of designs on his see.

This prelate was the celebrated Sir Jonathan Trelawney,

who, as Bishop of Bristol, had been one of the Seven
1 Hanmer Corr,, p. 108.
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Bishops, and is the subject of Hawker of Morwenstow's

famous pseudo-contemporary ballad.

It appears not only from his own letter to Hanmer,
but also from the bishop's letter to him, that Prior,

though refusing the secretaryship, had rendered himself

liable to certain demands on his service. l
But, whatever

the arrangement may have been, it can only have been

temporary. His thoughts had turned once more to a

continental employment. As he told Hanmer, he had

reason to expect some favour from the Court, by which

he meant Marlborough. The favour in question was

possibly the embassy at Brussels, whence his old friend

and rival, George Stepney, was returning on account

of his health.

In a letter of 25th August, the Duke refers to this

project : if Stepney should recover, he was to go back

to Brussels ; otherwise Prior's application would be

favourably considered. 2 But although Stepney came
home only to die, Matt was not sent to replace him.

Nor were his designs on the Hague any more successful.

It was probably at this time that Marlborough procured
him a pension of 500 a year, a mere dole, though a pretty
substantial one, for the confidential agent of kings.

This was, indeed, a very different state of affairs from

the days when Prior had had secretaryships at command.
In November, 1708, when the great duke was in Eng
land, the poet was still his suitor. Now Florence was
the goal of his ambition, with the alternative of restora

tion to his place on the trade commission. His tone

had become almost abject. The thought that he was

losing touch with public life drove him to depths of

importunate flattery. Unfortunately for himself, he had
1
According to Lord Ailesbury Trelawney gave him board, lodging

and a handsome stipend for the sake of his company.
a
Marlborough, Despatches, iii, 530.
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offended the puissant and virulent Duchess Sarah. She

believed, though there was apparently no just grounds
for the belief, that he had written a libel on her. He

protested his innocence, waxing eloquent of the pathos
of his position.

"
If in my own person I may say what I most desire/'

he told the Duke,
"

it is that I may have the liberty of

laying myself at my Lady Duchess's feet, and of begging
her to hear me demonstrate my innocence as to anything
that might have offended her, and to accept my service in

whatever may hereafter oblige her : in one word, my
Lord, to shew her Grace the contents of this letter.

I have lost my employment after sixteen years' service ;

fare it well. I still subsist, God Almighty bless your

goodness and bounty for it. I desire no more of my
Lady Duchess than that she would not think me a

villain and a libeller. I beg no other eclaircissement of

what is past than that she would forget it ; and with

the most solemn protestation I aver that I have ever

esteemed her as one of the best of women, and would

justify that esteem with my life, which, at present, is

no great compliment, for, in truth, I grow pretty weary
of it. Your Grace will be pleased to indulge this request
to the most unhappy, but the most faithful, of your
servants." 1

This appeal was not without effect on the Duchess.

From the following letter, it is evident that, for the

time being, she ceased to consider Prior an enemy.
When the Poems on Several Occasions were published in

1709, the author wrote to the Duke :

"
I presume to let your Grace know that in this

unhappy leisure, from which I beg so heartily to be

released, I have collected into one volume whatever I

1 Private Correspondence of Sarah Duchess of Marlborough, ii, 407.
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had heretofore writ. The only valuable pieces are those

in which I have endeavoured to mention the great Duke
of Marlborough as I ought, and the obligations which

Britain has to her general's conduct. My Lady Duchess

has been pleased to receive the book kindly, and has

ordered Mr. B. to let me know she is satisfied I never

did deserve her displeasure, and her Grace's justice is

such that all obstacles on that side are perfectly removed.

I am very sure (if there be occasion) she will be so far

from opposing my being restored, that she will assist it.

"
I beg your Grace's pardon for the length of my

letter, but, my Lord, my gratitude is always talkative

and importunate.
"

I wish your Grace all the health, prosperity and

success that can contribute to make a prince happy."
l

If Marlborough ever troubled to read the dedication

of Poems on Several Occasions, he must have reflected

with some amusement on the shameless sycophancy of

the second sentence of Prior's letter to himself, and
on the superior honesty of the last paragraph but one.
"
Talkative and importunate

"
the poet certainly was.

Nevertheless, he failed to get what he wanted from the

man whom he had flattered in several poems and innumer

able letters. At the beginning of 1710 he made another

effort. Once more there was a vacancy at the Board
of Trade, and Prior hoped to fill it. The Duke of

Montagu recommended him to Godolphin, who expressed
himself favourably, and suggested that Prior should

write to Marlborough. A letter was accordingly
addressed to

"
my great patron." But there the matter

ended.

There, also, it appears, ended the intercourse between

the poet and the general. Soon they were to be fighting
1

Ibid., p. 410.
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in opposite camps. Prior has often been blamed for this

rupture. It has been asserted that he turned against

Marlborough when he found that the Duke would do

nothing for him, and he has also been accused of

deserting him in the hour of his eclipse. The two

charges came to much the same thing : that Prior

dropped his friendships when they ceased to be profit

able. Unfortunately his record is not invulnerable to

such shafts. It is undeniable either that his last extant

letter to Marlborough was an unsuccessful appeal, or

that it was almost contemporaneous with the fall of the

Godolphin, which is to say the Marlborough, ministry.
It is equally undeniable that new stars were on the

orient horizon. Nevertheless, there were extenuating
circumstances. Condemnation of his conduct, as well

in 1701 as in 1710, has been based on a mistaken con

ception of the date and nature of his Toryism. What
that was, an attempt has already been made to show.

In the case of his desertion of the Whigs in 1701, it has

been demonstrated that, though self-interest was an

element in his conduct, another and perhaps more potent
element was the logical development of his political ideas.

So, now, his position was consistent with his sincere con

victions. When Prior first came under Marlborough's

notice, patron and place-hunter were both Tories
; at the

beginning of 1710, Prior was still a Tory, but Marlborough
had become a Whig. It is certainly not to be overlooked

that their relations continued for more than a year after

Marlborough's open conversion to the party which would
fill the war-chest. But when Prior broke them, he was not

so much an apostate as a returned prodigal. Honestly
a Tory, his love of profit had held him too long to a

connection which had become unequivocally bewhigged.
In joining St. John and Harley, he took his proper place.
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Though he may have been venal and ready to compromise
with his convictions, he was not a weather-cock. His

politics were not dictated by opportunism, but oppor
tunism discredited his politics. He is to be blamed less

for deserting Marlborough when he did, than for having
licked his boots so long.

The Duchess has expressed her sense of his conduct

with frequency and freedom. In the Characters of Her

Contemporaries, she classed him and Swift together as
" men of wit and parts ready to prostitute all they had

in the service of well-rewarded scandal, being both of a

composition past the weakness of blushing, or of

stumbling at anything for the interest of their new
masters." After dealing emphatically with the greater

of this pretty pair, she goes on to mention Prior's sup

posed share in
"
those vile Examiners, in which the

Duke and Duchess of Marlborough were so beyond all

measure and example abused." This is a matter which

will soon demand our attention, but it may be noted

in passing that during the four years of Tory supremacy
Prior acquired a reputation as a pamphleteer which

nothing whatever remains to justify. The Duchess's

suspicions against the poet as her own traducer, lulled

as they had been by the gift of a book of verse, were

fanned into flame again by what she considered his

desertion of her husband. She quotes his letter on the

subject, mentions the pension of 500 a year, and is

eloquent on his ingratitude
"
to him, to whom he had

long owed his very subsistence. But," she concludes,

"it is enough to say that the first part of his education

was in a tavern, and that he had a soul as low as his

education, incapable of anything truly great or honour

able." 1 Elsewhere she adopts the same tone.
' When

1
Ibid., 138-140.
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Prior was turned out of a place he did not deserve, the

Duke got the Queen to give Prior a place of 500 per
annum. Prior was a boy who waited at the Rhenish

wine-house, whom the late Lord Dorset put to school

out of charity. The Queen let Prior read the letters to

her, and when she had not time took them from him
and gave them the next time." 1 In an endorsement on

one of Prior's complimentary letters to Marlborough
the endorsement obviously having been written long
after the letter the Duchess varies the value of the

pension.
"
Tis certain this man has writ some of the

scandalous libels of the Duke of Marlborough and me,

though he had a pension of four hundred pounds a year
from the Duke of Marlborough, when he pretended to

be in his interest." 2 To these evidences of a vivacious

lady's animosity may be added a note which Prior

himself wrote on a letter which he had addressed

to her.
" Mem. : She sent back the letter unopened

and said she was sure, let Mr. Prior write what he

would, he could not wish well to her and her

family."
But these amenities belong to the year 1710 and

afterwards. Meanwhile, after his expulsion from the

Board of Trade, Prior was living cheerfully enough, in

spite of his moans to Marlborough ; drinking Hanmer's

health ad hilaritatem with Dr. Robert Freind, who was to

write the epitaphs both of his wine-fellow and of their

toast
; taking the waters of Bath ; and looking out for

"
a

Welsh widow with a good jointure." A matter of greater

importance for Bath could not give him permanent

1 Hist, MSS. Comm., 8th rep., App. i, 15 a. The information about
the Queen's letters is curious and unsupported by other evidence. The
paper is dated 3rd December, 1710.

2 Private Correspondence of Sarah Duchess of Marlborough, ii, 408.
3
Quoted in MS. catalogue of Prior papers at Longleat.
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health nor Hanmer find him a wife he was preparing a

volume of poems for the printer.
* * * * *

Prior is now remembered almost exclusively as a poet,

yet so far, in these pages, he has made but a fitful

appearance in that capacity. His own verdict that he

was "
only a poet by accident

"
has almost been justified,

though really as partial on the one side as Pope's of
"
nothing out of poetry

"
on the other. An inveterate

rhymster, he was always deprecating the habit. His

first book of collected poems was issued with excuses

and apologies.

Perhaps his most candid utterance on the subject is

to be found in the Heads for a Treatise upon Learning,
which was only given to the world a few years ago.
"As to poetry, I mean the writing of verses," he there

says,
"

it is another thirg [than prose] : I would advise no

man to attempt it except he cannot help it, and if he

cannot it is in vain to dissuade him from it. This genius
is perceived so soon even in our childhood, and increases

so strongly in our youth, that he who has it will never

be brought from it, do what you will : Cowley felt it at

ten years old, and Waller could not get rid of it at sixty.

Poeta morietur may be said as truly as Poeta nascitur.

The greatest care imaginable must be taken of those

who have this particular bent of thought, they must

begin soon and continue long in the course of some
severer studies. As to my own part, I found this impulse

very soon, and shall continue to feel it as long as I can

think
;

I remember nothing further in life than that

I made verses ; I chose Guy of Warwick for my first

hero and killed Colborn the Giant before I was big

enough for Westminster School. But I had two acci

dents in youth which hindered me from being quite
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possessed with the muse : I was bred in a college where

prose was more in fashion than verse, and as soon as

I had taken my first degree was sent the King's Secretary
to the Hague : There I had enough to do in studying
French and Dutch and altering my Terentian and

Virgilian style into that of articles, conventions, and

memorials : so that poetry, which by the bent of my
mind might have become the business of my life, was

by the happiness of my education only the amusement

of it."

In spite of his modesty, which was genuine enough,
Prior rapidly gained considerable reputation as a poet.

As early as 1695, when he had really printed very

little, his silence after Queen Mary's death was the

subject of comment and protest. By 1707 it had become

worth while to pirate his work. In that year there

appeared, therefore,
"
Printed for R. Burrough, and

J. Baker, at the Sun and Moon in Cornhill, and E. Curll,

at the Peacock without Temple Bar
"

a slim volume,
entitled Poems on Several Occasions : consisting of Odes,

Satyrs and Epistles ; with some Select Translations and

Imitations. Three lines from Roscommon were printed
on the title-page:

Be not too rigidly censorious ;

A string may jar, in the best master's hand,v*

And the most skilful archer miss his aim.

The collection, which was gathered from the various

Miscellanies and issues of single poems, was introduced

with the following "Advertisement from the Publisher
"

:

" The name of Mr. Prior, is a more satisfactory recommendation
of the following sheets to those gentlemen who are judges of

poetry, than whatever can be offered in their behalf.
"
All that I here endeavoured, (and which by the assistance

of some friends, I have accomplished) is, that the several pieces
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herein contained, should appear more perfect and correct by
this publication, than they have hitherto done elsewhere ; and
that no copy should be inserted, till I was assured of its being
genuine."

It will be observed that there is no suggestion that

the publication had been sanctioned by the author.

There is no evidence that Prior made any immediate

sign that he was aware of this impertinence. But,

deciding that if the world was to have his poetry, it had
better have it from the proper source, in 1709 he got
Tonson to publish an authentic collection of Poems on

Several Occasions. In his preface he specifically brands

the earlier volume as both inaccurate and partially

spurious.
" A collection of poems has lately appeared

under my name, though without my knowledge, in

which the publisher has given me the honour of some

things that did not belong to me ; and has transcribed

others so imperfectly, that I hardly knew them to be

mine. This has obliged me, in my own defence, to look

back upon some of those lighter studies, which I ought

long since to have quitted, and to publish an indifferent

collection of poems, for fear of being thought the author

of a worse.
" Thus I beg pardon of the public for reprinting some

pieces, which, as they came singly from their first impres

sion, have (I fancy) lain long and quietly in Mr. Tonson 's

shop ; and adding others to them, which were never

before printed, and might have lain as quietly, and

perhaps more safely, in a corner of my own study. ..."
As already pointed out, these excuses are unnecessary

but characteristic. What is more interesting is the

total insufficiency of the alleged reason for publication.
The 1707 volume presented a very fair text of seventeen

poems, all of which were undoubtedly genuine. Mr.
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Waller, the highest authority on the text of Prior, has

shown that in many cases this edition differs" from the

authentic ones in a lesser degree than those differ among
themselves. Moreover, the attribution of fifteen of the

seventeen poems has never been in doubt. Some of

them were already well known, and others reappeared
in the authorised edition. The two uncertain items

were those which held first place in the volume : A
Satire on Modern Translators and The Seventh Satire of

Juvenal Imitated. Curll mentions them particularly in

the preface to the volume which he published in 1722,

immediately after the poet's death, as omitted from

his acknowledged works
"
on account of a few nipping

turns upon two noblemen, lately deceased." The evi

dence of Curll, as publisher of the 1707 collection, is

discredited, but Mr. Waller found at Longleat a printed

copy of the second of these, with an unpublished post

script signed by Prior ; while the Satire on Modern

Translators, of which there is also a printed copy at

Longleat, is clearly the subject of the early letter to

Dr. Humphrey Gower quoted in this biography.

Prior, therefore, was prevaricating or, rather, deliber

ately lying. Nor can we blame him. Unscrupulous

people like Curll the printer must be fought with their

own weapons. CurlTs prefaces were more veracious

than Prior's, but his action was utterly dishonest. He
had published over their author's name, and without

sanction, poems which had originally appeared anony
mously.

x In such a case, a poet is perfectly justified in

1 The Satire on Modern Translators was printed in Poems on Affairs
of State (1697), where it is dated 1684

"
possibly erroneously," says

Mr. Waller, though the letter to Gower shows that this date was at
least approximately correct. In an edition of the Poems on Affairs of

State, dated 1698, the satire is said to be "
by Mr. P "

[see Waller,

Dialogues of the Dead, pp. vii, 388, 389]. It does not appear how the

Juvenal first got into circulation.
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denying his offspring ; though the denial may not con

sist with that frankness which we associate with the

noblest natures.

There can be no doubt that the pieces which Prior

particularly wished to disown were the two satires and

the First Epistle to Fleetwood Shephard ; which last,

according to Curll,
"

his great modesty prevailed upon
him to withdraw, only upon there being in the close of

that piece an innocent joke upon Mr. Montagu, late

Earl of Halifax." Frankly a courtier, he was very much
afraid of hurting people's feelings and was therefore

chary of satire. A passage in the Heads for a Treatise

upon Learning, immediately consecutive to that already

quoted, gives his views on the subject :

" And in this

too having the prospect of some little fortune to be

made, and friendship to be cultivated with the great

men, I did not launch much out into satire, which how
ever agreeable for the present to the writers or encouragers
of it does in time do neither of them good considering
the uncertainty of fortune, and the various change of

ministry, where every man as he resents may punish in

his turn of greatness, and that in England a man is less

safe as to politics than he is in a barque upon the coast

in regard to the change of the wind, and the danger of

shipwreck."
Prior appropriately dedicated the Poems on Several

Occasions to the young Earl of Dorset, the son of his

first patron, who had died in 1706. The dedication,

which is practically a biography of the late earl, is an

admirable specimen of its kind. A panegyric, it naturally

lays stress on its subject's virtues, but the flattery is not

outrageous, being kept in check by an excellent sense of

proportion. Like all Prior's prose writings, this epistle
is lucid and pleasant to read.
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The collection itself, which was much larger than its

illegitimate predecessor, need not be criticised in detail

here. It contained the occasional poems, from the

college exercise on Exodus iii, 14, to the Ramillies ode,

including the Carmen Seculare in Dibben's Latin version

as well as in the original ; the Fontainesque fables of

Hans Carvel, Paulo Purganti, and the Ladel ; and
various odes and songs. The longest piece in the book

is Henry and Emma, that improvement on the inimitable

Nut Brown Maid which indicates with such emphasis
the gulf between the taste of the eighteenth century and
of our own day.



CHAPTER VII

MATT'S PEACE

THE story of the last years of Queen Anne has often been

told, nor is it here to be repeated at length. It is only
our concern in so far as it was Prior's. But at that

date the poet's connection with public affairs was more

intimate than at any other period of his life. It is

necessary, therefore, to enter somewhat more fully into the

domain of political history than we have hitherto done.

When in the course of the year 1708 the ministry

purged itself of its last Tory elements, Godolphin and

Marlborough, great as their power still was, created

against themselves a dangerous opposition, which was

by no means confined to Parliament. The war was

growing rapidly more unpopular ;
the pinch of poverty

was not to be lessened by contemplation of the brilliant

campaigning which caused it ; there was a strong feeling

that Marlborough was continuing the war rather for his

own benefit than for that of England, and that an

advantageous peace should, as it very well could, have

been concluded after the great victory at Ramillies in

1706. And if the country so far as the country was in

those days capable of an opinion was dissatisfied with

the ministerial policy, the Queen was no less dissatisfied.

So long as she had been under the influence of the

redoubtable Duchess of Marlborough, the duke (except
for his thraldom to the same beautiful fury) had been

omnipotent. Lately, however, alien influences had crept
into the Court. The duchess's domineering temper had
defeated itself and driven the poor Queen into the arms

of a more restful friend, Mrs. Masham, who, though
153

II (1718)
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working by subtler ways, did not take long to establish

herself in the position which Sarah Jennings had held

since she and the Princess Anne had been girls together.

Mrs. Masham, moreover, was cousin to that ambitious

and intriguing politician, Robert Harley, who, working

through her on the Queen's innate Toryism, established

himself in the position of confidential adviser once held

by Marlborough.
Meanwhile, external events were making for the same

results as public opinion and court intrigue. The cam

paign of 1707 made no such appeal to the imagination
as had those which culminated at Blenheim and Ramil-

lies. In 1708, it is true, Oudenarde was fought and won,
and a Whig majority was returned to Parliament. But
the confidence which Whigs may have felt in these events

was ill-founded. In 1709 negotiations for a peace were

opened at the Hague, but Louis XIV, ready as he was
to come to terms, could not accept the inordinate and

insulting conditions of the Allies. A fresh campaign was

opened, and resulted in the disastrous victory of

Malplaquet, which brought more of mourning than of

rejoicing to Englishmen. It may be noted, in passing,
that neither Oudenarde nor Malplaquet was celebrated

by Prior.

Next year came the crisis. Two events, a second

abortive peace conference and the ill-judged impeach
ment of a popular Tory preacher, Dr. Sacheverell, brought
the unpopularity of the Government to a head. It was
clear that the ministry as at present constituted could

stand no longer. Harley, however, the man of the

moment, was not for a complete change. In spite of the

failure of such schemes in the past, he advised a coalition,

a ministry chosen irrespective of party.
Circumstances and the Queen proved too strong for
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him. In April, after a violent scene, Anne dismissed her

old friend, the Duchess of Marlborough, from her presence

for ever ; though the Mistress of Robes, with character

istic preference of hard cash to the intangible quality of

dignity, continued to draw her salary for nearly a

year longer. In June the Queen dismissed Marlborough' s

son-in-law, Sunderland, from the Secretaryship of State ;

in August she made Godolphin break the Treasurer's

staff which, whatever his shortcomings, he had wielded

since the beginning of her reign with immaculate honesty
and an efficiency rarely rivalled in the annals of his

office. In September she dissolved Parliament. Mean
while Harley, who, the Treasury being in commission,

had been officially Chancellor of the Exchequer but

actually head of the Government since Godolphin's fall,

was vainly trying to form his coalition. His difficulty

was that he could get no Whigs to join him. One by one,

therefore, the offices of State were given to Tories
;
and

when the new Parliament showed a strong Tory majority,

the triumph of the party, in spite of its leader, was

complete. Henry St. John, who, like Harley, had been

turned out of office in February, 1708, was one of the

Secretaries of State. Of these two men history has much
to say : of their colleagues, very little.

It was not long before Matthew Prior felt the effects

of the change in the political atmosphere.
" The making

Mr. Prior the first fruit of a restoration," Lord Weymouth
wrote to Harley, 24th July, 1710,

"
shows that commis

sion will be continued." His friends wrote to congratulate
him on his restoration to the Board of Trade, which had

been announced in
"
both foreign and home prints." All

this, however, was a little premature ; for in the middle

of September, Mr. Secretary St. John wrote to him :

"
I suppose you are by this time returned from the
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country, and therefore I send this note to acquaint you
that the Queen has been spoken to in your affair.

"
She is inclined to show you her favour, and is

indifferent which commission she places you in
;

so that

if you settle your business with the ministers, I believe

it will meet with no obstruction above." l

The letter ends with expressions of esteem and

willingness to serve.

The commission to which Prior was eventually

appointed was not that of trade and plantations, but that

of customs
;
nor was his appointment immediate, being

delayed, no doubt, until it had been decided whether he

was needed for other work. He was still expecting it in

June, 1711 ; in October the Queen promised it ; but it

was not until 28th January, 1712, that he made his first

appearance at the Board, and was greeted by one of his

colleagues, H. Crispe, in the following elegant lines :

Will then the Muse, the great Priorian Muse,

Stoop to the Hurries of our cumber'd House ?

Her self to Business, and the Board, apply
Intense, and Numbers not harmonious try ?

Blest be the Change ! henceforth Deceit and Fraud
Shall fly these Walls, by so much Virtue aw'd,
Such penetrating Quickness to detect

Abuses, such Resolv'dness to correct.

Now Just and Right shall be no strangers here,
More our Great Master's Honour, less his Fear.

So when Apollo kept Admetus's sheep,
The Royal Owner could securely sleep ;

Still all was safe ; the Heavenly Watchman's Eye
Ne'er left his Flocks to rav'nous Wolves a Prey.

Muses are bold Adventurers, their Freight
Is ever what we love, or what we hate
To th* last Degree ; still in Extremes, their Store
Or vastly Rich, or scandalously Poor ;

Whatever Port they make, they still return
Or of our Wonder Objects, or our Scorn.

1
Longleat MSS., iii, 441.
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Thou prosperous Merchant both to Rome and Greece

Never return'st, but with a Golden Fleece ;

Thy Argo ne'er a losing Voyage made,
Equally built for Pleasure, and for Trade.

Bid a new Office be erected, where
The Tributary Muses shall appear,
In humble Verse their Customs yearly bring,
Best Duties, and their grateful Imposts sing ;

When they the common Subsidies shou'd pay,
Their Songs submissive at your Feet shall lay.

Others in Prose-Epistles we salute,
You we present with your own Native Fruit,
But gather'd from a Stock so unlike your own,
'Twill hardly be by our Great Master known :

For how can any humble Verse of Mine,
Pretend to equal, or resemble Thine ?

In 1722, when printed eulogy of the dead poet was

fashionable, these verses were published by Curll and
sold for twopence a copy.

Prior was not so enthusiastic about his new post as

was Mr. Crispe.
"
Prior hates his commission of the

customs," Swift told Stella,
"
because he says it spoils

his wit. He says he dreams of nothing but cockets, and

dockets, and drawbacks, and other jargon words of the

custom-house."

The fact was, of course, that he had been spoilt for

such dull routine. For the last eighteen months he had
been living in more interesting company, and doing more

interesting work, than had ever before fallen to his lot.

One does not forget that he had represented his sovereign
at the diplomatic centre of Europe ; that he had been

the trusted agent in negotiations of the greatest import
ance and secrecy ;

and that he had been on equal terms

with the social, political and intellectual leaders of

twenty years. Nevertheless, his position under Harley's

government was more considerable, and more considered,
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than it had ever been under the Whigs ;
and the men

with whom he came into closest contact were of a

different order from Dorset and Halifax, and far more

congenial. The line of progress which eventually brought
him into the company of St. John and Swift proved
itself, by arriving at that destination, to be the right

line for such a nature as Prior's.

Efforts to demonstrate that Henry St. John was a

great statesman which, in the inevitable reaction

against the predominance of the Whig view of history,

have been rather frequent of late years are lamentably

ill-supported by solid proofs ;
but that he was a brilliant

and interesting personality is indisputable. Had not

his immoderate desire for his own advancement prevented
him from working frankly and harmoniously with others,

he might have become the leader of a great party, instead

of an intriguer and an exile. For the weapon which he

forged in 1710, had he only known how to use it, was a

masterpiece.

Finding himself the leading spirit, if not the actual

head, of an apparently united ministry, supported by
a strong majority in the House of Commons, he was not

content, as a duller politician would have been, to rely
on those advantages alone. He determined to strengthen
his position in two ways which have latterly become far

commoner than they were in his time : he would gather
the best Tory blood and brains into a club, and found

a paper where the keenest Tory pens might scarify the

enemy.
Of the nature and functions of the former of these

organisations, an excellent description is given in a

letter from the founder himself to Lord Orrery:
"

I must, before I send this letter, give your Lordship
an account of a club which I am forming ;

and which,
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as light as the design may seem to be, I believe will

prove of real service. We shall begin to meet in a small

number, and that will be composed of some who have

wit and learning to recommend them
;

of others, who
from their own situations, or from their relations, have

power and influence, and of others, who from accidental

reasons may properly be taken in. The first regulation

proposed, and that which must be inviolably kept, is

decency. None of the extravagance of the Kit-cat, none

of the drunkenness of the Beef-steak is to be endured.

The improvement of friendship, and the encouragement
of letters, are to be the two great ends of our society.

A number of valuable people will be kept in the same

mind, and others will be made converts to their opinions.
"
Mr. Fenton, and those who, like him, have genius,

will hive a corporation of patrons to protect and advance

them in the world. The folly of our party will be

ridiculed and checked ; the opposition of another will

be better resisted ; a multitude of other good uses will

follow, which I am sure do not escape you ;
and I hope

in the winter to ballot for the honour of your company
amongst us/' 1

The object of the club, it will be seen, was to con

solidate and conserve the Tory spirit by means of social

intercourse. Known as the Brothers, its members met

informally at one another's houses to dine and discuss

the questions of the day. As St. John hoped, the choicest

adherents of the party joined it. Prior, who had been

expelled from the
"
extravagant

"
Kit-cat in 1707, was

one of the earliest members. It is to be regretted that he

kept no diary of its proceedings.
One matter discussed at this round table was doubt

less the press campaign. There was no lack of literary
1 12th June, 1711; Bolingbroke, Works, vi. 150.
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ability among the Brothers. Besides Prior, Swift and
Arbuthnot were members ; while Harley had at his

service a not very clubable, but very effective scribe,

Daniel Defoe, who, by the way, had satirised Prior very

savagely in his Reformation of Manners in 1702. It is

no wonder that the paper warfare waged by the Tories at

this time was one of the deadliest in the history of

pamphleteering.
What part Prior played in it is obscure. Nothing in

the nature of a political pamphlet has ever been attributed

to him by literary historians. Such ephemera were, it is

true, usually published anonymously ; but the author

ship of the classics in the kind is not in doubt. Had
Prior used the weapon, it is hardly likely that all certain

evidence of the fact would have disappeared. Yet in

his own day he had a reputation inferior only to Swift's.

The Duchess of Marlborough was but one of many who
credited him with attacks on her husband and the Whigs.
Even the famous Conduct of the Allies was attributed to

him
; and a Whig newspaper spoke of him and the

author of that pamphlet as
"
the two Sosias," in

allusion to the Amphitryon of Plautus or of Dryden.
Such rumours can hardly have been quite without

basis. Possibly they are to be referred to his connection

with St. John's paper, The Examiner ; though here

again the facts are elusive. That he wrote for the paper
is certain

;
the amount and indentity of his writing is

only to be decided by an infallible expert in styles.

One number alone is known to be his, the sixth, pub
lished on Thursday, 7th September, 1710, and that is of

a literary rather than a political character, though, being
a destructive criticism of the Whig Dr. Garth's pane
gyric of the Whig Earl of Godolphin, it scarcely escapes
the party taint. It provoked a reply from Addison in
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the first number of the short-lived Whig Examiner, which

is chiefly taken up with dissecting a silly riddle appended
to Prior's effusion.

No doubt Matt supplied other material for St. John's

paper. On the other hand, his reputation as a writer

and a Tory may have led people to exaggerate his share

in it. On one occasion, at any rate, he was in danger of

being insulted in the streets as the author of an Examiner

which he had not written. 1 The probability is that he

was intimately concerned in the paper's inauguration,
but that his journalistic activity ceased, or was greatly

diminished, when the accession of Swift had rendered

the efforts of lesser writers trivial by comparison.
Swift came to England in September, 1710, and was

henceforth the Tory pamphleteer-in-chief. It is to this

sojourn in England that we owe the priceless Journal to

Stella and, incidentally, a number of very interesting

references to Prior. The two men of letters seem quickly
to have taken to one another. They had much in com
mon. There were depths in Swift's character not to be

fathomed by Matt's more frivolous spirit ;
but vive la

bagatelle ! was a frequent mood of the great satirist,

and to that his friend was well able to respond. More

over, Prior had a keen and cynical eye for character,

and, though
"
very factious in conversation

"
(according

to Macky), he was master of a witty tongue and no
small store of learning. He was an inveterate punster ;

but the pun had not yet fallen into disrepute.
"
Prior

1 In the thirty-second number Swift wrote, with apparent reference
to Prior :

"
Mr. since he is known to visit the present m[inist]ry,

and lay some time under a suspicion of writing the Examiner, is no

longer a man of wit ; his very poems have contracted a stupidity
many years after they were printed." On 22nd November, 1710,
Prior's initials, together with those of Swift and Rowe, were appended
to a letter to the Tatler, criticising Steele's suggestion that

" Great
Britain

"
should he used for

"
England."
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puns very well," says Swift (himself an amateur of the

art), and gives more than one instance.
" We all pun

here sometimes. Lord Carteret set down Prior t'other

day in his chariot
;

and Prior thanked him for his

charity.''
" My Lord Treasurer began a health to my

Lord Privy Seal : Prior punned, and said it was so

privy, he knew not who it was." The smile which we
bestow on these efforts is hardly one of admiration ;

but

fashions change, and we must not forget that they were

once thought worth recording by the greatest genius
of his age.

Better things than puns doubtless passed at the

gatherings of the Brothers, to whose society Swift was,

of course, admitted. Harley's heavy potations rendered

him torpid rather than talkative, but St. John would

dispose of the universe in facile epigrams, while Swift

stripped society naked and Prior re-decked it in motley,
and the genial Arbuthnot put in an indulgent word for

human frailties. When the talk turned to literature,

Matt displayed the author's vanity.
"
Prior came in

after dinner [at St. John's] ; and, upon an occasion, he

(the Secretary) said,
' The best thing I ever read is not

yours, but Dr. Swift's on Vanbrugh ; which I do not

reckon so very good neither.' But Prior was damped,
until I stuffed him with two or three compliments."

l

Like many people who are fond of ridiculing others, the

poet was himself extremely sensitive to ridicule.
"
Mr.

Harley made me read a paper of verses of Prior's. I

read them plain, without any fine manner ; and Prior

swore I should never read any of his again ;
but he

would be revenged, and read some of mine as bad. I

excused myself, and said I was famous for reading
verses the worst in the world ; and that everybody

1
Journal to Stella, llth November, 1710.
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snatched them from me when I offered to begin. So we

laughed."
1 Sometimes, however, Swift was in a more

satisfactory mood.
'

To-day I dined with Lewis and
Prior at an eating-house, but with Lewis's wine. Lewis

went away, and Prior and I sat on, where we compli
mented one another for an hour or two upon our mutual
wit and poetry."

2 As spring approached, their col

loquies became peripatetic.
" The days are now long

enough to walk in the Park after dinner," Swift told

Stella 21st February, 1711
;

"
and so I do whenever it

is fair. This walking is a strange remedy : Mr. Prior

walks to make himself fat, and I to bring myself down ;

he has generally a cough, which he only calls a cold ;

we often walk round the Park together." The friend

ship thus begun lasted until Prior's death, and was
marked on Swift's side by the generous solicitude of

which he was so unexpectedly capable.
Meanwhile the ministers were determined to end the

war
; and, since the concerted efforts of the Allies had

failed, they decided, in direct violation of the terms of

the Grand Alliance, to come to an arrangement with

France without reference to the Dutch or the Austrians.

In April France made certain propositions, and these,

it is true, were submitted to Holland
;

but at the end
of May the ministry suddenly broke all communications
with the States, and recalled their ambassador from the

Hague. In their anxiety for peace an admirable

anxiety founded on motives and pursued by methods

which were far from admirable they were prepared to

give Louis much more favourable terms than those

Powers, or Marlborough and Godolphin, would offer.

Secrecy, a love of which was one of the few qualities

1
Ibid., 31st December, 1710.

*
Ibid., 18th November, 1710.
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common to Harley and St. John, was, therefore, essential

to their proceedings ;
and they established communica

tions with Torcy, the French minister, by means of one

Gaultier, a French priest resident in London, whom
Prior introduced to them. Their negotiations with this

agent were carried on by the Earl of Jersey, whose wife, a

daughter of Charles IPs disreputable friend Chiffinch, was
a Roman Catholic. 1

Jersey himself was at this time

suspected of Jacobitism ;
and his old secretary Prior, the

Whig, the non-party political idealist, the moderate Tory,

lay rightly or wrongly under the same stigma.

There is no doubt that, had he lived, the earl would

have played a considerable part in the events of the next

four years. According to Swift the office of Lord Privy
Seal was to have been his, and he would most likely have

been sent to France as plenipotentiary so soon as the

peace negotiations were fairly afoot. But towards the

end of August, 1711, he very suddenly passed from the

world. He was mourned by Prior, who had evidently

kept up his intimacy with him, in a letter to Sir

Thomas Hanmer which recalls the poet's passionate
determination to follow the earl's fortunes a dozen years
before.

"
If you ever knew the tenderness of a true friendship,

you will pity my present condition, when I tell you that

my dear Lord Jersey went seemingly well to bed on

Saturday night, and at five on Sunday morning died

be his spirit for ever happy, and his memory respected.
The only moment of ease which I have found since this

1 A couple of years after Jersey's death, she gave Bolingbroke and
Prior much anxiety by her indiscreet conduct. In one of his letters to

Bolingbroke, Matt wrote :

" The little devil, her husband had once
a knife in his hand, to go and kill her

; what a puppy was I to hinder
him !

"
[Bolingbroke, Works, vii, 552.] The editor prints a comma

after
"
husband," but this seems superfluous. Prior surely referred to

the countess, and not to the earl, as a
"

little devil."
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cruel blow is just now while I complain and write to

you. Time and necessity I know cure all our sorrows ;

but as yet I feel a load upon my spirits which I conceal

from the world, and which must be too hard for human
nature if it lasts. I know you loved my Lord Jersey,

and I hope I trouble you while I give you an account

of his death : the Queen, the nation, mankind, has lost

a pattern of honour, integrity, and good manners ; you,

sir, have lost a man who understood your merit, and

courted your friendship ; after you have wept for him,

sir, as I beg you to do, I will wish in recompense that

those years which he might reasonably have expected,

may be added to yours : in the meantime I desire you
to believe that till I lie extended on the bier as I saw

my poor Lord this morning, I remain most sincerely and

inviolably, sir, your obedient and humble servant." 1

Before this sad loss of an old friend, Prior had raised

himself hi the esteem of his latest masters by the suc

cessful conduct of a very delicate negotiation. Towards

the end of June, after months of subterranean intrigue,

the ministers thought the time ripe to enter into more

formal, though still private, relations with the French

Court, and they chose Matt as their emissary on account

of his acquaintance with and popularity in Paris, and

also, perhaps, because of his " sincere desire for

peace."
*

The great concession which he was instructed to offer

was that England would acknowledge the right of Louis'

grandson Philip to the Spanish throne. De facto that

prince already reigned in the peninsula, whence the

efforts of Peterborough and Stanhope had failed to dis

lodge him. His claim, of course, founded on the will

1 Hanmer Corr., p. 129.
3
Torcy's Memoirs (English trans., 1757), ii, 127.
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of Charles II of Spain, was the original casus belli ; but

the European situation was so different from what it

had been in 1701 that the surrender of what had then

been a cardinal point was justifiable. The power of

France had been so shattered by Marlborough that there

was now little to be feared from the union of France and

Spain under one family, provided that the crowns them
selves were not united. The accession of the Allies'

claimant, the Archduke Charles, would indeed have been

more dangerous to the balance of power, for in April,

1711, he had succeeded to the hereditary estates of his

brother, the Emperor Joseph I, and was himself a strong
candidate for the Empire.
What St. John wanted in return for this concession

was set forth in a paper of
"
private propositions

"
which

subsequently fell into the hands of the Secret Committee

appointed to investigate these negotiations. Bearing
date Saturday, 1st July, 1711, the document provided
"
that the man was to be sent over to-morrow for a final

answer ; that we would make no peace but what should

be to the satisfaction of all our allies ; that the Dutch
should have a barrier, the Emperor one for their security,

and the Duke of Savoy one ; and that he should have

restored all that was put into his possession by the

Emperor ;
and that the French should restore all they

had taken from him ; and that he should have what other

addition should be thought proper ; and that care should

be taken to keep the balance in Italy ; and that we
should have positive assurance that the crowns of France

and Spain should never be united ; that all our allies

should be satisfied according to their agreements and

treaties with us ; that the trade of Holland should be

secured."

The demands made on behalf of England herself were
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more specific. They were
"
that our trade and com

merce should be settled and agreed on such a foot as

will be to the satisfaction of the subjects of Great

Britain ; that the government should be acknowledged
in France, as it is now settled in Great Britain ; that

Gibraltar and Port Mahon should continue in the

possession they now are in ; that Dunkirk should be

demolished ; that the Asiento [the right of supplying
the Spanish colonies with negro slaves] should be entirely
in the hands of Great Britain, and that France, nor no

other, should pretend to meddle in it, but Britain enjoy
it after the peace as the French do now ; that New
foundland should be entirely given up to the English ;

that the trade of Hudson's Bay should continue in the

hands of the French and English, as they are now
;

and that all things in America should continue in the

possession of those they should be found to be in at

the conclusion of the peace ; that all advantages, or

liberty of commerce, that has been or shall be granted
to the French by the Spaniards, shall be equally granted
to the subjects of Great Britain ;

that the secret shall

be inviolably kept, till allowed to be divulged by the

mutual consent of both parties concerned." The last

clause, enjoining secrecy, is important. Holland and
the Empire were to know nothing of the advantages
which England hoped to reap. When, later in the year,
it became impossible to keep them altogether in the

dark, a discreetly doctored version of St. John's

proposals was offered for their consideration.

An air of mystery, therefore, surrounded Prior's

journey. In the
"
private propositions

"
just quoted he

appears simply as
"
the man." In his passport, the

date of which, 3rd July, shows that he did not keep to

the letter of the first article of the propositions, he is
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described as
"
Jeremy Matthews." l His authority, though

signed at the top and initialled at the bottom by the

Queen, is neither dated nor countersigned by any minister :

omissions which may have been intended to render it

difficult to assign the document to any special occasion. 2

He crossed from Dover to Calais in a fishing-boat, accom

panied by Gaultier, the French agent. No one except
the ministers was sure of the reason of his sudden dis

appearance from London
;

not even Swift, who wrote

to Stella 24th August :

"
Prior has been out of town

these two months, nobody knows where, and is lately

returned. People confidently affirm he has been in

France, and I half believe it. It is said he was sent by
the Ministry, and for some overtures towards a peace.

The Secretary pretends he knows nothing of it." But
if Swift was ignorant of the real history of Matt's journey,
he was soon to show himself capable of inventing a

version of it far more picturesque than the truth.

For a long time, indeed, it appeared that the doctor's

brilliant pamphlet (of which more presently) was the

only account which would ever be forthcoming of these

negotiations. During the proceedings of the Secret Com
mittee the entire absence of any documents relating to

the episode, except the
"
private propositions

"
and the

"
authority," was remarked on. The publication of

1 This passport exists at Longleat. Cf. the song of
"
Matt's Peace,

or the Downfall of Trade ":
" The news from abroad does a secret reveal,
Which has been confirmed both at Dover and Deal,
That one Master Matthews, once called plain Mat,
Has been doing at Paris the Lord knoweth what."

In the New Journey to Paris, Prior is made to masquerade as Monsieur
Matthews while in the French capital.

* The authority was laconic.
" Mr. Prior is fully instructed and

authorised to communicate to France our preliminary demands, and
to bring us back the answer." This limitation of the envoy's functions

caused considerable inconvenience and annoyance in France.
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Torcy's memoirs threw some light on the subject. But

there were far more valuable data to come. Somewhere

there existed, in Prior's own handwriting, a detailed

risumt of the poet's conversations with the French

minister and a word-for-word report of his audience

with Louis XIV. Presumably Harley possessed this

precious manuscript, for it now lies among the Harley

papers at Welbeck Abbey.
1 But if he had it, he kept

it very close.

The diary opens 12th July, though the interview

with Torcy recorded under that date does not seem to

have been the first. The minister read Prior three

letters from Petkum, 2
desiring the King of France to

renew negotiations with Holland, and asserting that the

States would offer better terms than England. He also

showed him his answer to the second letter,
"
which was

really very great, not to say a little fierce ; expressing

his master's resentment of the usage he had received

from Holland, and his resolution of not entering again
into any particular manner of treating with the States."

Petkum's third and most urgent letter, after stating the

Dutch case, proceeded to inform the French that
"
the

English would deceive them ; that the Whigs indeed

would act in concert with the Dutch, but that the Tories

were privately concerting measures with the Imperialists,

and were resolved to continue the war." At this Prior

laughed, as well he might ; for the Imperialists were,

if possible, in deeper dark than the Dutch, and to end

the war, at almost any cost, was the one thing on which

the Tories were determined.
"

I show you these letters,"

1 See Welbeck MSS.,v, 34-42. Published in 1899. The only portion
not in Prior's hand is the audience dialogue ; but there is no reason
to suppose it less authentic than the rest.

1 The resident of Holstein at the Hague. A self-constituted

promoter of peace.
! (17X8)
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said M. de Torcy,
"
that you may see the plainness and

openness with which his Majesty will treat with Eng
land, if the propositions you bring leave any possibility

for it." He then asked if Prior had not brought any
instructions besides the

"
private propositions,"

"
for

that he would be desirous to see something that could

possibly be complied with."
"

I answered," proceeds the

journal,
"
that I hoped he, with a serious air, rallied me,

and I, laughing, was serious when I said I had no other

memoir, nor the power to recede one iota from any point
in this.

'

Le paix ne se fera pas done, Monsieur ; tenez,

dit il, lisez vous meme vos demandes preliminaries.'

I did so, and returning him the paper, I said I had

obeyed his orders, and hoped he was going to fill the

other side of the paper with such answers as I could

carry back.
'

Monsieur Prior, dit il, vous avez ete dans

le commerce, reflechissez un peu sur ce memoire
'

; so

beginning at
' Pour la Great Britain plus particularement;

he said that we asked no less than to be master of the

Mediterranean and Spain, to possess ourselves of all the

Indies, and to take away from France all that appertains
to that Crown in America." Then followed a long dis

cussion, dealing chiefly with the Spanish West Indies, on

which point Prior was immovable, and with Newfound

land, as to the English claim whereto he contented him
self with historical arguments. The Dutch barrier was

their one point of agreement, but they parted with great

good humour.
"

I took this occasion to tell him that

at the same time I had a particular favour to beg of him,

which was that he would let his Majesty know that, as

far as a private person might with manners express him
self to so great a prince, I had an entire pleasure in

finding his Majesty in so good health. I always retained

the greatest veneration for his person, and remembrance
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of his favours whilst I was in France, and I hoped his

Majesty would contribute whatever he could towards

the perfecting that peace which would make him a

friend to my Queen and to my country."
At nine in the evening of 14th July, Torcy invited

Prior to his lodgings, where, after a little desultory talk

about the royal palace and gardens, they settled down
to business once more. Since their last meeting the

English proposals had been laid before the King, who,

like his minister, had considered them impracticable, but

had ordered his Council, in conjunction with some picked

experts in commerce, to examine and report on them.

The result of the deliberations of this body would be

known in six or eight days. M. de Torcy hoped the

English envoy would not mind remaining in Paris so

long. Prior replied that the length of his stay had not

been limited ;
he was, however, anxious to know whether

the French Government had full powers to treat on

behalf of Spain. On this point, on which he had had

special instructions to insist, Torcy was able to reassure

him. Their conversation turned once more to America.

Prior's account of it is worth quoting as a specimen of

his conduct of such discussions.
"

I said that with all

due deference to what he had said en ministre et pour la

France, I could not but hope that his Majesty and his

Council were too eclaircis to think that what we
demanded from them took anything in reality from

France or Spam ;
that as to the assurance of our com

merce in the Mediterranean, we asked no more than

what was already assigned us by Monsieur de T[orcy's]

letter [the French propositions of 22nd April], for that

gave us Gibraltar, and we were now actually possessed
of Port Mahon, that as his letter, by

'

surete reelle pour
notre commerce,

1

understood the actual possession of
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some places, so the
'

surete reelle pour ndtre commerce
aux Indes

' must have the same interpretation, and that

we must, consequently, have the actual possession of

some places in those parts ; and, said he, do not we know
what you are doing ? Have you not put all the money
in England upon that chance, and do you not intend to

do in the West Indies as you have done in the East, to

possess yourselves of the places to fortify them, and to

make yourselves masters of the whole trade of the world.

I said that, as I had told him before, we most certainly

propose to ourselves some advantage in making the peace,
in order to recompense us for the prodigious expense we
had been at in continuing the war, and that though the

present course of trade made us direct our view to the

West Indies, yet our designs in that behalf were such as

could not give the French, much less the Spanish, occa

sion to suspect that we should any way become masters

in those parts ; that four places in so great a tract of

land were so few that the number itself was an answer
to the objection, and that, as I had before said, the desire

of our possessing these places was rather to defend our

selves in those remote parts of the world against robbers

and pirates, than to annoy the Spanish, to whom, in

matters of trade, we should rather be a help and assist

ance. Sir, I added, I see nothing in this demand that

concerns France, nor that forbids France obtaining some
collateral advantage of the same kind from Spain, but

that is no way my affair. France may have other

politics and other views. We are a trading nation, and
as such must secure our traffic ; her Majesty and her

ministry judge it absolutely necessary that this branch
of our trade be secured." Torcy, as we know from his

memoirs, thought Prior was very sensible of the shocking
nature of the proposal (which was apparently implied,
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though not precisely stated, in the
"
private proposi

tions ") that England should have four cautionary towns

in the West Indies. Matt tried to persuade the French

minister that England deserved compensation for the

sacrifice she was making in throwing over the Archduke

Charles for the benefit of Louis' grandson. Here we
seem to recognise the old Prior of the

"
chicaning

answers."

Two days later, Sunday, again at nine o'clock the

Englishman, probably, went abroad little by daylight

Torcy and Prior met in the gardens of Fontainebleau.

Their conversation, at which Gaultier was present, was

concerned, in the main, with the South Sea Company,
on which De Torcy looked as a menace to French trade,

while Matt maintained that
"

it would cause a more

equal distribution of traffic
"
and

" make the whole com
merce of Europe circulate." In support of his view,

Torcy quoted the Dutch gazettes, but Prior scoffed at

their authority.
"
Everybody printed what had been

heard in the next coffee-house, and the paragraphs from

England were generally supplied by the French refugees

at London."

When Prior went to Torcy's lodgings on Wednesday,
19th July, at their usual hour of conference, the minister

was able to give him news of the deliberations of the

King's Council. It was not very good news, for the more

they had studied the English propositions the less they
had liked them. The King, however, was most desirous of

peace, and although he could not accept certain
"

terrible

articles
"

in the memorial brought by Prior, he was

ready to send to England a plan of his own "
as reason

able and extensive as he could," and in the meantime

would not listen to Holland's less exigent, though no

less urgent, overtures. Prior waited until Torcy had
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finished speaking, and then answered with the courteous

firmness which the situation seemed to demand. He
was sorry, but he did not quite understand what was
meant by a plan. The English ministry looked on the

memorial, which he, Prior, had had the honour to give
to Torcy as a plan, and had ordered him to receive the

answer which the French minister should think good to

make to the heads contained in it. To this Torcy replied
that an answer should be given, but as Prior had no
mandate to arrange an accommodation of the points at

issue, but only to take an acceptance or rejection of the

propositions as they stood, nothing could be done except

by sending back to England with him someone charged
with full powers to negotiate on behalf of France. Louis

and Torcy desired Prior's advice on this matter ; for,

if there were to be a peace, there was no time to lose.

The campaign was drawing to an end ; subsidies for

another year would be called for
; and the whole situa

tion might be changed. Prior, of course, was fain to

agree, professed himself sure that an amicable settlement

was possible, and promised the French envoy as warm
a welcome in London as he had himself received in Paris.

There the matter stood until Friday, when Torcy
gave Paris the official answer to the

"
private proposi

tions
"

or, more accurately, to those which concerned

the Allies in general. The second part, in which the

particular demands of Great Britain were set forth,

must be discussed by the French representative, M.

Mesnager, and the English ministry. Torcy expressed
a hope that the commercial question, which was the

main obstacle, would be found capable of adjustment.
" ' Have you not heard,' said Monsieur de Torcy,

' how
the Duke of Marlborough asked la Terre Neuve au nom
de Dieu, faites la grace a la reine ma maitresse de lui
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rendre la Terre Neuve ; il me semble que vous la demandiez

d'une toute autre maniere.' I said," Prior records,
"
that

this way of speaking was, according to the Duke's way,

easy and familiar ;
that it was true I did not ask it

au nom de Dieu pour la reine ma maitresse, mais au nom
de la reine ma maitresse pour la grande Bretagne ; that

the Duke was a great general and unacquainted with the

particular ways of treaty ; provided the thing had its

desired effect, the manner was sometimes neglected ;

that there was some time a small omission in some

former treaties, particularly in that we call the Barrier

Treaty, where care was taken for the Dutch in matter of

commerce upon the tariff 1664, while it was only specified

for England
'

on tachera de faire un traite de commerce

pour VAngleterre,' and this, I hope, will be redressed, as

it is mentioned in the memoir I had the honour to bring
him

;
that in what I asked I should always endeavour

to preserve the dignity of the crown of Great Britain

and preserve the respect due to the minister of France

with whom I then spoke."
On 24th July, Prior had his audience with Louis

XIV. "
Monsieur Torci having the day before delivered

to me the answer to the memoir, and M. Mesnager

being now appointed and empowered to go with me
into England, M. Pecquet came to me in the morning
and told me the King would see me at six in the evening
in his closet. Accordingly at that time M. Pecquet
went privately with me through the lodgings, and

Monsieur Torci came out from the King's cabinet and

introduced me to his Majesty. The King was walking ;

he stood still when I came in, and as I made my obeisance

to him he nodded a little, bowed to me at my third bow,

and, sitting or leaning his back rather upon a table behind

him, as I came up to him he began :

' A fa, Monsieur,
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Je suis bien aise de vous voir, vous parlez franpais je

stay.'
"

I :

'

Sire, pour pouvoir exprimer la joie que je sens

de revoir votre Majeste dans une santi si parfaite, je devais

mieux parler francais qu' aucun de vos sujets.'
" He :

' Eh bien, Monsieur, c'est bien honnete, vous

savez la reponse que j'ai donne a votre memoire, et vous

savez la volonte oil je suis de convenir et de trailer avec

I'Angleterre. J'y envoye un ministre avec vous, qui

s'expliquera en mon nom sur I'affaire ; vous pouvez assurer

ceux qui gouvernent I'Angleterre et qui vous envoyent que nous

ferons tout ce que nous pouvons, moi et le Roi d'Espagne,

pour les contenter. Nous voulons la paix I'un et I'autre ;

J'y contribuerai de ma part tout ce qui me sera possible.'
" He having named le Roi d'Espagne, I said
" '

Sire, la commission dont S.M. la Reine de la Grande

Bretagne m'a honore, le memoire que j'ay donne a Monsieur

de Torci et les discours qui je lui ai tenus Id dessus sont des

preuves convainquantes que I'Angleterre souhaite la paix.

J'espere, Sire, que votre ministre est muni d'un pouvoir

ample et plein.'
" He :

'

II est, Monsieur.'
"

I :

'

Sire, il trouvera I'Angleterre prete a faire tout

pour la paix, qui puisse consister avec I'honneur de [la]

nation et la surete de leur commerce.'
" He :

'

J'en ferai de meme, sur ce fondement la paix
se fera, entre deux nations descendues du meme sang, et qui
ne sont ennemis que par necessity ; il ne faut pas perdre
du temps.'

" He recommended me again to Monsieur Torci, who
stood at a distance while I spoke to the King, and coming
up presented M. Gaultier to his Majesty, upon which I

took the liberty to say in that gentleman's behalf what

really his behaviour merited.
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'

Sire, voild un de vos sujets d qui nous devons que la

negotiation est prevenue jusques id ; il a firis beaucoup
de peine et surmonte beaucoup de difficultes.'

"
Taking my leave, I said that I wished his Majesty

long life and prosperity, that wherever my duty called

me I should always retain a great veneration for his

person and acknowledgment of the favours I had received

in France."*****
With as much circumspection as he had come, Prior

left Paris, accompanied by Gaultier and Mesnager.

They got safely to Calais and safely to Deal, and safely

thence, as it seemed, on to the London road. At Deal,

however, a zealous customs-house officer John Macky,
the reputed author of the Characters on which Swift

commented had conceived a suspicion of the unknown

immigrants. He may have recognised Prior and been

curious to learn why he was travelling under a false

name in the company of two Frenchmen. At any rate,

he sent after them and had them arrested at Canterbury,
where they were detained until St. John himself ordered

their release.

Nothing could have been more unfortunate for the

Ministry. News of the affair spread rapidly ;
it was

pounced on by delighted Whigs ; and rumours of Prior's

mission were soon being circulated by the press both of

London and of Amsterdam. The satirical ballad of
"
Matt's Peace

"
went round the town

; the author of

which, punning, like Cowley before him, on the name
of the author of // Principe, wrote of

Matchiavel P . . . r,

Who richly deserved to be whipt for his pain ;

and prophesied that

Poor Matt in the pillory soon will be seen.
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Nothing of moment leaked out, but it needed very little

in those days to make St. John and Harley feel nervous.

However, as St. John told Peterborough, it was con

sidered derogatory to the Queen's dignity that her

ministers should issue a formal denial.

Then was manifested the advantage of having genius
in one's pay. On 31st August, Swift, who knew no more

of the true facts of the case than anyone else, wrote to

Stella : "I have just thought of a project to bite the

town. I have told you that it is now known that Mr.

Prior has been lately in France. I will make a printer

of my own sit by me one day, and I will dictate to him
a formal relation of Prior's journey, with several par

ticulars, all pure invention ;
and I doubt not but it

will take." Accordingly, on llth September, a twopenny
pamphlet, entitled A New Journey to Paris, was issued

from the shop of Swift's usual publisher, John Morphew.
Sir Walter Scott considered it one of the best things

that Swift ever wrote, and it certainly is an admirable

fiction. As its author said, it was
"
a formal, grave lie,

from the beginning to the end
"

; and it was precisely

its formality and gravity which gave it an air of truth.

It purports to be translated from the French of a certain

Sieur du Baudrier, who acted, by his own account, as

secretary, and, by that of his contemptuous translator,

as valet to Prior during his stay in France. It describes

Prior's arrival at Boulogne ; his interviews there with

Monsieur de Torcy, masquerading as Monsieur de la

Bastide
;
the journey to Paris

;
and the secret meetings

between Prior (" Monsieur Matthews "), Torcy, Madame
de Maintenon and Louis XIV himself at Versailles :

meetings apparently rendered fruitless by the English
man's high demands and unyielding tone. The note of

imperfect information, supplemented partly by conjecture
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and partly by eavesdropping, is very subtly struck, and
the detail is perfect for its purpose. Only the last

episode, where Prior, on his return journey to Calais,

relieves a marquis whom the miseries of war have

reduced to begging on the highway, is unworthy of the

rest. And this is not Swift's, but was added, much to

his annoyance, by some hack employed by the silly

printer. The addition does not
"

spoil all the rest,"

but it is extravagant and sentimental and utterly out

of place.

Swift was very successful in keeping the secret of his

authorship. On the day of the pamphlet's publication,
he and St. John dined with Prior, whom they found in

a state of indignation.
"
Here is our English liberty !

"

he exclaimed, and showed Swift the New Journey. The

doctor, having affected to read some of it, said that he

liked it mightily, and envied the rogue his thought ;

for had it come into his head he would certainly have

done it himself. A month later, although under

suspicion, he was still unconvicted.

The pamphlet had a great success. A thousand

copies were sold on the first day, and 500 more were

at once printed. By the end of twelve days, 2,000 had
been disposed of. The ministers were delighted ; for

if the New Journey was taken as matter of fact, the

impression must certainly get abroad that they were

very far from playing into the hands of France as

malicious Whigs insinuated. They would seem, on the

contrary, to be haughtily dictating terms to an abject

monarchy. Harley, who was now Earl of Oxford and
Lord Treasurer, would call Prior nothing but Monsieur

Baudrier.



CHAPTER VIII

MATT AND HARRY

FREED from durance at Canterbury, Prior conducted his

French friends to Windsor and presented them to the

Queen. Then he went to London, and his house in

Duke Street, Westminster, became for a time an impor
tant, though unofficial, centre of political business.

Concerning the meetings held there, the utmost secrecy
was observed, and even the first minister of the crown

found a back door the most convenient port of entry.

Nothing seems to have been put into writing, for the

secret committee which inquired into the peace negotia
tions found no incriminating documents between the
"
private propositions

"
of 1st July and St. John's letter

to the Queen of 20th September. It is clear, however,
that discussion centred in the discrepancies between the

English demands which Prior had taken to France and

the French answers brought over by Mesnager. On
25th August, according to Torcy, Prior was appointed,
in conjunction with the two Secretaries of State, to hear

the French proposals. The chief points at issue were

the extent of British trading rights in America, the

possession of Newfoundland, and the compensation
demanded by France for the demolition of Dunkirk.

By 20th September these differences were considered

to be sufficiently adjusted for signatures to be set to the

preliminaries which should form the basis of a treaty.
On that date, Henry St. John wrote a letter to Queen
Anne, which, though it has often been printed, cannot

be omitted here ; for it is one of the most interesting

testimonies we have of the high esteem in which Prior

180
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was held by his contemporaries. His reputation did

not rest on poetry and diplomacy alone
; he was also

an acknowledged authority on commerce.
"
The Lords of the Committee of Council met this

morning at the Cockpit, and directed the Earl of Dart

mouth and myself to confer with Monsieur Mesnager.
We saw him accordingly this evening at Mr. Prior's

house, where my Lord Treasurer and my Lord
Chamberlain were likewise present. He has put into

our hands the answer signed by the King of France

to the demands last sent over by your Majesty's order,

and this answer complies with every article, except the

eighth, relating to North America [Newfoundland]. We
find, however, that we shall be able to compound this

point with him in the manner which your Majesty some
time ago proposed to pass it in

; provided France gave

you satisfaction upon the seventh article [commerce in

Spanish America], as she has now entirely done.
" The proposals which are to be sent into Holland

as the foundation of a general treaty, we have likewise

received from him, and that which was thought most

liable to objection has been very much mended. My
Lord Treasurer having, however, proposed some farther

considerations, in order to make the whole the more

palatable abroad, and Monsieur Mesnager seeming inclined

to agree to them, I am this night to draw them into form

for my Lords of the Council to consider to-morrow

morning.
'

This, Madam, being the present situation of the

treaty, your servants were unanimously of opinion that

the warrant and the full powers should be prepared this

night and transmitted to your Majesty ; by which

means, if it be your pleasure, the latter may pass the

Great Seal to-morrow.
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"It is now so extremely late, I have so much busi

ness to do, which must of necessity be got ready by
morning, that the whole night would not suffice if I was
to engross the instruments in my own handwriting ;

I therefore make use of a clerk to transcribe them, but

it is the same who has copied all the papers which have

passed in the course of this negotiation.
"
There comes an exact translation of the full powers

in this packet, the words of which are very ample and

extensive ;
but they are agreeable to the form used by

your Majesty upon such occasions.
"
My Lord Treasurer moved, and all my Lords were

of the same opinion, that Mr. Prior should be added to

those who are empowered to sign ; the reason for which

is, because he having personally treated with Monsieur

de Torcy, is the best witness we can produce of the

sense in which the general preliminary engagements are

entered into. Besides which, as he is the best versed

in matters of trade of all your Majesty's servants who
have been trusted in this secret, if you shall think fit to

employ him in the future treaty of commerce, it will be

of consequence that he has been a party concerned in

concluding that convention which must be the rule of

this treaty.
" The rest of the plenipotentiaries are all those who

have the honour to sit in your Majesty's Cabinet Council,

which my Lords understood to be your Majesty's

pleasure.
" The Ostend mail, which arrived last night, brought

no news."

The document forwarded for Anne's signature, which

it duly received, granted full powers to the Lord Keeper,
the Lord High Treasurer, the Lord President of Council,

the Lord Privy Seal, the Lord Chamberlain, the Lord
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Steward and the two Secretaries of State peers all of

them, except the man who was their real leader and

to
"
our trusty and well-beloved Matthew Prior, esquire,"

to sign the preliminaries of peace ;
but the instrument

which put our poet in such high company was never

used. A week later it was superseded by another, in

accordance with which only the two Secretaries, St. John
and Lord Dartmouth, signed the articles. Why the

first instrument was ever drawn up is not quite clear.

A curious fact about it upon which the Secret Com
mittee severely animadverted is that it bears date

17th September, although, upon St. John's own showing,

it was only prepared on the night of the twentieth.

Prior was thus robbed of the opportunity of setting

his hand to a diplomatic document of first-rate import
ance. From St. John's letter, however, it is evident

that he was already thought of for an even more dis

tinguished office. The treaty with France was to be

largely a commercial treaty, and Matt, late of the Board

of Trade, was considered a suitable plenipotentiary. A
few days after the meeting in Duke Street, he had a long

interview with St. John, and Swift, getting wind of it,

surmised that he would soon be despatched again to

France ;

"
and I will put somebody to write an account

of his second journey." Six weeks later the matter was

practically settled. But, for the first time in his career,

Prior found himself definitely checked by the lowliness

of his origin.

The Queen herself, who loved the conventions almost

as much as she loved the Church,
"
thought it very

wrong to send people abroad of mean extraction," but

Oxford managed to persuade her of the necessity of

employing Prior on this occasion. Stiffer opposition came
from another quarter. The principal plenipotentiary
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was to be the Earl of Strafford, who, as Lord Raby,
had been English ambassador at the Hague, but had
been lately summoned to England and raised in the

peerage with the title borne for so short a time by his

ancestor, Charles I's great minister. Now Strafford,

as Swift put it, was as proud as Hell ; and the well-

meaning congratulations of John Wyche, envoy at

Hamburg, must have been very galling :

"
They write me word from the office that your

Excellence, my Lord Privy Seal and my old school

fellow and friend, Matt Prior, are designed for the

plenipotentiaries to encourage the peace. Faith, my
Lord, though the affair is weighty, it could never be put
into better hands ; experience, resolution and learning
won't be wanting, and who can manage the interest of

Great Britain better than those who are distinguished

by their English hearts/' x

All this was pretty, but premature. The earl had no
mind to pose as one of a trio of virtuous patriots, and
he absolutely refused to be joined on equal terms with a

social nonentity. Knowing himself indispensable, for

his finger had lately been on the pulse of Europe, he

stood firm where the Queen had yielded ;
and Prior's

commission, which is said actually to have been passed,
went into the waste-paper basket. Strafford and Privy
Seal, who was also Bishop of Bristol, set out for Utrecht

without a third colleague ; and the poet was given his

long-promised commissionership of customs.

Little wonder if he was discontented, growled about

cockets and dockets, and viewed the political situation

with gloom. In the spring Swift found him ill,

melancholy and poor.
His pessimism over public affairs was as well grounded
1 Wtntworth Paptrs, p. 28.
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as his private dejection. The proposed groundwork of

peace, even in the expurgated form which had been pre

pared for perusal at the Hague, was viewed with hostility

both at home and abroad. Marlborough's arrival in

England at the close of his campaign was greeted with

enthusiasm. Prior was not the only one who "
gave

all for gone." Then Swift once more came to the rescue.

In The Conduct of the Allies he struck a shrewd blow for

the peace by arguing that Holland and the Empire had

had all the profits of the war, while England paid the

bills. Rarely can a pamphlet have been more effective.

The credit of the ministry was restored, and the last

days of 1711 saw Marlborough dismissed from all his

offices and twelve peers created to give the Tories the

majority which they needed in the Upper Chamber.

Public affairs, from the ministerial point of view, were

thus set on a satisfactory basis. Prior had to wait a

few months longer before his personal fortunes revived ;

but at the beginning of August, 1712, St. John, now
Viscount Bolingbroke, had to go to Paris in connection

with the negotiations which were by this time in full

swing at Utrecht, and he took Matt with him, with the

intention of leaving him there at his own departure.
"
Je mne avec moi le Sieur Prior," he wrote to Torcy ;

"
qui se flatte qu'il sera assez heureux de rester aupres

de vous." The pleasure was mutual, for
"

le Sieur Prior
"

was persona grata at the French court
"
on the score of

his wit and humour."

Bolingbroke's stay in Paris was short, but extremely

merry. His character as an epicurean rake was well

known, and his tastes were duly considered. Business,

however, was also transacted ; a general armistice for

four months was arranged, and the blackguardly betrayal

of the Catalans, who had fought under the British flag,
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to the tender mercies of the Bourbon King of Spain was

lightly agreed to by the flattered and sated minister.

Bolingbroke returned to England before the end of

August, while Prior stayed behind as arranged. At
first he found himself in an ambiguous position such as

must vividly have reminded him of old days both at

the Hague and in Paris itself. As he comprehensively

explained to Bolingbroke, he had
"
neither powers, com

mission, title, instructions, appointments or secretary."
These matters, indeed, were at length set right. Cre

dentials were sent, though tardily, and sent under the

care of his secretary, Adrian Drift, the faithful servant of

his later days and jealous guardian of his memory.
But though they invested him with plenary powers,

they did not entitle him to the rank of ambassador.

Prior might do the work, but some showier personage
must be the Queen's official representative. The Duke
of Hamilton was appointed, and when, before ever he

had crossed the Channel, he was killed in that famous

duel which also proved fatal to his opponent, Lord

Mohun, the Duke of Shrewsbury was named his suc

cessor. Matt, perhaps, is best described by the style
which he appended to his signature in one of his letters

to Lord Bolingbroke :

" Animal peregrine missum ad

mentiendum R.P. causa." 1 As for his duties, Boling
broke indicated them pretty accurately when he wrote :

"
For God's sake, dear Matt, hide the nakedness of thy

country, and give the best turn thy fertile brain will

furnish thee with, to the blunders of thy countrymen,
who are not much better politicians than the French are

poets."
2 An enormous amount was left to Prior's

initiative.

1
Bolingbroke, Works, vii, 90.

Ibid., 39.
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The following letter to the Secretary of State is an

example of the difficulties with which he was confronted,

and of the clear head and gay spirit with which he met
them. It refers to Philip of Spain's renunciation of all

right to the crown of France and to the nomination of

the Princes of the Blood on whom the succession

therefore devolved.
"
PRIVATE.

"
M[ATT] TO H[ARRY].

"
PARIS, October 17, 1712.

"
I am glad the nomination is assented to, even as

I drest it ; I think it is as strong as you wish. But
I had these additions made by Henchman sent me, with

a promise that the next post they should come

authentically, in Latin, with the renunciation. But three

couriers intervened, and they never came. But without

your last letter, I should not have had grounds to have

founded a memorial. But in a thing that presses thus,

and for which the peace stays, I have no order to send

this agreement away immediately to Lord Lexington,

though I have taken upon me so to do. But if it had
not been for your letter, I should not have heard that

the French had ever been at Montferrat, except from the

Dutch Gazettes. But we have been generously promised
twelve passports for Spanish ships this month, which,

when I tell Monsieur de Torcy, will, without fail, come

by Gilligan, I am answered that the ships are already

gone without the passports. But I have more to write

than I can possibly perform, and dare not employ one

hand in France ; and can get neither Drift or any other

clerk from England. But I have not one word kept or

entered of anything I do write, or should write. But

I am forced to make Monsieur Pecquet
l come to me ;

1

Apparently Torcy's private secretary.
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for example, twice this day, while Monsieur de Torcy

stays for him : add to this, the honest stupidity of my
English Jonathan, in France, and the complaisance of

two French dogs, and one Walloon, in new liveries, that

call everybody marquis, and furnish me with a lev&e of

spies, projectors, and beggars ;
that bring Jacobites in

to me before I wake in the morning, and put tall

Irishmen to bed to me. ParIons d'autres choses.
'

The renunciation being now as we desire, I suppose
we are to come as soon as we can to our peace. How
far, therefore, are we agreed at Utrecht ? Are the

articles in which we think we are agreed, specified and
worded as plainly and distinctly as we desire ? For you
know as our circumstances stand, the fuller this is done,

it is the better ; for example, the first article of pax

generalis, etc. ; the second of hostilities ceases ; the

3rd or 4th, or sometimes 5th, of securing mutually the

property of the subject may be more fully expressed,
and have sometimes so been than in the Treaty of

Ryswick, which followed jejunely that of Breda ; and

you know tautology is no ill figure to the many. If any
article remains yet not supervised and agreed, as that

particularly of the droit d'aubaine taken off, should not

such articles be all ready drawn up, in order to their

being consented to ? And even that article which will

specially refer to the renunciation to be made, which will

be the basis of the treaty ?

"
The article which will say France shall never

assist the Queen's enemies, etc., should stay in the very
words as mentioned in the 4th of Ryswick ;

it looks at

least more authentic, standing thus confirmed in two

treaties, and I believe cannot be stronger ; there are

other reasons, too, for it. I wish, therefore, that a

copy of the treaty were sent hither, as it is designed,
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with an account of every article, as agreed, or to which

anything is to be added.
" As likewise of a treaty of commerce, what already

agreed, what asked, what to be adjusted, and by whom.
In this case, my dear master, we should have our work

before us.

"As to the treaty itself, since the signing it is to be

a sort of a secret, what harm if it be signed at London ?

Is it not as honourable to the Queen, that d'Aumont
comes to her Court to sign a peace, as Mesnager did to

own her authority ;
and as you signed a cessation at

Paris, is it not as handsome that you confirm it by
signing a peace at Whitehall ? This, I say, I have been

hammering, and will hint or prevent as you shall think

proper. I need not protest that it is with true friendship

that I shall in this or anything endeavour what may be

for your honour and satisfaction. Your most truly,
"
M. PRIOR.

"
Consult my Lord Treasurer upon the contents of my

letter, and let me found myself upon your answer.

Madame de Torcy is glad that you are so good ;
la

Feriole 1 thanks you, but nobody must ever do one

single kindness for a woman, and you must back your
recommendation and I must write, and this brother

(not worth hanging, I fancy, after all) must be estab

lished in his abbaye de I'Abondance. The Duke of Argyll
is arrived this evening at Paris ;

I have ordered every

thing for his reception, but since I must despatch the

courier to-night, and have an audience to-morrow

morning, I cannot see him till towards noon." 2

The negotiations at Utrecht were making but slow
1 Madame de Feriole was supposed to have been Bolingbroke's

mistress. Her brother (eventually a cardinal) was at this time made
Abbot of Abondance, in Geneva.

Bolingbrok*, Works, vii, 85.
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progress. Fresh difficulties were for ever presenting
themselves for adjustment, matters which had to be

referred to Versailles and Whitehall. It was in no

small measure due to Prior's efforts that the dreaded

deadlock was prevented. At one point Bolingbroke

thought of sending him to the Dutch town, in spite of

the haughty Lord Strafford, to assist in settling the

commercial clauses of the treaty. He seems soon,

however, to have abandoned the idea.

The diplomatic details which fill the letters of

Bolingbroke, Torcy and Prior are bewildering.
"

I own
to you, I do not know what all this means," Matt him
self wrote on one occasion. In face of such an admis

sion from a protagonist, we may be pardoned, if not

commended, for turning from these technicalities to

those parts of the correspondence which are
"
only from

Harry to Matt, and not from the secretary to the

minister."

For it was not only Christian names, but Christian

names familiarly shortened, between these two, except
when the official character of their letters called for

greater ceremony. In many respects they were kindred

spirits. Perhaps they talked over that higher Toryism
which Prior had adumbrated in his letters to Portland,

and Bolingbroke was to embody in his famous essay.

Certainly they were brothers in wit, in cynicism and in

love of letters. Their levity in the intervals of business

was subsequently censured by their enemies. They
worked together perfectly ;

for they could understand,
but could not shock one another. Prior was one of the

few who remained on friendly terms with both Oxford

and Bolingbroke. Swift (who was another) thought that

he might have healed the breach which, latent from the

beginning, came to a crisis in 1714.
"
Mr. Prior, who
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was much loved and esteemed by them both, as he well

deserved, upon the account of every virtue that can

qualify a man for private conversation, might have been

the properest person for such a work, if he could have

thought it to consist with the prudence of a courtier
;

but, however, he was absent in France at those junctures
when it was chiefly necessary."

1 Swift himself tried to

reconcile the two ministers, and failed. Prior, perhaps,
had more tact for such a task ; yet it is doubtful whether

he would have succeeded. Bolingbroke and Oxford were

hopelessly incompatible ; nor was the Secretary of State

to be satisfied with anything less than supplanting the

Lord Treasurer.

No longer under the restraint which had been necessary

during his visit of the previous year, Prior made good
use of his leisure. He supped frequently with Torcy,
who was never tired of expressing his delight in his

company, and taught Madame to drink a Harri et d

Robin; in other words, to Henry St. John, Viscount

Bolingbroke, and Robert Harley, Earl of Oxford. He
was made free of the former's very numerous Parisian

acquaintances, among whom were many charming ladies,

such as the beautiful Comtesse de la Parabre. In such

company he must have made himself very popular, if he

was always as happily inspired as when everyone in

turn having to sing a little song with the refrain
"
Bannissons la melancholic," and his immediate pre

decessor having been a pretty girl he produced, instead

of the prescribed lines, this extemporary quatrain :

Mais cette voix, et ces beaux yeux,
Font Cupidon trop dangereux,
Et je suis triste quand je crie

Bannissons la Melancholic.

1 An Enquiry into the Behaviour of the Queen's last Ministry.
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Like Bolingbroke, he frequented the opera ; in refer

ence to which there is another anecdote. He was sitting

next to one of those deplorable persons who cannot

refrain from adding their own voices to that of the singer.

Presently Prior began to rail with great vehemence

against the performer, until his neighbour, in astonish

ment, ceased his private warbling and began to expostu
late. The singer, he pointed out, was one of the most

distinguished on the French stage.
"

I know that,"

answered Prior,
"
but he sings so loud that I cannot

hear you." On another occasion, to an attendant who
wanted to sell him a book of the words, he replied :

"
No, child, I come to hear what they sing, but not to

mind what they say."
1 This repartee bethought worth

recording in one of his note-books, as he did another

connected with the theatre which he made to a more
exalted personage than a programme-seller. The Due
d'Aumont told Louis XIV that in England they
"
blooded the theatre too much, and that he had seen

the heads brought in in Titus Andronicus."
"

Is this

accusation true, Monsieur Prior ?
"

the King asked.
" We did it so upon an extraordinary occasion," replied

the plenipotentiary,
"
to divert the Duke of Aumont by

the strangeness of the spectacle because he did not

understand the beauty of the words." 2 Louis XIV had

always liked Prior, and was amused by his ready tongue.
Monsieur de Livre had told him that Matt was fond of

a certain old Burgundy which the King was himself in

the habit of drinking.
"
Monsieur Prior," said his

Majesty,
"
vous aimez a ce que me dit Livre ce vieux

vin. Je croy qu'il n'y a en France que vous et moy
qui en beuvons : vous me flattez agreablement."

"
Point

1 Prior Papers (Longleat), xxi, f. 137 d.

Ibid., f. 139.
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de tout, Sire, car votre Majest prend la libert de le

boire avec de 1'eau, mais Monsieur de Livre me con

straint de 1'avaler tout pur."
J When Louis asked him

point-blank how he liked the Dauphin, Prior said that

he made him melancholy every time he saw him.
"
Why

so ?
" "

Sir, reflecting that the Queen of England has

not just such another." 2 But when a Frenchman com
mended the Dauphin's wit, Prior shrewdly rejoined that

he would not have had so much wit if his brother had
not died. 8 One of the neatest of the replies which he

had the complacency to preserve was that to Baron

Alsfeldt, who asked if England could boast a finer lady
than Mademoiselle Charolais.

"
Monsieur," said Matt,

"on ne peut pas repondre & cette question : les anges
n'ont point de pays natal." 4

Towards the end of October, Louis sent Prior into

England, mainly to urge the Elector of Bavaria's claim

to the Spanish Netherlands. He was accompanied by a

letter from King to Queen ;
in which the envoy is referred

to in very complimentary terms. The allusions in the

letters which passed between Torcy and Bolingbroke are

less respectful :

"
Quoique Matthieu soit 1'homme du monde le plus

insupportable," wrote the French minister to the English ;

"
je crois, my Lord, qu'il a encore assez de probite* pour

travailler de bonne foi et tout de son mieux & finir notre

ouvrage ;
nous sommes done convenus qu'il partiroit

pour aller vous trouver, et pour vous assurer, mieux que
je ne puis faire moi-meme, du desir sincere et veritable

qu'on a ici de conclure et avec vous et avec des alli6s

a qui vous donnez une protection qu'ils n'ont gures
1 ibid.
1

ibid., f. 138 d.

3 Ibid.
* Ibid.
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meritee
;

mais c'est vous que Ton considere, et l'6tat

de vos affaires.
"
Finissez done, my Lord, comme il depend de vous

de le faire, et renvoyez au plutot Matthieu, aim que

j'aie le plaisir de le faire pendre, comme il s'y est engage,
si la paix n'est pas conclue moyennant la cession de

Tournay.
"

S'il est de bonne foi, il vous dira ce que je souffre

en mon particulier de ce changement ;
les infidelles

triomphent et je recois des reproches que d'autres ser

vices n'effaceront jamais. Mais je souffre pour vous,

et si la paix se fait comme j'espere, je serai content

quand meme Matthieu ne seroit pas pendu."
l

Torcy reverts to the subject of hanging in another

letter; and llth November, when Matthew had been

in England about a fortnight, and was supposed to be

on the point of returning, Bolingbroke wrote :

"
Je

crois que vous le trouverez instruit a finir toutes choses,

et que malgr6 sa phisionomie, qui n'est pas des plus

heureuses, il ne sera pas pendu pour le coup." The
handsome Bolingbroke had the smallest opinion of

Prior's physical charms :

"
ce visage de bois," he called

him.

Although his return to Paris was considered urgent,
Matt was delayed by the death of the Duke of Hamilton,
which happened while he was in England ; and he did

not actually leave London until 1st IJecember. Torcy
was impatiently awaiting him.

"
Pour moi, Monsieur,"

he wrote to Bolingbroke,
"

je trouverai autant de charmes

au visage de bois qu' a Madame de Parabere, quand
j'apprendrai par lui de vos nouvelles. Je n'aurois peut-
Stre pas ose* me servir de cette honorable epithete, si je

ne le croyois pr6sentement en dca de la mer, et par
1
Bolingbroke, Works, vii, 101.
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consequent hors d'e'tat de ma lettre. Je ne voudrois

pas qu'il eut aucune reproche a me faire a son arrived,

car il trouveroit le moyen de s'en venger." It is, perhaps,
worth while to notice, in passing, that the immediate

future of Europe lay largely at this time in the hands

of three lovers of raillery. The laughing philosophers
who managed affairs at Whitehall and represented Queen
Anne in Paris were on such terms with the chief minister

of their country's enemy as strongly contrasted with the

suspicion and duplicity to which they treated her ratified

allies. No wonder if Matt was considered a pensioner
of France.

" He is for doing all alone, and wearies every one who
has business with him by delays and ambiguous answers,"

was another complaint against him. Both charges were

unjust. The enormous letters which he wrote to the

Secretary of State directly after his return to Paris

show with what energy and in how businesslike a manner

he was endeavouring to clear away the difficulties which

still stood between the Treaty of Utrecht and the signa
tories' pens. And as for his being in the pay of France,

he may have shown scant consideration for Dutch or

Imperial interests, but he was keen to drive as good a

bargain as possible for his own country. Torcy pays
somewhat rueful tribute to diplomatic talents which

were exercised at his own expense.
" Vous nous avez renvoye", my Lord, sous I'ext6rieur

de Matthieu, le v6ritable fils de Monsieur Buys
1

;
il ne

lui manque que de remplir la verre de son pre. II est

d'ailleurs aussi Hollandois, et je crois beaucoup plus

opiniatre. II a fallu c6der et se conformer presques a

tout ce qu'il a voulu ; encore n'toit-il pas content ;

j'espfcre cependant que vous le serez, et que toutes les

1 Dutch ambassador at Paris.
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difficultes qui arretent encore la signature du trait6 vont

etre levies ; mais je vous avoue, que je m'attends a des

reproches terrible de la part des P16nipotentiaires du

Roi, qui disputoient fortement avec les votres sur des

articles que Matthieu a obtenus sans beaucoup de peine,
et peut-etre avec moins de raison. Enfin je crois que
vous serez plus content de son Excellence que je ne le

suis, et j'espre que Monsieur le Due de Shrewsbury, que

j 'attends a tout moment, trouvera que les choses ont

etc* bien avancees. Je ne doute pas aussi qu'on ne les

avance du cot6 d'Utrecht, et que vos allies ne se mettent

a la raison." 1

Even after the arrival of Shrewsbury, the new ambas

sador, who was a spectacular rather than a working
statesman, Prior continued his strenuous endeavours.

So exclusively businesslike grew his letters, that Boling-
broke became anxious.

"
If I have the honour of a line

from you," he wrote to Sir Thomas Hanmer, who was in

Paris,
"
pray give me some account of Matt 's private life.

Once I was in the gentleman's secret ;
but his last

despatch contains, in almost a ream of paper, nothing
but solemn accounts of business, such as made me expect
to find Jo. Werden, instead of Mat. Prior at the bottom
of the voluminous epistle. We hear much of a certain

eloped nun, who has supplanted the nut-brown maid. . . ."

As the negotiations drew towards a close, Prior,

nervous as ever where etiquette was concerned, wanted

to know whether he was to stay in Paris for Shrewsbury's

public entry as ambassador, and, if so, in what character

he was to appear on that occasion. He wrote both to

Oxford and to Bolingbroke on the subject, protesting,

sincerely enough, that he was not ambitious for aggran
dizement, but only wished to be assigned a definite and

1
Bolingbroke, Works, vii, 167.
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dignified position. Shrewsbury also, the good-natured
"
King of Hearts," who had been Matt's friend nearly

twenty years ago, put in a word for him.
"
Mr. Prior

has been to the last degree useful to me," he told

Bolingbroke,
"
and serviceable to her Majesty in all this

negotiation : I wish you would write and encourage him.

When I make my entry, it will look strange if he have
not some sort of handsome equipage to appear at the

same time
; as he lives, he spends a great deal of money,

and yet makes no show, for want of a fund to buy
something at first that is creditable ; pray put Lord
Treasurer in mind of him." l But the Lord Treasurer

was a procrastinator ; and it was from Lord Dartmouth,
the other Secretary of State (to whose department, had

Bolingbroke been a normal colleague, Prior's affairs

should have belonged), that the envoy at last received

definite information. The Queen thought fit that he

should appear at the entry as a private gentleman ; the

commission of plenipotentiary did not give a representing
character. Between the lines one reads the excellent

Anne's dislike of honouring
" mean extraction."

Prior was vexed by this niggardly acknowledgment
of his services.

" Do me justice, my dear Lord," he

cried to
"
Harry

"
;

"
did I ever desire to be a lion in

Arabia, any more than to be an ambassador at Paris ?

And could it be supposed that I should think I had a

representative character, by my asking for a coach ?

As to a private gentleman, are there not of these animals

of all sorts, from those who have six Flanders horses,

to others who drive in a mnegrette ? But I believe you
have concerted this matter already with Lord Treasurer,

and will trouble you no more on this subject, than to

set me right in her Majesty's opinion as to what I have
1

Ibid., 291.
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asked, and to let you understand the validity of the

answer." 1
Bolingbroke used his influence ; and when

on llth June, after some delays, the entry took

place, Prior, as her Majesty's plenipotentiary, rode in

a coach drawn by six horses, which was preceded only

by those of the ambassador himself and the Princes of

the Blood. 2

The treaty, in so far as it concerned English and
French relations, had been signed at the beginning of

April ; and Prior, as always when he saw the end of one

job in sight, began to look out for another. He was
uncertain whether he was to leave Paris, but anticipated
the reunion of the Brothers in the near future.

"
In the

meantime, pray give my great respects to our brethren,"
he wrote to Swift,

"
and tell them that, while in hopes

of being favoured, they are spending their own money,
I am advancing my interests in the French language, and

forgetting my own mother tongue. But we shall have
time enough to perfect our English when we have done

1
Ibid., 325. To Oxford he wrote : "... Lord Dartmouth in the

mean time writes me word that amongst all those who pretend to be
skilled in matters of ceremony, the commission of plenipotentiary does
not give a representing character. My Lord, I am, and always was,
very far from thinking it does, or ought to do ; nor no greater mischief
can, I think, happen to me than that her Majesty should believe I did
not know this great distinction, or ever had it in my mind to ask to be
ambassador. So far otherwise that the name of her Majesty's pleni
potentiary is far above my deserts, and that I never ambitioned but
as it was necessary to my executing her great commands. But I repeat
to your Lordship that your orders as to my expense may be sudden in
case they are not given. And if I am to stay here till the entry, though
I appear as a private gentleman, it must still be like such a sort of

gentleman as bears the figure of her Majesty's servant, and also has had
the honour of imparting her commands to this Court. Your Lordship
will make the use of this little word to my advantage in her Majesty's
opinion of me. Let the coach and equipage go as they may, I am ever
with perfect obedience to your commands, my Lord, etc."

a At Shrewsbury's first public audience a quarrel arose in the court

yard at Versailles between his suite and the household servants.
" M.

Prior, qui etoit avec 1'ambassadeur, fut obligd de descendre et cut bien
de la peine 4 mettre les hola." [Dangeau, Journal, xiv, 421.]
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with other matters." l He just missed being sent on a

brief and unburdensome mission which would have con

stituted a pleasant holiday after the intrigues of the last

months. By the terms of the treaty the Duke of Savoy
was created King of Sicily ; and Shrewsbury suggested
that Matt should be sent to Turin with the Queen's

congratulations to the new sovereign. The suggestion,

it goes without saying, was kindly considered by Boling-
broke ;

but in the end, presumably for social reasons,

the commission was given to the Earl of Peterborough.
a

The Duke of Shrewsbury, who was to leave Paris as

soon as he had paid his visits of ceremony, took great

pains to get his friend's future settled. Early in July
he wrote to Lord Oxford

"
If your Lordship intends Mr. Prior should stay here

any time as her Majesty's minister, it is fit he should

know it, and have money advanced to put himself in an

equipage becoming his character. He lives now in hired

lodgings dearer than a house, and not decent if he

remains, but in the uncertainty he is left he can do no

otherwise.'
1 8

But the Lord Treasurer's tardiness was notorious.

It irritated the impulsive Bolingbroke beyond endur

ance. Three weeks later the ambassador sent him

another reminder.
"
My stay here being short, and nobody named to

relieve me, I imagine Mr. Prior is designed to be left,

in which case I cannot forbear putting your Lordship in

1
Swift, Correspondence (ed. Ball), ii, 18.

1 Prior several times passed criticism on the mercurial Mordanto ;

most pointedly, perhaps, when he said that
"
Peterborough's ideas are

like those of painters in fresco, bigger than the life. If you see them
at a certain distance, some of them are pretty enough ; but if you look

at them near, they are confused." [Prior Papers (Longleat), xxi
f. 138 d.]

3
Longleat MSS., i, 235.
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mind again that he ought to be upon some fixed establish

ment, and not upon the uncertainty he now is, which
is expensive and not creditable for her Majesty. The
handsome rewards the abbe,

1 who will deliver you this,

has received from the Courts of France and Spain for his

pains in the peace, makes Prior, I believe, hope he shall

not be forgotten."
2

As subsequently transpired, Prior's finances, whether

owing to his own extravagance or to the irregular nature

of his appointment, which put him at a disadvantage
with a grudging Treasury, had become acutely involved.

Matt professed himself
"

infinitely beholding
"

to

Shrewsbury, and ready to follow him "
per freta per

scopulos." But his gratitude was rather for the duke's

good intentions than for what he had been able to effect.

When Shrewsbury drove out of Paris on the last day of

August, he left Prior behind him
;

but no new ambas
sador had been appointed, nor had Matt's position been

defined. He was no longer plenipotentiary, for the

treaty which he had been given powers to negotiate was

accomplished ; he was not "ambassador ; he was not

even entitled, as he had been on earlier occasions, to call

himself secretary. He did not know whether he was to

stay in the French capital or to be instantly recalled. His

situation was both uncomfortable and undignified.

Many changes were being made in the Government, yet
no office was assigned him. There were both pathos
and justice in his protest to Bolingbroke.

"
I found

myself a good deal mortified in the changes that have
been lately made, particularly in the 'Chequer, without

one word of your friend Matt ; and more because a

good deal has been writ in England, printed from

1

Presumably Gaultier.
1
Longleat MSS., i, 237.
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Holland, and talked at this Court upon that subject. As

to my own private affairs, considered as such, pass ;
I have

(may be) more than I deserve, though I have worked

very hard here, and done my best ;
but as those affairs

relate to the service, I think it better that I should be

recalled before these people find I am neglected at

home. This I write to my dear Lord Bolingbroke, and

I believe he will find the Duke of Shrewsbury in the same

sentiment." l

As a matter of fact, the ministers seem to have been

unable to decide what to do with him. They repeatedly

talked of recalling him, but never did so. Various

employments floated in and out of the bounds of possi

bility or even probability. The appointment of a suc

cessor to Shrewsbury was threatened and deferred. In

September Prior heard that the Lord Treasurer had
"
something in petto

"
for him, and had even named it,

though not to the man most concerned. At the same

time he was informed that General Charles Ross had

been appointed envoy extraordinary, and was to be in

Paris until an ambassador was chosen.
" You may be sure, my dear Lord," Prior told Boling

broke,
"
that I am very glad to come home to you, and

to find some settlement, which I do not doubt of, from

Lord Treasurer's goodness to me : if (whatever it is) it

were done, or at least so far done as to be talked of here,

before I left this Court, it would have a better air, and

give me more credit in despatching the business I have

yet to do ; you know these people, and the account they
will make of Matthew, as they think he has credit with

Henry and Robin
;

but this is all with a perfect

submission.
"
Adieu, my dear Lord

;
if at my return I may help

1
Bolingbroke, Works, vii, 488.
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you any way in your drudgery, the youngest clerk you
have is not more at your command ; and if at the old

hour of midnight, after your drudgery, a cold blade-

bone of mutton, in Duke Street, will go down sicut olim,

it, with all that belongs to the master of the house

(except Nanny), is entirely yours."
1

Yet things were precisely in the same position in the

following April, when Bolingbroke wrote to Oxford

suggesting that Prior should be sent as minister to

Baden. Oxford's endorsement of this letter
" He has

opposed me about a minister for Baden since the Peace

of Rastadt was known to be concluded, and that I

proposed one
" 2 shows in what sort of spirit it was

received. The next day, Bolingbroke told the Treasurer

that he would prepare to recall Prior and to send Ross.

Rumours of these fruitless propositions and unfulfilled

intentions came to Prior, who, once more, 1st May,
1714, launched a protest against the treatment he was

receiving.
" MY DEAR LORD AND FRIEND, Matthew had never

so great occasion to write a word to Henry as now ; it is

1
Ibid., 522. The invitation recalls that which Prior wrote in verse

to Lord Oxford in 1712 :

Our weekly friends to-morrow meet
At Matthew's palace, in Duke Street,

To try for once, if they can dine

On bacon-ham and mutton-chine.
If wearied with the great affairs,

Which Britain trusts to Harley's cares,

Thou, humble statesman, may'st descend

Thy mind one moment to unbend,
To see thy servant from his soul

Crown with thy health the sprightly bowl :

Among the guests, which e'er my house
Received, it never can produce
Of honour a more glorious proof
Though Dorset used to bless the roof.

2 Welbeck MSS., v, 423.
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noised here that I am soon to return. The question that

I wish I could answer to the many that ask, and to our

friend Colbert de Torcy (to whom I made your compli
ments in the manner you commanded) is, what is done

for me, and to what I am recalled ? It may look like a

bagatelle, what is to become of a philosopher like me ;

but it is not such, what is to become of a person who
had the honour to be chosen and sent hither as entrusted,

in the midst of a war, with what the Queen designed
should make the peace ; returning with the Lord Boling-

broke, one of the greatest men in England, and one of the

finest heads in Europe (as they say here, if true or not,

n'importe) having been left by him in the greatest
character (that of her Majesty's plenipotentiary) exer

cising that power conjointly with the Duke of Shrews

bury, and solely after his departure ; having here received

more distinguished honour than any minister, except an

ambassador, ever did, and some which were never given
to any but who had that character, having had all the

success that could be expected, having (God be thanked !)

spared no pains ; at a time when at home the peace is

voted safe and honourable ;
at a time when the Earl of

Oxford is Lord Treasurer, and Lord Bolingbroke first

Secretary of State, this unfortunate person, I say,

neglected, forgot, unnamed to anything that may speak
the Queen satisfied with his services or his friends

concerned as to his fortune.
"
Monsieur de Torcy put me quite out of countenance

the other day by a pity that wounded me deeper than

ever did the cruelty of the late Lord Godolphin ; he

said he would write to Robin and Harry about me :

God forbid, my Lord, that I should need any foreign

intercession, or owe the least to any Frenchman living,

besides decency of behaviour and the returns of common
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civility. Some say I am to go to Baden, others that I

am to be added to the commissioners for settling the

commerce ; in all cases I am ready, but in the mean

time, die aliquid de tribus capellis : neither of these two

are, I presume, honours or rewards, neither of them (let

me say to my dear Lord Bolingbroke, and let him not

be angry with me) are what Drift may aspire to, and

what Mr. Whitworth, who was his fellow-clerk, has or

may possess. I am far from desiring to lessen the great
merit of the gentleman I named, for I heartily esteem

and love him : but in this trade of ours, my Lord, in

which you are the general, as in that of the soldiery,

there is a certain right acquired by time and long service.

You would do anything for your Queen's service, but

you would not be contented to descend, and be degraded
to a charge no way proportioned to that of Secretary of

State, any more than Mr. Ross, though he would charge
a party with a halberd in his hand, would be content all

his life after to be a Serjeant. Was my Lord Dartmouth
from Secretary returned again to be commissioner of

trade ; or from Secretary of War, would Frank Gwin
think himself kindly used to be returned again to be

commissioner ? In short, my Lord, you have put me
above myself, and if I am to return to myself, I shall

return to something very discontented and uneasy ;

I am sure, my Lord, you will make the best use you can

of this hint for my good. If I am to have anything, it

will certainly be for her Majesty's service, and the credit

of my friends in the ministry, that it be done before I am
recalled from hence, lest the world may think either that

I have merited to be disgraced, or that ye dare not stand

by me ;
if nothing is to be done, fiat voluntas Dei.

"
I have writ to Lord Treasurer upon this subject, and,

having implored your kind intercession, I promise you
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it is the last remonstrance of this kind that I will ever

make. Adieu, my Lord, all honour, health and pleasure
to you."

l

After all, Prior stayed in Paris for nearly another year ;

and it was not to receive rewards from a grateful and

friendly ministry, but to suffer disgrace and imprisonment,
that he was at length recalled.

1
Bolingbroke, Works, vii, 654.



CHAPTER IX

THE DOWNFALL

MEANWHILE, he was far from idle. Soon after the con

clusion of the peace, indeed, he fell ill. At an earlier

stage of his sojourn in Paris he had suffered from what
he called cholera morbus and une tousse galante dans

toutes les formes, but these ailments were soon cured.

In April, 1713, his case was more serious ; he was sud

denly taken ill at Versailles and an imposthume broke

in his lung, with symptoms which need not be enume
rated. Fortunately, however, a skilful physician was at

hand ; and after a week Matt could tell Bolingbroke
that he was better than he had been for seven years
and might yet live to be a devouter man. A month
later he was still weak, but able to write a long business

letter, which ends on the true note of a convalescent's

gaiety :

" Your huntress will be caught, if you have

breath enough to follow her, and so will every huntress,

from Atalanta and Diana to Cloe and Nannette ; it is

only want of lungs that will distance you in the chase,

so go tay-ho, tay-ho ! and when you cough like me,

hang up your hunting spear and shrill horn, and sit

like me too to write politic letters and to think of

nothing else but performing the bare duties and

obligations of life."

Like most men with whom ill-health is chronic, Matt

did not let it stand for long in the way of business.

There was still plenty to do. The Assiento contract

with Spain, for instance, was not signed until after the

main treaty ; while Bolingbroke was working hard to

establish a free trade between England and France.

206
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But It. John's schemes, after the Treaty of Utrecht,

were doomed to failure. The Tory party was shattered

by dissension, and the Whigs were daily gaining ground.
How gloomy the prospect seemed to him appears from

a letter which he wrote to Prior, 4th July, 1713.
" You are very just to an honest heart ;

when you
depend upon my friendship, it shall never fail you :

God knows whether it will at any time be useful to you.
"
Believe me, dear Matt, I have not been unmindful of

you, nor cool in my solicitations to have your station

appointed ; my Lord Treasurer is at present confined

by illness ; as soon as he returns to Court, I attack him
afresh.

"
I am unfortunate in all my negotiations, at least in

all those at home.
"
At the last election at Westminster, I endeavoured

to have sent a very pretty lad, who wears your name,
and therefore was entitled to my best services, to Christ

Church ; but Bentley pro solita humanitate sua, leaped
over eight boys to make this youth his first option, and

remained, with all the good breeding of a pedant,
inflexible.

"
I make no doubt but you are surprised at the

wisdom of our senate in suspending the passing of the

bill to make effectual the eighth and ninth articles of

the treaty of commerce. Lord Anglesey and Sir T.

Hanmer are at the head of this worthy project.
"
The treaties met with the coldest reception, when

they were laid before the Houses ; and those who were

frightened out of their senses lest they should not be

made, affected to appear very indifferent to them when

they were made.
"
Judge whether the Whigs were blind to this advan

tage, or slow to disperse lies, to raise prejudices, to work
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up a momentary ferment ; their lies, these prejudices,
this ferment, were urged as reasons for doing nothing this

session in the business of commerce.
"
Adieu, quos perdere vult Jupiter prius dementat. God

keep you and I [sic] in our wits. Love me as I bve you."
1

The reference to Prior's young namesake is interesting.

He was presumably the Robert Prior, son of William

Prior of Hitchin, Hertfordshire, who was admitted to

Trinity College, Cambridge, as pensioner on Westminster

election, 4th June, 1713. It cannot be doubted that he

was related to Matt : perhaps as nephew, but more

probably as first cousin once removed.
"

I am obliged
to you very particularly," wrote the poet to Bolingbroke,
"

for your care of my friend Prior
;

I cannot imagine
how you came to know that snudging boy, for his mother
is very homely. Bentley will always be an ill-bred

pedant ; can the leopard change his skin ? I hope you
may never have anything more essential to trouble you
than the disappointment of the boy's going to Trinity.

I think I shall always have interest in Cambridge to make
his stay there easy ;

and if he has the continuance of your

patronage, I think, too, matters cannot go so ill but that

in four years we may set him afloat in the world." 2 Four

years later, as it happened, neither Bolingbroke nor

Prior was in a position to dispense patronage ;
and we

hear no more of their protege.

The great cause of disunion among the Tories was the

question of the succession. Anne's health was failing.

Was George or James to occupy the throne at her death ?

There were out-and-out Jacobites in the party. On the

other hand, there was the group led by Sir Thomas

Hanmer, which was determined to uphold the Act of

1
Bolingbroke, Works, vii, 436.

Ibid.. 445.
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Settlement. Between these lay the main body of the

party, which was ready to support the Pretender, but

only on the condition that he should change his religion.

Anne herself was of this way of thinking. So also were

both Oxford and Bolingbroke ;
but while the Treasurer

insisted on the condition, the Secretary, when he realised

that it would never be accepted by James, was ready to

waive it. As a matter of fact, it took both Oxford and

Bolingbroke a long tune to understand that a man
could be ready to sacrifice a crown to his religious con

victions ; and the consequence of their incredulity was
a protracted course of fruitless negotiation, in which the

English minister at Paris was largely concerned.

Prior's own views on the subject seem rather to have

been those of Oxford than of Bolingbroke. The Duke
of Berwick, writing to the Pretender (his half-brother)

from St. Germains, says :

"
I had a long discourse with

Mr. Pecour, but he insisted so much upon M. Robinson's

making up with M. Pery, that I could bring him to no

conclusion favourable for this present time." 1 Mr.

Pecour was Prior's pseudonym in the Jacobite cypher ;

M. Robinson was James ; and M. Pery, apparently, the

Church of England. Now, this letter is dated 6th January,

1715, some months after Anne's death, when Prior was
no longer the mouthpiece of a government, but a private

gentleman in a very uncomfortable position. It was

just the moment when, if he had had any inclination

that way, he would have shown himself amenable to

Berwick's arguments. Like everyone connected with

the Oxford ministry, he had been freely accused of

Jacobitism ; but it is clear that he was no more

enthusiastic for the Stuarts than the majority of the

Tories.

1 Stuart Papers, i, 342.
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While the Tory ministry stood, of course, his relations

with the Pretender were dictated from England. The

question of Mary of Modena's jointure had come up once

more ; and Prior had at least one interview with the ex-

queen. With Berwick, who was in close communication

with Torcy, he probably had many.
But whatever his activities, he must have had far more

time for amusement than before the peace. With ten

horses in his stable and knaves in proportion, he cut a

creditable figure. He entertained and was entertained

by the brilliant circle into which Bolingbroke and Torcy
had introduced him. Of one of his dinner-parties he

names the guests : Mesdames Croissy, Torcy and

Bouzolles, and Lady Jersey ; Cardinal Polignac, Abb6

Pompone, Count Croissy
"
and that gang

"
;

"
Albergotti

to sing, accompagnement de musique, and everything
d I'honneur de I'Angleterre." Among such company the

man who had once drawn wine in a tavern was as gay
and polite as any ;

and that, too, although he was

tortured by anxiety. For the Queen was ill, and this

was the letter he wrote to Bolingbroke the day after

the feast :

" The very apprehensions I felt from what you said

of the Queen's being ill, though you added the news of

her being recovered, gave my carcase a very ugly shock ;

so much do my own fears naturally outweigh my joys, or

plainer, so much am I rather a coward than a hero. Good
God ! what a thousand things have I thought since I

received your letter
;

if that should happen which one

hates to think of, what is to become of us ? What sort or

set of men are to be our taskmasters ? And what sluices

are we provided with to save Great Britain from being
overflowed ? After what would become of us all ?

the thought I grant you is very mean, what would
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become of me ? But humanity is frail and querulous ;

if the prospect, therefore, of this evil (though I hope far

removed) be dreadful to the masters of Mortemar Castle,

Hinton St. George, Stanton Harcourt or Bucklebury,
1

what must it be to friend Matt ; qui oppressus inimicis

et invidia, aerumnis et paupertate, morbis et annis ; or,

as it is upon the tombstone, sine goods, sine lands, sine

riches ? Why won't Lord Treasurer think of this one

half-hour, since he may do it any half-hour, since he

intends to do it, I believe
; and possibly, half an hour

too late, will be as sorry as myself that it was not done ?

But if the Queen is well, hang all the rest ! Gaultier

has alarmed this Court ; upon your letter, I was glad to

convince them that there was no ground for their appre
hensions, your Lordship's letter giving so good an

account of her Majesty's indisposition being so happily

past ; and accordingly, I continued the appointment
and invitation I had made to some of our friends to dine

with me yesterday. . . ." 2 He then enumerates the

guests and describes his entertainment as above :

" but

under this mask of mirth, premit alto corde dolorem, till

I hear from England, more particularly, that the Queen's
health is confirmed."

Anne's health, which was very poor, was a constant

source of anxiety to the Tories.
"
There is hardly an

instance of any one life to be found in story so important
as her Majesty's," said Bolingbroke, meaning that if she

died his own power and prospects would also expire.

There is something almost admirable in the frankness

with which these men, Whigs and Tories alike, gave
their first thoughts to their own prosperity.

Prior's moods at this time were in constant alternation

1 The seats of Lords Oxford, Poulet, Harcourt and Bolingbroke.
1
Bolingbroke, Works, vii, 596.
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between despondency and gaiety. There was cause

enough for gloom. At any moment he might find him
self at the mercy of his enemies. But the company he

frequented sang
"
Bannissons la melancholic!' Boling-

broke, presumably to celebrate the peace, was sending

gifts to his friends in Paris, and Prior, who was charged
with distributing them, makes various amusing refer

ences to the difficulty which he had in satisfying the

great ladies who were the Secretary's intimates.
" We are all very jocund upon the distribution of our

several quantities of your present, which by the enclosed

account you will see I have made like a prudent and

honest man ; as to the latter, our Duchesse de Noailles

will not believe a word. Matthieu est fripon naturelle-

ment ; il en a bien la mine : Pardi ! il a vole la moitie

de mon eau-de-miel, il I'a donne a sa religieuse defroquee,

is the return for all my goodness to her. I think I have

done all well in giving Madame Parabre a share as from

your command, especially since Madame de Torcy will

give it to her in the manner she may best like it. If you
would have anything bought for you, pray think of it

in time ; and pray write to me, for I hear from nobody
else, either as to the public or my own private affairs." l

Matt had "
a miniature Venus in a plain box

" made
for Harry.
He sometimes found the ways of great ladies more

troublesome than the banter of Madame de Noailles.

The Duchess of Portsmouth, who in her young days
had been Charles II's beautiful mistress, was anxious

to get back to England
"
not remembering that an

anachronism of forty years makes a great difference as

well in love as politics
"

and the minister had gently
to dissuade her. The Dowager Countess of Jersey, the

1
Ibid., 551.
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widow of his old friend, gave him a great deal of trouble.

She came to Paris with her younger son Henry Villiers,

whom she proposed to make a Roman Catholic. Against
this step there were objections which, little as they

appeal to us to-day, were at the time undoubtedly
entitled to respect. In the first place, such a conversion

would have seriously injured the boy's worldly prospects,

except in the unlikely event of James Stuart's ascending
the throne of England as a Catholic king. In the second

place, it would have been very inconvenient for the

ministry. The Countess was a Jacobite ;
her husband

had taken part in the earlier and more surreptitious peace

negotiations ; and the credit of the Tories was not good

enough to stand the open conversion of one so intimately
connected with them. Bolingbroke, who was related to

the Villierses, keenly appreciated both these objections.

Without religion himself, holding all churches in equal

contempt, he was very far from undervaluing the advan

tages to be derived from a nominal adherence to the

Church established
; nor was he blinder to the present

dangers of his party. He wrote a letter of remonstrance,

therefore, to Lady Jersey, and another to Prior to beg
him to take the matter up.

Matt's task was more easily named than performed.
"As to our lady dowager," he told Bolingbroke,

"
you

did not know her, I find, as I have done by twenty years'

experience : she takes care that the child shall not see

me, carries him to-day into the country, under pretence
of his health, to a house of the Abbe* Gouvernet. That

blessed Protestant family, too, on your side, did they
not know of this hopeful expedition ? You say right,

that you imagine this Medea will give us all trouble ;

nothing can give more : she cries and sighs ; but I

know her sighs to be wind, and her tears to be water.
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The little devil, her husband had once a knife in his

hand to go and kill her
; what a puppy was I to hinder

him ! Adieu, my dear Lord, God keep us all from such

wives, and, above all, from such widows." 1 At first

Lady Jersey refused to see the English minister, or to

let her son see him
; though Bolingbroke wrote to Henry

Villiers himself, counselling him to escape to Prior's house.

Then the countess unbent so far as to dine with Prior,

but she still kept the boy out of his reach. Presently,

however, with the aid of Torcy, Matt succeeded in

establishing the desired communication, and eventually,
when the thing had become the talk of Versailles,

despatched him to England and Westminster School ;

while the countess, instead of taking greater offence,

veered right round and took to sending for the minister

at least once a day to ask his advice in her affairs.
"
Whether Bohea or Imperial tea is to be drank, it is all

done by Mr. Prior's direction." Prior prescribed the

Imperial variety, and after tea they toasted Lord

Bolingbroke in Usquebaugh.
The distractions caused by difficult ladies must have

been rather a pleasant relief from the greater anxiety
which was ever weighing on Prior's mind. The news

from beyond the Channel became blacker and blacker.

Bolingbroke, though hopeful, was manifestly depressed ;

and his friend wrote to inspire him.
"
England must be saved, my Lord, and it cannot be

done either by fools or cowards ; though both these

sects of philosophers will find all imaginable faults with

you, while you are doing it
;
and will wonder why they

are not recompensed when it is done ; they tell you
everything is dangerous to attempt, and when perfected

they always thought it would be so. What is the

1
Ibid., 552.
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substance of all this, my dear Lord ? That you must do

your duty, that you must think that duty proportioned
to the great abilities God has given you, and that you
must give your chagrin to the waves and wind. Whilst

I say this to you, whom I ought to love, and whom I do

love most heartily, am I without possibly more than my
share of trouble and apprehension ? considering the

whimsical circumstances of my fortune, the uncertain

situation of my affairs, and my mind constrained to put
itself into ten thousand postures, as the caprice of every
man that comes from your enchanted isle requires,

from Selkirk of Chatelhe*rault to the Jersey saints and

St. Germains beggars. Through life it is the same, my
Lord, and you and I (pardon the familiar conjunction)
must bear the importunity, the unreasonableness and

impertinence of the world, or you must go to Bucklebury
and I to St. John's, which, however disproportioned the

retreat may be, let us make it, my dear Lord, as late as

ever we can." l

Although Prior was unable to sustain the high imper
sonal note for long, the first part of this passage recalls

his letters to Portland. He was evidently fearful of the

effect of Bolingbroke's quarrel with Oxford. The Secre

tary had said that it should make no difference in public

affairs. Yet before the end of July he had succeeded

in driving the Lord Treasurer from office. On the very

day on which Oxford surrendered the White Staff, Matt

was writing Bolingbroke a letter in which he protested

against the dissensions in the ministry, pointed out to

him that they were discrediting England abroad, and

spoiled the flavour of the whole by the usual tag of panic
self-interest.

"
I should be wanting in my duty and friendship to

1
Ibid., 631 ; 12th March, 1714.
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you, if I were silent upon a point which, for me of all

men, it is most dangerous to touch ; you will easily

guess it is the differences and, as they are represented
here, the open quarrels between my masters at White
hall. Who is in the wrong, or who is in the right, is not

in my power at this distance to determine
;
but this thing

everyone sees at this Court, from Torcy to Courtenvaux,
as I believe they do in yours, from my Lord Chancellor to

Miramont, that the honour of our nation daily diminishes,

and the credit of the ministers most particularly suffers.

I would expatiate upon this topic, if I did not write to

a man of your superior sense, and I need make no excuse

for touching upon it, because, I am sure, I write to a

man who loves me and knows I love him. I have one

reason to wish an end of these misunderstandings more
than any man else, which is that I foresee my own ruin

inevitably fixed in their continuance : but be all that

as it will, my Lord Bolingbroke shall never be ashamed
of my conduct, or find me behave otherwise than as an
honest and an English man.

" Am I to go to Fontainbleau ? Am I to come home ?

Am I to be looked upon ? Am I to hang myself ? From
the present prospect of things, the latter begins to look

most eligible. Adieu, my Lord ; God bless you ! I am
ever inviolably yours,

" MATT.
"
Monsieur de Torcy has very severe, and, I fear, very

exact accounts of us : we are all frightened out of our

wits, upon the Duke of Marlborough's going into

England."
l

A few days later came the news that Anne was dead.

Prior was in the act of composing a poetic epistle to

the Queen, asking for her picture.
1

Ibid., 677.
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The train of equipage and pomp of state,
The shining sideboard and the burnished plate,
Let other ministers, great Anne, require,
And partial fall thy gift to their desire.

To the fair portrait of my sovereign dame,
To that alone, eternal be my claim. . . .

Thus he began ; and proceeded for twenty more lines

or so in the familiar strain of panegyric.

Here, Stator Jove, and Phoebus King of Verse,
The votive tablet I suspend. . . .

Here his pen also was suspended, for he learned that she

to whom his petition was addressed was beyond hearing
or granting it.

Suspense, indeed, was the atmosphere in which he was
to live for some months to come. It must have been
with a sinking heart that he learned of the succession of

events : of the frustration of Bolingbroke's schemes by
Somerset and Argyll, and the Queen's death-bed appoint
ment of the amiable but ineffectual Shrewsbury to the

Treasury ; of the proclamation of George I, the rout of

the Tories, and the formation of a Whig ministry. He
acted as his position demanded, putting himself into

immediate communication with the new king and per

forming the customary duties of English minister. But
he knew that this was no ordinary change of sovereigns,
and that the return of the Whigs to power meant far

more than that the Tories were out of office. There
were reprisals ahead.

Prior's fears were aggravated by his necessities.

Though denied the title of ambassador, he had been

spending money at a higher rate than was allowed to

ministers of that rank. His salary, as usual, was in

arrears ; and though Oxford, just before his dismissal,

had ordered the payment of what was due to him, the

subsequent upheaval had indefinitely delayed the

15 ( I?i8)
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fulfilment of the order. The Lords Justices who governed
England from the death of Anne until the arrival of

George would do nothing in the matter
; and the King,

though expressing sympathy with Prior, required an
examination of the Queen's debts before they should be
settled.

Poor Prior felt very forlorn. There was, however, in

the new ministry a man with whom he had once been on
terms of the greatest intimacy ;

who had been his

schoolfellow and a partner in his earliest literary venture.

Halifax, with an earldom and a Garter, was First Com
missioner of the Treasury. Matt determined to make
an effort to end the estrangement which had lasted since

his momentous vote in Parliament more than a dozen

years before. On 1st October he wrote him the

following letter. 1

" MY LORD,
"

I have reason to hope that what I have writ to
1 On the same day he wrote to Lord Townshend, Secretary of State

in place of Bolingbroke : "I am sure you will not think that I make you
a compliment of form only, when I congratulate to you the honour of

being secretary bond fide. I had rather you had the seals than any
man in England, except myself ; and I wish you all satisfaction and
prosperity in the course of your business, and in every part of your
private life. I need not ask you for your favour ; for, taking it for

granted that you think me an honest man, I assure myself of everything
from you that is good-natured and generous. How long I am, or am
not, to be here, or when I am to be recalled, your Lordship will soonest
know ; all that I can tell you upon that subject is, that our friend
and ally, Mr. Cunningham, is mightily pleased with me. Pray, my Lord,
do me all the good you can

;
and if, as we say here, the names of party

and faction are to be lost, pray get me pricked down for one of the first

that is desirous to come into so happy an agreement. And as I know
so good a design as the obtaining and insuring peace suits admirably
well with the sweetness of your Lordship's temper, I'll take my oath
on't, it graduates extremely well with my present disposition and
circumstances. I cannot presume to hope for the happiness of seeing
you very soon ; for though I should be recalled to-morrow, I shall

savour so strong of a French court that I must take my quarantine in

some Kentish village before I dare come near the Cock-pit." [Original
Letters (ed. Rebecca Warner, 1817), p. 13.]
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the Lord Justices in general has been agreeable to the

expectation of their Excellencies, and to the tenour of

my duty ; and having some particular friends in that

great commission and (as at least I flatter myself) no

enemies, I do not question but that I have been favour

ably represented to his Majesty. I hear that parties

and names of distinction are to be forgot, and that (as

when I was a commissioner of trade I have found it

expressed in the West Indian dialect) the hatchet of

discord is to be buried under the highest tree in the

forest and the calumet of goodwill to be carried from

Susquehanna to Pemaquia. I hear, too, that your

Lordship is to be one of the main instruments in this

good work. If so, pray put me down for one of your
most zealous under-workmen. By what I have some

time since writ to your Lordship, and by what you have

lately seen writ by me to others, you know my senti

ments upon this subject ;
and as I can safely swear

that I have hitherto acted for the good of my country

(according to the directions and orders given to me)
with integrity and honour, I add to you, my Lord, that

I have nothing more at heart than to live in the strictest

rules of duty and respect with those whom his Majesty

pleases to employ in his ministry, and with you, my
Lord, to renew that friendship which, as it began when

we were children, ought to be continued to our graves.

Has it not been uneasy sometimes to you to have

suspended the operations of it ? And have not you

punished yourself in refusing me your favour ? Four

teen years, my Lord, is long enough for you to have

borne other people's resentments against your friend

Matt. Let your kindness to me for the time to come

make amends for the coldness of the past. I would not

beg your favour, but I would have you give it to me,
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and put me in the wrong if by my future actions I do
not merit it. Begin by doing me the greatest good
office imaginable in assuring me of his Majesty's favour,

and improving that good opinion which I have reason

to hope he has conceived of my zeal for his service, and
be persuaded that on my part you shall receive all the

acknowledgment that a grateful and affectionate mind
can make to you. I am with all possible duty and

respect, and if you please to give me leave to add,

my Lord, with strict and inviolable friendship, your

Lordship's most faithful, obedient and humble servant,
" M. P."

To this pathetic appeal Prior got no immediate reply,

and after the lapse of a fortnight he wrote at greater

length, renewing his petition for Halifax's friendship,

protesting his loyalty to the House of Hanover, and

describing his financial position in detail.
"
Give me

leave in the meantime, my Lord, to represent to you
that, having been six weeks at Fontainbleau, the most

expensive place upon earth except Paris itself, I returned

hither two days since with eleven horses, thirteen servants,

and in a pomp of woe that put me in mind of Patroclus's

funeral, myself melancholy enough, though the horses

did not weep, but may be they did not reflect that their

provender was not paid for." The letter ends on a note

of altruism which is pleasant after its pardonable, but

somewhat monotonous, insistence on the writer's own case.

Prior asks Halifax to see that their old college friend,

Richard Shelton, was continued in his employment as a

commissioner of the Stamp Office, and that Adrian

Drift, the poet's secretary, kept the first clerkship of the

Plantation Office. Drift had held his post for fourteen

years, Shelton his but a few months. Prior calls the

latter his fidus Achates and the partner of his inmost
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soul, and had been importunate with both Oxford and

Bolingbroke on his behalf. He was the Dick of Alma ;

and though references to him are but brief and inter

mittent in the poet's correspondence, the friendship
between the two was long and peculiarly intimate.

While Prior was writing his second letter to Halifax,

James Montagu was writing to Prior informing him of

his brother's willingness to renew relations and deter

mination to help him. To this Prior replied in a letter

full of gratitude and what bears an ugly resemblance

to readiness to abandon old friends.
' You will easily believe me, my dear Jemmy, how

agreeable your letter was to me since it assured me of

the continuance of your friendship, and of Lord Halifax's

generous intentions to renew his favour to me. I was

always truly sensible of your good wishes towards me,
and of your kind concern in my behalf, but never had
so much reason as at present to thank you upon that

account. The future satisfaction of my life will be to

live with my master as the most obliged and most

faithful of his servants ought to be, and if I do not

expatiate upon that subject it is because my interest is

so visibly concerned in the thing that whatever I may
say would look as flowing from a less noble principle

than that of a sincere and pure friendship ; and since

I am resolved to have no future contests with any man

upon any other account than who shall be most zealous

for his Majesty's service, and the interest of Great

Britain, I persuade myself that I shall every day find

new occasion of making my court to the Earl of Halifax.

I have enemies, Jemmy who doubts it ? He who has

not can deserve to have no friends, but with this, as far

as duty and diligence can have pleaded in my behalf,

I have no reason to think myself ill with some very
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great men, and, give me leave to say to you, with the

greatest. The rest will be easy enough. I have known
courts a long time, if the sun rises the mists are very
soon dispersed ; and in one word, my dear Jemmy, as

I have neither betrayed England, nor been bribed by
France, as I have nothing to fear from the noise of my
supposed enemies, I ought to expect very much from

the honour of my real friends. In three years that I

have been here it will not, I presume, be expected that

I should be accountable for what has proceeded in the

same time from the ambition, folly, heat or error of

others. A coffee-house may pass its censure upon me,
but under any jury in England your friend Matt will be

judged worthy the favour of his sovereign and the friend

ship of his master. You shall not be judge (though the

King has made you such) in this case, for you may
possibly be too partial to me. As I congratulate you
upon your honour, I beg you will do the like in my
name to my Lord Halifax upon his being Earl and

Knight of the Garter. My own dreadful circumstances

I have represented to him in such a manner as that I

hope he has already found means to discharge me to

this present day of my writing, and if at home nothing
has been done for me the more remains for him to do.

Remember that your friend Dick Shelton, and your
servant Drift, be kept in their places, both which will

redound to the reputation of him whom we used to

call Charles, and to the satisfaction of your friend

MAT."

Meanwhile, Prior had received a short and business

like but generous note from Halifax, in which the hatchet

was buried once for all. This must have crossed

Matt's third importunity. The First Commissioner of the

Treasury was sincerely willing to help him, but on
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looking into his affairs found that they were not easy
to settle. *

Matt's position grew more and more uncomfortable.

The Earl of Stair was sent to Paris as ambassador, with

directions to relieve him of all his papers, which, of

course, included his compromising correspondence with

Bolingbroke. For making this surrender, Prior fell into

very bad odour with the Tories, who freely accused him
of betraying them. 2 The accusation, in spite of his

professions to the Montagus, was on the whole unjust ;

Prior's choice was practically Hobson's
; though he may,

as has been suggested, have thought to propitiate the

powers, and hasten the payment of his debts, by holding
out hopes of information. 8 How little information he

was prepared to furnish, was soon to be shown.

The payment of his debts was a very urgent neces

sity. From the beginning of 1715 he was without

official position,
4
yet he was incapable of returning to

1 Two letters from Halifax to Prior of an earlier date than this

series are printed in the Longleat Papers [iii, 443, 444]. But since they
indicate a state of established friendship which certainly did not exist

at the time, some error has presumably crept into the dating. They
seem to be antedated by a year.

* "
Prior, qui etoit ici plenipotentiaire d'Angleterre, a eu 1'impru-

dence ou la malice de donner a milord Stairs, a qui il avoit ordre de
remettre tous ses papiers, une lettre que milord Bolingbroke lui avoit
ecrite de Londres et qu'on explique en mal. Prior pretend se tirer

d'affaire en abandonnant tous les ministres qui 1'avoient employe."
[Dangeau, Journal, xv, 401.]

" Et en condamnant leur conduite,"
adds Dangeau in a repetition of this charge. [Ibid. 402.] Under
date 8th May (new style), 1715, Dangeau gives a detail elsewhere
unrecorded :

"
Prior a ete maltraite en Angleterre par un particulier

qui prctendoit avoir sujet de se plaindre de lui, et les ministres de
1 ancien gouvernement qui pretendent que Prior les a trahis se sont

rejoiuis de sa triste aventure." [ Ibid . 413.]
3
Swift, Correspondence (ed. Ball), ii, 278 .

4 His powers were revoked 5th January ; the King's letter ordering
him to surrender his papers bears date 15th January. Dangeau
[Journal, xv, 287], prematurely notes his recall 1st December (new
style), 1714.
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England. The amount of his expenses alarmed the

Treasury, and, as usually happens, alarm had a numbing
effect on that office. The weeks passed and nothing
was sent him, while he stayed in Paris at the mercy of

his creditors. A new commission of customs had been

appointed, and he was not on it. "I find myself
divested of my commission at the customs," he wrote

to Hanmer,
"
my expenses here objected to at the

Treasury, and my person neither in very good health

nor good heart, detained a kind of political prisoner,

my affairs discanted on and judged by every French

marquis or councillor, duchesse or bourgeoise, according
to the measure of their capacity and the extent of their

compassion."
This bad state of affairs was ended in February, 1715,

by the payment of what was due to him for salary and

2,408 for extraordinary expenses. At last he was free

to go home, and he set out at the end of March. But if he

flattered himself that the change would be for the better,

he was soon disillusioned. Dangeau, in his enormous

journal, notes the ex-plenipotentiary's return to England,
" ou on ne le croit pas trop en surete de la vie."

The Whigs had come into power determined to call

their predecessors to account, and they lost little time

in getting to business. King George's first Parliament

met 17th March, and on 13th April a Committee of

Secrecy to inquire into the Peace of Utrecht was

appointed, with that rising statesman, Robert Walpole,
in the chair. The result of the deliberations of this

body was the impeachment of Oxford, Bolingbroke,
Strafford and Ormonde. Ormonde and Bolingbroke
fled to France and joined the Pretender. Oxford and

Strafford stayed to face the music.

The report of the committee, with its appendices, fills
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over 200 packed columns of Cobbett's Parliamentary

History. Much of it deals with the papers which Stair

had received from the luckless Prior, who was one of

the first to be called to account for the sins of Toryism.
On 9th June, Walpole, on behalf of the Committee of

Secrecy, acquainted the House "
that he had a report

to present according to their order, but that he had the

commands of the committee to make a motion to the

House before he read the report ; that there are in the

report matters of the highest importance ; that, although
the committee had power to send for persons, papers
and records, they did not think fit to make use thereof,

believing it to be necessary in order to bring offenders

to justice, that some persons should be secured before

it is possible they should know what they are examined
to ; and lest they should have notice from what should

be read in the report to make their escape, he was com
manded by the committee, according to former pre

cedents, to move that a warrant may be issued by Mr.

Speaker to apprehend certain persons who shall be

named to him by the chairman of the said committee ;

and that no members may be permitted to go out of

the House." Whereupon, after the customary cere

monies and precautions, the Speaker, Spencer Compton,
issued his warrant to the Serjeant-at-Arms to take into

custody several persons, and particularly Mr. Matthew
Prior and Mr. Thomas Harley, Lord Oxford's cousin.

Prior was at once arrested, Harley some hours later.

For a week the prisoners were confined to their own

houses, which lay a few doors apart in Duke Street

a proximity which had its consequences and on

16th June Prior was summoned to appear before the

Secret Committee.



CHAPTER X

THE SECRET COMMITTEE

OF his examination before the Secret Commi^e, Prior

himself wrote an account which, since it is as readable

a piece of prose as he ever produced, and is accessible

in no edition pleasant to the modern eye, may as well

be given here not only substantially but literally.
1

"
In outward appearance they were all very civil ;

set me a chair equal to the table where they sat, and
next to Secretary Stanhope, who had the books and

papers of the Secretary's office before him. Mr. Walpole,
the chairman, said little more than mere compliment.
Mr. Lechmere with great industry hid from me, and
often himself looked into, papers in folio, unbound and
covered with a blue sheet. I did not then know what

they were, but during the examination I perceived it

was the report, then printed, and in some few days
after published. He began with an affected eloquence,
that as I had served in a very high employment, and
with very great applause, the Committee relied upon
my candour and probity : that as what they asked me

1 It is printed in The History of His Own Time, p. 417 ; and Parl.

Hist., vii, App. col. ccxxi. In the former (p. 416) appears the following

preface :

" The severest article against the Inquisition is, that those
who are called before it are not allowed a copy of their indictment, but
must themselves divine the cause why they are imprisoned. I was
called before the Secret Committee, and sworn by Mr. Justice Boscawen
to no particular indictment ; the Committee, on the contrary, assuring
me I was not accused of any crime : the Secretary of State assuring the
Committee that by the King's order what I should say should no way
affect me. After which they proceeded to a wild examination, not

only of what I had transacted as her Majesty's plenipotentiary for three

years before, but of what I might have any ways known or heard of ;

that the Earl of Oxford, the Lord Bolingbroke and others concerned
in her Majesty's affairs had acted."

226
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was for the King's service, so what I answered would
be for my own honour. After this some of them began
with several vague questions : What I knew of the

negotiation ? How long I had been acquainted with

the Abb Gaultier ? If the propositions came first from

France, or if we sent them ? And desired me to give
them an account of whatever I could of that whole

matter ; which, it seems, they thought I was so ready
to do, that some of them took their pens and paper, as

if I were to begin a sermon and they to take short notes.
"

I said that as I had always acted abroad by the

authority of the Crown of England, and had, in

obedience to the King's commands, given up all the

memorials and papers which related to that part of the

peace in which I had a share, I was desirous to answer

the honourable Committee (before whom I understood

such papers were) in everything that might help to

explain them ;
that my books were already before them

;

and, as I had written to Mr. Secretary Stanhope, those

books must even speak for themselves. The Committee
seemed to acquiesce in my answer. Lord Coningsby

whispered the chairman, and said, 'No, we will begin
with the money.'

" The Committee then desired to know what money
I drew from the Treasury in 1711, when I went into

France. I answered,
' Two hundred pounds

'

; and, as

I remembered, that was the sum. I had either credit

from Mr. Clifford, or his correspondent, or from Monsieur

Cantillon : I could not well remember which, it being
now four years since.

' Had you these bills,' some of

them said,
'

from my Lord Treasurer ?
'

I replied,
'

No.'

They asked me,
' Was it by his order ?

'

I said I hoped
there was no occasion for a reply to that question. I

presumed it would be found, as other money expended
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on the like occasion, by direction of the Sovereign. I

found they were not pleased with this answer. Walpole
said,

'

Will you think a little of the method in which

this examination is to proceed ? And Mr. Prior will be

pleased in the meantime to retire a little.'
' When I was called in again, the same question was

asked, and the same answer returned. I added that I

well hoped those sums, and several others of much

greater importance, were paid ; that otherwise, for want
of knowledge in the Crown laws, I should find myself a

beggar ; and from an hotel in Paris might spend the

rest of my days in the Counter. And here I addressed

myself to Mr. Stanhope, as to what I had writ to him

concerning my debts. He said that nothing of all this

concerned me. Prior :
*

I must apply myself to you
upon another head. I must own myself unexperienced in

the method of Parliament ; I have no papers by me ;

I have no counsel
;

for want of memory or judgment I

may err
; and though, gentlemen, I am accused of

nothing, I know not but that I may accuse myself

through inadvertency or mistake.'
"
Here Mr. Stanhope rose up and told the Committee

that he had the King's particular direction that what
ever I said to them, or they to the House of Commons,
should not be of any prejudice to myself. I took a

sheet of paper, which lay before me, and wrote this

down, as I did what they had already said to me. Here,

after they had whispered, and some even separated
themselves from the table to confer in a corner of the

room, the chairman told me I might withdraw
;
which

I did, leaving the notes I had taken upon the table.
" When I was called in again, I found their civility

much abated, and the battery quite changed. The
most confused questions were put to me, upon several
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heads, backward and forward, by Lechmere and
Boscawen and Coningsby (the two first of whom I think

understood not one word of what they were saying).

Coningsby at length prevailed.
'

Mr. Prior, you were

sent out that you might have time to recollect more

particularly upon whom you had credit, when my Lord
of Oxford sent you into France.' Prior :

'

I have great

respect to the Earl of Oxford ; but he never sent me
into France.' And turning to Mr. Secretary Stanhope,
who had the books of the office of 1711 in his hand,
I said that as I had the honour to be sent into France

by the Queen's especial appointment and immediate

direction, I presumed the copy of my powers were to be

found in the books before him. He turning to it :

'

Mr.

Prior, is this the copy of your instructions ?
'

Prior :

'

I believe it is ; but to give the Committee no further

trouble on this head, I am ready either now, or any
other time, to produce the original, as I think it may
tend to my service.' Being asked of whom I received

money in France, I answered,
'

Of Monsieur Cantillon.'

Boscawen :
' Was he not a Papist ?

'

Prior :
'

Else,

sir, he could not have been a banker at Paris, which he

had been for several years before I knew him. In one

word, he was the common banker to whom the English
addressed themselves, and I think Clifford of Amsterdam
was his correspondent.' Stanhope and Walpole I found

frowning and nodding at each other, and extremely
ashamed at this vile stuff.

"
Being sent out, and called in again, I found the

thunder broke out. Walpole referred it to Stanhope to

speak. Stanhope :
' The Committee are not satisfied

with your behaviour to them. I have already told you
that the Lords above and the Committee here have

taken notice that they find a constant correspondence
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on your side to Lord Treasurer, but no answers from
him ; whereas all your letters from Lord Bolingbroke
are entire, and commonly in their right order. Some of

those indeed are missing.' The whole Committee echoed

the same thing. Prior :
'

I was told some hours since,

by this honourable Committee, that I should be asked

nothing that might prejudice myself. I am a good deal

confused
;

I have no counsel ; and, with great respect,
I look upon this to be a downright accusation of myself,
as if I should have held any correspondence I was

unwilling to declare. I must refer myself to you in this

point, Mr. Stanhope. The letters that we receive, when

abroad, from the Secretaries of State, we keep, copying
our answers to them, both which justify our acting

according to our orders sent us ; and I presume it will

be found that my letters, which you have in your own

keeping, answer those written to me by the Secretaries of

State under whose departments I acted ; which letters you
have likewise. You have also the letters I have wrote

to the Lord Treasurer in my books, at least those of them
that related to the public affair and consequently were

worth keeping. I did not, nor could I, expect a con

stant correspondence from him. What I wrote was for

his information ; what use his Lordship made of that

information, I had reason to presume was for the Queen's
service ;

and the answers and directions to me were to

come by the Secretary of State/ Committee :
(

It is

very strange that not above two or three letters should

appear from my Lord Treasurer. Did he not write more
to you ?

'

Prior :
' He writ to me several times, and

I obeyed his commands intimated to me therein. Those

commands performed, the letters were of no use, and
I no more kept them than I did letters received from

other noblemen, the Duke of Buckingham, the Lord
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Halifax, Lord Harcourt, then Lord Chancellor, etc.

They related no otherwise to the negotiation than in

commending me, assuring me that he represented my
services to the Queen in a right light, and wishing a

speedy end to the negotiation, that I might come home
to him.'

"
I was sent out again, and recalled ; was asked how

many letters I might in all have received from my Lord

Treasurer, and what was the substance of any of them.

Prior :
' As to the number, I cannot particularly tell :

I received a letter from him sometimes of five, sometimes

of ten or twelve lines, ordering me to pay sums of money
to persons who had the Queen's pension, and were then

in France, or recommending some of his particular friends

to my acquaintance, or, which I thought much better,

telling me he had ordered the payment of my bills ;
but

I might very safely affirm that I had no letter that could

possibly concern the Committee or anybody else. I have

one letter that as Lord Treasurer he writ to me, which

related to the payment of the dowry of King James's

Queen Mary, a thing publicly transacted, and known
here in England ;

but as no progress was made in that

affair during my stay in France, and that it did not

belong to the negotiation of the peace, I had not indeed

given up that letter, but, as I thought, I could find it,

or the copy of it, if it should have been thought of any
use. In the meantime I thought proper, in case any

thing had been done in that matter, to keep that letter

for my own justification ;
as indeed it would have been

my order.' Boscawen :
'

Sir, you say you do not know
how many letters you had. Might you have ten ?

'

Prior :
'

I believe I might.' Boscawen :
'

Might you
have fourteen ?

'

Prior :
'

I believe I might.' Boscawen :

'

Might you have sixteen ?
'

Prior :
'

Indeed, Mr.
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Boscawen, I have told you that I cannot answer you to

any indefinite (sic) number/ It was still urged with great
vehemence that I kept a constant correspondence with

my Lord Treasurer. Prior :
'

I am very far from

denying it
; but he did not keep a constant correspond

ence with me. It was my duty to write to him, and he

was to make what use he pleased of my letters. I com

plained sometimes of the objections I met with at the

Court of France in the execution of my orders
;

and
was very glad when by the letters from the Secretary of

State, I found my difficulty made easier. But, gentle

men, since we are upon this subject, throughout the

whole course of my letters to my Lord Treasurer, and

even in those I wrote to the Duke of Shrewsbury, after

his Grace's return, both in England and Ireland, I still

complained that my Lord Treasurer did not write to me.'

And here, indeed, being very much teased and vexed,

my Lord Coningsby raving and threatening that these

letters must be produced, I said,
'

If there be such

letters in the world, that contain the secrets of the

negotiation written by my Lord Treasurer, it might be

very well presumed his Lordship kept copies of them,
and he must produce them. For,' said I,

'

by the

eternal God, I know of no such letters ; and you know,

my Lord, that your countryman is no very exact corre

spondent/ This I said, having known that my Lord

Coningsby had troubled great men, if not my Lord

Treasurer particularly, with letters, who had never

taken care to answer him. I grant this was very

foolishly said ; for one should never provoke a hedgehog.

Coningsby (breaking out into a great passion) :
'

This

is imposing upon the Committee !

'

Prior :
'

Imposing,

my Lord, is a very hard word/ He lifted up his voice in

anger, and was going on
;
but Stanhope, yet louder than
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he, swore that he could produce every individual scrip

of paper that had been written to him by any man alive,

or that he had written to any man during his being a

minister abroad. Prior :
'

Mr. Stanhope, I am sorry

I cannot do the like ;
if it be so, you are the most careful

minister that ever yet were sent abroad/ They pro
ceeded in asking me to give an account of what, they

said, I must needs know of the meeting of the Lords at

my house with Mesnager and Gaultier. I had already
heard that they had consulted their friends of the law

upon that point, and had determined to fix upon that

meeting, wherein the preliminaries were signed, as an

accusation of treason how justly I leave to the judg
ment of all disinterested and honest men ; since first, in

the nature of the thing, it is impossible for any two

nations in war to come ever to an accommodation, or

begin any plan upon which a future peace may be

founded, without some overture and intervention of this

kind. . -
1 Though this procedure will without doubt

hereafter appear consonant to common sense, conducive

to the safety and good of Great Britain, and justifiable

by the universal custom and law of nations, nunc non

erat his locus. I said Monsieur Mesnager had often been

at my house ; that the Secretary of State had seen him

there ; that I had ate and drank and been abroad with

him several times. They took great hold of this.

Boscawen expressed himself with great joy :

'

This is

more than we knew before !

' And from thence they
ran wildly back : When I knew Gaultier ? Where I had

been with Mesnager ? I answered to this in as general

terms as I could. The chairman perceived that they
would lose their point in this multiplicity of questions,

1 Prior here diverges into a defence of the private negotiation of

preliminaries, and cites Bolingbroke's letter to the Queen of 20th

September, and the unused warrant of 17thSeptember [see pp. ISOetseqq.]

16 (1718)
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and, checking their speed, restrained it to this one

demand. Chairman :
' What lords were present at your

house at the meeting when the preliminary articles were

talked of or signed ?
'

I answered,
' The two Secretaries

of State
'

;
for it is certain they were so, their names

appearing in the instrument. Chairman :
' Was my

Lord of Oxford there ?
'

Prior :
'

I cannot recollect it.

One of the lords was absent ; whether the Duke of

Shrewsbury or the Earl of Oxford I cannot tell. In all

sincerity and honour this is truth.' They grew extremely

angered upon it, and sent me out to recollect if both

these lords were not present.
"

I came in and assured them again that as well as

I could remember a transaction of which I took no

notes, and which was now above three years past, and
of which I was so far from expecting to be called to any
account that I thought it was an honour to me, I could

not determine which of the two were absent. I said

again that this was fact, that I do not remember it :

I have only an idea that one of them was absent. The
answer indeed had this effect, that it was the same thing
as if they were both absent, since they could not deter

mine which of them was present. But upon this

meeting no less accusation than an article of high
treason was to be founded. Was anything more difficult

ever put upon a man, than to endeavour to extort an

evidence from me, in order to bring those to the scaffold

who were friends and patrons, under whose orders

formerly, and with whom jointly now, I had the honour

to act, by the Queen's directions, and in a matter not

only innocent but laudable ! Or could anything be

more absurd or more inhuman than to propose to me a

question by the answering of which I might (according
to them) prove myself a traitor ! Since, as I had heard,
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every man who is a partner is a principle in treason.

And notwithstanding their solemn promise that nothing
which I could say should hurt myself, I had no reason

to trust them, for they violated that promise about five

hours after (as I shall say anon). However, I owned
I was there present. Whether this was wisely done
or no, I leave to my friends to determine.

" From my being taken up by order of the House of

Commons, this examination was just a week. They
now, after I had been turned out and returned again,

interrogated me if, since my being taken into custody,
I had not seen my Lord of Oxford or any of his relations.

I said I had seen my Lord of Oxford the last Sunday
at Mr. Thomas Harley's house ; and was going on to

explain that Mr. Thomas Harley and I, who were taken

up at the same time, (living within three doors of each

other) commonly dined together at one or other of our

houses, our respective messengers guarding us
;

that

on Sunday going to dine with Mr. Harley, I saw my
Lord of Oxford at the stair-head, going out ; that I

asked him if he dined with us : he told me he was to

dine in better company ;
that this was all that passed

between us : the messenger at the bottom of the stairs

heard every word I said to him. As I was telling this,

they answered it was sufficient, I had seen my Lord of

Oxford and his near relation ; which was the question
asked.

"
I here was ordered to retire, and when I was called

in again the chairman, from amongst many books and

papers which he had before him (and the Secretary of

State had on the other side as many ;
and I perceived

many of them were my own), the chairman, I say,

abruptly enough threw one half-sheet of the large demy
paper, written very foul and razed in several places,
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which, indeed, when he gave into my hand, I hardly
knew what it was, so far as to give any reasonable

account of it, it being without date or title, and, as I

say, very imperfect as to the very words and style. He
asked me drily, and without any other previous word,
if I knew that hand. Prior :

'

There are two hands
in it

;
one is very like the hand I write when first I make

any brouillon.' One or two of the Committee :
'

Sir, what
do you mean by a brouillon ?

' 1 Prior :
' When I write

anything at first only for my own memory, as to what
I would draw up after in a more perfect manner.' I

perused this piece of paper and, upon a little reflection,

directing myself to Mr. Stanhope, said I believed this

paper contained some notes upon a letter I received

from his predecessor, my Lord Bolingbroke. He was

apprised of this before ; for he readily turned to the

letter, which was registered in the office-book. I added

that I thought there were some notes I had taken in the

French language to enable me to speak more particularly
to Monsieur de Torcy of the matters mentioned in the

said Secretary's letter. As that letter was written four

years before, and I was not in possession of my own

letters, the Secretary himself and the Committee could

best inform themselves of the substance thereof. There

was written,
"
My Lord Tr. ne doute point que la Cour de

France n'y trouve point de remede." Now whatever

lord that might mean, they had already printed it my
Lord Treasurer

; and in so doing had given that sentence

the wrongest construction imaginable, as proving that

my Lord Treasurer would give up Tournay to France ;

whereas the whole hint was meant to renew to the

ministers at that Court that Tournay was to be given

1 A favourite word of Prior's, used in connection with poetic

fragments printed by Mr. Waller or still in manuscript.
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to the Allies
;
and it was to keep the Court of France

from endeavouring to hope the contrary. As what was
in the brouillon was sometimes an abridgement and
sometimes a verbal translation of my Lord Bolingbroke's
letter, which Mr. Stanhope still held close, and as I

read the French into English, I asked him if the same
sense was in the letter. He did not deny it. Coningsby

grew extremely angry, and on a sudden broke out into

some expressions which neither he should have uttered,

nor will I repeat ; and so I was ordered to withdraw

again ; which was into the next room, where not only
a messenger of the House of Commons, but a door

keeper of the Secretary's office, waited all day, and were

still ready to receive me.
"
Being called in again, I was interrogated without

method or connection, as any member of the Committee

pleased, and indeed with confusion and disorder enough
among themselves ; for they sometimes stopped each

other's question and proposed new ones of their own.

At last it came to this. Chairman :
l

Mr. Prior, we cannot

doubt but that you are apprized of the whole affair of

Tournay. Did my Lord ever write about Tournay ?
'

Prior :
'

I cannot readily answer, as not understanding
the force of the question. I believe my Lord Treasurer

may have writ to me concerning Tournay at the beginning
of the negotiation. I am sure he has spoke to me about

Tournay. I may be mistaken as to the time, but I

think in 1711 the French insisted upon their having

Tournay ; but I very well remember that the Queen's
instructions to her ambassadors for the general peace
were positive that the Dutch should have it : I under

stood the negotiation to continue always upon that

foot.' I added that as the affair of the barrier was

transacted at Utrecht, I had nothing in my instructions
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relating to that whole matter, otherwise than as it might
relate in general to the peace.

' What I have of the

whole negotiation is before you.' Here Walpole and

Stanhope grew mightily perplexed ; one in a sullen and

t'other in an unbounded passion. Coningsby raved out

right. I may justly protest that I could not conceive

the cause of this disorder
;

for I did not know that they
had already founded their high treason upon the articles

of Tournay, against my Lord Treasurer ;
nor can I since

comprehend why they did. 1 To shew the justice as

well as the good judgment of these men, it must certainly

appear not only extravagant but ridiculous to all who
think righter than the Committee, that is, to all men

living, that an article of high treason should be founded

against an English minister upon Tournay, which was
not given up to the French, and no mention ever made of

Lisle, which actually was given up. This by the way.
It may be further observed that at that time not one

third part of the Committee themselves didknow upon what

point the accusations either against the Earl of Oxford, or

any man else, were to be grounded ;
several of them

having since told me themselves that they never either

drew up or read the report ; but that those things came
to them, as they merrily expressed it, ready cut and dried.

" But to return to my journal ; this various and

incoherent manner of examination having now lasted

above nine hours. Two of my masters (by the way),
Mr. Onslow and Mr. Erie, had left the Committee almost

at the beginning of the day ;
for to give them their due,

they asked me very few questions while there, by going

away seemed ashamed of the proceeding. And now

Walpole himself grew weary of it, and was going, but

hindered and as it were kept in the chair by Mr. Stanhope,

1 See eleventh article of Oxford's impeachment.
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who said openly they could not go on without the chair

man. I was ordered to withdraw, and during about half

an hour's recess into the next room, or rather passage,
as the door was by chance opened, I heard them

extremely warm and loud with one another. Whilst

I was in this little room, in which the messenger under

whose custody I was and a doorkeeper of the Secretary's

office, as I have already said, were waiting, Coningsby
came out by a backway, as Boscawen did by the fore-

door. In this room was a trunk, and in it several papers
and memorials, to which the Committee had recourse

during the examination. The trunk was open, and I

could not but perceive by the endorsements that many
of the papers were my own. Coningsby whispered the

officers to take care that I should not come nigh the

trunk, and really looked on me more like a fury than a

man
; though certainly I had all the right imaginable

to see every paper that related to me in my examination,

which was pretended to be made upon no other foot

than that the King should be informed of what I had
done for his service in the negotiation of the peace ;

and if the Committee themselves had really a mind to

be apprized of the truth as to fact, the hindering a man
whom they intended should become an evidence from

seeing his own papers was but an ill method towards his

giving them a clearer intelligence.
"

I was now called in for the last time, and I found

that they had collected several heads of what they

thought proper I should set my hand to. I read them,
and made some objections thereunto, but to no purpose.
I said that to many questions I had not, nor could,

answer in the positive manner that was there set down ;

that as to divers facts, I could not take things upon my
memory ; that as to others, I had indeed said I believed,
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I thought, I had heard, or understood they were so ;

that the omission of these words made me say positively,

and as an evidence, what I should not be able to maintain,

having only answered them as my memory served me,
and as much as I knew of the heads upon which I had
been interrogated.; knowing that they themselves had
blamed my answers for being very imperfect ; and I had
more than once told them I was sorry I could not answer

them more fully. I objected against these words : He
confesses that since his confinement he has conversed with

the Earl of Oxford and his nearest relations. I did not,

I said, confess. Confession supposes a crime : I was
told I was accused of none. I said I had seen the Earl

of Oxford at Mr. Thomas Harley's ; and as I was going to

tell the thing again
'

Jesus !

'

said Coningsby,
' How

perjured is this man !

'

Prior :
'

My Lord, have a care

of .' Coningsby :
'

No, sir ; 'tis you that must have

a care.' Seeing now the face of the Committee against

me, knowing and presuming that if ever the Duke of

Shrewsbury, the Earl of Oxford or Lord Bolingbroke
himself should be brought to trial, I must be sure before

the Lords have an opportunity of explaining what I had

said, and declaring what usage I had found from the

Committee, I signed the paper. I cannot here omit a

ridiculous instance of my Middlesex Justice's skill in the

law : he was just going to set his name on the left hand
of the paper, where I was to have set mine ; and if he

had not been timely cautioned by the chairman, it would

have been the deposition of Hugh Boscawen, jurat, coram
me, Matt. Prior.

" When I had thus signed the paper, the chairman told

me that the Committee were not at all satisfied with my
behaviour, nor could give such an account of it to the

House that might merit their favour in my behalf ; that
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at present they thought fit to lay me under a stricter

confinement than that of my own house. Here

Boscawen played the moralist, and Coningsby the

Christian
;

but both very awkwardly. Boscawen said

that he had often heard Mr. Stepney, who was a wise

man and our old friend, repeat this proverb : Near is

my shirt, but nearer my skin; and told me, if I had

remembered that saying, and acted according to it,

it would have been better for me. And Coningsby said

he had known me a long time and was heartily sorry for

my condition
;
but all this proceeded from my own fault.

Now this kind commiseration did not last above a minute ;

for the messenger to whose house they intended to con

fine me being called, Coningsby asked him if his house

were secured by bolts and bars. The messenger, who
is by birth a gentleman, and a very good-natured man,
was astonished at the question ; and answered that he

never had any in his custody but Parliament prisoners

(as he expressed it) and there were neither bolts nor bars

in his house. At which Coningsby very angrily said,
'

Sir, you must secure this prisoner ;
it is for the safety

of the nation ;
if he escapes, you shall answer for it.'

And now I met with another hardship, which indeed

I could not have expected, as I had all day taken notes

of the heads of their examination and my answers, and

particularly that Mr. Stanhope had, by his Majesty's

order, informed the Committee that from whatever I

should say hi this examination nothing should or ought
to redound to my own prejudice : nor indeed could it

be imagined I should answer on any other foot ;
for

without the King's consent, I doubt if I ought at all to

have answered to the Committee/'

The substance of this paper calls for little comment.

Its clarity is admirable, and suggests that had Prior
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lived in a more enlightened age, he might have added to

his many activities that of parliamentary reporter. As
excellent as his narrative of questions and answers is his

indication of the characteristics of his inquisitors ; the

violence of Coningsby, on whom he took revenge by lam

pooning him in The Viceroy and bracketing him with the

Devil in Downhall ; the stupidity of Boscawen
; Walpole's

and Stanhope's honest desire for a decent examination

degenerating into perplexity and irritation at the foolish

conduct of their colleagues and the prevarications of Prior.

For that he did prevaricate cannot be doubted. It

is impossible to believe that he had forgotten whether

Oxford was at Duke Street when the ministers met

Mesnager, and it seems highly probable that more than

he would admit passed between Prior and the earl out

side Thomas Harley's house. One thing is certain. At
considerable personal risk, he did his best to shield the

late Lord Treasurer, though whether the dearth of

Oxford's letters among his papers was accidental or

arranged cannot be determined. The results of his

examination were, of course, kept secret, but rumours

got abroad. Some said he had betrayed Oxford ; others

that he had refused to do so, and lay a close prisoner in

danger of hanging in consequence. He was not hanged,

but, in accordance with the decision of the Committee
as laid before the House of Commons on the day after his

examination, he was removed from Duke Street to the

house of the messenger in Brownlow Street, Long Acre.

On 20th September the Secret Committee, speaking

through Walpole, gave the House a brief report of Prior's

examination, and submitted the question of the advis

ability of setting him at liberty. But both report and

rider were very unfavourably worded, and Matt remained

in durance for more than a year longer.



CHAPTER XI

THE POEMS

THE record of Prior's imprisonment is necessarily a

blank. l The Answer to the Secret Committee was probably

begun during the first months. It is, as far as it goes,
an able criticism, from the Tory point of view, of the

Committee's report. That it was intended for anony
mous publication seems clear from the fact that Prior

wrote of himself in the third person, but the pamphlet
was never finished, and was not printed until several

years after the author's death. A more celebrated

literary fruit of captivity was Alma, and many shorter

poems were doubtless composed in Brownlow Street.

For the rest, he seems to have enjoyed a measure of

liberty, which would increase as time went on. At first

he was a target for Whig satirists, who lampooned him
in such doggerel as the Letters to Mr. Prior, discovering a

Secret of Vast Importance, by a Fellow Sufferer, a very

poor imitation of the Letters to Fleetwood Shephard. But

interest in his delinquencies died down, and by the end

of 1716 he was at liberty,
2
though with three or four

1
Joseph Moser in Vestiges, No. vii [European Mag. Jan., 1803,

p. 9], quotes part of a song which he asserts was made by Prior in

captivity and repeated by him to a relative of Moser's. It gives curious

details of the poet's life in Brownlow Street, but has not a genuine
ring and has never been incorporated with his poetry, though Mr.

Brimley Johnson gave it in an appendix to the second Aldine edition.

Moser's annotations, communicated to him "
in very early life by some

intimate friends of the poet," are, though trivial, not without interest

if authentic.
1 It seems impossible to discover exactly when Prior was set at

liberty. Two years is generally stated to have been the extent of his

confinement ; but that is an exaggeration. He seems to have been
free though perhaps only lately so when he wrote to Sir

Thomas Hanmer, llth October, 1716.

243
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others he was specially excepted from the Act of Grace

passed in the following May.
Although Prior was once more a free man, his public

career was over. Halifax, his one friend among the

Whigs, was dead, and he had nothing to hope from the

new generation. Though not much over fifty, he must
have felt, for a time at any rate, that he had lived too

long. His depression and apathy found vent in a letter

to Sir Thomas Hanmer, dated 10th November, 1716 :

Tis certain, dear Sir Thomas Hanmer, that civility,

gratitude and even common sense should have obliged
me much sooner to answer your very kind letter, but so

it is that the variety of misfortunes under which I have

lain, my despair of their being lessened, and a melancholy
that I can't help indulging even to stupidity, have

exempted me from living and acting like other men.
I can amuse myself ten hours, but cannot take the pains
to set down one idea, and can think of you a whole day
without offering to tell you I do so in a letter that may
be writ in a quarter of an hour : things do not make
their usual impression on me

;
if Cloe weeps, she rather

makes me angry than grieved : thus you see, sir, instead

of thanking you for the most friendly invitation that

was ever made, I entertain you with my spleen and ill

humour : I think, however, that seeing you would
diminish them, and shall endeavour what I can to that

end as soon as I can have laid my very ill affairs in any
sort of disposition, one part of which must be the selling

my little house and effects here that I may be more
like the philosopher with omnia mea mecum porto. You
are in the right for staying in the country, sir, there is

nobody here but the Dukes of Shrewsbury and Bucking
ham that you do as much as know, and I think nobody
intends to come, for I do not hear that his Majesty's
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return is expected till after Christmas : how the public
scene will then open, no man can even guess : keep to

your sheep and hounds and, without any reflection on

other species of animals, esteem them very good company.
In the meantime permit me to love you, and sometimes

to drink your health with a friend or two." *

It was while Prior was drinking healths with his

friends that a project for relieving his poverty was
formed.

" Our friend Prior, not having had the vicissitude of

human things before his eyes," wrote Erasmus Lewis * to

Swift,
"

is likely to end his days in as forlorn a state as

any other poet has done before him, if his friends do not

take more care of him than he has done of himself.

Therefore, to prevent the evil, which we see is coming on

very fast, we have a project of printing his Solomon, and

other poetical works, by subscription ; one guinea to be

paid in hand, and the other at the delivery of the book.

He, Arbuthnot, Pope, and Gay, are now with me, and

remember you. It is our joint request, that you will

endeavour to procure some subscriptions : you will give

your receipts for the money you receive, and when you
return it hither you shall have others in lieu. There are

no papers printed here, nor any advertisement to be

published ;
for the whole matter is to be managed by

friends hi such a manner as shall be least shocking to

the dignity of a plenipotentiary."
3

Thus, in a very distinguished company, was inaugu
rated the scheme which resulted in the editio princeps of

Prior's poems.
4 Swift responded generously to Lewis's

1 Hanmer, Correspondence, p. 179.

A Tory man of letters and diplomatist ; Oxford's secretary.

Swift, Correspondence (ed, Ball), ii, 360.

A second unauthorised collection (A Second Collection of Poems
on Several Occasions. Price Is.) was published in 1716. Prior disowned
it in the London Gazette.
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appeal, and canvassed Ireland for subscriptions with

great vigour. Nevertheless, money flowed in but slowly
at first, and Matt was in evil case.

In March Swift was again appealed to, and on
15th June Lewis wrote to him : "I desire you will be

as quick as you can in the assistance you intend Prior
;

for those who subscribed here are impatient to have
their books

;
and we cannot keep it off much longer,

without passing for common cheats." l On the very
same day the Earl of Chesterfield, father of the more
famous letter-writer, wrote to Prior of

"
a trifle

"
which

he had sent him, perhaps a subscription to the book,
and consoled him for his present misfortunes with the

reflection that
"
whatever may become of other mortals

when they quit this gay stage of noise, folly, madness,
nonsense and impertinence, you are sure (glow-worm-

like) to shine in the dark by the bright poems you will

leave behind you. Dignum laude virum Musa vetat mori." 2

A fortnight later, the Earl of Oxford, who had lain

nearly two years in the Tower awaiting his trial for high

treason, was acquitted untried and set at liberty. With
this event we may connect the improvement in Prior's

spirits which becomes noticeable about this time ;

though it was Oxford's son, Lord Harley, and not the

earl himself, who was his last and most generous patron.
In the preface to Solomon the poet mentions Lords

Harley and Bathurst as the authors of the
"
amicable

confederacy
"

to which the publication of his poems was
due. It is more probable, however, as Lewis's first

letter to Swift indicates, that the idea originated among
his literary friends, and that the two noblemen gave their

wealth and influence to the scheme when they saw it

1
Ibid., p. 389.

2
Longleat MSS., iii, 447.
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foundering for lack of funds. Bathurst was one of the

twelve peers created by Anne to secure a Tory majority.
He was a considerable patron of letters, and used to

call Prior his verseman and Lewis his proseman. In

Matt's correspondence he figures as Batty.
At the end of July, Prior wrote to Swift from his house

in Duke Street, which he had not, after all, been obliged
to sell, a long letter which shows among other significant
indications that the book was being taken up.

"
I have the favour of four letters from you, of the

9th, 13th, 16th, and 20th instant. They all came safe

to me, however variously directed, but the last to me,
at my house in Duke Street, is the rightest. I find

myself equally comforted by your philosophy, and
assisted by your friendship. You will easily imagine,
that I have a hundred things to say to you, which for

as many reasons I omit, and only touch upon that busi

ness, to which, in the pride of your heart, you give the

epithet
'

sorry.' I return you the names of those who
were kind enough to subscribe, that you may see if they
are rightly spelt, as likewise the just titles put to them,
as likewise if it has happened that any has subscribed

for more than one volume. You will please to look over

the catalogue, and return it to me at your leisure. You
see that our calculation comes even ; the gentleman's
name that desired it being omitted. I am sensible

that this has given you too much trouble, but it is too

late now to make an apology. Let Mr. Lewis, who is

now with me, do it for me, at what time, and in what

manner, he pleases.
"

I take it for granted, that whatever I write, as what
ever is writ to me, will be broke open, so you will expect

nothing from me, but what you may have as particularly
from the Postboy. We are all pretty well in health.
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I have my old whoreson cough, and I think I may call it

mine for life. The earl is semper idem. Lord Harley is

in the country. Our brotherhood is extremely dispersed ;

but so as that we have been three or four times able to

get as many of the Society together, and drink to our

absent friends. I have been made to believe, that we

may see your reverend person this summer in England ;

if so, I shall be glad to meet you at any place, but when

you come to London, do not go to the Cocoa-tree, as you
sent your letter, but come immediately to Duke Street,

where you shall find a bed, a book, and a candle ; so

pray think of sojourning nowhere else.
"
Pray give my service to all friends in general. I

think, as you have ordered the matter, you have made
the greater part of Ireland list themselves of that number.

I do not know how you can recompense them, but by

coming over to help me to correct the book which I

promise them. You will pardon my having used another

hand, since it is so much better than my own." 1

A month later, writing from the Duke of Shrewsbury's
seat at Heythrop, in Oxfordshire, Prior reiterated his

wish that the Dean of St. Patrick's were in England, so

that he might
"
a little look over the strange stuff that

I am to give our friends for their money."
2

By November he was busy with Jacob Tonson, his

publisher. Humfrey Wanley, at this time Oxford's

librarian, was called upon for expert advice. Prior

wanted his book printed on vellum, but that was voted
"
impracticable, improbable, impossible," and he had to

be content with
"
paper imperial, and the largest in

England." The following spring saw him correcting

proofs,
"
plagued with commas, semicolons, italic and

1 Swift, Correspondence, ii, 398.
2

Ibid., 401.
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capital,"
"
to make nonsense more pompous, and furbelow

bad poetry with good printing."
"
Besides contriving

emblems, such as cupids, torches and harts for great

letters, I am now unbinding two volumes of printed

heads, to have them bound together in better order

than they were before." 1 Two letters to Wanley,
one of 5th April, the other of llth April, 1718, illustrate

the care taken by the poet to render the details of his

book correct.
"

I torment you before my appointed time, finding this

sheet at home. As soon as you have looked it over it

may be carried immediately to the printer. I will trouble

you to-morrow morning for the sheet which you have.

It is compliment in the most refined French dictionaries,

but I submit it to you, as I ought with great reason to

do everything concerning literature." f

"
My good and kind Wanley, I send you these sheets

as looked over first by Mr. Bedford and then by myself.
I have made great letters at Ye, Me and emphatical

words, that this may answer to the tenour of the other

poems ;
but if in the old it be otherwise printed, or you

please to alter anything, you know and may use your
dictatorial power. In a book called the Customs of

London, a folio printed, I think, in Henry the Eighth's

time, which I gave our well beloved Lord Harley, you
will find this poem. I hope I am to see you at dinner

at Mr. Black's." 3

Wanley himself was as anxious as Prior that a worthy
volume should be produced, and grew

"
mighty angry

with the printer about filthy hooks, meagre letters and
1

Ibid., iii, 8. For Prior as a designer, see above, p. 38.

Harleian MS., 3780, f. 342.
'

Ibid., f. 344. The poem referred to is the Nut Brown Maid,
which appears in the Customs of London, or Arnold's Chronicle, printed
about 1521. Prior included the original poem in his volume for

contrast with his own version of it, Henry and Emma.

17 (1718) .
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unequal lines." At last, at the end of September, the poet

passed the last sheet for press. The list of subscribers,

however, had still to be printed ;
and on 5th January,

1719, he wrote to Wanley:
"

I must beg the continuance of your care in the

names of the subscribers, as you have given it to me in

the printing of the books. I send you my phiz. Pray
give my service to Mrs. Wanley, desiring her to accept it,

and assuring her that no man loves or esteems her

husband and my friend more than yours, M.
Prior." *

It is evident, therefore, that, although the title-page
is dated 1718, the book was not published until the

following year at any rate, according to the new style

of reckoning though Alma and Solomon, presumably in

printed sheets, < were being circulated among the poet's
friends considerably earlier. The Irish subscribers did

not get their copies, which were bound in Dublin, until

May; much to the annoyance of Swift, who called

Tonson a blockhead for not sending the sheets

sooner.

The primary object of the publication of Poems on

Several Occasions as this collection, like its predecessor,
was called was substantially fulfilled. The list of sub

scribers fills thirty-nine columns and includes the names
of most of those who were celebrated in the social,

political and literary life of the time. Swift, who took

five copies, complained that he had got less than 200

out of the
"
hedge country," Ireland. But Prior reckoned

the English subscribers at 1,800, an estimate which, allow

ing for those who took more than one copy, confirms the

tradition that he made 4,000 guineas out of his two-guinea
folio.

1
Ibid., f. 346.
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This profitable book of verse has gained a reputation

among bibliographers by reason of its size. Mr. Austin

Dobson's characterisation of it has become almost

classical.
" With the small copy of 1718, Johnson

might have knocked down Osborne the bookseller ; with

the same work in its tallest form (for there were three

issues), Osborne the bookseller might have laid prostrate
the

'

Great Lexicographer
'

himself. It is, of a surety,

one of the vastest volumes of verse in existence." The

distinguished critic found that it measured 36 in. by 12,

and weighed between 9 and 10 Ibs. : a monstrous casket

for jewels of which the lightest are now the most esteemed.

The type is proportionately huge, but shapely and

pleasant to the eye ; and the vignettes drawn by Louis

Charon and the initials, which we suppose to be Prior's

own, are admirably engraved. The book contained the

poems already collected in 1709, with a number of addi

tions. Most important, or most imposing, among the

latter were Alma and Solomon ; the first of which had

been written to relieve the tedium of Prior's late imprison

ment, while the second, though never before published,

had been in existence, if not finished, as early as 1707.

* * * * *

It would be superfluous to make a detailed examina

tion of Prior's poetry. Literature which nobody wants

to read is outside the legitimate sphere of criticism, and

much that Prior wrote has passed irrevocably to the

limbo of dead letters. Though he has found sympathetic
editors in our own day, he will never regain the position

which he held throughout the eighteenth century and

lost when romance was re-born.

Confusing solemnity with seriousness and length with

significance, Matt considered Solomon his most important

work ; an opinion which was echoed by William Cowper.
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He was very angry when Pope expressed a preference for

Alma; and the famous couplet in The Conversation,

Indeed, poor Solomon in rhyme
Was much too grave to be sublime,

is placed on the lips not of the poet himself but of a

busybody whose assumption of knowledge finally brings
him to confusion. Solomon has positive merits. Prior

manages the heroic couplet with much skill, giving it

both variety and dignity. A page taken almost at

random will prove that the author, if he misses the

sublime, is equally guiltless of the ridiculous, and is

capable of producing happy phrases at fairly frequent
intervals. But to anyone in search of the finer flowers

of English poetry, one would not recommend those too

numerous pages in which the Wise King sounds the

vanity of knowledge, pleasure and power.
The world has endorsed Pope's verdict that Alma is

superior to Solomon, and the world no doubt is right.
But there has been a tendency to overrate what the

author justly called
"
a loose and hasty scribble to

relieve the tedious hours of my imprisonment."
Hudi-

brastics make easy reading, and Prior manages them
well ; but burlesque metaphysics are an acquired taste.

It is true that the poem is not to be read for its theme
the growth of the soul, which in Matt's psychology enters

at the feet and works upwards to the head
"
but

"
as

Mr. Dobson so well says
"

for its delightfully wayward
digressions, its humour and its good-humour, its profu
sion of epigram and happy illustration." But those

qualities are all to be found in a more compact and

unalloyed form in many of the shorter poems. We can

sympathise with Goldsmith's complaint that Alma is

unintelligible, though we do not trace that fault to the

subtlety of its philosophy. Matt, especially when writing
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the octosyllabic couplet, is often obscure through sheer

carelessness : he expresses a slipshod thought in

slatternly English.
Of Prior's other long poem, Henry and Emma, there

is nothing to be said. Its original, the Nut Brown Maid,
is now allowed to be one of the jewels of our early

literature, and this eighteenth century
"
improvement

"

is intolerable ;
unless to those who are such keen amateurs

of the ludicrous as to find an adequate reward for much
weariness in phrases like

That sprite, which does incessant haunt
The lover's steps, the ancient maiden aunt.

The occasional poems have suffered the fate of all but

the very best of such things. The Ballad on the Taking

of Namur and, in a lesser degree, the Letter to Boileau,

have kept their vitality, but the sober panegyrics are

no longer to be digested. All that can be said for them

is that they served their turn, and their author was

unlucky in missing the laureate's crown. Both the

salary and the tierce of canary would have been

appreciated by him. 1

The tales and fables are more debatable ground.

They have received a good deal of praise, and their

exclusion from modern anthologies is usually laid to

their indecency. Dr. Johnson, it is true, considered this

a false accusation ; but that great man, as is universally

admitted, was not at his best in his criticisms of Prior.

A volume containing Paulo Purganti, Hans Carvel and

The Ladle is not, whatever he may say, a
"
lady's book."

These tales, however, are open to a graver charge than

that of violating decorum. They are not amusing.
1 Had it not been that Shadwell died too early (1692) and Tate

just too late (1715), Prior would have stood a very good chance of

appointment.
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Protogenes and Apelles, on the other hand, to which no

exception can be taken on grounds of taste or morality,
is of higher literary merit. The story itself, which is

derived from Pliny, is well told
;

but the value of the

piece lies in the conversation between Apelles and

Protogenes'
"
governante."

Does Squire Protogenes live here ?

Yes, sir, says she, with gracious air,

And court'sy low ; but just called out

By lords peculiarly devout,
Who came on purpose, sir, to borrow
Our Venus, for the feast to-morrow ;

To grace the church : 'tis Venus' day :

I hope, sir, you intend to stay,
To see our Venus : 'tis the piece
The most renowned throughout all Greece,
So like the original, they say :

But I have no great skill that way.
But, sir, at six ('tis now past three)
Dromo must make my master's tea :

At six, sir, if you please to come,
You'll find my master, sir, at home.

That passage is a very good example of the side of

Prior which has most appeal for an age grown rather

weary of conventional poetic diction and anxious to get
back to the vernacular. Cowper noted the quality, and
described it in an admirable way.

"
Every man con

versant with verse-writing knows, and knows by painful

experience, that the familiar style is of all styles the

most difficult to succeed in. To make verse speak the

language of prose, without being prosaic, to marshal

the words of it in such an order as they might naturally
take in falling from the lips of an extemporary speaker,

yet without meanness, harmoniously, elegantly and with

out seeming to displace a syllable for the sake of the

rhyme, is one of the most arduous tasks a poet can

undertake. He that could accomplish this task was
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Prior
; and many have imitated his excellence in this

particular, but the best copies have fallen far short of

the original." One of the best of Prior's poems in this

kind is one which Cowper can never have read, the

wonderful Jinny the Just, which was Mr. Waller's most

pleasing discovery at Longleat, and is far superior to the

kindred Epitaph on sauntering Jack and idle Joan. But

these, like the jolly ballad of Down Hall, are realism pure
and simple. Perhaps Prior's most delightful gift was
the alliance of a natural, even conversational, style with

the grace of light fantasy, as in the Ode (" The merchant
to secure his treasure "), the Answer to Cloe Jealous

(" Dear Cloe, how blubbered is that pretty face ! "), and
the Secretary, which has already been quoted. Those

three pieces are inimitable ; but scarcely inferior is

The Female Phaeton, written to celebrate a youthful

exploit of Lady Catherine Hyde, who became famous as

the Duchess of Queensberry and, as
"

Prior's Kitty,"
l

was complimented by Horace Walpole in a witty epigram
so late as 1771. A Lover s Anger, though not quite so

spontaneous, is also worthy of mention in this company.
To these, the flower of Prior's verse, must be added his

child-poems : To a Child of Quality,
a which Swinburne,

1 See Austin Dobson, Eighteenth Century Vignettes (first series).

There is, however, some doubt as to Prior's authorship of this poem.
See Waller in Dialogues of the Dead, 387.

* The identity of the Child of Quality was long unknown. A copy
of the poem at Longleat, however, mentioned by Mr. Waller, states

that she was Lady Mary Villiers, daughter of Prior's friend, the Earl

of Jersey. This proves that the poem was either written before 1704

(the date it bears), or was retrospective ; for Lady Mary was married
to her first husband, Thomas Thynne, in 1710. On 3rd October, 1700,

Prior writing from London to Jersey at Loo, says :

"
Lady Mary, you

see, writes very well, and is a very good child
"

; to which Jersey

replied :

"
I find you know my weakness, or else you would never have

sent me Miss Mary's writing, though I must own it is very pretty for

her age. I hope you do more for her at Knoles, where she wants your
kindness more "

perhaps a reflection on Lady Jersey. Lady Mary
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so great a master in the kind, generously called
"
the

most adorable of nursery idylls that ever was or will be

in our language," and the Letter, which is not only

charming, but really beautiful, beginning
"
My noble,

lovely, little Peggy."
Rather more artificial than the poems last mentioned,

but still to be ranked with them, is the pastoral dialogue

(imitated from Ovid) between Daphne and Apollo, which,

though not printed till after the poet's death, seemed to

Pope to be one of his best pieces.
1 A very noticeable

merit of this poem is that, while the god talks in a

becomingly heroic strain, the nymph answers him, with

delicious impertinence, in the language of everyday.

Indeed, she reminds one of Congreve's
"
Millament

"
in

a somewhat similar position ;
than which no higher

compliment could be paid either to her or to her author.

Such poems as Daphne and Apollo serve as a tran

sition from the delicately-familiar to the artificial. How
far artificiality to use this word in its restricted sense

is tolerable in poetry depends mainly on the length of

the poem and the gravity of the subject. The ponderous

pindaric, the elaborate pastoral, weary us, but the epi

gram and the polished bergerette are among the minor

joys of literature. Prior's epigrams vary much in quality.

Some of them are very good, others pointless and vulgar.
In the art of the bergerette he was an adept. Among the
"
Twenty Four Songs

"
(also posthumous) which were set

married as her second husband Lord Lansdowne of Biddeford,
"
Granville the polite," who had written a poem to her before her first

marriage.
1 Prior was a bad critic of his own verse. While careful to collect

all his pompous odes, he omitted from Poems on Several Occasions,
The Secretary, Daphne and Apollo, and To a Child of Quality . My
Noble, Lovely, Little Peggy, Down Hall, and perhaps The Female
Phaeton, and jinny the Just were written too late ior inclusion in the
folio ; but it is curious that Matt withheld as good as, or better than,
he gave to his subscribers.
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to music by various hands, besides elsewhere in his work,
are to be found polite, though not always proper, little

pieces, which are the quintessence of artifice, the lyric

equivalent of The Rape of the Lock. Their ultimate

originals, of course, were the Odes of Horace, but their

similarity to the contemporary minor poetry of France

is more obvious, and was noted by Johnson. The debt

was probably all on Prior's side. He was liked in France

as a poet as well as personally, and won the praises of

Voltaire, but when French poets began to borrow from

English they sought qualities very different from his. 1

His pretty songs to Phyllis and Chloe and Nanette also

look backwards to the seventeenth century, and recall

the work of those brilliant Court poets whom in his boy
hood he had served with wine ;

but they lack that touch

of magic, the very spirit of poetry, which is not infrequent
in Rochester and Sedley, and even appears in one notable

effort of Mrs. Aphra Behn. Prior, indeed, though from

a century which produced Herrick and Marvell, not to

mention Milton, he must needs select Cowley and Waller

for his influences, may, as has been already noted, be

considered the last poet of that great era. Some early

poems, first published by Mr. Waller, emphasise this

aspect of his genius ; as, for instance, To a Lady Sleeping :

Still sleep, still fold those lovely arms,
Still be free from noise and harms,
Whilst all the gods of Love defend thee

(The gods of Love which still attend thee)
Whilst around in humble state

A thousand wanton angels wait,
Whilst gods officiously find

Pleasing dreams to charm thy mind,
Dreams of things (if such there are)
Like yourself serene and fair,

1 The Abb6 Pr6vost placed Prior among the five principal English

poets, the other four being Milton, Spenser, Addison and Thomson.
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And when you open those bright eyes,
When Morpheus with the well-clothed vision flies,

May you that happiness renew
And all the pleasures of your dream prove true.

Again, To the Earl of Dorset on the Birth of his Son is in

the convention of Dryden rather than that of the

Augustans ; while in one passage, it may be noted by
the way, a later and greater ode is anticipated.

But oh ! what clouds of glory, clouds of light,
Too strong for feeble man's external eye,
Roll round the noble babe, and mock my drowned sight.

But, when all is said, Prior was not most himself when

remembering his predecessors. The gift which won him
fame was his topicality his power of putting a con

temporary idea or event into verse which was entirely

up to date ; and though he can no longer interest us,

or increase our interest, in William III and Marlborough,
he can interest us in the temper and predicaments of

Chloe, in the children of his fashionable friends, and in

his own feelings towards Sir Fleetwood Shephard or

Mr. John Morley of Halstead. /His outstanding merie

was^vivacity, which superficially is an excellent substitute

for vitality. Prior had the vivacity of the consumptive,

together with his eroticism and his cynicism. All those

qualities appear constantly in his verse.jp He was

convinced by temperament that all is vanity, but for

tunately he was not often tempted to moralise on his text ;

he usually added the one bearable corollary : Carpe diem.

With Swift he cried Vive la bagatelle ! which, if not an

inspiring watchword, spared us a succession of Solomons

and gave us instead a score of charming lyrics.

The question of Prior's prosody has been treated in

detail by Professor Saintsbury, who has shown that the

poet has considerable significance as a metrist. 1 His

1
History of English Prosody, ii, 423-435.
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prose is always pleasant, but not remarkable. In that

medium, as in verse, he wrote best in the familiar style ;

and his letters, for manner as well as for matter, are more
readable than his essays on learning and on opinion.
His status as prose-writer, however, which before rested

on his prefaces, the Examiner article, and the dedication

to Dorset, has been raised by the publication of those

essays and the four Dialogues of the Dead. All these

works were known to Pope, but it remained for Mr.

Waller to give them to the world. The Dialogues, which
are between Charles V and Clenard, Locke and Montaigne,
the Vicar of Bray and Sir Thomas More, and Oliver

Cromwell and his Porter, are the work of a man who was

witty and widely read, and had an eye for contrasts of

character. Prior intended to add to their number, and
the subjects he had in mind Ximenes and Wolsey,

Wolsey and Cranmer, Luther and Loyola suggest an

interest in doctrinal questions which would not be

suspected from the nature of his most familiar work.

We confess, however, that the dialogue we most regret

is that between Jane Shore and the wife of Edward IV.

At the time of his death, Prior, according to his

epitaph, was engaged on a history of the events in which

he had taken part. Pope was very scornful of the older

poet's capacity for such a task. He was possibly right ;

for though Matt was a keen observer and something of

a student of history, he was not built for big undertakings.
At any rate, the book issued in 1740 as Volume I of his

collected works, under the title of The History of his Own
Time, was certainly not, as it professed to be,

"
revised

and signed by himself." Perhaps, however, it does not

quite deserve the contempt which its unfounded claims

to authority have brought upon it. The parts supplied

by the compiler, one Bancks, are inaccurate as regards
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Prior's early life and superfluous as regards public events.

The letters it contains are more conveniently accessible

elsewhere. But it preserved Matt's account of his

examination before the Secret Committee, his unfinished

answer to the committee's report, and his diary a bare

record of letters received and visits paid during part
of his last residence in Paris.

In an age when anonymous publication was the rule

rather than the exception, and literary piracy was easy,
a popular author was very liable to be credited with what
he never wrote. A good deal has been attributed to

Prior which certainly or probably did not come from his

pen. Mr. Waller, when preparing the edition of Matt's

works so often referred to, went thoroughly into this

question of doubtful attributions, and his judgment as to

what is genuine and what is spurious need not be questioned.
The matter is not one to labour

; for, setting aside the

logical, though none the less inhuman, doctrine that the

authorship of a work of art is of no importance, none of

the uncertain Prior poems are worth much attention. 1

Nor have his Latin verses any interest save as rather

unnecessary evidence that the fellow of St. John's was

capable of composing them.
1 One addition might be made, however, to Mr. Waller's list of

doubtful pieces ;
a thin quarto entitled Two Tales, published in 1722.

The first of these two poems, A n Impossible Thing, sounds very like

Prior ; the second, The Peasant in Search of his Heifer, might also

easily be his. Mr. T. J. Wise has a copy of this publication, but he

acquired it after the appearance of the Cambridge edition ; so that
Mr. Waller may not have seen it.



CHAPTER XII

LAST YEARS

WHEN Prior regained his liberty, he had something less

than five years yet to live. He was over fifty, though
he hated to be reminded of the fact

; and a strenuous

career, not guiltless of excesses, acting on his weak

body, must have made him more aged than his years.

Deafness, besides, was now added to his trouble. l These

latter days were only eventful in a very minor sense. A
marked man, with no friends in influential places one

whose correspondence was opened by the authorities-

he had little chance of getting back into public life.

He did, indeed, make another effort to enter Parlia

ment. In November, 1717, he went to Cambridge to

vote for the anti-Bentleyan candidate for the vice-

chancellorship, Gooch, who won his election by 122 votes

to 60. In April, 1719, he received a letter from Dr.

Jenkin, master of St. John's College, asking whether in

the event of the death of Dr. Pasch, one of the members
for the University, who was ill, he would offer himself as

candidate. Lord Harley had been invited, but had

refused. Jenkin was sure Prior would be acceptable : his

1 "
I have only seen Brown, the surgeon, to whom I have made an

auricular confession, and from him have received extreme unction, and

applied it, which may soften the obduracy of my ear, and make it

capable of receiving the impression of ten thousand lies which will be

poured into it as soon as I shall take my seat at the Smyrna, or walk
in the Court of Requests as other gentlemen do "

[to Lord Harley.
26 Nov., 1719 : Longleat MSS., iii, 472].

"
I hope well from my

surgeon Brown, who begins to think that my acroamatica were impedited
by cereal, congregated, cold particles ; that is, in a more vulgar style,
that I hear much better since he has poured oil into my ears." To
the same, two days later : ibid., 473] :

"
I did not take care of my ears,

till I knew if my head was my own or not," Prior told Swift.

261
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only fear was lest his being excepted from the Act of Grace

should disable him from sitting in the House. This

objection was disposed of in a long letter from Prior : he

believed that what merit he had with the University was

founded on his sufferings ; he understood that a new
Act of Indemnity was shortly to be passed, to include

those excepted in the former Act ; Lords Oxford and
Harcourt exercised their rights in the House of Lords,

as though under no disability ;
more than one corpora

tion was waiting for an opportunity to elect Thomas

Harley ; and Prior himself had been urged by many
members of the House of Commons to seek the means
of joining them. In September, 1720, Pasch died, and

Matt wrote to the Vice-Chancellor offering his services.

On arriving at Cambridge, however, he found the Whig
element strong and the authorities unfriendly ;

and

when the Chancellor wrote to Dr. Gooch that his election

would be to the prejudice of the University, Prior gave

up the idea of standing.
" When I came to the field of

battle," he told Lord Chesterfield,
"

I found the Univer

sity of meaner sentiments than any I could close with.

The proposal was but grimace, and the old bucks cun

ningly pushed off the down deer. So I laid down the

thoughts of representing a body of men who were a little

afraid lest their interest sustained in Parliament might

spoil their preferments at Courts, and left the noise of a

divided University to follow my studies in the country."
He seems to have abandoned the contest with little sense

of disappointment. The only lasting result of his latter-

day connection with his University was the Verses spoken
to Lady Henrietta Cavendish Holies Harley in the Library

of St. John's College, Cambridge, November the 9th. An.

1719.

To letters and friendship, to building and horticulture,
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he now gave most of his attention. Dick Shelton and
Adrian Drift were his constant companions. Literature

and its makers took a larger place in his life than perhaps
they had ever done before. Unlike Swift, he was never

friendly with those from whom he differed in politics ; and
refused even to acknowledge the literary merit of Addison
or Steele. But he probably saw a good deal of Pope and

Gay, Arbuthnot and Lewis ; and he was in frequent

correspondence with the great man in Ireland, whom he

can never have met after he went to France in 1712.

Followers of the other arts, such as James Gibbs, the

architect, Michael Dahl and John Wotton, the painters,
were also among his acquaintances.

Several of his own best poems were written at this

time, and his fame was at its highest. It may have been
now that he shared with Pope and Addison the distinc

tion of being what the modern book trade calls a
"

best

seller." x He was held in great respect by the lesser fry
of literature. Such forgotten worthies as Richardson

Pack would send him "
a handful of daisies in return for

your garland of myrtle and roses," accompanying his

present with a comparison between the poet and the

courtesan which anticipated Stevenson. Charles Gildon,

one of those hacks who owe to the Dunciad whatever

place they hold in the memory of their posterity, sent

him a tragedy which he asked him to recommend to the

Harley's, though he himself displayed no incapacity for

pointing out its merits. It is possible that Matt, the

much patronised, rather enjoyed playing the patron.
He subscribed two guineas to one of John Dennis's

publications ; gave a certain Sam Briscoe, who was in

want, five for a set of the works of Tom Brown, the

satirist, and made a collection to pay the debts of
" one

1
Spence, Anecdotes, 258.
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Mr. Jacups, a new author," who was presumably Giles

Jacob, author of Lives of the Poets, including Prior's. 1

But he reserved to himself the right of denying these

importunate poets. Gildon, for instance, had already
waited an anxious week for news of the tragedy which
he had sent to Duke Street, before he wrote the letter

cited above. It is to be presumed, however, that he got
a reply ;

for a little later he sent three books to Lord

Harley's : one for his lordship ; one for Lady Harley ;

and one for the distinguished poet, their friend. A fort

night passed, and having received no acknowledgment
of this gift, he wrote a letter of mild protest, in which,
after referring to Prior's generosity to Briscoe and "

Mr.

Jacups," he suggested that Harley should be persuaded
to relieve his poverty. Even this appeal provoked no

response ; and after another week, Gildon, who was
"
in years, blind and lame, and of a very infirm health,"

sent Matt an epistle, which is a remarkable example of

the vanity, ill-temper and utter lack of self-respect of

these Augustan poetasters.
"

I understand that you and my Lord's family are all

moving out of town next Saturday. I am the more

surprised because I have not had one line from you
about the present I sent you, or my subsequent letter to

you, which is a treatment that I have not met with from

anyone but Mr. Prior ; for though I have written to the

greatest men in England, both ecclesiastical and temporal,

yet not one of them ever thought me unworthy of a

civil answer, but I suppose that it is not Mr. Prior's way.
As a gentleman, as I may say I am both by birth and

education, and I think without much vanity I may say
1
Jacob dedicated a volume of poems to Prior, whom he also did

his best to draw into a quarrel between himself and the crusty John
Dennis. But the great man treated these pigmy disputants with

disarming suavity.
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a scholar, I thought I had a right to an answer from
another gentleman, but it seems I was mistaken, which
confirms the opinion of a very intimate friend of mine,
who told me that I had so long locked myself up from
the world that I had forgot the world. And yet I hope
that my mistaking Mr. Prior will not be a very strong

proof of his assertion, because upon my sending one of

my books to one of the greatest persons in England, he
not only sent me twenty guineas, but likewise ordered

his chaplain to send me a very obliging answer.
"

I have much more to say to you upon this head, but

shall defer till you return to town. I shall trouble you
with no more at present."

1

Prior was spared the weariness threatened in the last

paragraph ; for he never saw London again.
The rebuke which Matt received from Hugh Stanhope

was better merited than Gildon's. Stanhope had called

to ask him for a subscription towards a life of the late

Earl Stanhope, and Prior had answered that he wished

he would write a life that would recompense his pains
and gain him more credit.

"
This, sir/' wrote Stanhope

on the following day,
"
may pass with some people for

a kind expression, but to me it carries the air of a French

compliment. Can any man expect to gain more credit

and advantage than from writing the life of one who
was universally known for his uncorrupt loyalty and

fidelity to his king, his untainted zeal for the real good
and welfare of his country, and his known abhorrence

of bribery and corruption ? And that the Earl Stanhope
was such, is what his very enemies acknowledge. I am
very sensible that to write the life of one of those

unhappy lords, who justly forfeited their heads for

being concerned in the late rebellion, would be very
1
Longleat MSS., iii, 507.

18 (1718)
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agreeable to the taste of many, and meet with great

encouragement, especially from those who were employed
by some of the late Ministry to pave a way for bringing
in the Pretender. I beg leave to observe that to reflect

on a person deceased, though obliquely, is very unbe

coming the character of a gentleman ; and they who
now cast aspersions on the Earl Stanhope, would not

dare to say half so much to his face, had he been

living."
x This was severe, but Prior had brought it on

himself. Lord Stanhope, it is true, had been a member
of the Secret Committee which had treated Matt so

unpleasantly ; but it was not to be denied that he had
other claims to remembrance.

Not the least distinguished of the poet's later literary

correspondents was Mrs. Manley. Her new play, which
had been designed to delight the town in the season of

1720, had, by the
"
wise management "of the Lord

Chamberlain, been postponed, and her Lucius was to be

revived in its stead. Mrs. Oldfield had consented to

speak the epilogue which Prior had written for the

original production of that play ; and she was anxious

to be rehearsed in it by the author himself. It would
be interesting to know whether Matt obliged the great
actress. He had certainly rehearsed one of his prologues
a few weeks before, in circumstances which constitute a

notable achievement. One morning he had received the

following note

"
SIR,
"

I have sent inclosed a scrawl of a prologue huddled

up in a hurry. I beg of you to fit it up to our purpose,
or (what would be much more acceptable) one of your
own. Pray let to-morrow morning be the latest, but if

1
Ibid., 501.
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you could possibly send this night you would very much
oblige,

"
Sir,

' Your humble and obliged servant,
"
Monday morning.

"
ERSKINE."

The endorsement speaks for itself. Erskine's effort

was evidently not up to the mark.
'

This letter was written to Matthew Prior, Esqr.,
this first day of February, A.D. 17$."

N.B. Mr. Prior (in pursuance of Lord Erskine's

request) made a new prologue, as desired ; and caused the

same to be transcribed ; and (which is more) saw the

same rehearsed, in perfection, by the Lord Dupplin, this

very morning."
1

The occasion of this quick piece of work was the per

formance, by some Westminster boys, of Otway's Orphan,
which was to take place on the following day at Hickford's

Dining Room. Lord Dupplin, who spoke Prior's pro

logue, and also played the part of Cordelio, was Lord
Oxford's grandson, the

"
little Tommie Haye," who had

the smallpox in 1718. He was now aged 10, and evidently

building that reputation for scholarship which he later

enjoyed. Prior wrote several prologues, and among his

unpublished papers are fragments of various tragedies in

blank-verse, which were never brought anywhere near

completion. His genius was totally unsuited to tragedy,
but it is a pity he never tried his hand at prose comedy.
If he had not it in him to equal Congreve, he might at

any rate have rivalled Farquhar.
But to return from conjectures to facts, it may

certainly be accounted one that Prior preferred the

polite atmosphere of dilettantism to the odour of Grub
1 Prior Papers (Longleat), xxix, f. 4. The prologue, which if short,

was first published in the New Collection of Poems, 1725.
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Street which clung to the notepaper of Dennis and
Gildon. Swift was not a dilettante, but he had become
a dean since Matt last saw him, and had ceased for the

time from pamphleteering. Chesterfield's letters were

typical of the amateur, and prove that the fourth earl's

epistolary tendencies were inherited. Lord Bathurst and

John Sheffield, Duke of Buckingham, come under the

same category, though the latter's Essays on Poetry and

Satire, if hardly read as poetry, are still documents in

the history of criticism. 1

In connection with this nobleman commonly called

John of Bucks may be mentioned Prior's dealings with

the Jacobite Bishop of Rochester. Francis Atterbury
and the poet were at Westminster School together, but

they do not seem to have seen much of one another in

after years, though they must have met in the days of the

Examiner. After Matt's imprisonment, however, they
became for a time on excellent terms. Atterbury read

Solomon and Alma before their publication, and was duly

complimentary. Prior recommended his godson, Mr.

Clough, for the vicarage of Dartford, and though the

bishop refused to make the appointment, he did it so

graciously that his friend could not be, and was not,

offended. They cracked classical jokes together (as

gentlemen should), and Atterbury ended a letter :

'

To-day, to-morrow, always ;
at Bromley, at West

minster, everywhere ; in Greek, in Latin, in English ;

and which is more, in good earnest, I am your faithful

servant." One would have thought that this was a

sufficiently comprehensive vow to have lasted for three

years. But it was not. Matt must needs grow satirical

; and concoct epigrams at the bishop's expense. The first,

J
1 He was one of the victims of those

"
nipping turns," on account

of which Prior disowned his Satire on Modern Translators.
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written in the form of a mock epitaph, which reflected on

Atterbury's litigiousness, did no harm ; the victim

entered into the joke. He did not find Prior's second
effort so palatable. The Duke of Buckingham, dying in

February, 1721, left an epitaph for himself which was

supposed to be a confession of infidelity. Nevertheless,
Franco (as Prior, with his love for diminutives and nick

names, called Atterbury), being Dean of Westminster as

well as Bishop of Rochester, allowed him to be buried in

the Abbey with the offending inscription, slightly modi

fied, on his tomb. This step evoked a good deal of

criticism, and Matt wrote what is one of his most

successful epigrams :

"
I have no hopes," the duke he says, and dies ;

"
In sure and certain hopes," the prelate cries :

Of these two learned peers, I prithee, say, man,
Who is the lying knave, the priest or layman ?

The duke he stands an infidel confessed,
" He's our dear brother," quoth the lordly priest,
The duke, though knave, still "brother dear," he cries;
And who can say the reverend prelate lies ?

The poet has let his wit run away with his good nature,

and can hardly have hoped, in the circumstances, that

his gibe would not be resented. The breach lasted until

his own death, scarcely more than six months later,

though Atterbury was only prevented by illness from

attending his funeral, having wished to make that public

sign of forgiveness.

After the release of Oxford and Prior, the Brothers

Club met once more, but with Swift and Bolingbroke

away it can have had little of its original character left.

Ladies were admitted to membership, the Duchess of

Ormonde, Lady Harley and Lady Dupplin being Sisters.

The meetings, indeed, must have been to a large extent

Harley family parties.
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Of that family Prior himself had become practically
a member. Swift was perhaps thinking rather of public
office than of private charity when he wrote to Lord

Harley :

"
I believe he is the first person in any Christian

country that ever was suffered to starve after having been

in so many great employments
"

;

l and when Prior

complained to Swift (as Swift did to Prior) that Oxford,
since hisretirement, had forgotten his friends, he meant
to charge the earl with nothing worse than being a bad

correspondent. But when, after Matt's death, the dean
told Bolingbroke that their old friend had passed his

latter days in poverty, and Bolingbroke took the occasion

to sneer at Lord Harley, those two eminent men were

guilty either of ignorance or of injustice.

Harley's arrangement with the poet was, it is true,

strictly businesslike. In consideration of the sum of

3,000 what was left, probably, after the payment of

debts, of the 4,000 guineas brought by the Poems he

was to allow Matt an annuity of 300. In view of the

short time the annuitant had to live, it would appear at

first sight that his Lordship made a good bargain. But
this arrangement was far from being the sum of his

generosity. Prior was as often as not his guest, either

at Wimpole or in Dover Street
;

he was the constant

recipient of gifts in kind, for which he did not fail to

beg ;
and it seems that his receipts in money were not

confined to the annuity.
2

Lastly, Harley purchased him
the estate of Down Hall, of which more immediately.
The reason why it fell to Harley, and not Oxford, to

help Prior, who was nearly twice his age, is probably to

be found in the fact that the son was a richer man than
1 Welbeck MSS., v, 561.
2 There exists not only a receipt for the annuity dated 1st May,

1721, but also receipts for two sums of 100, dated 17th July and 27th

July of the same year. [Prior Papers (Longleat), xxix, ff. 5, 6.]
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the father. He had married an heiress, Lady Henrietta

Cavendish Holies, only child of John Holies, Duke of

Newcastle, and had thus become possessed of the great

properties of Welbeck and the rest, which eventually

passed, with his heiress, to the Duke of Portland.

Another reason, perhaps, was the ex-Treasurer's laziness,

which, if it did not make him forget his friends, at any
rate made him a dilatory and unreliable benefactor.

Oxford, at any rate, partly perhaps in gratitude for

Matt's discretion before the Secret Committee, was

devoted to Prior. He was even embarrassing in his

hospitality : as an illustration of which there is an amusing

passage in a letter from the poet to Lord Harley :

" When you left London I well hoped I might retire to

my own cell, but human expectations are vain, and I

find myself only removed from Dover Street to Lincoln's

Inn Fields [the earl's London home], where a letter may
surer find me than in Duke Street, Westminster. I will

reserve the particulars of that scene till I have the

honour of seeing you ; imagine, however, a little of it

by way of diary. Monday. My Lord comes to see the

Dups ;

*
rap, rap, a footman at the door ; my Lord

will call Mr. Prior presently, for he must dine with him

as he promised ; when or where that promise made,

nusquam constat.
' Then you dine with me to-morrow/

Tuesday
'

for there is company that you ought to

see, and Wednesday, for I dine alone.
1 '

Thursday,'

says Lady Dupplin in a soft voice,
' we dine with my

father, and he will take it very ill if you don't come,

for he ordered me to invite you in great form.' And
before the dinner is half digested, at that memorable

moment when the toasted cheese appears,
'

Prior, you

1 Lady Dupplin was Oxford's daughter. She and her husband

apparently lived near Prior in Westminster.
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dine with me to-morrow, for we must go to Richardson's l

before dinner. I'll call you at one, pray be ready.'

Friday. That
'

one
'

is three.
'

It is too late to go to

Richardson's, but to-morrow we will go, and pray don't

engage yourself, now I have given you fair warning.'
I could continue my journal, but you may guess that

one week is not unlike another. . . ." 2 Other instances

of such importunity might be cited ;
and when Caesar

and Calphurnia Lord and Lady Oxford had lured the

poet to Bedington, their house in Hertfordshire, he found

it very difficult to get away again.
On the whole, nevertheless, he saw more of the younger

generation. In 1719, for instance, he spent four months

at Wimpole, Harley's Cambridgeshire seat, where he found

the library a sort of earthly paradise. Edward, Lord

Harley, afterwards second Earl of Oxford, was, like his

father, a great collector of books ; and, though his

culture did not keep pace with his accumulation, and he

hardly deserved Prior's epigram

Fame counting thy books, my dear Harley, shall tell,

No man had so many who knew them so well,

still, many generations of students have called him
blessed

;
the first of whom, perhaps, was Matt Prior.

And if the husband was amabilis, the wife was adoranda.

The poet was never tired of singing the praises of Lady
Harley.
With the whole clan, indeed, who called the Earl of

Oxford their chief, he was on excellent terms ; but it is

his dealings with a very small, though a very important,
member that are worthiest of record. Matt had always
been fond of children. To Dorset's son and Jersey's

daughter he had repaid some of the kindness which their

1

Jonathan Richardson, who painted Prior's portrait about this time.

Longleat MSS., ii, 453.
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fathers had shown himself. And now in his leisure he

fell captive with
"
a very pure and innocent passion

"

to the charms of Lady Margaret Cavendish Holies

Harley, his last patron's juvenile heiress
;
known in the

language of his affection as
"

little Margaretta,"
"
Peggy,"

"
little mistress Peggy,"

"
little Pearl,"

"
her Peggiety,"

"
la petite ange,"

"
little incomparable Lady," and what

not. There is scarcely a letter to the father in which

the daughter is not mentioned ;
while on 29th March,

1720, being then at Wimpole the date and place of such

an event are better worth remembering than many which

figure in the calendars he wrote that incomparable
letter which stands alone among his verse.

My noble, lovely, little Peggy,
Let this my first epistle beg ye
At dawn of morn and close of even
To lift your heart and hands to Heaven.
In double beauty say your prayer,
Our Father first, and then noire Ptre,

And, dearest child, along the day,
In everything you do or say

Obey and please my Lord and Lady,
So God shall love, and angels aid ye.

If to these precepts you attend,
No second letter need I send :

And so I rest your constant friend.

" And now I come to the best part of my letter," he

wrote from Westminster on one occasion to Harley

in the country,
"
which is that I paid my little

Lady a visit to-day ;
she is in admirable health and

humour, and desires her duty may be remembered to

Papa and Mamma." At another time he sends Lady

Harley eight pigeons (" the first tribute which I have

received from Down "), but adds conditions as to their

disposal.
"
My will and pleasure is that two of them

may be roasted immediately for my dear little Lady's
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private table, the other six for your Ladyship's dinner

to-morrow, to be neatly accomodated and encrusted

with sweetbreads and
'

sparragrass
'

according to the

discretion of your cook." While he was in the library
at Wimpole, hammering out the couplet on Harley and
his books already quoted, Peggy was with him, and the

next morning he was enraptured to hear her lisping his

lines
"
with the prettiest tone and manner imaginable."

In the last letter he wrote endorsed as such by Drift

he said to Oxford : "I return your Lordship my
humblest thanks for having mentioned me to your dear

and beautiful correspondent Peggy : I never saw an

angel, though I have read much of them, but I fancy
she is very like one. She has no wings, indeed, but she

has legs that carry her so lightly that it is a question if

she flies or no." It is not surprising if, in after years,

Peggy had pleasant recollections of the poet, as one who
" made himself beloved by every living thing in the

house master, child, and servant, human creature or

animal."

Writing verses and letters, browsing among Harley's

books or his own, dining in Dover Street or Lincoln's

Inn Fields, entertaining select parties at his own "
palace

"

in Duke Street 1 with Madeira and his celebrated puns
(of which he once perpetrated a hundred in forty-eight

hours), the retired diplomat passed his time in a very

placid and uneventful manner. His relations with Cam
bridge caused him a momentary irritation, and he lost

1 For instance :

"
I invited the virtuosi t'other day, Gibbs, Wanley,

Wooten and Christian ; the two first could not come, and the two
last could not be got away till midnight ; dirty Dibben of Dorsetshire
and the Archdeacon of Bath were of the company, as well to bless the
meat as to drink great share of the claret ; Morley assisted in tea.

It was a conversation about five o'clock, a disputation towards seven,
and a bear-garden about ten. We drank your healths over and over,
as well in our civil as bacchanalian hours." [Longleat MSS., iii, 482.]
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a little money when the South Sea Bubble burst, but not

enough seriously to trouble his contentment. He would
have vegetated altogether had it not been for Down Hall.

That house was the real passion of his last days. It

stood, and still stands, in Essex, not far from Harlow,
and was bought by Lord Harley for the sum of 4,000

guineas and given to his friend for life, with reversion to

himself. The transaction was effected by a certain John
Morley of Halstead, who was Harley's agent, and was

reputed to have negotiated his marriage with the Holies

heiress. *

In the ballad of Down Hall written
" To the Tune

of King John and the Abbot of Canterbury
"

Matt has

described his first visit to his country seat. He and

Morley drove in a chariot, while his Swedish servant

Oeman rode beside them on Prior's horse Ralpho ; as

they are shown in the engraving by Vandergucht which

originally illustrated the poem. They put up at the

Bull Inn at Hoddesdon the occasion of an amusing
conversation between Morley and the landlady, which

lost nothing in the poet's telling and next morning set

out to find Down Hall. But when they came to it, the

prospective owner was disappointed. Morley had told

him that

There are gardens so stately and arbours so thick,

A portal of stone and a fabric of brick.

What he saw was "
a low ruined white shed,"

"
untiled

and unglazed." He expressed his belief that it was a

barn. Morley maintained that it was

a house for a squire,
A justice of peace, or a knight of the shire.

1 See Essex Review, xi, 145, 193,
"
John Morley of Halstead," from

materials supplied by the Rev. T. G. Gibbons. Morley was an ancestor

of Lord Kitchener of Khartoum.
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Matt replied that
"
a house should be built or with brick

or with stone." This place was only lath and plaster.

The house was Matt's concern, Morley retorted,
" My

business is land."
"

I showed you Down Hall
;

did

you look for Versailles ?
" he asked sarcastically.

And now, Sir, a word to the wise is enough ;

You'll make very little of all your old stuff :

And to build at your age, by my troth, you grow simple,
Are you young and rich, like the master of Wimple ?

If you have these whims of apartments and gardens,
For twice fifty acres you'll ne'er see five farthings :

And in yours I shall find the true gentleman's fate :

E'er you finish your house you'll have spent your estate.

The bargain was at length concluded, but Prior had

conceived a lasting suspicion of Morley, to which, in jest,

he often gave vent in his letters to Harley.
"
Squire

Morley is in health, I hope, and by travel and experience
knows a strong brick house from one built with rotten

loam."
"

I intend to issue out a general pardon to all

who have injured me, except Morley," is obviously
reminiscent of his own exception from the Act of Grace. 1

Whatever its shortcomings, Matt found his new

possession of absorbing interest, which was enhanced

rather than diminished by the fact that there was so

much to be done in the way of improvement. Through
out the summer of 1720 he was busy with his plans.

1 Prior had sometimes stayed with Morley at Halstead, and at the

agent's instigation had written the lines Engraven on a Column in the

Church of Halstead in Essex, the Spire of which, burnt down by Light
ning, was rebuilt at the expense of Mr. Samuel Fiske, 1717. This

poem, not much longer than its title, appears in Poems on Several

Occasions. Fiske was a friend of Morley's.
"
Morley was with me

this morning, madder than ever about Fiske the apothecary and his

copper-plate," wrote Matt to Harley, 30th November, 1717.
" Tonson

and Drift have a little appeased him, and we shall have a plate as big
as has been formed since the days of Alexander the Coppersmith.
Will that do?" ^Longleat AfSS.,iii. 450.] The copper-plate was
presumably for Prior's lines.
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"
I have been at Down," he wrote to Harley,

"
surveyed

the estate, and done everything as to taking a rent-

roll, discoursing my tenant, etc. that Morley calls

wisdom. It is impossible to tell you how beautiful a

situation Down is, and how fine the wood may be made
;

but for the house, as all the cross unmathematical devils

upon earth first put it together, all the thought and
contrivance of man cannot make a window to be looked

out of, or a door to be shut, in case it were made other

wise habitable : so sooner or later I foresee destruit

domum ; but of this, as the divines say, at another

opportunity. . . ."
l

"As to Down, it is really fine ; to make it habitable

will be the question. Deus providebit, to which I shall

add all human means by commensuration, hortification

and edification, but nothing more than projection upon
paper till I shall have seen you, which I very much desire

to do." 2 Matt had no mind to heed the agent's warning

against building. Though he asked his friends' advice, in

the main he followed his own will
;
nor is he to be blamed,

if they were all like the one who "
exclaims against me

for thinking of building anything at Down, and then

talks of a saloon of thirty feet upon thirty, and an ante

chamber and bedchamber." James Gibbs, the architect,

was commissioned to make plans, which may still be

seen in his Book of Architecture, published in 1728.

Prior took a special interest in his garden. He had

always, apparently, had a taste for horticulture, and

Halifax, after the reconciliation, had written to him as

to an expert on the subject. But now, for the first time

in his life, he had a piece of ground of his own.
" We

have laid out squares, rounds and diagonals, and planted

1
Longleat MSS., iii, 483.

Ibid., 484.
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quincunxes at Down. Chacun a sa marotte, and that

farm will turn my brain." He employed a virtuoso

grand jardinier, otherwise known as operator hortorum et

sylvarum, sunk a well, and projected a fish pond to

hold ten carp. The following note, which is in the

poet's writing, indicates the nature of his designs.

Down.
Garden for kitching at least $ or if possible longer than

large.
3 steps at least to the House.
Ifs, Hughs, Taxi, 2/i/AoK.
5 June, 1721. I took 2 Acres of land of John Man for 2 years

beginning from our Lady Day last past at 1 pd. per Annum
Acre.

The Damage for the Earth spoyled in the work referable to
Mr. Dan. Walker and Mr. John Reynolds.

Hall as it may be altered 14 to the Hatch.
19 to the Chimney.

Entry as it may be altered 12

Length then 22.

These plans were not to be fulfilled. It has usually
been taken for granted that the evening of the poet's life

was spent mainly at Down Hall, but such was not the

case. In 1720 the place was unfit for tenancy, and he

only paid it flying visits in the company of architect and

gardener. Not until June, 1721, was he living there,

and most of his improvements were still in the future.

Writing to Lord Harley, who had lost some coach-horses,

he said :

"
I may tell you that the best way to save your future

dragons is to make your journey to Wimpole two days,
and take Down for your half-way house, which I hope

may be effected in eighteen months, for I have already

lopped the tree that is to make the plank that is to saw
the timber that is to floor the room where I hope you

1 Prior Papers (Longleat), xxix, f. 102.
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will be within the time aforesaid. Your rus ! quando
te adspiciam ? is admirable before you had been two

days in the town ; you may laugh at my solitude as

much as you please, but I like it infinitely, and shall do
more so when the noise of the axes and hammers to the

tune of five pound a week grows less tumultuous ; but

Down in itself considered I love more than Tully did his

Tusculum or Horace his Sabine field, nor would quit it

for anything but to be with you or to serve you."
1

A week later, he took up the same strain.
"

I repeat to you that Down, being your half-way
house to Wimpole, will save your cattle, and be the best

inn you can sup at, for which reason I am now planting

salating, and setting my eggs under the miller's hen ; the

kitchen-garden this year, the apartment of three rooms

the next, and what then ? Why, what Monsieur Fouquet
said to the late Queen of France when she asked him
what he was building at Vaux.

'

Only a stable, Madam,'
he replied,

'

where your horses may bait in your way to

Fontainebleau, and if I add a pavilion, 'tis because there

are none but thatched houses in the village.' ... I am
making a stile at the end of Great Hilly Field, where the

cattle got in and did a power of wrong, to be sure, and

putting brushwood under the old gate, where they plaguy

pigs crept into the pease-close. . . ." a

But Matt was reckoning without that vanity of human
wishes of which he had by nature so keen an apprecia
tion. In July he returned to town and went with the

Harleys to Wimpole, where, in the following month, he

wrote a
"
brouillon

"
of what was apparently to have

been a long poem on predestination. Early in

September, however, he fell ill of a lingering fever. His

1
Longleat MSS.. iii, 504.

1 Ibid.
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hosts did all they could for him, getting the best doctors

both from the neighbourhood and from London, and

nursing him with devotion. But he grew gradually

worse, and at 1 o'clock in the morning, 18th September,
1721, he died.

He was mourned by his friends both as man and as

poet.
"
Neither this nor any other nation, as far as

I know," wrote Dr. William Stratford,
"
has any one of

equal talents to him. Poetry is gone with him. The
rest of the pretenders to it are but scribblers." This is

hyperbolical praise. Swift's rings truer. He was writing
to Archbishop King, and was actually referring to Matt
in kindly reminiscence, when the news came.

"
I am

just now told from some newspapers that one of the

King's enemies and my excellent friend, Mr. Prior, is

dead ; I pray God deliver me from many such trials.

I am neither old nor philosopher enough to be indifferent

at so great a loss
; and therefore I abruptly conclude."

Those are the words of genuine grief. Prior, whatever

his failings, had the art of making himself loved.

Of tributes in verse to the dead poet there were plenty.
His most renowned mourner was Allan Ramsay, who
celebrated him in a pastoral dialogue between

"
Robert,

Richy and Sandy," that is to say, Oxford, Steele and

Pope. It is not proposed to revive any of these

lucubrations,
1 but a verse from Matt's friend, Robert

Ingram's Threnus, has a certain interest.

Horace and he were called in haste
From this vile earth to Heaven ;

The cruel year not fully passed,
Aetatis fifty-seven.

1 Those curious in eighteenth century panegyric should find much
to their taste in a manuscript anthology entitled Epistles to Mr. Prior,

together with Extracts from several Authors who have made mention of him
and his writings in their Works as well in Prose as Verse [Harl MS., 4042].
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As a matter of fact, Prior was in his fifty-eighth year ;

but he would have been ready to strain a point in order

to be coupled with his master.

A little before his death 9th August, 1721, to be

exact Prior made his will, appointing Lord Harley and
Adrian Drift his executors. It is in many ways a

characteristic document. He wished to be buried in

Westminster Abbey, under an inscription by Dr. Robert
Freind and the bust by Coysevox (whom he mis-names

Coriveaux), which Louis XIV had given him.
"
For

this last piece of human vanity," he left 500. To St.

John's College, Cambridge, he gave books to the value

of 200, which, together with his Poems "
in the greatest

paper," were to be kept with the books he had already

given to that society. Prior's library, like his writings,
indicate that he was a wide and desultory reader. l He
also left the college his own portrait by Le Belle and
that of the Earl of Jersey by Rigaud.

Six other pictures and "
the busts of Flora, made by

Girardon," were to go to Lord Harley, the picture of

Queen Elizabeth by Portus to Lady Harley, and "
my

own picture in enamail to her dear daughter Margarette."
The rest of his

"
pictures, medals, drawings, stamps and

maps" for Matt had been something of a collector

were to be valued and sold, Harley having the first

refusal in every case. All manuscripts and papers were

to be at the disposal of the executors.

After acknowledging Harley's right to the reversion

of Down Hall, the testator proceeded to monetary dis

positions. To Mrs. Elizabeth Cox he gave 1,000. The
sum was to be invested in an annuity, which was to be

paid solely to her order,
"
and not to be hi the disposal

or at the power of any husband which she may marry."
1 See Athenaeum, 1897, i, 810.

19 (1718)
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This legacy was commended to Harley's special care.

To Adrian Drift Matt left 1,000, "hoping that his

industry and management will be such, that he will not

embezzle or decrease the same
"

;
to Mrs. Anne Durham

300
"
to be employed for the enlargement of her stock

and the support of that trade and calling wherein I have

already placed her, and in which I wish her prosperity
"

;

to Richard Shelton he forgave all debts, and to his son

George Shelton gave 50 a year for six years, to keep
him at the University or start him in a trade ; to his

cousin Catherine Harrison the one relative remembered
whose identity has already been discussed, he left

100 ;

l to his servants, a year's wages and mourning ;

and to John Oeman, or Newman, and Jane Ansley, 50

each in addition. Adrian Drift and Elizabeth Cox were

named residuary legatees.

The legacy to Mrs. Cox caused some scandal. Prior,

as Pope said,
"
was not a right good man/' and his rela

tions with the lady in question were notorious.
"
Every

body knows what a wretch she was," said the Twicken
ham bard

;
"I think she had been a little ale-house

keeper's wife." According to Arbuthnot, she herself

kept an alehouse in Long Acre and had lost her husband
a month before Prior died. On hearing of her lover's

death, and her own good fortune, she boasted very

grossly of her connection with him. Spence says that

she subsequently married a cobbler. She is perhaps to

be identified with the wife of that common soldier, also

a resident of Long Acre, for a pipe and a chat with whom
the poet would sometimes leave the company of Pope
and Swift. She was supposed to have been his Chloe,

1 See p. 12. Perhaps it was this cousin whose affairs (which were
" bad enough ") he was helping to settle, and to whom he was going
for

"
something between a dinner and supper, and cards," in May, 1721.

[Longleat MSS., iii, 502.]
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but she herself claimed to be Emma (" the Nut Brown
Maid "), and said that Chloe was "

Flanders Jane."
It is probable that Chloe was the generic name for a

succession of such ladies. Lisetta, perhaps, was Elizabeth

Cox
;
while Nanny or Nannette, who was undoubtedly a

real person, may have been that Anne Durham whom
Matt had set up in business. There is little to be gained

by such conjecture. Lights of love flit in and out of

Prior's correspondence, whether he be at the Hague, at

Paris or in London. But his irregularities were never

paraded nor, except in verse, made to appear more
romantic than they were. He was not a right good man ;

but neither was he a sentimental libertine
; and, in spite

of Conyers Place and all such moralists, he is to be

commended for providing for a woman who had

been much to him rather than for cousins who had been

nothing.
Prior received the burial he desired, at the feet of

Spenser. The bust by Coysevox and Freind's grandi

loquent eulogy were duly set up. The tomb was built

from designs by Gibbs, which had been made at Matt's

own request but never seen by him. None of the

three epitaphs which he had written for himself were

placed on it. One of them, indeed that known as

For My Own Tombstone he had made Atterbury pro

mise should not be used
;

nor was either that or the

Epitaph Extempore more appropriate to his than to any
other man's remains. But the third and longest, though
in the nature of a burlesque, contains lines which are more

to the point than the windy rhetoric of Dr. Freind.

Nor to business a drudge, nor to faction a slave.

He strove to make interest and freedom agree,
In public employments industrious and grave,
And alone with his friends, Lord how merry was he I
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Now in equipage stately, now humbly on foot,
Both fortunes he tried, but to neither would trust,

And whirled in the round, as the wheel turned about,
He found riches had wings, and knew man was but dust.

This is lightly sketched and needs a few heavier

strokes to indicate the more pronounced virtues and

failings of its subject. But, as far as it goes, it is an

admirable likeness.
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12, 31, 282

Hawker, Robert, of Morwen-
stow, 141

Heads for a Treatise upon
Learning, 8, 147, 151

Henchman, 187

Henry VII, 122, 125

VIII, 122

Henry and Emma, 152, 249, 253

Herrick, Robert, 257
Hickford's Dining Rooms, 267
Hind and the Panther, The

(Diyden), 26, 28

History of his own Time, The,

19, 21,259
History of the World (Raleigh),
8

Hitchin, Herts, 208
Honthort, 63

Hughes, 49

Humphreys, Samuel. 9, 10,

14 n, 15 n, 19

Hunt, Mary, 2, 30, 31

Hyde, Lady Catherine, Duchess
of Queensb?rry, 255

Hymn to the Sun, A, 33

Idea of a Patriot King (Boling-

broke), 121

Impossible Thing, An, 260 n

Ingram, Robert, 280

JACOB, Giles, 19 n, 264

James II, 22, 26, 73, 74, 121,

123, 133, 231

Stuart, Pretender, 75, 76,

82, 86, 208-210, 213, 224,
266
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Jcnkin, Dr.. 261

Jersey, Countess of, 42, 85,

164, 210, 213, 214

Jersey, Earl of. (See Villiers.)

Jinny the Just, 255

Johnson, Samuel, 34, 35, 38,

84, 251, 253, 257

Jonathan, 109

Jordaens, 32

Joseph I, Emperor, 166

Journal to Stella (Swift), quoted,
157, 161, 162, 163, 168, 178,
183

KEPPEL. (See Albemarle.)
King, Archbishop, 280
Kit-cat Club, 110, 111, 113, 159

Kitchener, Viscount, 275 n

Knights of the Toast, 110

Knipe, 14

Ladle, The, 253

Lansdowne, Lord, of Bidde-

ford, 256 n
Le Belle, 281
Le Brun, 71

Lechmere, 226, 229

Leigh, 2
Letter to Monsieur Boileau-

Despreaux, 134, 253
Letter to Mr. Prior, 243

Lewis, Erasmus, 163, 245-247,
263

Lexington, Lord, 35-37, 47,

49, 60, 61, 64, 187

, Lady, 35-37
Lives of the Poets (Jacob), 264

Livr6, M. de, 192, 193

Lobb, Stephen, 6
Locke, John, 112
Louis XIV, 33, 57, 59, 69, 70,

72, 108, 129, 133, 154, 165,

169-171, 173-176, 178, 181,

192, 193, 281

Louis, Dauphin, 193

Lover's Anger, A, 255
Love and Friendship (Singer),

32

Lowestoft, 64
Lucius (Mrs. Manley), 266

MACAULAY, Thomas Babington,
57,63,67, 71, 81 n, 105, 118,
132 n

Macky, John, 83, 84, 161, 177

Maintenon, Madame de, 72, 178

Malplaquet, battle of, 154

Manchester, Earl of, 71, 91,

92, 93, 95, 100, 104, 107,

108, 110, 111, 113, 127, 128,
130

Manley, Mrs., 266

Marlborough, John, Duke of,

133-136, 138, 142-146, 153-

155, 163, 166, 174, 175, 185,

216, 258
, Sarah, Duchess of, 10,

18, 141-143, 145, 146, 153-

155, 160

Marvell, Andrew, 257

Mary II, 34-37, 47, 60, 148

Mary of Modena, 74, 81, 210,
231

Masham, Mrs., 153, 154
"
Matthews, Jeremy," Prior's

pseudonym, 168
Mali's Peace, song of, 168 n, 177

May, Henry, 97, 99-105

Mesnager, 174, 175, 177, 180,

181, 189, 233, 242

Mice, The, 4, 5, 9

Middleton, Conyers, 2 n, 30

Middleton, Lord, 73

Milton, John, 257
Miscellanies (Dryden), 89

Mohun, Lord, 186

Montagu, Duke of, 143

, Charles, Earl of Halifax,

16, 17, 26, 27, 35, 51.

54-56, 74, 83, 91, 93. 97,
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Montagu (contd.}

120, 124, 125, 127-129, 131,

151, 158, 218-223, 231, 244,
277

Montagu, Sir James, 9, 10, 14 n,

15 n, 16, 17, 22, 26, 27, 32,

130, 131, 221

Morley, John, of Halstead,
258, 274 n, 275-277

Morphew, John, 178

Moser, Joseph, 243 n

NAMUR, 34, 52, 57
New Answer to an Argument

against a Standing Army,
126 n

Newcastle, John Holies, Duke
of, 271

New Collection of Poems, 267 n
New Journey to Paris (Swift),

168, 178, 179

Noailles, Due de, 72

, Duchesse de, 212
Not writing to K.P., 22
Nut Brown Maid, 152, 249,

253

OCTOBER CLUB, 136
Ode to the Queen (Ramillies),

134, 135, 137
Oeman or Newman, John, 275,

282

Oldfield, Mrs., 266
Old Gentry, The, 7, 18

Onslow, Mr., 238

Oxford, Edward Russell, Earl

of, 127, 129

Orleans, Due d', 74

Ormonde, Duke of, 138 n, 224

, Duchess of, 269

Orphan (Otway), 267

Orrery, Earl of, 158

, Countess of, 50

Otway, Thomas, 267

Oudenarde, battle of, 154

PACK, Richardson, 263

Parabere, Comtesse de la, 191,

194, 212

Parliamentary History (Cob-

bett), 225
Partition Treaty, First, 77, 86,

87, 119
Partition Treaty, Second, 108,

Pasch, Dr., 261, 262 [129
Paulo Purganti, 253
Peasant in Search of his Heifer,

The, 260 n

Pecquet, 175, 187

Pembroke, Earl of, 40, 58, 61

Pepys, Samuel, 10 n

Peterborough, Earl of, 27, 165,

178, 199

Petkum, 169

Philip V, of Spain, 129, 165,

173, 176, 187
Picture of Seneca dying in a

Bath, 32

Place, Conyers, 2, 12, 30, 283
Poems on Several Occasions, 14,

28, 142, 143, 149, 151, 152,

245-251

Polignac, Cardinal, 210

Pomponne, Abbe, 210

,
M. de, 77

Pope, Alexander, 21, 38, 46, 56,

137, 147, 245, 252, 256, 259,

263, 280, 282

Portland, Earl of, 44, 45, 51,

61, 67, 68, 74, 77-83, 85, 87,

88, 90, 93, 98, 100, 101, 103,

104, 120, 121, 125, 126, 129,

130, 132, 190, 215

Portsmouth, Duchess of, 212

Poulet, Lord, 211

Powys, Richard, 46. 55, 69, 94

Prevost, Abbe, 257 n
Prior [30

. M.P.'s grandfather, 1, 2, 6,

, Arthur, 3, 9-11, 14, 22-

24, 30
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Prior (contd.)

Prior, Catherine (? Harrison).
12, 31. (See also Harrison.)

, Christopher, the elder,

2, 9

, Christopher, the younger,
7, 30, 31

, George, 2, 3, 9, 19, 30

, Katharine, 22, 24

, Mary, 1, 6
, Matthew : ancestry, 1 ;

birth, 3 ; mother, 4 ; child

hood, 6 ; compared with

Burns, 7 ; goes to Westmin
ster School, 9 ; found berth
in uncle's wine-hcuse, 9 ;

me its Lord Dorset, 13; re

turns to Westminster, 14 ;

goes to Cambridge, 17 ; am
biguity as Lo birthplace, 18 ;

early poems, 21 ; letters to

aunt and uncle, 22, 23 ; de

gree and fellowship, 25; colla

borates in Country Mouse
and City Mouse, 26 ; tutor
to Lord Exeter's son, 28 ;

secretary to Lord Dursley at

the Hague, 33 ; meets Wil
liam III, 33 ; Ballad on Tak

ing of Namur, 34 ; on death
of Mary II, 35 ; as designer,
38 ;

The Secretary, 39 ; con
tinues at the Hague, 40 ;

said to have married Lady
Falkland, 41 ; salary, 43, 54 ;

financial troubles, 46, 54 ;

seeks fresh employment, 51 ;

ability as diplomatist, 56 ;

secretary to plenipotentiaries
for treaty of Ryswick, 58 ; at

Cleves, 60 ;
visits England.

62 ; secretary to Lords Jus
tices of Ireland, 63 ; brings

treaty of Ryswick to England,
64 ; returns to Holland, 64 ;

Prior (contd.)

goes to Paris, 67 ; conversa
tion with Portland, 67 ; im
pressions of French court, 70 ;

of Madame de Maintenon,
72 ; of James II, 73 ; finan
cial difficulties, 78 ; salary
doubled, 80 ;

"
chicaning

answers," 81 ; autobiogra
phical fragment, 84 ; F.R.S.,
90 ; home-sickness, 90 ; to
be under secretary of state,

94 ; troubles over Irish

secretaryship, 96 ; loses it,

103 ; introduces Lord Man
chester as English ambassa
dor at Paris, 107 ; audience
with William III, 108 ; ill

ness, 109 ; Carmen Seculare,
111 ; under secretary of

state, 111 ; commissioner
of trade, 112; relations with

Cambridge University, 112;
M.A., 113; parliamentary
candidate, 114 ; abandons
candidature, 118 ; M.P. East

Grinstead, 119; political

theories, 120 ; attitude to

Whigs, 126 ; votes for im

peachment of Montagu, etc.,

129 ; relations with Port

land, 132 ; his house in Duke
Street, 133; poems on Blen
heim and Ramillies, 134 ;

relations with Marlborough,
135 ; with Sir Thomas Han-
mer, 136 ; dismissed from
Board of Trade, 138 ; offered

secretaryship to Bishop Tre-

lawney, 139 ; pension, 141 ;

breach with Marlborough, 1 43;

detested by Duchess of Marl-

borough, 145; poetry, 147;

pirated Poems on Several

Occasions, 148 ; authentic
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Prior (contd.)

edition, 149 ; reason for pub
lication, 149 ; reason for dis

owning certain poems, 150 ;

dedication to Lord Dorset,
151 ; commissioner of cus

toms, 156; verses to him, 156;
member of Brothers Club,
159 ; writes for Examiner,
160 ; friendship with Swift,
161 ; mourns for Lord Jer

sey, 164 ; secret journey to

Paris, 165 ; interviews with

Torcy, 169 ; interview with
Louis XIV, 175 ; arrested at

Canterbury, 177 ; New Jour
ney to Paris, 178 ; meetings at

Duke Street, 180 ; proposed
plenipotentiary for peace,
182 ; Anne's objections on
score of birth, 183 ; Strafford
refuses to act with him, 184 ;

goes to Paris with Boling-
broke, 185 ; stays as pleni

potentiary, 186 ; ambiguous
position, 186 ; familiarity
with Bolingbroke, 190 ; re

partees, 192 ; goes to Eng
land, 193 ; Bolingbroke on
his appearance, 194 ; diplo
matic skill, 195 ; uncertain

ty as to future, 198 ; illness,

206 ; relations with Jaco
bites, 209 ; dinner-party,
210 ; trouble with Lady
Jersey, 212 ; on ministerial

quarrels, 215 ; death of

Anne, 216 ; financial straits,

217 ; reconciliation with

Halifax, 218 ; surrenders

papers, 223 ; returns to Eng
land, 224 ; arrested, 225 ;

examination before secret

committee, 226 ; committed
to custody of messenger, 241

;

Prior (contd.)

occupations during confine

ment, 243 ; restored to

liberty, 243 ; scheme to pub
lish poems, 245 ; prepara
tions for press, 248 ; pub
lication of Poems on Several

Occasions, 250 ; estimate of

his poetry, 251 ; Dialogues
of the Dead, 259 ; History of
his own Time, 259 ; deaf

ness, 261 ; again proposes
himself as parliamentary
candidate for Cambridge,
261 ; gives up idea, 262 ;

patron of letters, 263 ; pro
logues, 266 ; relations with

Atterbury, 268 ; relations

with the Harleys, 270 ; My
noble, lovely, little Peggy,
273 ; acquires Down Hall,
275 ; building projects, 276 ;

his garden, 277 ; death, 280 ;

Swift's grief, 280 ; his will,

281 ; his mistresses, 282 ;

epitaphs, 283.

, Robert, 207, 208
, Samuel, 3, 9

, Thomas, 2, 30

, William, of Hitchin, 208
Prior's Walk, 3

Protogenes and Apelles, 254

Pulteney, Daniel, 61, 101

Purcell, Henry, 33

Pulteney, Daniel, 61, 101

Purcell, Henry, 33

RALEIGH, Sir Walter, 8
"
Ralpho," Prior's horse, 275

Ramillies, battle of, 134, 153,
154

Ramsay, Allan, 280

, Mrs., 137, 138

Rape of the Lock, The (Pope),
257
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Rapin, Paul de, 67

Rastadt, Peace of, 202

Rcay, Lord, 73

Reformation of Manners (Defoe) ,

160
Rehearsal (Buckingham), 28
Rhenish Wine House, 9-12

Richardson, Jonathan, 272

Richelieu, Cardinal, 24

Rigaud, 87, 281

Rigg, Mr. J. M., 121 n, 126 n
Rinaldo and Armida (Dennis),

89

Robinson, John, Bishop of Bris

tol, Lord Privy Seal and pleni

potentiary at Utrecht, 184

Rochester, John Wilmot, Earl

of, 11, 257

Rochester, Laurence Hyde,
Earl of, 129

Roger, 108

Romney, Lord, 61

Roscommon, 148

Rosier, 38 [204
Ross, General Charles, 201, 202,

Rowe, Mrs. (See Singer, Eliza

beth.)
Rowe, Nicholas, 161

Rummer Tavern, 9, 10, 11, 30

Ryswick, Treaty of, 62 et seqq,
81 n, 84, 96, 120

SACHEVERELL, Dr., 154
St. Evremond, 69
St. John, Henry, Viscount

Bolingbroke, 12, 38, 121,

136, 144, 155-168, 177-180,

183, 185-188, 190, 191, 193-

203, 206-218, 221, 223, 224,

226, 230, 232, 233, 236, 237,

240, 269, 270

Saintsbury, Professor, 258

Sandwich, Lady, 42
Satire on Modern Translators,

22, 25, 150, 268

Scheveling, 37
Scott, Sir Walter, 178
Second Epistle to Fleetwood

Shephard, 29, 32, 33

Secretary, The, 255

Sedley, Sir Charles, 11, 257
Selkkk, Lord, 94
Seventh Satire of Juvenal Imi

tated, 150

Shadwell, Thomas, 30

Sharp, Mr. Cecil, 7

Shelton, George, 282
, Richard, 140, 220, 222,

263, 282

Shephard, Sir Fleetwood, 11.

13, 18, 28, 29, 33, 34, 49, 53,
258

Shrewsbury, Duke of, 43, 44,

45, 56, 58, 59, 105 n, 186,

196-201, 203, 217, 232, 234,

240, 244, 248
Shwinfort, 49
Simon, 38

Singer, Elizabeth (Mrs. Rowe),
32

Skelton, Mr. (? Shelton), 140

Solomon, 245, 246, 250, 251,
268

Somers, Lord Chancellor, 127,
129

Somerset, Duke of, 110. 113,

117, 217
South Sea Bubble, 275

Spence, Joseph, 282

Spenser, Edmund, 134, 257 n

Sprat, Dr., 14

Stair, Earl of, 223, 225

Stanhope, Earl, 165, 226-230,

232, 233, 236, 237, 238, 241,

242, 265, 266

, Hugh, 265, 266

Stanyan, Abraham, 93, 95, 96,

109, 110, 111

Steele, Sir Richard, 161 n, 263,
280
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Stepney, George, 40, 48, 51, 52,

54, 79, 94, 96, 101, 141, 241,

, Mrs., 48

Stevenson, Robert Louis, 263

Strafford, Earl of, 184, 190, 224

Stratford, William, 5 n, 280
Sunderland, Earl of, 155

Swift, Jonathan, 106, 138, 145,

57-164, 168, 177-179, 183-

185, 190, 191, 198, 245-248,
250, 258, 263, 268-270, 280,
282

Swinburne, Algernon Charles,
255

TALBOT, James, 115-118

Tatler, The, 161 n

Taylor, Weld, 3

Thomson, James, 257
Threnus (Ingram), 280

Thynne, Thomas, 255 n
Titus Andronicus (Shakespeare),

192
To a Child of Quality, 255
To a Lady Sleeping, 257
To Madam K. P., 22

Tonson, Jacob, 34, 110, 111,

149, 248

Torcy, French Minister, 77,

107, 108, 169-175, 178, 180,

182, 185, 187, 189-195, 203,

210, 214, 216, 236

, Madame de, 191, 210,
212

To the Countess of Exeter play
ing on the Lute, 32

To the Earl of Dorset, 258

Tournay, 236, 237, 238
Townshend, Lord, 65, 218 n

Trelawney, Sir Jonathan, Bis

hop of Winchester, 25, 139,

140, 141

Trenchard, Sir John, 40

Trumbull, Sir William, 34, 46,

50, 56, 61, 91 n

Tucker, John, 99

Turenne, 82
Two Tales, 260 n

UTRECHT, Treaty of, 38, 163
et seqq., 224, 237

VANBRUGH, Sir John, 162

Vandermuhlen, 71

Veneroni's Italian Grammar, 52

Vernon, James, 35, 37, 38, 43,

44, 45, 47, 49, 53, 56, 57, 64,

73, 92
Verses to Lady Harley, 262

Vestiges (Moser), 243 n

Viceroy, The, 242

Villeroi, Marshal, 81, 82, 83

Villiers, Edward, Lord Villiers,

afterwards Earl of Jersey,
42, 51, 53, 56-59, 61, 62, 65,

83-100, 103, 104, 106, 107,

108, 111, 112, 114, 127, 128,

130, 164, 165, 281

, Henry, 213, 214

, Lady Mary, 255 n
Voltaire, 257

WALLER, Mr. A. R., 150, 236 n,

255, 257, 260

, Edmund, 21, 147, 257

Walpole, Horace, 20 n, 255

, Robert, 224, 225, 226,

228, 229, 238, 242

Wanley, Humfrey, 248, 249,

250, 274 n
Watson, Mrs., 23

Warden, Jo., 196

Westmoreland, Earl of, 29 n

Weymouth, Lord, 155

Whig Examiner, The, 161

Whitworth, Mr., 204
William III, 32, 33, 34, 38, 44,

45, 50-57, 60, 64, 65, 67, 71,

75-77, 81, 82, 84, 85, 94, 98,

101, 102, 104, 105, 107, 111,
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William III (contd.)

112, 121-124, 126, 127, 129-

133, 138, 258

Williamson, Sir Joseph, 58, 61

Wilson, Mrs., 23
Wimborne Minster, 3, 8, 18, 19

Wimpole, 272, 273, 278, 279

Winchester, Marquess of, after

wards Duke of Bolton, 86,

96, 97, 104

Wise, Mr. T. J. ( 260 n
Woodstock, Lord, 67
Wotton, John, 263, 274 n
Wyche, John, 184

YARD, 95, 96, 110

ZELL, Duke of, 60, 94

Zuylestein, 65

THE END
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de Luxembourg. With over 400 illustrations and 13 coloured

plates. In large demy 4to. cloth gilt, gilt top, 10s. 6d. net.
"
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SELDBN PRATT. With 130 illustrations and three maps. In demy
8vo, cloth gilt. 7s. 6d. net.
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"
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some notes on their history, and critical and biographical sketches
of the contemporary musical leaders in each country. By ARTHUR
ELSON. In large crown 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, with 24 full-page

plate illustrations. 6s. net.

PITMAN'S
DAINTY VOLUME LIBRARY

Each in fcap. 8vo, limp lambskin gilt, gilt top, with Photogravure
Frontispiece, 2s. 6d. per volume net.

DANTE. THE DIVINA COMMEDIA AND CANZONIERE. Trans
lated by the late DEAN PLUMPTRE. With Notes, Studies,

Estimates, and Life. In five volumes.

THE LIFE OF DANTE. By the same Author. In one volume.

THE TRAGEDIES OF jESCHYLOS. Translated by DEAN PLUMPTRE.
In two volumes.

THE TRAGEDIES OF SOPHOCLES. Translated by DEAN PLUMPTRE.
In two volumes

BOSWELL'S LIFE OF JOHNSON. (Abridged.) With an Introduction

by G. K. CHESTERTON In two volumes.

THE POETRY OF ROBERT BROWNING. By STOPFORD A. BROOKE,
M.A., LL.D. In two volumes.

TENNYSON : HIS ART AND RELATION TO MODERN LIFE. By
STOPFORD A. BROOKE, M.A., LL.D. In two volumes.

JOHN BUNYAN ; HIS LIFE, TIMES AND WORK. By JOHN
BROWN, D.D. In two volumes.

CLOUGH, ARNOLD, ROSSETTI, AND MORRIS: A Study. By
STOPFORD A. BROOKE, M.A., LL.D. In one volume, with four

illustrations, 306 pp., 3s. 6d. net.
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FICTION
BY WHAT AUTHORITY ? By ROBERT HUGH BENSON. 6s.

THE LIGHT INVISIBLE. By ROBERT HUGH BENSON. 3s. 6d.

RICHARD RAYNAL, SOLITARY. By ROBERT HUGH BENSON, 3s. 6d.

THE KING'S ACHIEVEMENT. By ROBERT HUGH BENSON. 6s-

THE QUEEN'S TRAGEDY. By ROBERT HUGH BENSON. 6s.

THE SENTIMENTALISTS. By ROBERT HUGH BENSON. 6s.

A MIRROR OF SHALOTT. By ROBERT HUGH BENSON. 6s.

LORD OF THE WORLD. By ROBERT HUGH BENSON. 6s.

MY LADY OF AROS. A Tale of Mull and the Macleans. By JOHN
BRANDANE. Coloured frontispiece. Cheaper Edition 2s. net.

A DAUGHTER OF THE SNOWS. By JACK LONDON. 6s.

ANNE OF GREEN GABLES. By L. M. MONTGOMERY. 6s.

ANNE OF AVONLEA. By the same Author. Coloured frontispiece. 6s.

KILMENY OF THE ORCHARD. By the same Author. With four
coloured illustrations. 6s.

THE STORY GIRL. By the same Author. Coloured frontispiece. 6s.

THE GLORY OF THE CONQUERED. The Story of a Great Love. By
SUSAN GLASPELL. 6s.

THE UNDER TRAIL. By ANNA ALICE CHAPIN. With illustrations.

6s.

THE PLEASURING OF SUSAN SMITH. By HELEN M. WINSLOW.
With illustrations. 3s. 6d. net.

THE ISLAND OF BEAUTIFUL THINGS. A Romance of the
South. By W. A. DROMGOOLE. With four coloured illustrations.

6s.

POLLYANNA. The "Glad" Book. By ELEANOR H. PORTER.
Illustrated, 6s.

PIERROT IN TOWN. A Fantastic Comedy on the subject of youth
and age. By HELEN ASHTON. 6s.

HISTORY
THE ENGLISH IN CHINA. Being an account of the Intercourse and

Relations between England and China, from the year 1600 to
the year 1843 and a summary of Later Developments. By J.
BROMLEY EAMES, M.A., B.C.L. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt

top, with maps and illustrations. 20s. net.

OUTLINES OF THE ECONOMIC HISTORY OF ENGLAND. A Study
in Social Development. By H. O. MEREDITH, M.A., M.Com.
In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 5s. net.
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HISTORY (contd.)

THE BRITISH MUSEUM : ITS HISTORY AND TREASURES. A
view of the origins of that great Institution, sketches of its Early
Benefactors and Principal Officers, and a survey of the priceless

objects preserved within its walls. By HENRY C. SHELLEY. Author
of Inns and Taverns of Old London. With fifty illustrations. Size
6 in. by 9f in., elaborate cloth gilt, gilt top, 12s. 6d. net.

PRINCE CHARLES EDWARD. His Life, Times, and Fight for the
Crown. By J. CUTHBERT HADDEN. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, with
illustrations, 7s. 6d. net.

THE ROMANTIC STORY OF THE MAYFLOWER PILGRIMS AND
ITS PLACE IN THE LIFE OF TO-DAY. By A. C. ADDISON. With
numerous original illustrations. Size 6 in. by 9f in., cloth gilt,

gilt top, 7s. 6d. net.

INNS AND TAVERNS OF OLD LONDON. Setting forth the historical

and literary associations of those ancient hostelries, together with
an account of the most notable coffee-houses, clubs, and pleasure
gardens of the British metropolis. By HENRY C. SHELLEY. In

large crown 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, with coloured frontispiece and
48 other illustrations. 7s. 6d. net.

THE MOST HONOURABLE ORDER OF THE BATH. A descrip
tive and historical account. By JOCELYN PERKINS, M.A., Sacrist
and Minor Canon of Westminster Abbey. With 42 illustrations.
In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 7s. 6d. net.

FLEET STREET IN SEVEN CENTURIES. Being a History of the

growth of London beyond the Walls into the Western Liberty
and of Fleet Street to our time. By WALTER GEORGE BELL.
Author of The Thames from Chelsea to the Nore. With a Foreword
by Sir Wm. P. Treloar, Bt. With 46 illustrations. Drawings by
T. R. Way, Hanslip Fletcher, R. Anning Bell, T. E. Knightley ;

reproductions of old prints, original documents, maps and photo
graphs. In demy 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 15s. net.

THE FRANCO-PRUSSIAN WAR AND ITS HIDDEN CAUSES. By the
late MILE OLLIVIER, of the Academie Francaise. Translated from
the French with an Introduction and Notes by G. BURNHAM IVES.
In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, with eight illustrations, 558 pp., 8s. 6d. net.

A HOSPITAL IN THE MAKING. A History of the National Hospital
for the Paralysed and Epileptic (Albany Memorial), 1859-1901.

By B. BURFORD RAWLINGS, Author of The Chronic Indigence of

Hospitals, etc. In crown 8vo, cloth, with illustrations, 5s. net.

THE HISTORY OF BELGIUM (1815-1865) Waterloo to the Death of

Leopold I. With Synopsis of Belgian History from Caesar to
Waterloo. New Edition. By DEMETRIUS C. BOULGER, Author^ of

Belgium of the Belgians, Holland of the Dutch, etc., etc. In demy
8vo, cloth gilt, with 21 illustrations. 18s. net.
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HISTORY (contd.)

A HUNDRED YEARS OF IRISH HISTORY. By R. BARRY O'BRIEN
With Introductions by JOHN E. REDMOND, M.P. New I

In crown 8vo, cloth, 184 pp., Is. 6d. net.

THE DISSOLUTION OF THE MONASTERIES. As illustrated by the

Suppression of the Religious Houses of Staffordshire. By FRANCIS
AIDAN HIBBERT, M.A., of St. John's College, Cambridge; Head
master of Denstone. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 5s. net.

JOHN PYM. By C. E. WADE, M.A., Barrister-at-law. With
frontispiece. Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 7s. 6d. net.

"
Mr. Wade gives afresh and effective picture of this statesman's

career, keeping throughout in touch with his authorities ; and his

graphic narrative will fill the gap in the bookshelf made by the

disappearance of Forster's Life written nearly 80 years ago, and long
obsolete." The Times.

MAKERS OF NATIONAL HISTORY. Edited by The Yen. W.
H. HUTTON, B.D. Each volume in this series the aim of which is

to do fuller justice to men whose lives have not hitherto been ade

quately dealt with is in crown 8vo. cloth gilt, with a frontispiece,
3s. 6d. net.

CARDINAL BEAUFORT. By the Rev. L. B. RADFORD, D.D.
"
Studiously impartial . . . carefully written." Glasgow Herald.

VISCOUNT CASTLEREAGH. By ARTHUR HASSALL, M.A.
"

It is brilliantly written . . . exceptionally clear and vivid . . .

a book which was needed." The Morning Leader.

ARCHBISHOP PARKER. By W. M. KENNEDY, B.A.
"
Exceedingly well conceived, clearly expressed, and compiled

with great care." The Guardian.

GENERAL WOLFE. By EDWARD SALMON.
" A picture and an estimate of Wolfe which could not be more

complete." Canada.

FRANCIS ATTERBURY, Bishop of Rochester (1662-1732). By the

Very Rev. H. C. BEECHING, M.A., Litt.D., Dean of Norwich.
" A most delightful as well as a most valuable book." Guardian.

EDWARD THE FOURTH. By LAURENCE STRATFORD. B.A.

THOMAS BECKET, Archbishop of Canterbury. By The Yen. W.
H. HUTTON, B.D., Canon of Peterborough, and Archdeacon of

Northampton.

NATURAL HISTORY, ETC.
THE A B C OF POULTRY. By E. B. JOHNSTONE. In crown 8vo,

cloth, cheap edition, Is. net.
" A capital addition to the many books devoted to the outdoor

life." World.
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NATURAL HISTORY. ETC. (contd.)

CATS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT. By Miss FRANCES SIMPSON.
Third Edition. In crown 8vo, with 25 beautifully reproduced
photographs of famous prize-winning cats. 2s. net.

REPTILES OF THE WORLD. Tortoises and Turtles, Crocodilians,
Lizards and Snakes of the Eastern and Western Hemispheres.
By Professor RAYMOND L. DITMARS. With frontispiece in colour,
and nearly 200 illustrations from photographs taken by the author.
In royal 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top. 20s. net.

BRITISH FERNS. A pocket help for the Student and Collector

(comprising all the native species and showing where found). By
FRANCIS G. HEATH. Size 6J in. by 3fc in., cloth, with 50
illustrations. 2s. net.

PEEPS INTO NATURE'S WAYS. By JOHN J. WARD. Being chapters
on insect, plant and minute life. Illustrated from photographs,and
photo-micrographs taken by the Author. Cheaper Edition. In

demy 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.

INSECT LIFE : Its Why and Wherefore. By HUBERT G. STANLEY,
F.E.S. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, with 25 illustrations. 2s. 6d. net.

THE CHOW CHOW. By LADY DUNBAR OF MOCHRUM. With 24
illustrations. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 2s. 6d. net.

MISCELLANEOUS
THE DREDGING OF GOLD PLACERS. By J. E. HODGSON, F.R.G.S.

With 17 illustrations. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 5s. net.

Principally intended for Company Directors, Property Managers,
Prospectors, and the investing public

ASTONISHING ANATOMY. An anatomical and medical skit pro
fusely illustrated. Letterpress consisting of Imaginary Interviews,
Free Medical Advice (after the style of the Weekly Press), etc., etc.

By
"
Tingle." Crown 8vo, Is. net.

ATHLETIC TRAINING FOR GIRLS. Compiled and Edited by C. E.
THOMAS. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, with many illustrations.

Illustrated. 3s. 6d. net.

THE AMERICAN STATESMAN'S YEARBOOK. From Official

Reports of the United States Government, State Reports, Consular

Advices, and Foreign Documents. Edited by J. WALKER
MCSPADDEN. In demy 8vo, buckram, with red leather panel
binding, 1,152 pp. 10s. 6d. net.

COMMON COMMODITIES OF COMMERCE. Each handbook is

dealt with by an expert writer. Beginning with the life history
of the plant, or other natural product, he follows its development
until it becomes a commercial commodity, and so on through the
various phases of its sale on the market, and its purchase by the
consumer. Each is in crown 8vo, cloth, about 120 pp., with

map, coloured frontispiece, chart and illustrations, Is. 6d. net.

Tea, from Grower to Consumer, by ALEXANDER IBBETSON. Coffee,
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MISCELLANEOUS (contd.)

from Grower to Consumer, by B. B. KEABLE. Cotton. From the
Raw Material to the Finished Product. By R. J. PEAKS. Oil ;

Animal, Vegetable, Essential and Mineral. By C. AINSWORTH
MITCHELL. Sugar Cane and Beet By GEO. MARTINBAU, C.B.,
Rubber. Production and utilisation of the raw material. By
C. BEADLE and H. P. STEVENS, M.A., Ph.D. Iron and Steel.

Their production and manufacture. By C. HOOD. SUk. Its

production and manufacture. By LUTHER HOOPER. Wool.
From the Raw Material to the Finished Product. By J. A. HUNTER.
Tobacco. From Grower to Smoker. By A. E. TANNER. Coal :

Its Origin, Method of Working, and Preparation for the Market.

By FRANCIS H. WILSON, M.Inst., M.E., Editor of Mining Engineering.

Other Volumes in preparation

DICKENS IN YORKSHIRE. Being Notes of a Journey to the Delightful

Village of Dothebpys, near Greta Bridge. By C. EYRE PASCOB.
In foolscap 4to, with four illustrations in colour and 1 1 black and
white illustrations. Is. 6d. net.

THE FEDERAL SYSTEMS OF THE UNITED STATES AND THE
BRITISH EMPIRE. Their Origin, Nature, and Development.
By A. P. POLEY, B.A., of the Inner Temple and Midland Circuit.

Barrister-at-Law. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 12s. 6d. net.

FRENCH PROSE WRITERS OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY AND
AFTER. With Biographical and Critical Notices in French, and

Literary and Bibliographical Notes in English. By VICTOR

LEULIETTE, B-^s-L., A.K.C. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 350 pp.
3s. net.

FOR HOME SERVICE AND OTHER STORIES. By LYDB HOWARD.
With coloured frontispiece and black and white illustrations.

In foolscap 4to, cloth, decorated, coloured top, and end papers.
2s. 6d. net.

HOME GYMNASTICS FOR OLD AND YOUNG. By T. J. HARTBUOS.
M.D. Translated and adapted from the Swedish by C. LftFViNG.

With 31 illustrations. Fifth Edition, revised. With a prefatory
note by ARTHUR A. BEALE, M.B. In stiff boards, Is. 6d.

HOW TO CHOOSE A HOUSE. How to Take and Keep it By
CHARLES EMANUEL, M.A., and E. M. JOSEPH, A.R.I.B.A. In crown

8vo, cloth, with illustrations. Cheap edition. Is. net.

HYPNOTISM AND SUGGESTION. In Daily Life, Education, and

Medical Practice. By BERNARD HOLLANDER, M.D. In crown 8vo,

cloth gilt. 6s. net.

TRAVELLING PALACES. Luxury in Passenger Steamships. Hv

R. A. FLETCHER, Author of Steamships : the Story of their Develop

ment, Warships and Their Story, Guide to the Mercantile Marine, etc.

In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, with 54 illustrations. 10s. 6d. net.



MISCELLANEOUS (eontd.)

LIGHTER MOMENTS. From the note-book of BISHOP WALSHAM
How. Edited by his son, FREDERICK DOUGLAS How. In small

crown 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 2s. 6d.

OVERHEARD AT THE ZOO. By GLADYS DAVIDSON. With 2

coloured plates and 26 black and white illustrations. In foolscap
4to, cloth, 2s. 6d. net.

The author has catered for all children who love animals. Her
aim has been to present the animals' own point of view, so far as

it may be divined by sympathetic study.

OVERHEARD IN FAIRYLAND, or The Peter Pan Tales. By
MADGE A. BIGHAM. With coloured illustrations by RUTH S.

CLEMENTS. In large crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. net.

PUBLIC SCHOOL LIFE. Each in foolscap 8vo, cloth, with 32 full

page plate illustrations. 2s. net.

WESTMINSTER. By W. TEIGNMOUTH SHORE.
ETON. By AN OLD ETONIAN.
HARROW. By ARCHIBALD Fox.
RUGBY. By H. H. HARDY.

THE ROYAL HIGH SCHOOL, EDINBURGH. By
With 32 illustrations. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d. net.

THE REVERIES OF A BACHELOR : Or, A Book of the Heart.

By the late IK MARVEL. With an Introduction by ARLO BATES.
In foolscap 8vo, gilt top, limp lambskin, 2s. 6d. net.

ROODSCREENS AND ROODLOFTS. By F. BLIGH BOND, F.R.I.B.A.,
and The Rev. DOM BEDE CAMM, O.S.B. With over 88 full-page

collotype reproductions, and upwards of 300 other beautiful
illustrations. In demy 4to, two vols., handsome cloth gilt, gilt

top, 32s. net
" A magnificent work." Evening Standard.

THE BOOK OF THE CHILD. An Attempt to Set Down what is in the
Mind of Children. By FREDERICK DOUGLAS How. In foolscap 8vo.,

leather, with dainty cover design, gilt corners, 3s. 6d. net ; cloth,
2s. net.

MYSTICISM AND MAGIC IN TURKEY. An Account of the

Religious Doctrines, Monastic Organisation, and Ecstatic Powers
of the Dervish Orders. By LUCY M. J. GARNETT, Author of

Turkey of the Ottomans. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, with
illustrations. 6s. net.

THE NEW MAN : A Portrait Study of the latest type. By PHILIP
GIBBS, Author of The Street of Adventure, The Eighth Year, etc.

In crown 8rp, cloth gilt. 3s. 6d. net
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MISCELLANEOUS (contd.)

THESPERSIAN PROBLEM. By H. J. WHIGHAM. With maps and
illustrations. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 12s. 6d.

SCIENCE AND THE CRIMINAL. By C. AINSWORTH MITCHELL,
B.A., F.I.C. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt. 250 pp., with 28 illustrations,
6s. net.

" The systems of personal identification are discussed, and the
uses of photography, anthropometry, and finger prints are indicated.
The selection of the cases and the manner in which the whole book
is written show good judgment." Lancet.

SYMBOLISM OF ANIMALS AND BIRDS Represented in English
Church Architecture. By ARTHUR H. COLLINS, M.A. [Oxon. ]. With
120 illustrations. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 5s. net.

THE SUNLIT ROAD : Readings in Verse and Prose for Every Day
in the Year. By the Rev. W. GARRETT HORDER. In demy 16mo,
cloth gilt, gilt corners, 3s. net ; leather gilt, gilt corners, 4s. net.

" A dainty and delightful little
'

day book '

for quiet moments.
It is the most charming book of its kind we have seen for a very
long time." Lady.

PITMAN'S STUDIES IN ELOCUTION. A guide to the theory and
practice of the art of public speaking and reciting, with over 100
selections for Reciters and Readers. By E. M. CORBOULD (Mrs.
Mark Robinson). In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, silk register,
2s. 6d. net.

"
This treasury of prose and verse will appeal to all who cultivate

the art of elocution or appreciate a choice store of literary gems."
Educational News .

THE BEGINNINGS OF THE TEACHING OF MODERN SUBJECTS
IN ENGLAND. By FOSTER WATSON, M.A. (Professor of Education
in the University College of Wales ; Aberystwyth). In crown 8vo,

cloth, 7s. 6d. net.

THE INNER LIFE OF GEORGE ELIOT. A Study of the Mental
and Spiritual Development of the Novelist. By CHARLES GARDNER,
M.A. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 5s. net.

POETRY, CRITICISM, & LITERARY HISTORY
THE POETRY OF ROBERT BROWNING. By STOPFORD A. BROOKE.

Original issue. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 10s. 6d.
" The most satisfactory and stimulating criticism of the poet ye

published." Times.

(See also Dainty Volume Library, page 4.)

TENNYSON : HIS ART AND RELATION TO MODERN LIFE. By
the same Author. Original issue. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 7s. 6d

"
Will make a strong appeal to all lovers of our great Laureate.

"

Quarterly Review.

[See also Dainty Volume Library, page 4.)
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POETRY, ETC. (contd.)

A STUDY OF CLOUGH, ARNOLD, ROSSETTI, AND MORRIS. With
an Introduction on the Course of Poetry from 1822 to 1852. By
the same Author. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 6s. net.

(See also Dainty Volume Library, page 4.)

EXPERIMENTS IN PLAY WRITING. Six plays in Verse and Prose
with an Introductory Essay. By JOHN LAWRENCE LAMBE. In

demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 5s. net.

THE POEMS OF JAMES HOGG. The Ettrick Shepherd. Selected
and edited, with an introduction, by WILLIAM WALLACE, LL.D.
With photogravure portrait frontispiece. In crown Svo, cloth gilt,

gilt top, 5s.

THE WOOING OF A GODDESS. By B. BURFORD RAWLINGS. In

foolscap Svo, leather, 2s. 6d. net.

MODERN FRENCH LITERATURE. By B. W. WELLS, Ph.D. In
crown Svo, cloth gilt, 520 pp., 6s. net.

MODERN ITALIAN LITERATURE. By LACY COLLISON-MORLEY,
Author of Guiseppe Baretti and his Friends. In crown Svo, cloth

gilt, 360 pp., 6s. net.

A SHORT HISTORY OF GREEK LITERATURE. From Homer to

Julian. By WILMER CAVE WRIGHT, Ph.D., late of Girton College,

Cambridge. In crown Svo, cloth gilt, 544 pp., 6s. net.

GREEK INFLUENCE ON ENGLISH POETRY. By the late Professor

JOHN CHURTON COLLINS. Edited with Introduction, by Professor
M. MACMILLAN. In crown Svo, cloth gilt, with portrait. 3s. 6d.

net.

POLITICS, ETC.
THE RISE AND DECLINE OF WELSH NONCONFORMITY. An

Impartial Investigation. By VIATOR CAMBRENSIS. Demy Svo,
Is. net.

FAMOUS SPEECHES. First Series. From Cromwell to Gladstone.
Selected and Edited with Introductory Notes by HERBERT PAUL.
In demy Svo, cloth, 470 pp., 7s. 6d. net.

FAMOUS SPEECHES. Second Series. From Lord Macaulay to
Lord Rosebery. Selected and Edited with Introductory Notes

by HERBERT PAUL. In demy Svo, cloth, 398 pp., 7s. 6d. net.

THE TRUTH ABOUT HOME RULE. By PEMBROKE WICKS, LL.B.,
Barrister-at-law. With a Preface by the Rt. Hon. Sir EDWARD
CARSON, K.C., M.P. In crown Svo, cloth gilt, with illustrations,
3s. 6d. net.

PROVINCIAL SELF-GOVERNMENT versus HOME RULE. By AN
IRISH DEMOCRAT. In crown Svo, 128 pp. Is. net.
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SCIENCE
GREAT ASTRONOMERS. By Sir ROBBRT BALL, D.Sc., LL.D., F.R.S.

With numerous lull-page and other illustrations. In demy 8vo,
cloth gilt, gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.

"
Sir Robert Ball's gifts as a narrator ar very great. He is, of

course, a master of his subject .... The most earth-bound mortal
who opens this book must go on with it." Daily ChronicU.

IN STARRY REALMS. By the same Author. The Wonders of the
Heavens. With numerous full-page and other illustrations. In

demy 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.
" The style of popular exposition adopted throughout is indeed

admirable, the illustrations are excellent, the binding is tasteful,
and the print good." Saturday Review.

IN THE HIGH HEAVENS. By the same Author. A popular account
of recent interesting astronomical events and phenomena, with
numerous full-page and other illustrations. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt,

gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.
"

It has," says The Scotsman,
"
the freshest knowledge and the

best scientific thought."

ASTRONOMY FOR EVERYBODY. By Professor SIMON NBWCOMBE,
LL.D. With an Introduction by Sir ROBERT BALL. Illustrated.

A popular exposition of the wonders of the Heavens. In demy 8vo,
cloth gilt, gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.

BY LAND AND SKY. By the Rev. JOHN M. BACON, M.A.. F.R.A.S.
The Record of a Balloonist. With four illustrations. In demy
8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.

SOCIOLOGY
SOCIALISM. By Professor ROBERT FLINT, LL.D. New, Revised and

Cheaper Edition. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 6s. net.
" A new, revised and cheaper edition of Professor Flint's masterly

study will be generally welcomed. References show that the

additional notes are well up to date." Daily Mail.

THE PEOPLE OF THE ABYSS. By JACK LONDON. A study of the

social and economic conditions of life in the East End of London.

By the author of The Call of the Wild. With 24 illustrations from

actual photographs. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 6s.

"... Mr. Jack London, who is already known to the British

public as a fine descriptive writer, has done for the East End of

London what he did for the Klondyke has described it fully and

faithfully, looking at it as intimately as dispassionately." Daily
Chronicle.

WHAT IS SOCIALISM ? By
" SCOTSBURN." An attempt to examine

the principles and policy propounded by the advocate* of Socialism.

In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 7s. 6d.

THE SOCIAL WORKER'S GUIDE. (See page 20.)
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THEOLOGICAL
THE PRAYER BOOK DICTIONARY. An Indispensable Volume of

Reference dealing with the origins, history, use, and teaching of the
several authorised editions of the Book of Common Prayer within
the Anglican Communion. Its scope embraces all accompanying
ceremonies and supplementary rites, the ornaments of the Church
and of all ministers, Church structures and fittings in their relation
to worship, ecclesiastical persons and bodies, and the legislative

judicial or administrative authorities now or heretofore empowered
or exercising powers in regard to the above. Edited by GEORGE
HARFORD, M.A., Vicar of Mossley Hill, Hon. Canon of Liverpool ;

and MORLEY STEVENSON, M.A., Principal of Warrington Training
College, Hon. Canon of Liverpool. Assisted by J. W. TYRER, M.A.,
Formerly Vicar of St. Luke the Evangelist, Walton. Preface by
THE LORD BISHOP OF LIVERPOOL.

Articles by nearly 150 Contributors, including : The Bishop of

Ossory; Lord Hugh Cecil; Dr. Hermitage Day; The late Dr.
Dowden (Bishop of Edinburgh) ; Canon Driver ; The Bishop of

Ripon ; The Provost of King's College, Cambridge ; The Bishop of

Lichfield ; The Rev. T. A. Lacey ; The Bishop of Moray and Ross ;

The Bishop of Aberdeen ; Bishop Montgomery ; The Bishop of

Durham ; The Bishop of Exeter ; Canon Simpson ; Chancellor
P. V. Smith ; Canon Staley ; Dr. Eugene Stock ; The Dean of

Canterbury ; Canon Bullock Webster ; The Rev. James Baden
Powell; Professor H. B. Swete ; Dr. H. P. Allen; Professor Du
Bose ; Dr. Guy Warman ; Dr. St. Clair Tisdall ; Mr. Robert Bridges ;

Mr. Francis Burgess ; Mr. Edwin H. Freshfield, F.S.A. ; Mr. J. A.
Fuller Maitland, M.A., F.S.A. ; Sir T. Sydney Lea, Bart. ; Sir

Charles Nicholson, F R.I.B.A. ; Mrs. Romanes ; Professor J. E.
Vernham. The work is complete in One Volume, crown 4to, half

leather gilt, gilt top, 850 pp., 25s. net. Write tor 16 pp. Prospectus
containing lists of Contributors and articles, specimen pages, etc.

" A very successful attempt to meet a real want." Guardian.
"
Thorough and scholarly." Church Times.

" The book will

take its place at once amongst our indispensable works of refer

ence ... a great and scholarly achievement." The Churchman.
" We do not think that any Clergyman can afford to be without this

highly scholarly volume." Church
of

Ireland Gazette.
"

Its

contents answer practically every question that we can ask about
the book. It will make for itself a place on our reference shelves

next to Hastings." Record.

THE BOOK OF ISAIAH. NEWLY TRANSLATED WITH INTRO
DUCTIONS, CRITICAL NOTES AND EXPLANATIONS BY G. H. Box,
M.A. Together with a Prefatory Note by S. R. DRIVER, D.D.,

Regius Professor of Hebrew in the University of Oxford, and Canon
of Christ Church. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, with two maps, 7s. 6d.

net.

The AthencBum says it
"
deserves high commendation," and that

"
the advantage of having the prophecies placed before us in

something like the original grouping of lines far outweighs the

drawback of what might here and there be regarded as arbitrary
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or unnecessary alterations . . the book recommends itself by its

scholarly character, its clearness of exposition, and the fearless.

yet reverent spirit of investigation by which it is animated."

THE EZRA-APOCALYPSE. Being Chapters 314 of the Book com
monly known as IV. Ezra (or II. Esdras). Translated from a criti

cally revised text, with critical Introductions, Notes, and Explana
tions ; with a General Introduction to the Apocalypse, and an

Appendix containing the Latin text. By G. H. Box, M.A., Author
of The Book of Isaiah, etc. Together with a Prefatory Note by
W. SANDAY, D.D., LL.D., Litt.D., Lady Margaret Professor and
Canon of Christ Church, Oxford. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 488

pp., 10s. 6d. net.
"
Already known to the student by his excellent edition of

Isaiah, Mr. Box has now ventured successfully as we think, into a
field which Dr. Charles had almost made his own ; and Dr. Charles,
we are sure, will not be backward in greeting him as a worthy
confrere. Mr. Box's treatment of the various problems presented
by the book is marked by the same clearness and thoroughness which
characterised his Isaiah . . . Mr. Box has laid the readers of 2
Esdras under the highest obligations, and has produced a work,
the only thorough English work on the subject, which does honour
to English scholarship and will be indispensable to all students of

this portion of the Apocrypha." Spectator.

THE RELIGION AND WORSHIP OF THE SYNAGOGUE. An Intro
duction to the Study of Judaism from the New Testament Period.

By W. O. E. OESTERLEY, D.D., and G. H. Box, M.A. In demy 8vo,
cloth gilt, with eight illustrations. Second, Revised, and Cheaper
Edition, 7s. 6d. net.

"
It is not often that a large book can be written on a large subject

in the field of religion, which is so entirely new and fresh as this

important volume. ... Its novelty and freshness lies in its point
of view. It is a study of Judaism by Christian scholars of the Church
of England, written for a Christian public, and it is a sympathetic,
even a loving study." Church Times.

"
Its authors have written with good will and with quite excep

tional knowledge." Jewish Chronicle.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE MESSIANIC IDEA. A STUDY IN COM
PARATIVE RELIGION. By the Rev. W. O. E. OESTERLEY, D.D.
In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d. net.

"
Dr. Oesterley's new work deserves the serious consideration

of students. . . It is stimulating, earnest, frank, full of interesting
information. . . . Likely to prove very useful to a wide circle of

readers." Athenaum.

THE FUTURE LIFE AND MODERN DIFFICULTIES. By F.

CLAUDE KEMPSON, M.B. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, with diagrams,
3s. 6d. net.

" The author shows the simplest educated reader that there is

nothing whatever in scientific discoveries to weaken our faith io

Christianity" The Record.
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THE SAMSON-SAGA AND ITS PLACE IN COMPARATIVE RELIGION.
By the Rev. A. SMYTHE PALMER, D.D. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt,

with three illustrations, 5s. net.

The Westminster Gazette says : His book is full of interest,
and is a distinct help towards the understanding of a very difficult

section of the Old Testament.

THE KINGDOM WITHIN. Being Teaching for our Day Recorded

Exclusively by St. Luke. By AGNES STANLEY LEATHES. In crown
8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.

THE GOSPEL OF JOY. By the Rev. STOPFORD A. BROOKE, M.A.,
LL.D. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 6s.

THE OLD TESTAMENT AND MODERN LIFE. By the same Author.
In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 6s.

THE LIFE SUPERLATIVE. By the same Author. In crown 8vo,
cloth gilt, gilt top, 6s.

THOUGHTS ON SOME OF THE MIRACLES OF JESUS. As MARKS
OF THE WAY OF LIFE. By the Right Hon. and Most Rev. COSMO
GORDON LANG, D.D., Lord Archbishop of York. In crown 8vo,
cloth gilt, gilt top, 6s.

" A delightful book, full of helpfulness and cheer." Methodist
Times.

THOUGHTS ON SOME OF THE PARABLES OF JESUS. By the same
Author. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 6s.

" We can only express our wonder at the freshness of treatment
which he has been able to bring to a familiar subject." The Times,

FAMOUS SERMONS BY ENGLISH PREACHERS. From the VEN
ERABLE BEDE to H. P. LIDDON. Edited with Historical and Bio

graphical Notes by Canon DOUGLAS MACLEANE, M.A. In demy
8vo, cloth gilt, 6s. net.

"
This is a delightful collection, and the reading public owe a

debt of gratitude to Canon Macleane. Canon Macleane's Introduc
tions to the Sermons are by no means the least valuable part of

the work ... it deserves, and will no doubt receive, a hearty
welcome from all reading men interested in the history of our
Church." Record.

By M. C. E. With
In crown 8vo, cloth

LAY SERMONS FROM " THE SPECTATOR."
an introduction by J. ST. LOE STRACHEY.
gilt, gilt top silk register, 5s. net.

"... The prime merit of these essays is their simplicity a

quality which should commend them to many who instinctively

reject sermons as sermons are too often preached." Pall Mall
Gazette.
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THE PRESENCE OF CHRIST. By the late Bishop THOROLD. In
crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d.

THE TENDERNESS OF CHRIST. By the same Author. In crown
8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d.

"
Deals with questions of universal and abiding import. Hia

style, too, has a rare charm." Pall Mall Gazette.

THE GOSPEL OF CHRIST. By the same Author. In crown 8vo.
cloth gilt, 3s. 6d.

"
May well take its place amongst the classics of experimental

religion .

' '

Record.

ON LIFE'S THRESHOLD : TALKS TO YOUNG PEOPLE ON CHARACTER
AND CONDUCT. By the same Author. Translated by EDNA ST.

JOHN. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 3s. 6d.

THE SIMPLE LIFE. By the same Author. Translated from the
French by MARIE LOUISE HENDEE. With biographical sketch by
GRACE KING. New Edition. In foolscap 8vo, cloth gilt. Is. net.

THE COMMANDMENTS OF JESUS. By the Rev. R. F. HORTON.
Popular edition. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 2s. 6d. net.

THE TEACHING OF JESUS. By the same Author. Popular edition.
In crown 8vo, cloth gilt. 2s. 6d. net.

HELP FOR THE TEMPTED. By Professor AMOS R. WELLS. With an
Introduction by the Rev. F. B. MEYER, B.A. In foolscap 8vo,
cloth gilt, gilt top, 2s. 6d. ; also in paper covers, price Is. 6d.

THE INDWELLING CHRIST. By the late HENRY ALLON, D.D.
In large crown 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 3s. 6d.

"
Worthy to take their place among the masterpieces of the old

divines." Daily Telegraph.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR LENT. Readings for the Forty Days' Fast.

By The Rev. VERNON STALEY, Hon. Canon of Inverness Cathedral.
Author of The Catholic Religion, etc., etc. In foolscap 8vo, doth.
Is. 6d. net. Leather gilt, gilt top, 2s. 6d. net.

The plan of the work is to give the reader food for reflection

founded on Christian doctrine, in the best sense of the term, and to

turn each day's reading, or portion, to bear upon character and

practical religion.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR ADVENT. Devotional Readings for the Season.

By the same Author. Cloth, Is. 6d. net; leather, 2s. 6d. net.

A BOOK OF THE LOVE OF JESUS. By Mgr. R. H. BENSON.

In foolscap 8vo, leather gilt, gilt top, 3s. 6d. net ; cloth 2s. net.
" An anthology of some old Catholic devotions, slightly modern

ized, which will appeal to many by reason of its simplicity and

beauty." To-day.
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A BOOK OF THE LOVE OF MARY. By F. M. GROVES. Preface by
His EMINENCE CARDINAL BOURNE. In foolscap 8vo., cloth, with

frontispiece, 2s. net. Leather gilt, gilt top, photogravure
frontispiece, 3s. net.

" We give a cordial and grateful welcome to this beautiful little

book about Our Lady, and her churches, pictures, images, shrines,

guilds, wells and salutations, and the poems, prayers and days that
honour her." Catholic Times.

A LITTLE HISTORY OF THE LOVE OF THE HOLY EUCHARIST. By
the same Author. In foolscap 8vo, leather gilt, gilt top, 3s. 6d. net.

In a previous work Mrs. Groves traced the history of the devotion
to Our Lady in these islands, showing the various forms it took and
the traces it has left in the language and the social customs of the

country. In the present work she renders a like service to the

history of the devotion to the Blessed Sacrament of the Altar in

England during the centuries between the planting of Christianity
here and the reign of Mary Tudor.

IN OUR LADY'S PRAISE. An Anthology of Verse. Compiled by
E. HERMITAGE DAY, D.D., F.S.A. With Preface by the RIGHT
HON. VISCOUNT HALIFAX. In foolscap 8vo, cloth, with photo
gravure, 2s. net ; leather gilt, gilt top, with photogravure
frontispiece, 3s. net.

IN ANSWER TO PRAYER. Testimonies of Personal Experiences. By
BISHOP BOYD-CARPENTER, the late DEAN OF SALISBURY, Canon
KNOX LITTLE, M.A., the late Rev. Dr. JOHN WATSON (" IAN
MACLAREN "), Rev. Dr. R. F. HORTON, the late Rev. HUGH PRICE
HUGHES, and others. Cheaper edition. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt,

gilt top, 2s.

THE LITERARY STUDY OF THE BIBLE. An account of the leading
forms of literature in the Sacred Writings. By Professor R. G.

MOULTON, M.A., Ph.D. Cheaper Edition. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt,

6s. net.
" A valuable help to the study of the Sacred Writings. . .

We heartily recommend this book." Daily Chronicle.

THE PRACTICAL WISDOM OF THE BIBLE. Edited with an intro

duction by J. ST. LOE STRACHEY (Editor of The Spectator]. In

demy 16mo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 2s. 6d. net ; leather 3s. 6d. net.
" No one, after reading the elegant and carefully produced

volume can doubt that Mr. Strachey has done a good work in a

thoroughly good manner." Standard.
THE ST. PAUL'S HANDBOOKS. Edited by E. HERMITAGE DAY,

D.D., F.S.A. Each in crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 2s. 6d. net.

This new series makes a strong appeal to the large number of

busy Churchpeople who desire to obtain clear guidance for them
selves upon those questions of faith and practice which emerge
from time to time into the field of controversy. The volumes will

be written by Priests and Laymen who have received the Faith
from the Catholic Church in the English Provinces.

THE MINISTRY OF THE CHURCH. By E. HERMITAGE DAY, D.D.,
F.S.A.

Other Volumes in preparation,
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THE SOCIAL RESULTS OF EARLY CHRISTIANITY. By C. SCHMIDT.
Translated by Mrs. THORPE. With Preliminary Essay by K. W
DALE, LL.D. In crown 8vo. cloth gilt, 3s. 6d. net.

" An easy book to read, and the educated layman will find it

full of vital interest, while the more exacting student will have the
further satisfaction of being provided with full and precise references
to the original authorities in which many startling assertions are
made." Nottingham Daily Express.

EDUCATION AND SOCIAL LIFE. By the Rev. J. WILSON HARPER.
D.D. In crown 8vo, cloth, 4s. 6d. net.

MODERNISM. A RECORD AND REVIEW. By the Yen. A. LESLIE
LILLEY, M.A., Archdeacon of Ludlow. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt
6s. net.

"
Mr. Lilley is admirably suited, both by knowledge and sympathy,

to be the medium through which the modernist position may be
made known to the English public." Church Times.

BODY AND SOUL. An Enquiry into the effects of Religion upon
health with a description of Christian works of healing from the
New Testament to the present day. By PERCY DEARMER, D.D.
Ninth impression. Cheaper Edition. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt,

2s. 6d. net.
" Here is the book for which we have so long waited. . . We

may say at once that the work could hardly have been better done.

It takes a comprehensive survey of the main question, and of

matters related to it. It is arranged with an admirable clearness."

Church Times.

THE CHURCHMAN'S GUIDE. A Handbook for all persons, whether
Clerical or Lay, who require a Book of Reference on questions of

Church Law or Ecclesiology. Edited by ARTHUR REYNOLDS, M.A.
In crown 8vo, cloth, 368 pp., 3s. 6d. net.

" The work is extremely well done. Within the space of 333

pages, well and clearly printed in double columns, the editor has

managed to include nearly a thousand articles and definitions.

The articles on various legal points are lucid and authoritative ;

those on ecclesiology interesting and practical ; those on historical

points are commendably free from bias. In fact it is a trustworthy
and convenient guide on the many matters on which the churchman

constantly finds himself in need of information." Church Times.

CHURCH ACCOUNTS. A Simple, Concise Method of Account Keeping,
for use by the Clergy, Churchwardens, and other Officials. With
Model Accounts. Compiled by the Rev. W. G. DOWSLEY, B.A.

Size 15 in. by 9$ in., half-leather, 106 pp., with interleaved blotting-

paper, 6s. 6d. net.
" An exceedingly useful volume. ... As to its thoroughness

there can be no doubt ; . . . for large and highly organised parishes
it would be difficult to devise anything better/' Guardian.
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THE SOCIAL WORKERS' GUIDE. A Handbook of Information
and Counsel for all who are interested in Public Welfare. Edited

by the Rev. J. B. HALDANE, M.A., Secretary of the Southwark
Diocesan Social Service Committee, with assistance from Fifty
Experts. In crown 8vo, cloth, 500 pp., with over 500 articles.

3s. 6d. net.
" A book of reference of more than average value. The need

of such a book is patent, and we do not know of any other publica
tion which attempts to supply it. The notes are arranged in

alphabetical order, and, generally speaking, they are wonderfully
exhaustive.

' '

Guardian .

HOW TO TEACH AND CATECHISE. A Plea for the Employment
of Educational Methods in the Religious Instruction of Children.

By the Rev. J. A. RIVINGTON, M.A., formerly Second Master at
St. Paul's Cathedral Choir School. With a Preface by the LORD
BISHOP OF GLOUCESTER. Cheaper Edition. In crown 8vo, cloth

gilt, Is. 6d. net.
"
This is an invaluable little book ... it might well be put

into the hands of every Sunday School teacher." Churchman.

A POPULAR HISTORY OF THE CHURCH IN WALES From the

Beginning to the Present Day. By the Rev. J. E. DE HIRSCH-DAVIES,
B.A. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 356 pp., 5s. net.

"
It shows wide reading no less than special study. It is written

with the simplicity befitting a popular history, and its interest never

flags. It makes the Welsh Church, in strength and weakness,

depression or re-awakening, live before our eyes." Church Times.

THE LONDON CHURCH HANDBOOK. Being a Compendium of

Information upon Church Affairs in the County of London [Dioceses
of London and Southwark]. Second year of issue (1913-14). In
crown 8vo, cloth, 400 pp., 2s. net.

THE SPRING OF THE DAY. SPIRITUAL ANALOGIES FROM THE THINGS
OF NATURE. By the late HUGH MACMILLAN, D.D., LL.D. In
crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d. net.

THE CLOCK OF NATURE. By the late HUGH MACMILLAN, D.D.,
LL.D. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d. net.

An attempt to bring out the wise lessons which the objects of

Nature teach, and to illustrate the spiritual revelation of God in

Christ by the revelation of God in Nature.

THE POETRY OF PLANTS. By the late HUGH MACMILLAN, D.D.,
LL.D. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d. net.

A collection of popular studies, showing the many points of beauty
and interest about some of the commonest of our trees and wild

flowers.
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TRAVEL, TOPOGRAPHY, AND SPORT
THE ADVENTURER IN SPAIN. By S. R CROCKETT. With 162

illustrations by GORDON BROWNE and from photographs taken by
the Author. In large crown 8vo, cloth gilt. 6s.

WANDERINGS ON THE ITALIAN RIVIERA. The Record of a leis

urely tour in Liguria. By FREDERIC LEES. With coloured plate,
and 60 illustrations, map. In large crown 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top,
7s. 6d. net.

" The Italian Riviera ... is practically unknown to the majority
of visitors, and Mr. Lees has done it and the public a service in

writing this very readable and pleasant volume. All intellectual

people will appreciate the description of local customs, art and
architecture, literature and folk lore, which Mr. Lees has set himself
to expound." World.

THE7IMMOVABLE EAST. Studies of the People and Customs of

Palestine. By PHILIP J. BALDENSPERGER. With Biographical
Introduction by FREDERIC LEES. With 24 full-page plate illus

trations and map. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, gilt top, 7s. 6d. net.
"
Nothing so intimate has yet appeared upon the subject as this

book. To those who know already something of the people and the
life described, there is no book we should recommend more strongly
to enlarge their knowledge." The Athenaum.

Countries and Peoples Series

Each in imperial 16mo, cloth gilt, gilt top, with about 30 full-page

plate illustrations, 6s. net.

ITALY OF THE ITALIANS. By HELEN ZIMMERN.
" The knowledge and judgment displayed in the volume are truly

astounding, and the labour the author has expended on it has made
it as indispensable as Baedeker to the traveller, as well as invaluable

to the student of modern times." Daily Telegraph.

FRANCE OF THE FRENCH. By E. HARRISON BARKER.
" A book of general information concerning the life and genius

of the French people, with especial reference to contemporary
France. Covers every phase of French intellectual life architec

ture, players, science, and invention, etc." Times.

SPAIN OF THE SPANISH. By Mrs. VILLIERS-WARDELL.
" Within little more than 250 pages she has collected a mass of

ordered information which must be simply invaluable to any one

who wants to know the facts of Spanish life at the present day.
Nowhere else, so far as we are aware, can a more complete and yet

compendious account of modern Spain be found.' Pall Mail

Gazette.
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SWITZERLAND OF THE SWISS. By FRANK WEBB.
"
Mr. Webb's account of that unknown country is intimate,

faithful, and interesting. It is an attempt to convey a real know
ledge of a striking people an admirably successful attempt."
Morning Leader.

GERMANY OF THE GERMANS. By ROBERT M. BERRY.

"
Mr. Berry abundantly proves his ability to write of Germany

of the Germans in an able and informing fashion. What he does
is to state, so far as can be done within the scope of a single handy
volume, particulars of all aspects of life as lived in Germany to-day."

Daily Telegraph.

TURKEY OF THE OTTOMANS. By LUCY M. J. GARNETT.

"
There could hardly be a better handbook for the newspaper

reader who wants to understand all the conditions of the
'

danger
zone.'

"
Spectator.

BELGIUM OF THE BELGIANS. By DEMETRIUS C. BOULGER.

" A very complete handbook to the country." World.

HOLLAND OF THE DUTCH. By the same author.

"
. . . It contains everything that one needs to know about

the country. Mr. Boulger has the seeing eye, and everything is

described with vivacity and sympathetic insight. The book is as

interesting as it is useful, and a series of splendid photographs is

not its least notable feature."- Aberdeen Free Press.

SERVIA OF THE SERVIANS. By CHEDO MIJATOVICH.

"
It is a useful and informative work and it deserves to be widely

read." Liverpool Daily Courier.

JAPAN OF THE JAPANESE. By Professor J. H. LONGFORD. With

map.
" A capital historical resume and a mine of information regard

ing the country and its people." London and China Telegraph.

AUSTRIA OF THE AUSTRIANS AND HUNGARY OF THE
HUNGARIANS. By L. KELLNER, PAULA ARNOLD and ARTHUR
L. DELISLE.

Other Volumes in preparation.
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The "All Red" Series

Each volume is in demy 8vo, cloth gilt, with 16 full -page plate
illustrations, maps, etc., 7s. 6d. net.

THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA. By the Hon. BBRNHARD
RINGROSE WISE (formerly Attorney-General of New South Wales).
Second Edition Revised.

" The '

All Red '

Series should become known as the Well-Read
Series within a short space of time. Nobody is better qualified to
write of Australia than the late Attorney-General of New South
Wales, who knows the country intimately and writes of it with
enthusiasm. It is one of the best accounts of the Island Continent
that has yet been published. We desire to give a hearty welcome
to this series." Globe.

THE DOMINION OF NEW ZEALAND. By the late Sir ARTHUR P.

DOUGLAS, Bt. ( formerly Under-Secretary for Defence, New Zealand,
and previously a Lieutenant. R.N.

" Those who have failed to find romance in the history of the
British Empire should read The Dominion of New Zealand. Sir

Arthur Douglas contrives to present in the 444 pages of his book an
admirable account of life in New Zealand and an impartial summary
of her development up to the present time. It is a most alluring

picture that one conjures up after reading it." Standard.

THE DOMINION OF CANADA. By W. L. GRIFFITH, Secretary to

the Office of the High Commissioner for Canada.

" The publishers could hardly have found an author better

qualified than Mr. Griffith to represent the premier British Dominion
... an excellent plain account of Canada, one of the best and most

comprehensive yet published . . trustworthy." Athen&um.

THE BRITISH WEST INDIES. Their History. Resources, and Pro

gress. By ALGERNON E. ASPINALL, Secretary to the West India
Committee.

"... hence the value of such a book as Mr. AspinaU has

compiled so skilfully. Its treatment of current topics is copious,

up-to-date, and ful! of varied interest . . . every visitor to the

West Indies will be well advised if he takes Mr. Aspinall's book as

his guide." Times
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THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA. With chapters on Rhodesia and the
Native Territories of the High Commission. By W. BASIL WORSFOLD,
Sometime Editor of the

"
Johannesburg Stay."

"... The promoters of
'

All Red Series
'

got the right man for

the work. Mr. Worsfold's considerable experience of the making
of the country from within, combined with his training as a jour
nalist, have enabled him to cope with the task in a way that would
have been impossible to a less skilled and well-informed annalist.

Into 500 pages he has compressed the main outlines of the history
and geography of that much-troubled dominion, the form of its

new Constitution, its industrial developments, and social and

political outlook. The volume is an encyclopaedia of its subject."
Yorkshire Post.

THE EMPIRE OF INDIA. By SIR J. BAMPFYLDE FULLER, K.C.S.I.,

Formerly Lieutenant- Governor of Eastern Bengal.
"

Sir Bampfylde Fuller was well qualified to write such a book as
this which will serve admirably for an introduction to the study of

Indian conditions and politics. Sir Bampfylde Fuller presents a

complete picture of the Indian Empire the country, its people,
its government, and its future prospects." Times.

"No western mind more practically versed in and sympathetic
with the Indian spirit could be found than his, and his long adminis
trative experience could not fail to lead him to compile a well

balanced volume."' Times of India.

WINTER LIFE IN SWITZERLAND. Its Sports and Health Cures.

By Mrs. M. L. and WINIFRED M. A. BROOKE. In crown 8vo,

cloth, 290 pp., with coloured frontispiece and many full-page

plates, maps, and other illustrations, 3s. 6d. net.

"
This book is so full of description and useful information on

all points as to be an indispensable possession to anyone intending
a winter visit to Switzerland . . . this invaluable little book."
Throne.

SIR ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, LTD., 1 AMEN CORNER, LONDON, E.G.
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